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I NTRODUCT ION

Several recent studies have indicated that, for a significant class
of preattack scenarios, effective shelter programs are feasible within bud-
get levels which are plausible under plausible circumstances such as a re-
newal of extreme cold war tension. Much of the remaining controversy over
the utility of civil defense centers on t0ie question of postattack recup-
eration. There has been a fair amount of speculation on environmental
problems in particular, largely because the uncertainties in this area
seem to be large or even unlimited.

!t is fair to say that the general tenor of most of this speculation
has been gloomy. In fact, among the writings of scientists with pronounced
unilateralist or "anti-nuclear" sentiments, it is hard to find any state-
mcnt about environmental problems which does not hint strongly at, or pre-
dict ourright, an extreme disaster. Even analysts who have spent some time
thinking about the problems fairly unemotiornally, and who have had to temper
their statements to satisi'4 a more critical audience, have been-willing to
entertain surprisingly catastrophic notions. The point is worth making, be-
cause it explains why it has seemed worthwhile to us to devote a section of
this study (Volume II) to putting the problem into perspective b- i.ostulating,
and analyzing, extreme cases. The following three quotations iro.,m highly re-
spectable sources should be sufficient to justify this assertion.

1. ... "Therefore, depending on the geographical distribution, habits
and sensitivity to radiation of various species, the various species,
the various forms of life may survive the period of high radiation
levels in drastically different proportions. And once the ecological
balance is seriously disturbed, it is conceivable that the 'ecosystem'
of the continent may exhibit a dynan:ics of its own that wvlI cc.rry it
ever, further from the (prox'mate) prewar equilibrium. Some species,
no longer control.ed by their natural enemies, may multiply enormously;
others, deprived of their-normal sources of food or otherwise affected
by the total change in the system, may disappear. Assuming that a
rough equilibrium would eventuaily be re-established, there is no
obvious reason to believe that it would closely resemble the prewar
equ i i brium.'

S. Winter, "Economic Viability after Thermonuclear

War: The limits of Feasible Production," RAND

Rm-3436-PR, pp. 135-136.

2. "Nuclear war might conceivably lead to complete sterilization of
life in a particular area because of fire and radioactivity. Or there
could be a selective removal of one or more essential biotic elements,
which could have significant sequer.ial effect5 (e.g., removal of
higher plants leading to floods and erosion and followed by decreased
agricultural output later).
... For instance, if two forms of life were in balance, if one was a
predator on the other, andi if you find that the predator was very
radiosensitive, you might kill that orne and then the other organism

would flourish."
Civil Defense Hearings 1961. Subcommittee of Com, on
Govt. Operations, House, August 1961. Quote: H.H.
Mitchell, pp. 331-332.
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3. "The other point of fallout is simply this: The effects on na-
ture. Fallout would produce large numbers of sick plants. Sick
plants are the ideal breeding ground for herbivorous ;nsects, such
as locusts, or many other types. In addition to this, fallout would
greatly reduce the vertebrate predators such as the skunks and birds
and so forth, which help keep the insect populations in check. It
is not possible to predict which insects, although you can indicate
some likely candidates. But if you go down the list of the problems
we have now with insects and compare many of the little known ones
which are potential problems, one can envision an assault on the
plant cover which would make the locust plagues of Biblical times
look like tea parties."

Civil Defense Hearjinlgsj. 1963, Subcommittee on Armed
Services, House, June-July 1963. Quote: T. Stonier,
p. 4938.

In addition to the vague but apocalyptic suggestion that the "balance
of nature" might be irretrievably upset, there has also been conjecture
about the possibility a! widepsread. uncheckable fires, catastrophic ero-
sion and flooding, climatic change, and widespread epidemics.

We shall, in tni present studY, consider these possibilities seriously
and examine the argumcLIts pro and con as well as we can within the con-
straints imposed by lack of data and/or theory in certain areas. However,
it is not altogether out of place to look also at some of the reasons why
writers discussing hypothetical hazards often tend, at first, to exaggerate
their seriousness.•

*As an example of such bias, it may be of interest to recall a calcu-
lation cited in The New York Times (Sept. 19, 1946) which baldly stated
that a single ounce of pure botuiinus toxin would be "sufficient to kill
every person in the U.S. and Canacia." This story with its threatening im-
plications for biological warfare received tremendous publicity; but the
various caveats and uncertainties did not. Among the latter:

1. The estimated lethal dose was based on experiments with laboratory
mice; i i:, assumed that the lethai dose for humans would be
simply scaled up in proportion to weight. There is no direct evi-
dence to date of the actual lethal dose for humans.

2. The experimental poison was injected intraperitoneally by syringe,
the body's protective walls (skin and/or stomach lining) being by-
passed. The protection afforded by these barriers 'is known to be
very important, but not precisely or quantitatively enough to take
into account in a calculation. Hence it was ignored. This method
of innoculation is irrelevant to biological warfare.

3. Equal measured doses were assumed, with 100% efficient distribu-
tion to the entire humn population and no duplication or wastage.

Obviously any realistic method of dispersing this amount of poison
would produce far fewer casualties. But only a sophisticated and critical
reader would immediately realize that various caveats, especially the third,
make the entire calculation absolutely meaningless as regards any implica-
tions for biological warfare. In fact, an ounce of botulinus scattered to
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To begin with, a journalist is more likely to get attention with a
scie story than wiLh a balanced, disciplined presentation-of all the com-
plexities and uncertainties. Even if the writer is a competent profes-
sional, not influenced by such motives, he may be tempted to concentrate
his attention on the worst possible cases for "political" reasons--as, for
example, to influence pubiic opinion in favor of-accomodation and against
rigidity or bellicosity in international affairs. Many scientists (and
-thers) believe deeply that war is less likely if people remain convinced
that war means near annihilation, than if there is some reasonable hope of
survival From this emotionai asslmption it follows that any reduction of
the starkness of the threat increases the probability of war--and there-
fore seems to some almost like treason against humanity. This questionable
view is sufficiently widespread in the modern world to conmand attention.

However, even if the motives for investigation are scientifically

t'pure,'" i.e., to search for abstract truth regardless of practical or po-

liticai implicaticns, there is another pitfall: Scientists have an under-
standable propensity to concentrate or r.-obiems which they have the tech-
nical equipment to sclve. Sirce "rea.jl world"I problems are seldom soluble
as such, they m:isS be simplified by rn.arns of artificial assumptions. In
the passionless search for knowledge-for-its-own-sake, there is nothing
unreasonable atout this procedure. The analyst solves his simplified
"r1iodel" problem and then begins tVe te,41ius p-ocess of making corrections
for factors whic., weie, at first, ignoied. After a while (if he is lucky)
he can see the trend of the successive corrections, both in direction and
magnitude, ar:, con perhaps say something worthwhile about the real problem.
If riot, th.e si,;jlified model has its own intrinsic interest and the analy-
sis will be available as a starting point for other researchers.

When this procedure is applied to prcblem;s as complex as the effects
of nuclear warfare jn the envirorment, however, things tend to go awry.
In the first piece, Lhe "soluble" ,;iodels require exceptionally drastic
simplifying assum:•tions. It is correspondingly more difficult to correct
for factors which were le-t out, and although the direction of any partic-
ular correction is usually clear, its magnitude often is not; the sum of
several corrections riay even ieave us in doubt as to over-all direction.
The analys-toften drops the problem at this point, i.e., with a quantita-
tive calculation based on a titally unrealistic model, and a series of
reasonably carefu: but non-quantitative caveats pointing out where the
model departs from realilv, but not by how much. Even a sophisticated
audience is likely to be mnisaed unless it is also disposed to be par-
ticularlv skeptical (or hostile).

A significant point which should be better appreciated is that in
the above and rmany similar cases the analyst tends to make a facile

(footnote continued) the winds or dropped into a lake might produce no
casualties at all, or 10, 1,000 or 100,000. We are inclined to suspect
the latter figure as being toc high for any plausible scenario, but this
is still more than three order, of mnagnitude below the limit which was
quoted in the newspaper article.

S... .- ~- - f,.
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presumption that the calculated maximu1m value for some variable (e.g.,
casualties) will normally be of the same orde-. of magnitude as the a:-
tual- c value (which cannot be calculated directly). This is an
invalid inference. It would be easier to guard against misleading, and
be better from the viewpoint of integrity, objectivity and informative-
ness, if analysts made a regular practice of stating the other extreme
case also, i.e., the minimum value. In the example quoted in the foot-
note, the lower limit on the number of casualties which could be produced
by an ounce of botulinus toxin is zero, hence the range of possibilities
is 0 to 2 x 108. Unfortunately the lower liit is iogically trivial, and
the revised statement as a whole loses much of its interest. Moreover,
it would be pedantic to invariably include lower limits where they are,
as in this case, trivial. Scme critical sophistication is, therefore,
demanded of the reader, if he is to be spared an endless repetition of
such caveats.

There is, of course, no reason why the expected number of casualties
due to the dispers-ion of botulinus toxin should be near either extreme.
Hence a calculation of the upper limit is interesting only if (a) one
wishes to compare the lethal effectiveness of botulinus toxin with that
of other poisons with which one has more experience on an "other things
being equal" basis or (b) if the absolute upper limit is a conservative
estimate from some pertinent point of view. It would be conservative,
for instance, if one could argue that even if the absolute upper limit
were achieved, the result (i.e., number of casualties) would be negli-
gible in a certain context.

Returning to the subject of the present study, it seems clear that
much of the gloom about environmental effects is attributable to the fact
that the absolute upper limit is often easy to calculete--in fact, trivial,
in the foregoing sense--i.e., infinity. Thus fires may conceivably de-
stroy everything, epidemics may spread everywhere and kill everycne, the
economic system may break down totally. But the expected val•. of damage
from a given attack s very hard to calculate unless one knows a great
deal about fires, epidemiology, economics, and so forth. Especially, one
must know something about the factors which limit the spread of fires or
epidemics, or cause a depression to "bottom out." A major objective of
this study is to gain some understanding of these terminating or limiting
mechan i sms.

It must be emphdsized, however, that the kinds of real world con-
straints which normally operate (e.g., to limit the destructiveness of
a Storm, or the spread of a fire, epidemics, or pest outbreaks) are
rarely absolute. Rather, one typicaily envisions a severity vs. fre-
quency distribution function having a form such that, beyond a cer-
tain point, increasingly severe instances are increasingly rare. The
maximal case which need be considered for practical purposes might be
defined as one of a magnitude whose corresponding frequency is such that
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no case might be expected in a "long" time.* The length of time one picks
as a standard of comparison, whether a generation, a century or a millenium,
is partly a function of the "average", frequency of comparable events and
partly a question of the magnitude of the greatest such event on record.
Thus one might think in terms of a generation for purposes of estimating
a "maximal" hurricane, but 10 million years would be a short period to con-
sider if one were concerr.-d with estimating the worst possible ice age!

Having pointed out the characteristic weaknesses of some attempts to
treat very complex '"real world" problems by means of analytic techniques
from the realm of engineering and physics, we must issue two warnings. In
the first place, even the most sophisticatec models cannot transcend the
available "state of the art-," which means the results are boutid to be at
least as uncertain as the basic data--which is, in turn, both sparse and
unreliable. It is, however, incumbent on the end-user of the study to re-
main conscious, not only of the existence of theorelical uncerteinties,
but also of the practical implications thereof. The importance of this
injunction can perhaps best be illustrated by means of an example: for
some time after an attack on the U.S. the only information available tc,
the central government as to the composition and location of surviving
resources would be derived not from on-the-spot census or inventory-taking
(which woulH be a very slow and difficult process) but from a computerized
damage-assessment model in'which crude available data on targets destroyed,
weather conditions, etc., would be entered.7 Two categories of resources
would be effectively "lost"--at least, insofar as any contribution to over-
all national goals is ,_oncerned--oamely, resources actually destroyed and
resources which the damage-assessment model calculates to be destroyed
(and which are 'not otherwise known to have survived). It is possible to
envision a central planning group allocating resources to replace "de-
stroyed" factories which actually survived the attack, while depending on
the output from other plants which the model calculated to have survived
intact but which were, in fact, demolished. Hence it is aimost meaning-
less in the present coitext to characterize a model in terms like + n%
accuracy. What matters is the practical utility (or disutility) of a
given nargin of error. In some cases even a sizable percentage error
may ma'ke no practical d.Fference, while in other instances, such as the
one des,:ribed above, even c, "small" error may be quite unfortunate-'.

*e.g., the practical upper limit for earthquakes corresponds to

about 9 on the Richter scale. No quake of this magnitude has occurred
since seismographic records have been kept, although several 8.9 read-
ings have been ýýecorded.

W"`This is the function of the NREC uider the OEP.

.... This fact nay, in turn, have impor:ant implications for policy
planning. Thus it could be used as an argument against the concept of
central planning itself.
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The other warning is directed at technical readers who may be
tempted to apply standards of criticism to the study, similar to those
which they would apply to "pure" research. It seems very clear, at
least to the author, that such standards are inappropriate. In partic-
ular, one often has a choice between using incomplete, unreliable or un-
confirmed data, or giving up any attempt to estimate magnitudes. Fron
the scientific point of view it is bad form to build elaborate theoreti-
cal structures on shaky foundations--partly, no doubt, because it was
just this type of intellectual activity which inhibited real scientific
progress until comparatively recently in history. Most scientists recog-
nize the need to make conjectures (if only to test them), but still tend
to recoil from any but the most mrdest consideration of further implica-
tions until such speculation is somehow legitimized by an accumulation
of raw data.*

Policy planners (the intended audience of this study) cannot afford
such delicate sensibilities. One cannot rationally refuse to consider
the actions one will take, in case some theoretical phenomenon occurs, on
the grounds that the theory is speculative--any more than one can refuse
to guard against future eventualities on the grounds that the future is
uncertain. In fact, it is precisely because the future is uncertain that
planners must hedge against a number of different (often incompatible) al-

Sternatives. Similarly, it may be necessary to hedge against a theoretical
event just because the theory is good enough to raise the possibility but
not adequate either to confirm it or to rule it out beyond a doubt.

Several of the models introduced in this study are intended to play
such a role. It is, of course, gratifying to be able to arrive at an
unequivocal answer of the form: "X" is not important (compared with "Y").
More often, the theory is only sufficient to suggest ranges of possible
magnitudes which partially overlap the ranges of major interest or con-
cern. This is a scientifically uninteresting kind of result, but from
the policy planning viewpoint it may be quite useful to know that "Z"
a be important in compari-on with "Y"--for it raises the further ques-
tion as to how well "Z'" can be guardeG against (in case it should occur),
for how much money, etc.

The better the data and the theory, the fewer alternatives need be
taken seriously. As the state-of-the-art improves, some possible ri.ks
will certainly be eliminated fro(,i consideration as the quantitative as-
pects become better known and the rangc of uncertainty decreases. Policy
planners would have correspondingly fewer things to hedge against and,
therefore, fewer demands on limited resources. Thus, up to a point,
further research may have a very high leverage. On the other hand, once
the question, "Is X important., compared with Y?•' has been answered defi-
nitely, one way or the other, there is little or no payoff to the planner

"*The normal pcoition in the sciences at present is that there exists

much more data than theory. Theorists are kept busy trying to account for
known data. Hence it is very rare for a theorist to suggest a new phenome-
non before the experimentalists hive found it.

JIM_ 

_
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in pursuing many details which would be of great interest to the scientist
g" scientist. To the extent that further research might be worthwhile at
all, it would probably have to be directed towards finding the best (and
cheapest) means of counteracting "X." To do this one need often (though
not always) know very little about "X' itself.

To conclude the introduction, a few methodological and organizational
comments may be in order. Our approach can, perhaps, be described as fol-
lows:

abstract (vs. empirical)
aggregative (vs. narrowly focused)
statistical (vs. mechanistic)

The term "abstract" is not intended to convey a lack of concern with data,
but rather, to rouqhly characterize our attitude vwhen faced with situations
where data is unavailable. This will be further clarified in a moment. The
stress on the aggregative and statistical features as opposed to microscopic,
mechanistic aspects, reflects a notion that the behavior of complex macro-
sc:opic systems cannot be inferred, on the basis of existing theory, from the
behavior of their components, even though the latter is clearly relevant and
important. If we imagine a hierarchy of levels of analysis, beginning at
the lowest level with simple components, such as artifacts or living cells,
and ranging through organs, organisms, populations, communities, ecosystems,
human complexes (e.g., cities), human societies and civilizations, it is
clear that problems whose main point of impact is at the upper end of the
scale cannot be treated by starting et the bottom and analyzing "upward."
On the other hand, the reverse approach, carrying the analysis from the
higher levels of aggregation to the lower ones, makes still less sense.
The only possible resolution of the difficulty is to work, in some fashion,
both ways at once: for example, we shall frequently make assumptions about
the form of a distribution function on the basis of general knowledge of
the aggregated system, then working back to allow the P of the
distribution to be determined by information at the component level. Thus
the abstract model typically comes first (in this study),empirical data
being introduced at a later stage to make the model as quantitative 3s
possible, but seldom with sufficient detail and/or reliability to enable
one to work back up the scale and suggest modifications to the model--
although, in principle, this would be the next logical step.

The procedure we have followed incidentally has the advantage of sug-
gest;ng which kinds of basic data will be the most u~eful, e.g., in the
development of predictive models for ecology, fire research, pest control,
flood control, etc. Above all, we need more information on relations be-
tween "dose" and incidence (or response)--e.g., mortality curves--for
various generalized insults or disturbances to biological populations,
communities, or ecosystems. We also need better information on the rela-
tionships between i and f of various kinds of disturbance
such as (spontaneous) fires, earthquakes, storms, droughts, flooJs, insect
outbreaks, epidemics and so forth, under various sets of circunstances.
From these data one can derive theoretical distribution functions whose
significant parameters (mean, vao iance, etc.) tend to depend in various
ways on the prevailing circumstances. From thence it is possible to
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develop models to make modest predictions about what will happen if the
circumstances change in prescribed ways.

As a first step towards some of these goals, we have assembled exist-
Ing data--both historical and experimental--on a number of kinds of envir-
onmental disturbance. Much of this material had never been collected in
one place. previously, although since the earlier reports in this series
appeared, at least one more ambitious compilation (for insects) has been
undertaken elsewhere. In some cases of particular interest we have
sketched, rather simplistically, how predictive models for handling com-
plex problems might be developed. The major models, and some of the data
compilations appear as Appendices A through H to the two volumes of the
report.

The chapter organization is probably self-explanatory. The first
volume (Chapters I-I1') Is devoted to direct and indirect effects of nu-
clear weapons at the lower levels of aggregation up to and including
populations and ecosystems but not including human and societal aspects.
The second volume discusses concepts of disutility (Chapter V), range and
context (Chapter VI), environmental-economic considerations (Chapter VII),
and possible countermeasures (Chapter ViII). Conspicuously absent, at
this stage, is arny real discussion of socio-economic problems of environ--
mental recovery. Future studies will, however, emphasize these areas.
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CHAPTER 1,

PRIMARY RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

1. Orijgin. Characteristics and Dist-ribution of Fallout

Altouh this subject is explicitly covere na fiilACO
publicatione,!*' there a-re a number of important pointt where the discussion
in that docurrent might use full Iy be supplIemented. ',This saect ion w~ill not
attempt to cover all the topics which might logically be subsumed by the
heading, but will concentrate on a few key issues.

The central question, to which a great deal of experimental and theo-
retica) effort has been devotec, is essentially as follows: given a nuclear
explosion of yield W, and specified altitude, wind conditions, etc., what
dose rate will ýe measured by a su~table instrument at a particular nearby
location and subsequent time?"'~ In its general form the question is too
complicated to tackle directly, so various simplifying .crncepts have been
introduced.

One such conc;ýpt is total activity. It is now accepted that about
6 to 6.5% of the fission energy yieli of a weapon is delivered relatively
slowly in the form of y and 8 radiation from fission products. The decay
mechanisms are exceedingly complex: at least 200 isotopes of 36 elements
are thought to be involved). 2 The major groups are listed in Table 1-1 and

cifts Qf NucleAr Weapon will be abbreviated to ENW in the following.

"Details ot th~e morphology and ii,.e evolution of a nuclear explosion
are an interestiny subject in the-noselves but have comparatively little rele-
~vance to the ultimate r;)idklogiczl effects of the weapon except insofar as
they determine the pattt-rn -)f distribution of fallout. Very crudely, as, is
common knowledge, the isodose lines characteristic of fallout patterns are
concentric ellipses pointing in the downwind direction.

It must be emphasized that the idealized patterns used in damage as-
sessment calculati--is arr, based on one or another mnathemiatical model. A
number of such mo,'els have been developed. A detailed comparison wo3uld be
a major undertaking twitth lit' le reievaInce to our present task, but for pur-
poses of identificat ion the best known are as follows: ENW; Rapp Ll Al.
(RAND);2 Pugh-Galliano (IDA-WSEG);3 Anderson (NRDL);4 AFCIN;5 Tech-,nical
Onera~ inns, Inc.;,6 Naqler-M,-hjta-Pooler (Weather Bureau);7 and Miller (SRI-
OCD).'A There are sevi.ral a!torna~o versions of somec of these models. add-
ing up to nearly a score of distinct cases. Several attempts have been
made to coiipare and cia-jsitv the various models, resolve discrepancies
and/or cla~rify th, rvosontS for them in tvrms of data base, physical assump-
t ions, i,rathemtu ical I.ipproxi oftionns, rinti,' of applicability. etc,.9 '10.11
However. the rvsul t. ()I thvv vitfo ,. o'ro either ioronc lusive or una11\'al1-
able and w.e 5hal I thereiore rcter ~n, ly to tho Mi I ler todel, which is
the most recent 'Ifl~iS . dIs k(tja 1(t, itid .bppq'ars to havo jus.t ' ed the least
s ,,r iou b.i it c i soi (rcxcvpt thI .i t ot )k- Iinq d~ i t f tulI t it', Understand).
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Figure 1. 1. 13, 14t,15 A convenient method of keeping track of the over-allI
process is in terms of individual atomic fissions resulting in the emis-
sion of y-rays, m'asured in Curie- (or Curies per unit area). As the ra-
dioactive debris ages, the rate or decay activity declines rapidly,, at a
time one minute after the detonation the activity level is currently cal-
culated to be

5.5 x 108 Curie/KT

where each KT is assumed to be 100% fission.* This figure represents a
ch3nge from the 1957 edition of EI4W where the num~rerical coefficient was
given as 3 x i68. The one-hour reference Ionization dose-rate at a point
three feet above an ideal flat plane, whereon fission proiducvs are assumed
to be uniformly spread at a density of 1 KT/m12, can be calculated from the

I *above by taking into account attenuation due to absorbtlon by the air, as a
function of y-energy, and the fraction of total emission energy In the form
of y-photons. Averaging over the energy spectrum (partly ob~served, partly
calculated), with an assumed mean at 0 95 Mev, a fairly straightforward cal-
culation yields the conversion factor:K1

3700 Roent~ens/hr at I hr
KT/m I Z

excluding radioactivity induced by neutron absorbtion. The latter coritri-
fiLhLr- 18

bution Is usually taken to be 200 K-T-/-rni1 but this is subject to local

variations and, in any case, comparatively small.

In the 1957 edition of ENW, a smallecr coefficient of 1250 was assumed.
Shortly after the 1959 JCAE Hearings, where the old va~ue was seriously
questioned, Ralph Lapp darried ou't dr independent analysis in which he con-

cluded that the early ENW figure (1250 R,1r was a lower bound, while the
ItT/,n I

then-proposed N^NDL value (3500 - was probably an upper bound.19 20'

He rathner arroitrmrily proposed to split the difference and' su.ggested 2000
as a rea.-onahle compom~vise. However, the 1962 edit ion of EIJ actually re-
vised the numiber upward from 3500 to 3700 to adjust for a more accurate
determination of the.- number of fissions per KT.ZI A canp3rlsoni of several
early fal1lout models in, use at the time shows a startlingly wide variation
in the conv-,doo factors which were assumed fusuaily not ex~plicitly. how-
ever). For ivx.mple. Callahan LL jJ. at Tech Ops analyzed tte results of
two OCOPM attack% and thret RAND attacks, and noted values ri.nging from 515
(OCUi, OG000MT attact) to 2200 (W4D,, 1700-hI attock). aitbiugh It Is not

'I clear to what extent thesv fitgures Included o.Lher factors sich as ground
roughness. Tech Ops itself used a coefficienit value of 158).22 The otig-

;10 Imel WSEG (Pugh-Ga~llano) ttodel~ll assumed a factor of 2500, and later
isodifect it t~ 2400 In~ tint with an: MS recomendation. 7% Weather

0__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

C Ag t i customary to a~ssume 50't ~j~ and 50'. fusion. although other
ccw'biodtions miisv occur in rvolity. The activitr per KtT tocu 4 be htved In
the~ rbvpic 1r a 50! fusion -s-orp.
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Bureau fallout prediction I'modeljt2 4 used a factor of 2000. At the lower
extreme, the AFCIN model, 2 5 developed by the USAF Intelligence Center

(for the purpose of estimating damage to enemy target systems) assumed
R/hr_

only 800 K1/mi 2  Of course, the Miller-NRDL models are c:Onsistent with the
"standard" conversion factor of 3700, as (presumably) are-modern versions
of the other models. However, it is well to be aware of the diversity of
earlier assumptions in this regard, since (although the models in question
are not currently used) the results of simulated attacks using different
models are still cited from tine to time for various purposes,e.g..Apper;dix A.

The proportion of total activity produced by MT class "groundburst"
weapons and not deposited locally, i.e., in "world-wide" fallout, was es-
timated in the 1957 edition of ENW as 20%. In the 1962 edition the esti-
mete was revised-to 60% local and 405% world-wide.2 6  However, there is now
some reason to think the adjustment should have been even more radical: one
possibly more nearly on the order of 405% local, 60% world-wide. For later
reference in this report, the current ENW figures will be used, although
it is important to bear in mind that future estimates may change.

One implication of the suggestion that world-wide failout might ac-
count for a larger fraction of activity than previously thought, would be
that a greater fraction of nuclear debris consists of very small particles.
One can test the current theories of fireball thermodynamics and radio-
nuclide fractionation against an indepeident set of nuclear test data. In
the Miller model the mass per unit activity is derived in ter .ms of weapon
yield W and a function of the ratio of wind speed and vertical drift velo-
city (trajectory slope). 2 7 This ratio is an index of particle size. It
is convenient to consider the inverse of this function, which has units of

Evidently the activity per unit mass is about 10 timesmg/ft2 •

greater for particles less than 401p in diameter than for particles of 4 0011
in diameter. The relevant test data are classified, but anyone with appro-
priate access can easily plot experimental points against the theoretical
curves shown in Figure 1.2..2 The activity per unit mass evidently rises
very sharply as the particle size decreases. This is essential if a small
fraction of the mass is to account for more than half of the total activity.

The standard picture would also have to be modified in another way.
ENW does not discuss particle-size distributions explicitly, but the treat-
ment actually assumes a log-normal particle-size distribution of the form

ri(r)dr = -J- ex In r/F)2 d In r.

Such a distribution was first inferred by Rapp at RAND from close-in Bikini
test data (for large particle sizes), which suggested the value • = 0.69,

4 = 44.7 microns, 2 , A theoretical derivation due to Stewartlu also pre-
dicts a closely related log-normal form. An alternative theoretical deri-
vation led to the suggestion by Magee 3 1

n(r)dr = J exp(-r/F) dr
r
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Actually it is difficult to eliminate one or the other on the basis of
available data for particles larger than 51l, although they differ percep-
tibly at the low end of the spectrum where hard data have been scarce. 3 2

More recent work distinguishes between the particle-size distribution
in the stem and the mushroom. Thus a distribution function with two peaks
(at r = 4011 and r = 160p) is suggested by Polan. 3 3 However, if 65% or so
of the total activity is not deposited locally at all, it must be associ-
ated largely with particles less than 5P in diameter, which strongly sug-
gests the existence of still another peak in the distribution function for
very small particles. One of the few unclassified sources of relevant but
inconclusive data was the High Altitude Sampling Program (HASP), carried on
using U-2 and B-57 aircraft from 1957 to 1961, especitlly--but not only--in
connection with Project Argus ("Teak" and "Orange").34 The question of
particle-size distribution is primarily relevant for meteorological consid-
erations, which are discussed further in Chapter III.

Determination of R for fission products distributed uni-
KT/mi 2

formly on an idealized flat smooth plane surface is not by itself an in-
dex of the actual dose to be expected at any given location as a result
of a real attack. First, the actual distribution is far from uniform, but
is characterized by a concentric series of roughly elliptical or egg-shaped
isodose lines, stretched out in the direction of the prevailing wind(s).*
Hence part of the activity is concentrated in regions of great intensity
where it is wasted in "overkill," while part is distributed sparsely in
areas where it is ineffective for the opposite reason. Moreover, fallout
does not arrive everywhere simultaneously, so the reference dose at H + I
hours is much larger than the average actual dose which would be received
at a distance from the point of detonation even if the fission products
miraculously distributed themselves uniformly. Some of the fallout (the
"world-wide" component) is not deposited for months or years and can be
ignored, for practical purposes, as regards external y-dose. Second, the
actual dose received by an object--such as a measuring Instrument--three
feet above the ground in a realistic environment will be less than the
ideal due to the shielding effect of the object itself (which depends on
its mass), ground irregular;ties, etc.

Eazh of these two factors gives rise to an "inefficiency" coefficient,
or multiplier, which tends to increase the actual number of KT's (per
square mile) rieeded to achieve a predetermined result over the ideal num-
ber based on uniform distribution, etc. The two hypothetical multipliers

'**ost fallout models (with the specific exception of the Weather Bu-
reau model) assume something like a single average wind, or a single sur-
face wind plus a "shear" wind at higher altitudes. Since this assumption
is grossly oversimplified, idealized fallout patterns are far too symn,•t-
rical. In reality, the winds vary from altitude to altitude, from loca-
tion to location, and from time to time. In addition, real fallout pat-
terns include phenomena, such as isolated "hot spots," which are probably
due to the effects of orographic features on wind circulation.
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FIGURE 1.2

ACTIVITY PER UNIT MASS AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICLE SIZE
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Vwill be denoted QR and SR respectively. The subscript R refers to radio-
logical effects; similar multipliers QT and ST will bc. defined subsequently
in our analysis of thermal effects.

The first factor can, in general, only be computed for a particular
location relative to a particular set of targets with a specified weather
pattern and so forth. However, there is one special case where more gen-
eral conclusions can be arrived at approximately, namely, where the weapons
are exploded simultaneously at random over a lirge area. We would assert
that this is not an altogether inappropriate model for considering wide-
spread environmental (i.e., ecological) effects resulting from an attack
on either military targets or cities. cere detailed discussion and justi-
fication will be reserved for Chapter VI. Figure 1.3, derived in Appendix A,
shows hypothetical curves for ORQ for two alternative optimum integrated
24-hour doses L: namely, L - 500R and L = 100OR. No attempt to justify
these particular choices of L need be made at this point; curves corres-
ponding to other choices can easily be derived by a similar technique.

The inefficiency iS due to shielding against y-radiation is a more
-straightforward concept. It depends on "ground roughness," above ground

level, shielding due to bulky neighboring objects such as buildings or
trees, self-shielding, and shielding by the air (height above ground).
The effect of ground roughness is usually assumed to cut the received
dose (at a three-foot elevation) somewhere between 25 and 45% below the
ideal level. Shielding by neighboring bulky objects is extremely vari-
able, ranging from zero in an open field to 50% by the side of a sheer,
isolated vertical wall, i.e., a large building. In a "canyon" such as
Wall Street, shielding would be stili *jreater. In a complex environment
such as a forest, the effect is very hard to judge accurately, and would
depend strongly on precise location v~s-*-vis tree trunks, etc. Shield-
ing due to air, as a function of altitude, is adequately discussed in
ENW; 3 5 at six feet the reduction would typically be about 15%, while at
thirty feet it would be about 40%.

Assuming an object rounihly three feet above a "moderately" rough
plane, in the neighborhood (but not immediately adjacent to) a few other
bulky objects such as large trees, the actual dose relative to ideal dose,
might be given by

0l-.35)(l-.10) -= .59

which implies QS = ('55)-' 1.7. In the case of a peripheral meristem
(i.e., growing point) of a tree, at a 30-foot elevation, the factor might
be

(0-.35)(0-.l0)(0-.40) .35

whence Qs 2.85. For a lateral meristem at the same elevation the tree
trunk itself would provide additional (self-) shielding, i.e.,

(l-.25)(i-.35)(1-.l0)(1-.40) -= .26

QS - 3.8
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FIGURE 1.3

RATIO OF TOTAL TO "EFFECTIVE" MT'' FOR RANDOM
ATTACKS OVER LARGE AREAS
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Each of the component factors is uncertair by at least _20%; their comple-
ments are uncertain by perhaps +5/ on the average; hence the QS's are un-
certain by roughly +27,', although it is unlikely all errors go in the same
direction so the probable error is smaller. Disregarding artificial man-'
made environments, such as cities, or otherwise exceptional cases, it would
appear that QS ranges in general between 1.5 and 4, with QS = 2 as a rea--
sonable "averace" value.

i For certain kinds of objects, such as insects, small mammals and fo-
liage in direct contact with fallout, the usual assumption, that external
doses arising from 5-radiation in fallout can be ignored, would not be valid.

On the basis of calculation and inference from the OCD-Miller fallout
model, it seems likely that the total R-dose at a surface resulting from
typical fallout at H + I hours would be about 100 times greater (in terms
of energy absorbed) than the dose at the same surface from a y-source one
meter distant.3 6 However, $-particles have comparatively little penetrat-
ing power and can be stopped by a few feet of air or millimeters of solid
material. (A density of about 800 mg/cm2 assures about 98% absorbtion.)
The $-dose through a shielding medium depends on the energies of the par-
ticles. Apparently most of the high-energy B's are emitted by fresh fall-
out, while later on the average energies decrease markedly. 3 7 Some field
measurements with ionization counters indicate that the ionization from. B-
particles will be in the neighborhood of 20 times the y-ionizatien at a
distance of 5 cm. (in air) during the first day only. Sub.equently, the
ratio drops to 10:1 and 5:1 on the second and third days. 3 9

A study, shortly to be published, based on the Miller fractionation
model, derives $-dose contours for each of the major radioisotopes in the
local fallout region.35 When this work becomes available, some of the cur-
rent quantitative vagueness should be cleared up.

One particular B-emitter, Sr-90, causes special concern because of
its long radioactive half-life and its affinity for human bone. Data
from Nevada shows that, for kiloton shots exploded relatively near the
surface, the per cent of total Sr-90 deposited locally (within H + 12
hours) averages close to one-third of the per cent of total activity de-
posited locally. 4 0 The ratio between the two seems to increase somewhat
as a function of yield. In the case of MT groundbursts, ENW estimates
that 50% of the Sr-90 will be deposited locally. A more reliable esti-
mate could presumably be obtained from the Miller model, but this calcu-
lation has not been carried out explicitly, whence, for the present, the
above will suffice.

Sr-90 enters the biosphere in two ways: direct foliar absorl 7on

from leaves and stems of plants, and uptake from the soil via the i)ots.
The amount absorbed in each case depends on the solubility of the Sr-90
atoms. It can be roughly assumed that the fraction of che radioisotope
which condensed on the surface of fallout particles is soluble--and there-
fore potentially available to plants--while the fraction trapped within
the glassy matrix of condensed fireball materials is permanently unavail-
able. Miller has calculated the number of soluble Sr-90 atoiis likely tf
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be deposited per square foot as a function of reference dose rates. These
c!,ratour ratios can be expressed in units of

soluble mi icuLries/mi 2

R/hr at I hr.

If we assume a standard 15-mph wind speed and a I-MT (fission) explosion,
then the Sr-90 activity contour ratio calculated by Miller is nearly con-
stant and equal to

25 niC/m i 2

R/hr at I hr

beyond 30 miles (with a peak at 38 miles foilowed by a slight decline)
but drops rapidly to zero iearer to ground zero.41 The 30-mile downwind
point coincides approximately wit! :he 2000 R one-hour reference isodose
line. The foliowing chart (Table 1-2) shows roughly how the soluble Sr-90
is distributed throughouL two idealized patterns,

Taole 1-2

Fission Produ_. ardd St-9G Due jo i-MT Surface Burst

Isodose Contour Soluble .r-90 per Areas Becween Isodose
AR/hr at 1 hr.) Unit Area (mC/mi 2 ) Lines (mi2)

Miller 4 2  Miller 42EN

1-3 25-75 2600 4000
3-1-0 75-250 2400 5500

10-30 250-750 1800 4950

30-100 750-2500 1550 3250
100-300 2500-7500 1003 1000

300-1000 several thousand*** 870 360
>1000 several thousand - 340

A I-MT fission-yield bomb is therefo-e canable of contaminating
4000 mi 2 of land to a levei of 750 mC/mi 2 or more, and a further 10,500
mi 2 of land to a level of between 75 and 750 miC/mi 2 according to ENW. The
Miller fallout model yields smaller figures, 3400 mi 2 and 4150 mi 2 respec-
tively. Data presented in ENW indicates that particles falling from 53,000
feet in two hours or le!.s would have radii larger than about 120P ar.d opuld
carry roughly 8% of the activity deposited locally or 5% of the total.'4

Due to the tendency of Sr-90 co condeo,.nýe late in the evolution of the fire-
ball, these large particles carrt/ very little of the total Sr-9C produced
by the bomb, of which still les << 1%) is probably in soluble form.

Fsing the equivalence relatio-i:
1010 atu•isf Sr-90 => 5.94 disintecration= .

ft 2  sec-ft2 ,hi2

'The area est imates were made by meins of a planimeter from the ideal-
ized fallout pattern published 1y MW1ler, and by kisi'vi the standard formula
for the area of an ullipse in the (NW ca.,e..

In this reqgion the contou- raitio dIrop, etxpl)nentialiy h)t L thv dose

rate increases exponent ially.
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Referring now to the previous calculation for uniform distribution
of fission products on an ideal flat plane, we find

Soluble Sr-9-0 R/hr at i hr m/mi2 98 C/mi 2

R/hr at I hr KT/mi 2  1/3900 KT/mi 2  KT/mi 2

This compares with
-100 CImi 2

KT/m1 2

for all Sr-90 produced, if all fission products are included, which im-
plies almost 100% average solubility. This seems to directly contradict
some experimental evidence which has been published for close-in fallout.
Most such measurements refer to the solubility of the total fiss-ion pro-
duct mixture45 rather than Sr-90 alone, which is largely confined to the
surface layer of the fallout particles, due to its low condensation tem-
perature.

The apparen' discrepancy may also be due in part to a confusion be-
tween initial soIubilLy and long-term solubility. The definition of
"solubility" used in the published experiments may be somewhat unrealistic,
to the extent that no attempt was made to duplicate the actual conditions
in soil (other than adjusting the pH), where a number of catalytic agents
(e.g., enzymes, produced by bacteria and fungi) help to break down chemical
bonds. Many of these reactions go to completion very slowly. On the other
hand, there are almost certainly ion-exchange reactions in the soil which
go the other way, i.e., some initially soluble Sr-90 is precipitated in in-
soluble forms (especially in clay). Russell and Burton estima-te 50% solu-
bility for lon term residence in the soil, eŽven making some allowances for
these factors. 4 6{

The other major source of contradiction is, as mentioned previously,
that we have imposed an ad hoc assumption (that 50% of the Sr-90 comes
down locally) on Miller's results, whereas to be consistent we should use
the figures predicted by his model itself. With the help of a little al-
gebra it can be verified that the results quoted above are consistent with
a 50% assumed solubility, if 75% of the Sr-90 is assumed to be in the world-
wide fraction. As indicated earlier, figures in this range cannot be ex-
cluded on the basis of what is currently known.

We now wish to exclude the fraction of total fission products and soluble
Sr-90 which are deposited (a) inside the 1000 R/hr contour, i.e., on parti-
cles with radii >120p1; and (b) in world-wide fallout, i.e., on particles
with radii <101i or so., The first category accounts for about 57, of fission
products and (we assume) much less than 17 of the soluble Sr-90. The second
category accounts for -40% of total fission activity and about 507 of the
total Sr-90. Hence the ratio of Sr-90 to total fission products in the re-
gion of local fallout (particles with radii I01 '- r < 125P) is reduced to
-90%, of the over-all ratio, and finally we obtain for the local fallout
area beyond the 1000 R/hr one-hour contour

88 C/ini 2 (soluble Sr-90) for 10• r 120 .
KT/mi2

* *4
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2. Radiation 0amaoe Mechanisms at the Cellular Level

The achievements of biochemistry and biophysics in the past few
years have helper' to clarify our understanding of the ccmp'ex chain of
events initiated when cells are irradiated, although much remains to be
learned.

One pýrimary effect of radiation on living matter is simply due to
the fact that organic molecules are broke) up into radicals and ions.
These fragments are typ;cally unstable, i.e., they are chem;cally active.
Thus radicals may interact with other radicals or with unaltered (and nor-
mally stable) molecules, producing chemical products which perturb the
chemical environment necessary for cell functions to proceed. Free-radi-
cals such as HO, OHO, arising from the splitting of water molecules, which
constitute roughly 70% of the weight of a cell, are particuiarly important
in the initial chemical changes induced by radiation. One of the reactions
which apparently occurs is OHO + OHO => H2 02 , while H° + HO -> H2. Thus,
hydrogen peroxide and free hydrogen among other things will be present in
irradiated cells.

All the essential constituents of cells, but especially complex mole-
cules like proteins and polysaccharides, may be affected either through
the action of such radicals or "daughter'' products or they may ilso be in-
jured by ionizing radiation directly. The respective roles of the direct
and indirect action of radiation in bringing about cellular lesions is not
yet clear; it is probable that in most cases both effects are operative,
but that the first predominates.

Damage can also be caused by radioactive decay of an unstable radio-
nuclide (isotope) which has become incorporated into some cr;tical molecule.
The exact location of suc:i a nuclide in cellular structu-es may be important.
For example, carbon-14--a nuclide with a very long half-life--decays by emis-
sion of a beta part;clu to the stable isotope nitrogen-l4. The beta emission
itself may obviously give rise to ionization effects. However, since carbon
is 3 basic constituent of all essential living structures, it is also likely
that the change of carbon-14 into nitrogen-14 will occasionally occur within
a key molecular structure such as a gene. 'This change may, in some circum-
stances, outweigh the effects of the radiation released by that nu.lide in
the form of beta particles. Direct evidence regarding the consequences of
transmutation of carbon-14 is still limited,* but local effects of disinte-
grations have also been postulated for other iLotopes such as phosphorus-32.

Depending on the dose of radiation, cheoical processes leading to
the synthesis of essential cellular constituents are retarded to varying

1*Some will argue that one should not mention possibilities which

have not been experimentally established. The point is, we are not ad-
vocating a theory but pointing out a possible hazard. If future research
shows it to be unfounded, that is no reason for not discussing it as long
as the possibility .eems to be open.

was" w'. 0
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degrees and may even be completely inhibited; this is particularly true
for the synthesis of nucleic acids. The integrity of these synthetic
mechanisms is essential for the maintenance of both morphological and
functional characteristics and for ensuring growth and division of cells.
Inhibition of mitosis (division) is, in fact, one of the earliest effects
of irradiation, but probably host cellular functions and structures are
to a greater or lesser extent impaired by radiation. Cellular death can
ultimately be brought about by any one of several different mechanisms,
including actual chromosome breaks.

One of the major long-term consequences of radiation is genetic
damage, due to ch:omosome mutation or gene mutation. The former is the
consequence of chromosome breaks. When two or more breaks are produced
in the same or in different chromosomes, the unions which may occur fre-
quently involve alterations of the origi,,a! sequence or pattern of genes.
Alteration of the gene sequence, as well as loss of parts of chromosomes
or even of whole chromosomes, often leads to cellular death. In some
cases, however, the chromosomal damage is simply transmitted to daughter
cells.

The nature of gene mutations has been recently clarified by studies
on bacteria and viruses. Nucleic acids--long chain molecules (DNA and
RNA) along which genes are arranged within chromosomes--consist of a se-
quence of four elementary molecular units in various specific combina-
tions and permutations.* Changes in the ordering of these units are
tantamount to mutation (though not every such chanqe is "allowed").

The mechanism of mutation is, however, far from being well under-
stood. Studies in lower organisms have shown that mLtation is a complex
process going through a first stage in which the damage raay, at least to
a limited extent, be reparablc., and only after a certain tim- becoming
irreversible.

Like all radin-biological effects, the induction of mutations is
dose-dependent and is proportional to the absorbed dose (rad) down to
the lowest lcvels investigated so far. The proportionality factor, how-
ever, has been shown to vary with the dose rate in a number of species.

Correlations between measurable cellular characteristics of differ-
ent species and vulnerability to radittion have bwe,1 investigated experi-
mentally in detail by Sparrow, et A. '.7 Sparrow has unified mnany of the
observed results in terms of a phenomenological nmodel, cailed the "target-
size theory," which is hased on the approximation that "hle substance of
the cell nuclei--containing the cliromosomes--is unifornily vullnerable to
ionizing radiation ,'nd that, by comparison, the rest of the cell Is i'wmune.
This approximation apparently has a considerable degree of validitv; at
least it has led to a series of' useful unifyingi mathenatit'a relationships
which allow one to predict the vulnerability or any particular Kiod nf cell
to radiation in terms of easily measured qua'ltities such a-) nuclear volu.:'e
or DNA-content. The accuracy of these predictions see•.• to be of the order
of _ 25'/'

*The genetic "code."

--%Moo,
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The target-size theory states that L he probability of damage to
quiescent cells'= is approximately proportional to the cell nuclear vol-
ume per chromosome, allowing for small discrepancies due to other factors.
Figures 1.4 and 1 . 5 48 illustrate the important relationships. Specifically,
it appears that the lethal dose, in terms of energy absorbed, is about
3.6 mev or 5.8 x 10-6 ergs per chromosome. This conclusion is still ten-
tative, but has been verified for species with very wide variations in
lethal dose, chromosome numbers and cell volume. 4 9  Nuclear volume has
been found to correlate very closely in the species with average DNA con-
tent, 5 0 which may be the more fundamental variable.

Measurements of nuclear volume have been made for many plant species.
Although no strict correlation has been observed between nuclear volume
and taxonomic group, Sparrcw and Schairer have noted that many species
of gymnosperms (principally conifers) and monoco;yledonous angiosperms
have nuclear volumes greater than 40O_. (it = 1 0-meter), while relatively
few dicotylae have such large nuclei. 51 The distribution of interphase
chromosome volumes (i.e. total nuclear volume/number of chromosomes) and
calculated radiosensitivities among 87 species of gymnosperms is shown in
Figure 1.6. The corresponding distribution for 85 species of dicotylae is
given in Figure 1.7.52 Deciduous trees and most economically valuable plants
except the grasses and cereal grains (Gramineae) are dicotyledonous.

There are a number of other factors which must be taken into account
in order to refine the predictions made by this theory, of which the most
important are as follows:

1. Ploidy: Somietimes the chromosomes within the nucleus duplicate
themselves, but the cell as a whole does not split."."" If the nucleus con-
tains two copies of each chromosome (the normal situation), it is called
a diploid. A cell, e.g. sperm or ovum, with a single set is haploid.*'*'* If
more than two copies exist, it is called polyploid. Polyploidy seems to
somewhat increase radiation resistance compared to diploidy. This is
intuitively understandable, since damaqe to one of the chromosomes
may not prevent the functions controlled by that chromosome being carried
out in the nucleus. The average protective effect for eight pairs of
polyploid species differing by a factor of two in chromosome number is
1.67.53 Hcvever, there are some contradictory results, particularly
for polyploid strains o yeast and the wasp, Habrobracon, at certain
stages of development.

'Cells not actively dividing.

-'=This process can be induced artificially by using the biological-
ly active chemical colchicine. It is of use in producing true-breeding,
fertile hybrid species, for example.

*'-'c"Haploidy is a special condition related to sporogenesis in plants
or zygogenesis in animals. The process of fertilization (in sexual re-
production) results in haploid cells becoming diploid, with contributions
of cne set of chromosomes from each parent.
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FIGURE 1.6
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2. Mitotic cycle (growth rate): Mitosis is the ordinary process
of cell division involved in growth. The target-size theory is consist-
ent with the hypothesis that the shorter the mitotic cycle--the less time
between cell divisions--the smaller the probability of damage occurring
during the mnterphase state (between successive reproductions) as a con-
sequence of a constant level of exposure. This is especially relevant
in considering the effects of low-level chronic radiation, where damage
to the nucleus can be correlated in some sense to the amount of energy
which has been absorbed by the nucleus during the interphase (quiescent)
period. This hypothesis has been tested on Pisum sd•ivum (green pea)
by using temperature to control the duration of the mitotic cycle. It
was found that the percentage of cells--observed just prior to splitting
(anaphase)--having damaged chromosomes increased with cycle duration. 5 5

Thus, other things being equal, one would expect environmental factors
which increase the rate of growth or of recovery to decrease the proba-
bility of damage. However, as a general rule, rapidly growing cells
also have larger nuclei than dormant or slow-growing cells. This may
provide an explanation for the otherwise contradictory empirical fact
that rapidly growing cells are more (rather than less) radiosensitive
than slow growing ones--which is the Wis for the use of radiation to
destroy rapidly growing cancer cells.

In addition to the factors mentioned above, the "line structu-e" of
the nuclei may have some importance, e.g. the number and position of
centromeres on the chromosomes, the amount and distribution of hetero-
chromatin,"" etc. Similarly, the size and number of nucleoli (small gran-
,iles inside the nucl 's, whose function is imperfectly understood) seem
to influence radiosensitivity slightly. 5 7 Variables not yet identified
may a&so be found to affect the issue. However, evidence is accumula-
ting that these factors in toto are of relatively minor significance
compared *o nuclear volume--DNA content and chromosome number.

The sensitivities of cells to other types of radiation which would
be associated w:th fallout from nuclear detonations, have been studied
far less extensively even t&~an sensitivities to y-rays.*k* M. Heaslip
has attempted to compare y-sensitivity of various deciduous tree seeds

*The centromeres are'd'-tinguishable during mitosis (when the
daughter chromosomes--chrom3t;ds--migrate to opposite poles of the
"spindle" during anaphase) as tme parts which start first and lead
the way.

'Chromatin is the -hromosome-substance in the cell nucleus. It
has two components. euchromatin ("true" chromatin) which apparently
carries the genes, and heterochromotin, whose distinguishing character-
istic is that of being easily stained and made visible under a microscope.

.... Most experiments have actually used the y-rays fromi Co-60 which
is not present in appreciable amounts in fallout and whose energy s,)ec-
trum i% qutte unlike the ,spectrum of average fallout.
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with sensitivity to neutrons(from the Lockheed reactor), but no consistent
pattern emerges from the preliminary data. 58  A more thoroughgoing test has
been underway at Oak Ridge since 1963. It is safe to say that differences
either way by a factor of 2 or 3 may be expected, probably depending fairly
strongly on energy. As regards P-radiation, there has not been an adequate
experimental test program, even though accelerators which could produce ap-
propriate electron energies are widely available.

*For example the decay of Sr-90 and its daughter Y-90 produces 0.54 mev

and 2.27 mev electrons, which could easily be simulated by a VaPn de Graaf
accelerator.
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3. P I a L0

It is important to note that the notion of radiosensltivity as applied
to complex organisms is much less well-defined than as applied to individual
cells. For example, the concept of "lethal dose" is somewhat ambiauous as
applied zo many kinds of adult plants, seeds, and even insects. in one ex-
periment it was observed that irradiated powder-post beetles (Lvctus plani-
coLilis) revived after three days of apparent death, which posed difficult
problems of judgment for the experimenters. 5 9 Trees defoliated as a result
of long-term chronic doses of radiation and, apparently dead, have been
known to show signs of life when the radiation source was removed. It is
especially difficult to know the precise point at which an underground root
system ceases to be capable of vegetative regeneration. All attempts to
tabulate data on plant radiosensitivities must be read and understood in
the light of these difficulties (both for the experimenter and the tabula-
tor). The graduated set of respognes in Table 1-3 leans heavily on data
compiled by Sparrow and Woodwell.U

Empirically, the rate at wV:ch the radiation is absorbed is sometimes
very significant: for example, Sparrow and Woodwell noted that the lethal
dose for Pinus strobus (eastern white pine), when subjectec to an average
of 20 roentgens per day for 15 months, was over 9,000 roentgens; while an
acute exposure of only 600 roentgens was fatal for seedlings irradiated
over a 16.5-hour period.bl The computed LDI 00 for adult pine trees i5
about 1000 R (see Table 1-4). Similarly, in other cases there will be a
greater or lesser difference between the acute and chronic lethal doses,
depending on how fast growth and recovery processes take place. In the
case of the pine tree more than 90% of the damage done by the low-level
chronic radiation was presumably actually repaired in the period of the
experiment. If repair mechanisms were faster, the difference between
chronic and acute lethal doses would be greater still.

Since the accumulated total dose from fallout, after two weeks, ex-
ceeds 90% of the so-called 'infinity-dose," in most instances it is prob-
ably reasonable to caiculate responses as though most of the dose were in-
stantaneous.,- On the basis of direct observation, as well as predictions
derived from measurements of chromosome number and nuclear volume, Table
1-4 summarizes the probable sensitivities to acute doses of radiation of
many of the important plant species. The numerical values given have not
in all cases been measured directly, but it is estimated to be 95% proba-
ble that the correct values lie within + 257, of the predicted ones. The
data is from Sparrow.2

*Stumps of American chestnut trees "killed" by the chestnut blight 3C
years ago sometimes still send up shoots--which are promptly blighted again.
As a practical matter, of course, regeneration from root stock is essen-
tially equivalent to regeneration from seed, i.e. a 'new" plant is created.

" _''.Th's approximation is less valid in the case of Iong-delayeo fallout,
wher,- most of the radioactive decay has already occurred by the time it
cnrne dr.wn. Such a situation, woul"4 occur far downwind of a target.

or
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Table 1-3

Levfls of I Xvmtomatic Resoonse

Symptom Radiation Other Causes Ref.

1. Mild growth stimulation Observed in some Observed in some 63
cases, e.g. cases, especially
Arenaria pinus s.p., after

fi re.

2. Mild growth inhibition 10-20% of LD5 0  Typical reaction 64,65
early leaf fall; to hot, dry spell
early cessation of or excessive cold.

fiowering;
20-40% reduction in

seed production.

3. Moderate growth inhibition 20-50% of LD50 6_66
50% retarded leaf devel- 67,68

opment;
apical buds do not de- Typical symptom of

velop but lateral buds shock following
(near trunk) do; transplanting, or

40-80% reduction in severe drought.
flower and seed
development;

noticeable (50-200%) Sometimes follows
increase in pest severe frec;e
activity/reduced (e.g. citrus trees)
disease resistance. or drought.

4. Severe inhibition >50% of LD5 0
100% sterility; 64,65
dormancy (cambium re- 66,67

mains green but no 69
leaves or buds);

discoloration and May follow fungal,
defoliation; bacterial or virus

deformities. infection or poi-
soning.

stem twisting (not a Heat or drought.
symptom of radiation).

NOTE: The LD50 is about 757, of LDIoO.

'Vow,-.-- - % -
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A fact which has only recently become apparent is that higher
plants are typically several (e.g. 2-10) times less resistant to ra-
diation adm;nistered in the open field than they are in a laboratory
where they -re proLected from other environmental insults.7 0 This lends

support to the notion that radiation is only one of several stress fac-
tors, the synergistic combination of which is the significant parameter.

The vulnerability of plants to fallout radiation from a nuclear
explosion depends on various factors in addition to y-sensitivity. Some
particles will adhere to foliage and some will drift down to the ground,
but there are large variations as well as uncertainties as to how much
of the total amount will do which. An isolated pine tree, for example,
might intercept relatively few particles, due to the spare shape and low
density of the needles. A beech tree in full leaf would probably inter-
cept virtually al! of the fallout (assuming a uniform vertical drift with-
out much air turbulence), just as it intercepts practically all (99%) of
the raindrops. The same tree in winter would intercept essentially none
of either. Other plants would intercept different fractions under dif-
ferent circumstances.

The retention of fallout particles on foliage has been a subject of
considerable controversy. British figures, based on data from the Wind-
scale disaster, suggested high average retention (- 25%) for small par-
ticles. U.S. data, based on Nevada experiments, suggested the reverse--
practically no retention (- .1%). Recent wo.-k in Costa Rica, using the
volcanic ejecta as a fallout simulant, seems to tend to confirm the British
results (although final reports are not yet available at this time).

These differences affect the actual absorbed y-dose at the growing
points (meristems). In the case of a tall tree, fallout adhering to
leaves would result in a y-dose rate 2 to 3 or more times greater Lhan

radiation originating at ground level, due to altered geometry as well as
the shielding of air, branches, trunk and leaves. Furthermore, the effec-
tive P-dose due to fallout intercepted Fy rhe foliage might be very im-
portant. Other r(_,levant factors include the following:

Large woody species (e.g. trees) are likely to be relatively less
subject to damage from Lhe 5-component in fallout than smaller plants
with more exposed meristems, due to the thickness of the protective
outer layers of tissue.

Plants havinq large surface/volume ratios may be relatively
morL, susceptibl. to $-damagc. In particular, the cross-sectional area
exposed to the zenith miqht be an important parameter. Thus spiky,
narrow-l'Žaved plants (:,.q. qrasses) offer less available surface than
broad-leav,?d plants (c.q. menmbers of the cabbage famiily). Thick-leaved
!l l, rely bt- lt".s Nuscctl ible .hnan thin-leav,'d rlant%. DOt-inturned
I,.w~., (or fI,. oto,.r tre t,.,, likoly to c.atch and hotld falllout miaterial
f t I l t i I '! It'( I ( )fn
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Consequencez of y or a damage to herbaceous perennials would be
temporary, since such plants die back to the ground each season anyway.
Consequences to herbaceous annuals would be equally temporary, provided
seed, labor, etc., were available for the following year's planting.
In the case of woody perennials, damage would have more lasting results,
depending on the rate of growth. Deciduous trees are mostly capable of
vegetative reproduction from root stock, whereas evergreens do not nor-
mally regrow in this fashion. This could be an important distinction.
All things considered, evergreens appear to be far more susceptible than
other forms both to direct damage and (as will appear later) to •econd-
ary effects such as fire, disease and insect outbreaks.
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4. Insects

In the case of insects there is often a significant variation from
one stage of the insect's life cycle to the next. During the stages when
cells are rapidly differentiating, sonme insects seem to be sensitive to
instantaneous doses of a few hundred roentgens or less. However, resis-
tance increases very rapidly with maturity. Adult insects seem to be
quite insensitive, on the whole, mainly because there is practically no
cell replacement. Instantaneous doses are very much more effective than
cumulative doses. Adult insects may, however, be sterilized by radiation
as little as 10% of the lethal dose. The well-known use of sterilized
males to eliminate the screwworm fly, Callitroga hominivorax,from Curacao] 0 3

is a practical application of this fact. There is some slight evidence
that insects may be at least as sensitive to 5-radiation and several times
more sensitive to neutrons (per unit energy) than to y-radiation, as are
higher animals. To the extent that they come directly in contact with
fallout, 0-radiation is likely to be much more important for insects than
y-radiation (the reverse of the situation for large animals), due to the
fact that the surface 5-dose is typically as much as forty times as great
as the y-dose. Insects with hairy bodies, such as bees, moths, butter-
flies, etc., may also be inclined to pick up some fallout particles, as
they do pollen, and carry them around externally.

Some insects will also presumably ingest fallout in their food, but
the amount will depend on their habits. Leaf chewers, such as grasshoppers,
crickets, caterpiliars, bean beetles, adult Japanese beetles, etc., are
likely to be most subject to this hazard. Juice-Fucking insects such as
aphids, leafhoppers, and white flies may ingest less, due to discrimina-
tion factors in the plant. Burrowing insects, such as bark beetles,
weevils, maggots, worms, etc., are probably safest from both external and
internal 5-doses. Predatory insects, such as praying mantis, lady
beetles, etc., will receive external doses comparable to those of their
prey and will ingest amounts proportional to the quantities retained in
the tissues of the prey. Insects spending their larval period under-
ground will get much smaller doses during this most sensitive stage of
the life cycle.

The relatively sparse infotmation currently available on sensitivi-
ties of insects to radiation is summarized in Table 1-5. A much more con-
prehensive survey is to be published in the near future by Gustafson. 1 0 4

The over-all vulnerability of insects to radiation from fallout
depends on other factors as well. In a given fallout field, different
species will receive radically different actual doses because of wide
variations in their morphology and life habits. Aphids, caterpillars,
scale insects, leaf miners and leafhoppers feeding on leaves would proba-
bly receive substantial 0-doses, for example, whereas grubs, weevi!s,
borers and bark beetles would be relatively protected. Long legs or hard
shells would also offer some protection from the short-range 5-particles.
Even the difference between the dose received on the top of a leaf versus
the dose received on the underside could be significant.

'• ' ....... ++ "~ ~~~~~~~ ,• -"- • • ' - T '-'--'--'----'->"7 . . .
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Predaceous or Oarasitic insects such as dragonflies, May fles, aphid-
lions, lacewings, and lady beetles would probably be somewhat less subject,
on the average, than most of their prey to direct external contact with B-
emitters. (The situation as regards internal dosage is unclear, and de-
pends on the operation of dis,.rimination mechanisms in the metabolisms of
their prey.)

Until more radiosensitivity data are available on insects it appears
that insect populations will be comparatively vulnerable to sterilizing
doses of B-radiation. The more protected species such as bark beetles are
the least likely to suffer any ill effects.

V ,.
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5. Vcrtebrates

In the case of chronic radiation, life shortening can be predicted
(in principle) by computing the cell replacement rates for various physio-
logical functions, and the cell destruction rate due to the radiation.
Since natural aging is Dr3suniably a function of the degree to which cell
replacement fails to keen 'ip with "demand," chronic irradiati.,n can be
thought of as an artificially stepped up aging process. These considera-
tions have been , ed to predict effects on large mammals.1 2 2 The somatic
effects of radiation on humans, including life shortening, carcinogenesis,
and genetic problems, have been discussed exhaustively elsewhere 1 2 3
and we shall not comment further on this matter.

Sensitivities of complex organisms to acute radiation are determined
by the component cells in the organism which are most radiosensitive and
slowest to reproduce among those types whose metabolic functions are crit-
ical and cannot be by-passed or dispensed with, even temporarily. •:1eariy
the organisi's capability for regenerating the damaged tissue must be taken
into account, especially for chronic or sublethal doses. The mo.t sensitive
part of the human organism (in the above sense), and presumably of most
other mammalian species, is the hematopoietic (blood-forming) tissue in the
bone marrow, w;thout which the organiqm soon loses its ability to defend
itself against attacks by microbes.* Death resulting frnm "radiation disease"
(of mammals) is usually due to a massive generalized parasitic infection
of the whole body at once. However, in considering wldely dissimilar
organisms, e.g. plants, insects, invertebrates, etc., the mammalian example
is not necessarily a good guide, and the proximate cause of radiation death
,s likely to vary from order to order, if not from species to species. To
date, many of these detailed mech3nisms have not been thoroughly studied.

In passing, we should point out that there are some factors which can
apparently 31ter the degree of susceptibility in mammals. The oxygen level
in the blood stream seems to be important. This suggests that a lowered
rate of metabolism (e.g., lowered body temperature) could offer some pro-
tection. Considerable research is now in progress to determine wi.ether 124
susceptibility can be substantially reduced by means of various chemicals.
Several thousand compounds have been tested in a major government-sponsored
effort directed by Walter Reed Army Institute of research. The heterocvc-
lic mercaptoamines, particularly B-mercaptoethylamine, appeared most effec-
tive. Tvofold or threefold proti.tion without "undue" toxicity ias beeii deri-
onstrated with labnratory avirais, buc onl: under carefully controlled con-
ditions. Moreover, some post-exposure treatment is also reportedly beneficial
where pre-ex'.-sure protection iihas been given, especially at higher levels of
irradiateon.12i None of the known tre•ituents Is particularly promising for
application to humans, at prescnt wr;zig.

*The rpithelial cells lining the lntestinis are the neit most sensi-
ti-ve group.
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Curiously enough there is some surprising evidence of a substantial
differe,,ice in radiosensitivity between morning and night (for laboratory
rats an- Lhetized with sodium pentobarbital). Twenty animals (in fotur
different groups) given 900 roentgens at 9 p.m. all died within 13 days,
whereas twenty animals in four groups given the same dose at 9 a.m. were
all still alive and apparently healthy 130 days later. The experiments

~~ have not been confirmed elsewhere to the author's knowledge, and their
significance Is therefore ques Ionable.126

One other result which is apparently well established althouqh of
doubtful importarce, is the fact that animals raised in germ-free erviron-
ments are substantially less susceptible to radiation than animals Lq Yjg.
Typically the LD o for germ-free animals is,. IOX higher than the LD50 for
their contaminated brethren.1 2 7

Table 1-6

Radiation Sensitivity of Higher Vertebrates to Acute - Doses128,12 9 ,130

LD5 0 /30 Days

Absorbed Dose (rads)
Species Air Dose (R) at Midcenter

Class Amphibia
Order Anura

Family Ranidae
Rana spp. (frog) 700

Order Urodela
Family Salmandr~dae

Triturus spp. tnoat) 3000

Class Reptii-ia
Order Chelonia

Family Testudinidae
Testudo spp. (tortoise) 1500

Class Aves
Order Columiformes

Family Columbidae
Columba spp. (pigeon) 920 t 160

Order Passeriformes
Family Ploceidae (African

weaver finch) 1060 + 100
Order Psi ttaciformes

Family Conurop sis
Conurops-is carol inensisis

(parakeet) 1800 +- 75
Order GalIIifo.mes

Family Phasianidae
a.allus domestucus (chicken) 600(ma les) 700 100

100O(eiaIs)
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Class Manmiaalia
Order Carnivora

Family Canidae
Canis famiIiaris (dog) 280 250

Order Rodentia
Family Cricetidae

MIcrotus spp. (mouse) 440 640'(705 germ-free)
Fami Iy CavL idae

Cavia porcellus (guinea pig) 340 450
Family Muridae

Rattus spp. (rat) 640 714

Order LaQomorpha
Family Leporidae

Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit) 800 750
Order Primates

Family Cebidae
Cebus spp. (monkey) 760 550-600

Fami ly Howinid ,e
Homo sapien. (mar.) 450 ? 300?

Order Art iodactyla
•ami ly Bovidae (Ruminant a)

Bos taurus (cattle) 540 + 25 -

0vis spp. (sheep) 520 200
Capra spp. (goat) 350 240

Family Suidae 600+8 0(y)
Sus spp. (swine) 490TIOn) 250

Order Pbrissodactyla
Family EQu'dae 255)

Equus a§inus (burro) 650 +30 255(y)" " " : : ."L375 (y+,n)

The absorbed dose at midcenter may be taken as representative of the

dose received by all body tissues. For large animals, the midcenter dose

is smaller than the air dose, due to scattering and shielding by the outer

parts of the body. Near the surfacn, on the other hand, only the back-
scatter is signifikant and the absorbed dose tends to be slightly larger
than the a~r dose. In the case of smaller animals, the latter phenomenon
results In the absorbed dose at midcenter being greater than the air dose.

In a few cases where doses have been given from sources with quite differ-
ent energy characterlstics (e.g., X-rays, 0.75 Mev y's, 1.25 Nev y's, etc.),
fairly wide variations have been noted in sensitivities (L 20%).
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6. Radio-nucli&dt: Cycling

The cycling process which !ead; to the appearance of Sr-90 and Cs-137Sin human diets has been investigat.,;n under the stimulus of public concern
about atmospheric testing of nuciear weapons./31 Our present focus of in-
terest is, of course, on much higher levels of contamination, such as might
follow a nuclear war.

The importance of Sr-90 stems from its long physical half-life (27.7
years) and the long biological residence time of the fraction which is in-
corporated in new bone. As Table 1-1 shows, it is a $-emitter which means
the radiation is not penetrating. Hcowever, Sr-90 is chemically similar to
calcium, and some of it becomes incorporated in permanent bone structure.
Hence the Sr-90 tends to concentrate just where it can do most damage to
borne marrow where the blood-forming (hematopoietic) cells are located.

As stated earlier, contamination of edible plant parts may be of two
kinds: (a) foliar retention and absorbtion an- (b) uptake via roots. The
magnitude of the foliar contribution depends on:

1. The rate of deposition of particles of world-wid. fallout (. 25?11
radii) which come down over a period of years.

2. The fractional retention of fallo'jt by foliage.

3. The "initial" solubility of the Sr-90 atoms in the fallout, i.e.
the fraction which will dissolve durmnq the retention time.

4. The rate of direct absorbtion into the le3ves, which appears to
vary somewhat according to the cnc.entration of chemically simi-
lar atoms in the soil. Thus Sr-90 will 1e absorbed less readily
if the soil is calcium-rich, and vice versa.

5. The internal metabolic transfer of contaminants, e.g., from
leaves of :tems to fruit or seeds.

6. Amount remaining externally on edible portions--nat translocated.

Uptake from soil via roots is related to the following:

1. Sr-90/Ca rotio and absolute Ca avallebility in the soi*. Sr-90
is taken up very readily where soli Ca is low, less so where Ca
Is adequate.

2. The long-term solubility of the Sr'90 atoms on the fallout particles.
Sr-90 actually Incorporated into the glassy silica-alumina-iron ma-
tr!x of condensed liquid soil will probably be unavailable during
the time snans of interest except where weathering Is extreme, as In
stream beds. Ion-exchiange interactions In the soil may also tie up
some of the Sr-90 in insoluble form.

3. Internal transfer. Sc-ne plant parts accumviate calcium (and
hence Sr-90) while nthers do not.
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The rate of fallout deposition is determined by the residence time
of dust in the stratosphere. On the basis of atmospheric sampling
studies conducted by Isotopes Inc. and the Defense Atomic Support A.ency
(DASA), the half removal times for radioactive debris in the stratosphere
range up to about 60 months for the highest layers (above 45 km.). 13 2  The
rate of fallout deposition decreases by a factor of roughly 2 each year.
After 5 years, the amount deposited in a year would be only about 1% of
the amount already accumulated. Three-fourths of the fallout is deposited
in the hemisphere where it origir~ated (presumably the northern), and about
one-fourth in the temperate (high rainfall) zones between 300 and 450 N.
latitude--which includes the N-S limits of the CONUS. Thus roughly 2.5%
of the total world-wide fallout would be expected4 to descend inside the
United States Pt an average rate beginning at about 1% per year and drop-
ping by a ftactcr of 2 or so each succeeding year. The fraction of Sr-90
in world-wide 4.llout would be, according to previous assumptions, about
50% of the total amount produced, or 50,000 curies per PIT (fis,;on). A
war involving 20,000 (fission) MT's on both sides would inject 109 curies
of Sr-90 into the stratosphere, of which around 107 curies would descend
on CONUS in the first year and decreasing amounts each successive year.
This amounts to 3.3 C/mi 2 the first year at a location with average rainfall.

The fractional retention on pasture has been estimated1 3 3 to cc o'i the
order of 25%, depending on detail on the plant configuration ane particle
size.* Smal!er particles (coming down later) would be retained longer,
hence the contributions from the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th years might still con-
tribute non-negligible fractions of the first year amount. Initial solu-
bility (i.e., within t6e residence time on foliage) is estimated by Russell
and Burton to be 50% for delayed fallout.13 4  Thus over-el! availability,
the product of retention anC. solubility, would be something like 12.5%.

Miller has made some preliminary attempts to devise empir.ca'-phenom-
enological models handling all of these variables. Some wortiwhlle results
have been obtained, although the calculations are lengthy and require the
use of computers.135

*Since most late fallout comes down in conjunction with rainfall, the
fraction retained on the foliage woulo seem, as a first approxlmation, to
be roughly equal to the fraction of total precipitation which reim.-ltrs on
leaf surfaces and is either absorbed directly or evalora,:es. The fractilonal
retention may be increased in some insvances where leaf wurfaces a-e espe-
cially adapted to trapping small particles (e.g., by mneas of fine h. Irs)
but this mechanism seems likely to be of secondary impori:ance. Light pre-
cipitation in the form of fog, mist or drizzle may simp1ly wet the surface
of Iyaves ond stems, whereas heavier rainfall (or snowfall) mostly reaches
the ground and either soaks in or runs off the surface. There are wide
variations in type of precliitation from place to place, and retention on
foliage may vary over most of the range between zero and a hundred per cent.
The 257, figure quoted cannot be safely generalized, since It !s hard to see
how to arrive at a meaningful "average" over the different possibilities.
See also dis•.ussion in section I of &his chapter.
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A less ambitious method of correlating past experience of Sr-90 contam-
ination of foodstuffs (due. to nuc.ear weapons testing) to hypothetical future
si tuatlons Is to use an empirical formula to correlate observed concentrations
Q k1 of a food (k) with the observed rate Fr and cumulative total deposition
In the soil FC

Q(k) A(k)Fr + B(k)Fc

where A(k), B(k) are coefficients which are deduced by fitting the above in
a rather g JW manntr to the statistical data. The product AFr represents
the 'ontributlon due to direct contamination of foliage. BFc represents the
uptake from the soil. Determinations of A, B have been mcde by Knapp;l 3 -
Burton, Milbourn & Russell;137 Kulp and Schulert;18 and by the Report, of
the U.N. Scientific Committee (1962 and 1964). The last two studies oppar-
ently supercede the earlier ones. For ease of comparison, we exprsss both
sets of results in familiar units: Fr is measured in mC/mi 2/year, Fc is in
mC/mi 2 , and Q is measured in strontium units (s.u. - p4C of Sr-90 per gram
of calcitm).

Table 1-7

Sr-90 Contaninat!.n of Various Fodls*

Rate Factor (A) Cumulative Factor (B)

Milk: (s. ZmcLmi2/vrJ. (s.u./m /mmi2  -

U.S.A. 0.25 0.097
U.K. 0.32 0.075
Value ad(pted 0.29 0.11

Green vegetables 4 0.o -40.4
Root crops 0.0 z.4
Cereals (unmwilled) 7.2 4.0.2
Cereals (milled) 2.5 --0.2

The coefficient for meat (muscular tissup) is not normally measured
but assuming the animal's diet consists largely of green vegetation, a meta-
bolic discrimination factor of at least 4 can be assumed 139 which would
suggest

B(meat) <0.1

To convert from a calculation of contamination level, in terms of
strontium units, to dietary Intake of Sr-90 the fractional contribution
of vacn category of food (measured i- Calories or some uther appropriate
way) must be multiplied by the ratio of calcium content to energy value
(Calcium In mg/Cal.) ur an equivalent measure.

*Values in the original (U.N. report) are given in units of square
kilometers instead of •quare miles. Values adopted were based partly on

6 data for countries other than the U.S. and U.K.

"•ulJ'mmm~,.- ... ..... - -•-- . . - - .m--- I "... . " w I "-rw " "I -r . .... . . .
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Table 1-8
_S.uerges of Di.t~ar 'Alci&Im1

Food Calriumaulg)/Cal,.

Whole milk 1.75
Green vegetables -3.5
Root crops 0.25 - 1.0
Cereals
Meat o0.o4

Assessments of the Sr-90 probiem to date have largely concluded that
the major contribution to dietary contamination is from foliar uptake,
which is proportional, as has been pointed out, to the rate of deposition.
One piece of evidence in support of this is the fact that the coefficient A
is, in most cases, considerabiy (e.g., five times) larger than the coeffi-
cient B (see Table 1-7),

If all weapons were detonated in thE atmosphere this conclusion might
well be valid for nuclear attack also. However, in the event of an attack
involving a large number of groundbursts, :he relative importance of the
"cumulative" contribution would be increas,'td, compared to the "rate" term,
because of widespread distribution of local fallout.

It has sometimes apparently been assumed that Sr-90 in local falloxut
would be largely insoluble and therefore unavailable to plants. The solu-
bility question has been discussed previously and it was concluded that
beyond the 1000 R/hr (at I hr) isodose contour there might be an upper
lirrit of about

88 C/mi 2 soluble Sr-90

KT/mi 2

in the local fallout region outside of the blast area. Assuming a 50-50
division of Sr-90 activity between local and world-wide fallout, practi-
cally all the Sr-9O eventually deposited on the CONUS would be attributa-
ble to the former, the world-wide component being diluted by being spread
over much of the Northern Hemisphere. Assuming one-fourth of the world-
wqlde total falls ;ti the north temperate ?one (between 300 and 450 N. lati-
tude), a little irithmietic shc*:s ,hat the relative dilution would be about
1:50, assuwtinq equal avaitItl to plants:*

For a groundburst attack, then. 1 5 to I Intrinsic ratio favoring A(k)
over i k) Is ý-onpt".,eted by thc ! to w ra• o in favor of the fallout of
local or ,in, which com•'s do•,n within a few hours and therefore contr',butes
primarily via the solt uptake route. Hence we conclude that the coefficients
A(k) and B(W) are Iot v.qually ii*,ptrtant, but that the latter dominate.

"*Thus a 5((, long-ter;• sno~ubility in the -local-fallout region where
absorbtion is via toot-, would bt tquivaient to a 0,0 short-term solubil-
ity for delayed fallout, w.hich is absorbed throuqh iolage.
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II a I I d it I ary ca Ic ium wer" ohta i ned I hrough I ond I he sa l'e.I sources
wou I(d be an i mjaa p roducl c s such a %,i n ) I and iui I k. In vi ew o•" tile frirther
consideration that it is apparently both feasible and relatively inexpen-
sivw to remo)ve 90-957 off the Sr-90 fromi liquid miilk, the advantages are

wVeil clearer. Ideally in a postaltack environment one m'iqht wish to de-
vise a diet containing as little natural calcium as possible (except froit
muiilk) and to provide as much purified supplementary mineral calcium, as
possible. These points are discussed at greater length in Chapter VIII.

An attack resulting in I KT/Ai 2 (fission products) averaged over a
given area wculd result in _ 90 C/mi 2 of "available" Sr-90 for the soil
uptake route and perhaps 2 C/mi 2 of "available" Sr-90 for the foliar up-
take route. Since the coefficients in the latter case dre higher, this
would he equivalent to - 10 C/mi 2 by the soil uptake route. Milk pro-
duced by cows grazing in such an area would be contaminated on the aver-
age to a level of about 10,000 s.u.: grain would be twice as heavily
contaminated, root crops and vegetables four times. The average for a
mixed U.S.-type diet in which more than 50%X, of the calcium canes from
milk might be 15,0OO to 18,000 s.u.

The danger of ingestion of Sr-90 arises primiarily froin its bone-seek-
ing characteristics. In the case of a single dose, perhaps less than 3%
of the isotope taken into the body of an adult would become permanently
incorporated into the bones, the rest being excreted over a period ranging
from weeks to a few years. The percentage retained would, of course, be
higher for childr2n. However, if the diet should contain the same propor-
tion of Sr-90 year after year, the amount in the skeleton would gradually
build up toward an equilibrium level. The actual biological discrimina-
tion factor against Sr-90 in favor of calcium cuts the fraction retained
to at most 20 or 25'/. of the fraction in the diet. Thus infants brought up
on a postattack diet containing 15,000 s.u. of Sr-90 mnight be found to have
a maximum of about 3,000 s.u. in their bones. The percentage retained in
older children or adults would be smaller, depending on the age at the
time of ingest ion.

Assuming the Sr-90 is uniformly distributed in the skeleton, the ini-
tial (equilibrium) annual effective dose (in rem) f'or each thousand s.u.
would be roughly as !follows. 1 41

compact bone: 2.7
spongious bone: 0.9
"average" bone: 2.5
" average" marrow'.'.': 1.0

Dose rales in soie skeletal regions would bt. hiqlher due to iion-unilorm i-

ties of various kinds. An imitial level of I KT/mi 2 , leading to around

3,000 s.u. in new hone would re'suilt in a dose rate il the mar.row cavity
ol the order of' 3 rem per year.

To est imae l ifet ime dose" oui' must all(%v for the spion t1anous raddio-
Ocl iw, de.'cay oIt the ntu cI de by .11hot . ' 2. . per wear. for tihe. rtjaduaI loss of

""This si I rontI1y dependent on cayvity si/v, and conl itlura tion . as we% 1lI
a 1 1l0I11-1111i . t it', ill cal1 ium del si Is t c.Iu hel• cFat r•' .n.- toI lIs exhheclhed
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Sr-90 from the external (soil) reservoir--after ~any artificial decontait-
ination--due to leaching and uptake by plants, and for gradual elimina-
tion from the body. Assuming the external "reservoir" of Sr-90 is de-
pic~ted by I or 2% per year, there is probably enough metabolic turnover,
duo.- 'to' exchange processes and bone -resorption (1-10%)_, to maintain the
eqiilibriu.m (6nce-established, e.q,., In infonts born after the attack),
between internal and external environments .14? Taking into account the
olher-twio processes,_ one would expect an annual decrement (in the range)
oa' 3.5-4.5%.'- For convenience we assume 4%.- Th~e total dose over a 70-
ya-ar period would ttierefore be given by ,the initi-a-, annual dose rate
rrultiplied by the factor*~

In the standard case (3000 s.u. - > 3 rem/year initial bone marrow dose rate),
the total lifetime dose would therefore be- 70 rem. Summnarizing the entire
chain of derivations up to this potnt, we have:

I KT/mi2 (fission products)

=> 80 C/_1i 2 soluble Sr-90
=> 15,000 s.u. in average (U.S.) diet
=> 3,000 s.u. in new bone
-> 3 rtmnyear r,:ean initial equiiibrium bone marrea dose
=> 70 tem mean lifetime bone marrow dose

The degree risk frcri bcne cancer, leukemia, aplastic anemia and other
known hazards is still a subject of controversy The.1958 U.N. re-
port143offers the figure of 1.5 cases of leukemia per year per million

population per rem (in bone marrow) from a single exposure, or 22 deaths
spread over 15 years (considered the period of risk). Assuming thn~ risk
from repeated exposures is cumuiative with a linear dose-incidence cela-
tionship, and allowing for the above-mentioned exponential decay, the leu-
kemogenetic rate for individuals born after the attack would presumably be
in the neighborhood of 1150 per million of population.

An alternative hypothr.csis also diiscussed in the (1958) U.N. study is
that leukemia might. result if the total lifetime dose exceeded a ti'%reshold
of 400 rem')\* at any point in the bone marrow. Owing to irregularities and
non-unlfortflities, it was.-stimated that the maximum ao,)se rate would be roughly
five times the mean rate, or 5 rem per thoisand s.u. Assuming a mean con-
twrilnation level of 3,000 s~u. for new bone as above, the maximum llfet~me
(70 years) do-,e wotild be over 350 rer.,, correspor,01rig to a miean bone-marraw
dose of 7,0 rem, On the basis of this mooel, the only persons who would

*Obtained by integrating a' exponential function over the rangt 0-71.
ytkr S.

**One can argue that this figure is mutch too low. k~ number of Ind!-
viduiils Zove ;ce'talnly survived accidental acute doses of 400 rein~ or rrore,
(Ccý~.!.nd, ptrhapi, ro an isolated par*, of t" bckiy) witttout contracting
leu&'mia or ca'.cer. Chronlic dose% are knowri to, bt 1!,ch less effective In
!nducing nC41I.i thaan a'cuttr doses. The~ 1962 and 1%.i4 U.,'%. riePort'. do0 not
confirm~ (nor rtpudJ;ate) the figure. Ccv iat~iy tv~v~inf PutI etuch trust
in it.
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eventually contract leukemia would be those who ingested more than 150%
of the quantity of Sr-90 found in the average diet, but oresumably more
then 0.1% of the population would be In this group.

Tht two hypotheses evidently lead to startlingly different projec-
tions. There Is relatively little solid experimente.! evidence on which
to base a choice between the two, or, Indeed, any other model permitting
extrapolation to high levels of contaminatlom. On thooretical grounds,
however, It is worth remarking that the two divergent hypotheses can be
treated essentially as special cases of a more general model in which
susceptlillity to leukemia, thought of as a variable characteristic of
the humor population, is assumed to have some intermediate distribttior,.
Mortality is then the sum of all fractions of the population, suscept3ble
to doses Iess than or equal to D. The linear dose-incidence function
correspond,; to a flat (i.e. constant) susceptibility distribution: for
a lifetime dose between D and 0 + 8D a fraction e of the population con-
tracts leukemta, wh#ere e is constant (independent of D). The threshold
model Implies a step-function dose-incidence curve: for a lifetime dose
less than Do nobody contracts the disease, while above this level 100% of
the population contiracts !t. The susceptibility distribution implied in
this case is the se-called "delta-function," namely a function which is
zero everywhere except at one point (D0 ) where it is infinite, but in
such a way th.t ;--- integral is unity.

In fact, &, or,-. reasonable assumption than either of the foregoing
is thatthe su!,ceptibilities of the population (as a fun;tion of life-
time maximum bne marrow dose) are distributed according to a log-normal
form: *

WAD)D a (V ex - D/D,,)2'1 d In D

where D0 is the center of the distribution (presumably numerically equal
to about 400 rem max' mum or 80 rem mean lifetime bone marrow dose) and a
is an undetermined parivneter characteristic of the population. The !ntegral:

r S(DodD - 1

0

Independent of the velue of 0. in the 'imit v -o it is eas lly verified
that S(D) is mathematically eqtuivalent to a delta-function centered at
o0 Do, whence we obtain the, "threshold" model as one limiting case. In
the other extreme case, a -0 %4 it can be seen that S(D) becomes flatter
and flatter, graduasly approachig an (infinitesimal) constant value every-
where. This corrý,sp(os to a Vinear -ortetity function with an infinites-
imal slope. A (kine .!*e Is obtained by chowpp[I rff the distribution
at Some fin#a u-r im-t ,soe ;'qures I.S and 1.9).

'The so-rý.-tel± "noi-., o0 Ao-ussian d~stribution is the -ost natural
0 4 to assume, in the tbsence of €c,4rJditory dt&a, because It is so wide-
spread in nature. For exmiple, the distribution o' 'i4avt In a p-Vulation
conforms fairly closly to h•hs rulo. We Itve no Positive tevidence for as-
swring it in the preseit case. horror.
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FIGURE 1.8
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One can fix the parameter a by insisting that the mortality M(D) as
given by the integrated "log-normal" model be equal to the mortality for
some dose D' where it can be inferred from empirical data, i.e. for D = I rem,
let M(D) - 20 deaths per million or 2 x 1o05.

Integrating the log-normal distribution postulated previously, one
obtains: D

M(D) S(D')dD' = i[,-er, (H - In Po )] < 0o
0

-I['+e" r' f n )] 0 >0o

Plotting this function (for particular choices of a,Do)it can be seen
that the result is qualitatively similar to the familiar "S-curve" which
typically describes the lethal effects of external radiation (or, for that
matter, other toxic substances) on a population.* The crn!sen criterion
for fixing a requires that

4l..erfQ.L7ý In Do)] 2 x 10-5

whence
a!•" lnD° = erf-(.99996) = 2.905

Using the log-normal distribution, with the above expression as a defini-
tion for a, the mortality, within 70 years, due to leukemia and related dis-
orders, resulting from a mean contamination level of 3,000 s.u. in bone,
would be,

M(D) = - erfi 2.905 nD 0
2 L A nDIJ

> = + er 2.905 (1nD° -1 D > D

At the "standard" level of contamination (I KT/mi 2 ) corresponding to
a mean life-time bone marrow dose D = 70 rem, the foregoing suggests a rather
wide range of values for the mortality M(D), depending on one's choice o: Dot
as shown in Figure 1.10. As indicated in a previous footnote, we consider the
value of Do proposed in tl'tc 1958 U.N. Report to be unreasonably low, resulti.-in
in an exaggerated mortality prediction. On the other hand, Figure 1.10 a',o
suggests that mortality might still be fairly significant even if Do were as-
sumed to be a factor of 5 larger. It must be remembered, of course, that most
of the deaths would occur in later years as the cumulative dose built up slowly,
allowing for the possibility of medical breakthroughs which might conceivably
alleviate the problem or even eliminate it altogether. (Several research cen-

Sters are reportedly already testing leukemia vaccines, on a limited scale, on
human patients. This or some other, e.g., chemotherapeutic, treatme;lt may be-
come available within the next decade.)

VThe interpretation of an S-curve as an integrated susceptibility dis-

tribution goes back at least to 1926.144

I6
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The above model contains far too many uncercainties to be used for
predictive purposes at this stage. It is, as poirnted out above, rather
sensitive to the assumed value of Do, for which theire seems to be a pau-
city of evidence. Its most fundamental assumption, which is certainly
open to serious question, is that leukemogenesis and carcinogenesis can
be described in terms of greater or iesser individual susceptibility (or
resistance,) to a causative agent which is essentiallly always present, e.g.
a virus. The role of radiation would presumably be to reduce the body's
natural resistance. The alternative view, on which any serious justifica-
tion of the linear dose-incidence relationship would probably have to be
based, is that the actual causative mechanism is a "rare" one--perhaps
analogous to a mutation--whose intrinsic probability is strictly propor-
tional to an inte:rmediate cause such as the ionization caused by radiation.

This argument is properly one for specialists and we would merely
point out that (apart from its quantitative aspects) the "log-normal"
model is heuristically the most satisfactory of the three so far proposed,
and does least violence, in some sense, to one's intuitive expectation3.
Further studies in this area would seem to be essential to reduce the con-
tradictions and uncertainties which currently prevail,

The other important long-livwýd radioisotope in fallout is the y-e,,iidter
Cs-137 (with a half'-life of-.-30 years). Assuminj the ratio of Cs-137 to
Sr-90 in local falloJt is similar to that in world-wide fallout, namely,
about 1.7 (although considerable local variatior: would" be expected) 14 5
and that the ratio of solubilities of local to world-wide fallout would be
the same in the two cases, a uniform deposition of 1 KT/mi 2 fission products
would involve the equivalent of about 135 Curies of Cs-137 per square mile.

The body burden of Cs-137 rpaches equilibrium relatively quickly be-
cause the metabolic half-life is comparatively short (- 100 days). Hence
persons of all ages would be affected roughly equally." The following em-
pirical relation seems to fit the known data reasonably well: 14 6

Q = AFr + BFc

where, again, AFr repre~seýnts the contribjtion from direct contamination of
foliage and BFc, the contrinution from the soil. Q has units of 4pC of
Cs-137 per gram of potassium (K) in the body (which, by analogy, might be
called cesium units rr c.V..); F is me.-isued in mC/mi2/year; F in inC/mi 2

accumulated over the previous two years. The coefficients A,B have been

determined roughly as follows 1 -•47

A =0.7 + 0.2 L"t of Csi:ilsUqi
inC/mi 2 /yr.

B = 1.1+ 03 uLC of Cs-137/g(K)
,nC/m i 2

*Actually, in proportion to body weight.

**Again, converting from k12 to 111i2.
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For local fallout, again, the cumulative contribution vastly outweighs
the rate term, which may be neglected henceforth. For the "standard"
case (I KT/mi 2 ) one obtv'ns, assuming an initial postattack value of Fc
equal t,-, !35 C of Cs-137 per square mile as above,

Q 1.5 x 105 c.u.

The effective y-dose has been given as follows: 148

0.044 m rem/year per c.u. to bone cells
0.L'36 m rem/year per c.u. to cells lining bone surfaces
0.026 m rem/year per c.u. to bone marrow

In the 1964 U.N. Report it has been stated that these figures are probably
a factor of 2.2 too high, due to the assumption in the 1962 Report, not
confirmed in later studies, that Cs-137 is pre'erentially concentrated to
some extent in bones and bone marrow. Allowing for this reduction, the
initial mean dose rate resulting from a concentration of 1.5 x 105 c.u.
would be about 3 rem/year to bone and 1.8 rem/year to marrow--which is
comparable to or larger than the initial Sr-90 dose r:ite.

As time goes on, the ratio drops rapidly, hc.:eve:, because ces:'jm
apparently becomes unavailable to plants at a much faster rate than stron-
tium, e.g., after three years the proportional rate of uptake from soil of
cesiumas compared to strontium drops from an initial value of 1/10* to
1/25.l49 Obviously, the lifetime cumulative dose from Cs-137 tends to be
a smaller multiple of the initial dose rate, perhaps 3 compared to 23 for
Sr-90. As regards carcinogenesis and leukenogenesis, the discrepancy is
still greater because the cesium dose, due-to penetrating y-rays, is
likely to be more uniform throughout the body than the strontium dose.
Hence the factor of 5 between '"mean" bone marrow dose and "peak" bone
marrow dose would not apply to the cesium case. Because of all these
factors, present indications are that Cs-137 probably is at least an
order of magnitude less hazardous, in the long run, than Sr-90. This
conclusion is, of course, valid only to the extent that the various links
in the chain of argument are correct. Since many of them are still quite
tentative, Cs-137 must still be taken seriously as a possible "dark horse."

Several specific caveats deserve mention. In the first place, be-
cause of its tendency to accumulate in muscle tissue, it will, to a much
greater extent than Sr-90, be ingested via meat. Whether it is actually
concentrated by animal metabolism (i.e., favored over potassium) is not
yet established with certainty, though some degree of concentration may
occur.

*The fact that cesium is relatively unavailable via soil uptake, even

trom the start, is already taken into account in the empirical determina-
tion of A,B. The two-year cutoff for the cumulative term (B) is due to
the rapidity of further decrease.
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Again, in certain specialized communities the danger from Cs-137
may be significant. One of the objections raised to the AEC's project
CHARIOT--a proposal to dig a harbor in Alaska using nuclear explosives--
was based on such a situation. Apparently, Cs-137 deposited on reindeer
moss (a lichen) is ingested by and accumulated in the bodies of caribou,
thence passed on to Eskimos, who depend heavily on caribou meat and milk.
Although the radiation level from t~sting was generally less in Alaska
than in other states, the Cs-137 level in Eskimos' bodies was -several
hundred times higher in 1964 than the U.S. average. 150

A final point of some importance is that the existence of a long-term
Cs-137 hazard, even if it is only 5% of the magnitude of the Sr-90 haz-,rd,
tends to put an upper limit on what can be achieved by means of counter-
measures directed specifically at the latter. For example, if people
should cut down on consumption of grain products and increase consumption
of meat, the risk from cesium ingestion would also increase in proportion.

1-131 is a short-lived isotope (8 days) which is, however, highly con-
centrated by human or animal thyroid glands. where it persists for consid-
erable periods (,. 90 days) on the average.151 Since 1-131 provides a non-
negligible portion (-. .8%) of the initial y-radioactivity and 8% of initial
$-activity of a typical fission-product mix (see Figure 1.1), it must be
considered a serious hazard for several months. Almost the only means of
entering the human diet within this short time is via milk, 152 water, or in
fresh fruits or vegetables in season. Drying, freezing or canning would per-
mit the contaminated food to be consumed later (provided Sr-90 was not also
present in considerable quantities) with relative safety. Once in the
body the radiation damage ,F largely .oncentrated in the thyroid gland. On
the basis of experience on Ronq'lap Atoll in the Marshall Islands, where
82 people were accidentally' exposed to fallout (averaging 175 R whole body
dose) in 1954, the thyroid damage typically seems to take the form of be-
nign nodules. In the first 10 years of medical examination three such
cases appeared among girls who had probably received thyroid doses between
700 and 1,400 rads. 15 3  In the l1th year (1965) three additional cases were
turned up in March and several more in September. 154 The nodules are appar-
ently not malignant, but the appearance of pathological symptoms on such a
scale gives rise to serious misgivings.*

The foregoing does not throw much light on the effects of radio-nuclide
cycling elsewhere in the environment, One reason is that the human food
chain has been artificially simplified. In the United States about a quar-
ter-1 of the food for human consumption comes directly from cultivdted plants,
and well over 907, of the remainder is derived firn domestir animals fed (66%)
on cultivated plant sources and (33/,) on natura! pasture. 15 5 Almost the only
foods arising fron more complex chains are seafoods and fresh water fish.

*Recent reports in the press (November 4, 1965) set the number of cases

of thyroid abnormalities at 18, of which 8 are said to have been operated on
and one '- "r e been found to be cancerous.

"-,o .. In teinis of Caiories.

%r -
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Another reason is that internal hazards to humans (and large animals)
are almost exclusively of the long-term variety, e.g. cancer, leukemia,
life-shortening and genetic damage. Acute lethal internal doses are so
unlikely that the possibility can be ignored in practice because of biological
discrimi',dtion, the comparatively long time lag between contamination and
consumption of food, the low rate of consumption in proportion to body weight,
the possibility of monitoring radiation levels in food, and the fact that ex-
ternal doses or other effects would result in death long before internal levels
could become critical.

It is important to note that in other segments of the ecosystem these
ameliorating factors would not necessarily operate, at least to the same
degree. Small animals and insects, for example, commonly consume several
times their own body weight of food each day. The time lag between con-
tamination, consumption and incorporation in tissue may be negligible. Thus
isotopes such as 1-131 which are chemicallyindistinguishable from their non
radioactive counterparts are likely to be concentrated in animal tissue far
beyond their proportional occurrence in the environment as a whole. It is
not inconceivable that lethal (or sterilizing) internal doses could be
accumulated in this way by sone organisms faster than Luthal external doses.

To date, radio-nuclide cycling, in insect and animal food chains seems
to have been studied hardly at all.- 'Yet such studies may be of considerable
significance.

Since there are some two hundred radio.-nucl ides involved in the decay-
chains of fiss*on products--not to mention neutron-induced activity--some of
which decay fairly slowly*"(see Figure l.land Table 1-1). the possibilities for

`A few related studies exist:
(1) Genetic studies based on feeding the isotope P-32 to induce 156

mutation (on the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila virilis).
(2) Studies of the distribution of P-32 in wax moth, meal worm,

cockroach and firebrat.157
(3) Genetic studies using P-32 on the parasitic wasp Habrobracon.

(It was found that 60% of the P-32 fed to females was incorDorated into
eggs, lead;ng to some degree or infertility.) Studies have also been
made of Habrobracon reared on host larvae injected with Ca-45 and Sr-89
isotope.. Bo•th were incorporated in sperm but are not found in adult
tissues. 158,159

(4) Ecological studies of the ccnsequences of waste disposal near
Oak Ridqe indicate that herbivorous instects accumulate Cs-137 (in muscular
tissue, mainly) to the extent of the contamination in their food, b-It
that Sr-90 is somewhat discri~ninatud against. Ecological studies of the
aquatic systems in the vicinity of AEC installations also have followed
isotopes "mainly P-32) from algae into the fish and waterfowl food chains. 6 0 '161

(5) E~ological studies using P-32 as a tracer to untangle complex
food chains 162

"_''In this context ''slowly' would mean having a half-life L .nparable to
or longer thon the metabolic half-life of the isotope.,
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biological concentration in the food chain are very real. Moreover, since
insects presumably have qualitative metabolic similarities, there is some
probability that if an insect concentrates isotope "X," then its predator
tor prey) may also concentrate it. Hence, for slowly decaying isotopes or
rapid metabolic r' e:,as, the inherent likelihood of damage could con-
ceivably increase with trophic level. That is to say, the higher the posi-
tion in the food chain, the higher the probability of ingesting dangerous
amounts of radioisotopes due to concentration by the previous steps in the
chain. Admittedly most of the radio-nuclides decay very fast even compared
to insect metabolic cycles, so that in many instances the effect of concentra-
tion is balanced or outweighed by the rapid decay. These cases are probably
the least interesting, since the effect works in reverse: the prey gets
larger internal doses than the predators. However, the significant point is
that biological concenti'tion is more likely to be important for insect
predators with short lif. cycles and high metabolic rates than for larger
animals such as birds or fish with longer life cycles anJ much slower feeding
rates. Table 1-9 illustrates one case (P-32 in an aquatic food chain) where
radioactive decay does at first balance, and finally outweigh, biological
concentration.

At present there are few data applicable to this subject. Information
on the cycling of radioisotopes among insect and invertebrate populations
is probably potentially as important as information on their individual
radiosensitivities to external - or 0 radiation from the environment3]
point of view. Theoretical work done by Sparrow, et al., makes it possible
to predict with reasonable success (e.g. within 25% or so) the radiosensi-tivitles of different orders and species of plants and, possibly, of in-
sects in the early stages of their life cycle. Much less experimertal
or theoretical work has been devoted to prediction of the "'ovements of
radioisotopes within complex animal food chains, although mention should
be made of the work of Bowen and others on mineral metabolism in insects, 163
and, of course, Auerbach and his colleagues at Oak Ridge. 16 4

I,
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Table 1-9

Ccig.f Radio-phosphorus in Aouatic Foojd .hain

(Columbia River. near Hanford)165

M icrocuries P,32 Rer gram of P-31

water 25

plankton 25

sessile algae 25

sponge 20

caddis worms 17

snai is 8

fish 5

crayfish 2

P-32 half-life = 14 days
Materials were collected at different times, hence
comparisons are of dubious value. See below:

Time of peak radioactivity from
one injection of P-32*

water 0 hours

plankton 10 "

side-wall algae 5-10 days

animals feeding on side-wall algae 11-18 I

mud algae 15-25 It

sediment still increasing after 50 days

*For water having low initial P-31 content, only 2-5% of P-32 remains
after 30 days. For initial high P-31 concentrar ion, 80-90% of P-32 remains
(allowing for decay).

~ i i I InIl~I I IIIIImI I I lI ••I •• •
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7. Sensitivities of Ecosystems

Radiation sensitivity of complete ecosystems is not a very well-
defined notion. Studies of the effect of actual radioactive fallout on
eco:iystems as a whole--including both external and internal effects--have
been mostly ex post facto, e.g. observations made after a nuclear test has
taken place. The ambitious cooperative programs of the University of
Washington (with regard to nuclear testing in the Pacific) and New Mexico
Highlands University and Brigham Young University (in conjunction with the
testing in Nevada) are of this type. Similarly the ORNL and Hanford pro-
grams are carried out in conjunction with disposal of radioactive wastes.
Such studies are well-suited for investigating food chains and cycling of
radio-nuclides, but inherently inappropriate for obtaining quantitative
data on ecosystem response to radiation. The AEC did an extensive ecolog-
ical study in anticipation of a PLOWSHARE project to use nuclear explosives
to dig a harbor in Alaska; although the project (CHARIOT) has been shelved.16 6

Major prograins suited for determining ecosystem sersitivity and re-
sponse to y-radiation from external sources (usually Co-60) are carried on
at Brookhaven and Emory University, Georgia, thouqh small-scale studies
exist elsewhere. The Oak Ridge program seeks to obtain similar data for
fast-neutron irradiation. Such information as is now available is not
suitable for compact tabular presentation, but reference was made to spe-
cific data elsewhere in this chapter.

Table 1-10

Studies of Irradiated Ecosystems

(References)
Dry lake bed in Tennessee 89,98,160,167
Nevada test site (desert community) 168,169
Abandoned cornfield in Georgia 170
Granite outcrop in r.eorgia 171
Oak-pine forest in Georgia 172
Oak-pine forest in Long Island 173,174,175
Abandoned potato field ("old

field") in Long island 175
Coral atolls in Marshall Islands 176,177
Mixed forest in Tennessee 178

Rongelap atoll in the Marshall Islands has received the greatest amount
of fallout (as a result of an unexpected wind shift at the time of the 15-MT
test detonation BRAVO at Bikini, 121 miles to the west, on March 1, 1954)--
and the most concentrated attention since that time. The most heavily irradi-
ated islet (Gegen) received an estimated dose of 3,000 R. 179

In the whole area the flora consisted of 43 species, all specialized to
tolerate conditions of high salt concentration, heat and low humidity. Of
these, only 20-odd grew on the islets where fallout was heaviest; by 1956,
16 species were visibly affected. Two very abundant and well-adapted species
showed no abnormalities, while at the other extreme three species were
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severely damaged. One plant species was compl htely killed on Gegen. By
1956, insect populations were essentially normal, although some evidence
of genetic damage--including mutants--was noted in the area. The 182
humans in the area received average doses of 175 roentgens and some had
serious $-burns (especially or) bare feet), bui none died. There is recent
evidence suggesting thyroid damage,due to lnget.tion of 1-131, may have been
fairly widespread, as discussed earlier. All inhabitants are now back,
after having been temporarily evacuated for treatment and observation. The
only significant difference between lifc today and in 1954 is that inhabi-
tants still do not eat cocoanut crabs, formerly a dietary staple, beccuse
of the continuing Sr-90 hazard.

Bikini and Eniwetok, where I00 MT's of test explos ions actually took
place as recently as 1958, were revisited by a scientific expedition from
the University of Washington in 1964. According to reports in the press,
apart from the actual craters, which are still visible,, vegetation seems
to have rsturned to normal. The rat population is als,,) back at normal
levels and no visible abnormalities were found, althouSh some genetic dam-
age cannot be ruled out. One of the few notable differences is that clams,
form,?'rl' abundant, are no longer found in the surrounding waters. This is
attributed not to radiation, however, but to the fact that much cf the un-
derlying coral was powdered by the b!3Sts and that clams cannot live in
silty water.

The fvilowing table summarizes the sensitivities of several important

communites or biomes, as currently known or estimated.

Table 1-11

RWiosensitivities of Cammunities

LDSO.30 (R) DE(crit)* (KT/m12)

r Mammals 300-800 -
Vertebrates • Birds 1ý000 --

Insects (8 _pecies, sterilization 1000-6000 -"

dose)
Con'fers (5 species) 750-1000 .06
Wheat, corn, oats, rye, barley 3000 .-. 18
Sorghum 6.500 --. •33
Deciduous trees (5 specieb) -46000-7000 -.45
Pota toes -.9000 -. 55
Soybeans ..10.000 -. 60

"Based on accumulated 30-day Jose fror uniformly distrilbted fission
products, and assurning LD9'i) are about 25%, higher than LO5 0 .
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CHAPTER II

PRIMARY THERMAL EFFECTS

1. Introduction

Blast and radiation effects of nuclear weapons dominated public in-
terest for some years. It is only more recently that the thermal effects
of nuclear weapons have received the same degree of attention. Interest
in this aspect of nuclear weapons wa3 heightened by the Soviet testing in
1961 uf a very large yield nuclear (60+ megatons) weapon. Since dargerous
thermial effects can extend to much greater distances than either blast or
initial (nuclear) radiation, weapons of large yield raise the possibility
of high-altitude bursts intended to maxim-::e fire effects. Such detona-
tions would leave no significant blast damage and would present no ea~.ly
fallout hazard. It is worth remembering that the enemy has a choice of
optimizing fbllout or thermal effects, but not both at the same time.
Fallout is maximized by surface bursts. however, in this case fewer po-
tential ignition points are exposed to direct thermal radiation since
part of the radiation energy is absorbed in the ground and the debris in
the fireball itself and the area of shadows cast by irregularities of ter-
rain, etc., would be greater. Many types of attack are possible and de-
tailed studies would require a "gaming" approach making alternative as-
sumptions as to the choice of targets for attack, the types and number of
weapons, the choice of air or surface bursts, etc. In almist any attack,
it is probable that some deton;ýtions would occur ove-" forest areas simply
as a result of aiming errors, missile malfunction and the proximity of
forest lands to primary targets. And the question is whether the enemy
would make wildland areas a primary target subsystem or whether damage
to these areas would be incidental to attack on military targets and ur-
ban areas. It is probably reasonaole to assume, for most scenarios, that
an enemy would allocate the majority of his weapons to targets such as
strategic weapon sites or cities. However, a possibilty worth corsider-
ing is that an enemy might choose a "sophisticated" strategy, e.g. demon-
strating resolve without killing people; alternatively, in sone future
situation cities and populations might be effectively protected by active
and passive defense, leaving the "B-country" as the most lucrative -vai"-
able target (although this would suggest a less than optimal, that is, uwx
balanced, defense).

2. Ignition

As a rule of thumb, materials which can be easily ignited by a single
match can also be ignited by the thermal pulke of a (megaton) nuclear deto-,
nation. If the fuel would char or shrivel rather than burn, as in the cas,.
of green vegetation, then a nu~clear explosion would probably cause the sam,
result. I

Kindling fuels have been graded into three categories according to
their degree o` inflammability. The most inflammable group, typified by news-
paper, incL I'!e~s such natural fuels as dried deciduous leaves, fine grasses,

-~ - 7 ~M,
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duff and rotted wood (punK). The second group encompasses such items as
small twigs, birchbark, Kraft corrugated paperboard, and light fabrics.
The third and least inflammable type includes heavier twigs, thicker bark,
wood chips, pine cones, drapery-weight fabrics and miscellaneouks fuels of
equivalent thickness. Typical ignition exposure levels as a function of
(low) airburst weapons yield are given in Table 2-1.1

Table 2-1

.Apprgximate laniLui, Thresho!ds for Several
JgMWCommondlD K • e (.Low Ai rbursts)

Ignition Thresholds (cIl./Cm2)

SKindling Fuels j 10 MT

Punk and dry, thin deciduous leaves 6 8 30
Newsprint, dark picture area, crumpled 7 11 25
Kraft corrugated paper carton (18 oz/yd 2 ) 25 38 --50
Heavy dark cotton drapes (9 oz/yd2 ) •18 -34 -0
White typing paper 30 50 -.80

As weapon yield increases, for explosions at altitudes designed to opti-
mize blast damage (the area inside a 15-psi contour), the ignition thresh-
olds are increased siightly as Figure 2.1 shows. The ignition values in
the table are also increased by a factor F which depends on humidity, e.g.,

F = I +- 0.005 E:

where H is the relative humidity in per cent. (At 50% humidity, F = 1.25;
at 100% humidity, F = 1.50.)

The area over which ignitions would occur depends on the altitude ý,nd
yield of the burst and is a Function of prevailing atmospheric and fuel con-
ditions. The transmissivity of the atmosphere over long ranges is still
poorly known, and therefore a major source of uncertainty. LFp to the limit
of visibility, which is roughly as far as experimontal test data were taken
at the Nevada Test Site and elsewhere, the: uncertainties may be 25%-50%,
while at greater ranges, where data are la~cking, the uncertainties are much
greater, especially for low airbursts. The curves shown in Figure 2.1 are
based on extrapolations preferred by the Project Harbor par.el of experts.3
Figures 2.2 arid 2.3 come fromi Martin and Holton. 4

Table 2-2 -ummarizes the ignition hazards as far as present knovv ledgpwill permit. Since the degree of cloudiness is important, it is interest-

ing to note that the average U.S. city with population over 100,000 has
only 125 "clear" days a year (only I0% nave as many as 200) while on 130
days there is heavy cloud or fog, and on 110 days it rains. The map (Fig-
ure 2.4) shows the geographical distribution of cloudy areas. 5 Agricul-
tural areas are, on the average, less cloudy than the urbanized northeast
and upper midwest (Great Lakes) tegion vhere many of our cities are locAted.
However, "average'' conditions are almo.t meaningloss because of wide seasonal
fluctuations as will be discussed later. The area of probable ignition can
be crudely estimated in another way on the following basik: we a.isume the
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FIGURE 2.1
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FIGURE 2.2

EXPOSURE RANGES FOR 10 MT WEAPONS
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FIGURE 2.3

IGNITION RANGES FOR 10 MT WEAPONS
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Table 2-2

jijmits oThenjial Ignijtion (0otiized AirburstJ)

I MT Range of
fine fuel

Cl oud Cover ignit ion 10 MT Range 100 MT Range':
Attenuation (6 Cal/cm2 ) Area (10 Cal/cn. 2) Areg (10 Cal/cm ) ArefFict or (,ml .. 2 nl) (mi• (mi. 12 Li

Average clear 1.0 9 255 21 1400 55 10,000
IigIlht haze 0.7 7.8 190 18 1000 50 7,900
Medium haze o.5 6.7 140 15 700 46 6,600

Heavy clo'a! 0.1 2.7 23 6 110 24 1,800
Dense clou'J 0.03 neg. neg. neg. neg. 11 380

threshold for ignition (from megaton-class weapons) is 10 cal/cm2 . Approxi-
mately one-third of the energy of a thermonuclear explosion in the lower
atmosphere takes the form of thermal radiation. In the case of very large,
very high-altitude detonations, the fraction will be higher. Assuming iso-
tropic emission, roughly one-third of this--allowing for geometry and at-
mospheric attenuation--will intercept the surface of the earth within a
radius of 20 miles or so on a clear day. (The radiant energy intercepting
the earth at 20 miles slant-range from a 10-MT detonation at optimum al
Lude will be just about 10 cal/cm2 .) Thus, roughly I0'5 cal (out of 10
rotall"s are distributed within this area of about 1260 mi2 or 3 x 1013 cm2.

Assuming the radiant energy which actually intercepts the earth were
distributed g 1, rather than according to the more nearly correct in-
verse square law, the 10 cal/cm2 critical ignition level implies a dis-
tribution of thermal energy on the ground equivalent to about -. 25 KT/mi 2 .
To express this in terms of KT/mi 2 gross yield, a quantity used often in
damage-assessment calculations, we divide by the efficiency with which a
megaton weapon deposits thermal energy on the ground on a clear day (a
factor estimated above to be -- .1). Thus we have the rough equivalence:

10 cal/c1,2 < = > 2.5 KT/mi 2

To convert energy deposition figures, given for convenience in terms
of KT/mi 2 gross yield, where the weapons are exploded in sone complex pat-
tern and, of course, the weapons effects are not optimally (i.e., uniformly)
distributed over the landscape, a further inefficiency must be allowed for.
Thus, to obtain the actual number of weapons required to achieve the same
effect as we have initially calculated on the uniform basis means dividing
by another small number which is a function of weapon size and distribution.
For the particular case of the single 10-MT weapon exploded at optimum al-
titude, we noted that an area of 1260 mi 2 was subjected to a flux greater

"*1 MT = 1015 caloriec..
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thar or equal to the critical value of 10 cal/cm2 . Optimum deposition of
this energy woud have required just 3 x Io14 cal., whereas actually
1.0 x 1015 cal. is deposited inside the perimeter in addition to a small

amount outside. Thus, more than 7M. of the thermal energy is "wasted."
An efficiency of deposition of,-.1 or 10%/,, multiplied by an efficiency
of utilization of about 0.3 corresponds to an over-all ignition effi-
ciency of -. 03 or an inefficiency

QT :1 33

The distance from ground zero at which a given quantity of radiant
flux is received (per unit area) varies at a rate between the cube root
and the square root of the yield, whence the area affected varies as a
fractional power (< I) of yield. Consequently, smaller weapons are some-
what more efficient at starting fires than large ones (in terms of area
ignited per MT), at least in the case of optimized burst altitudes. For

example, a I-MT bomb exploded on a clear day has aily 10% of the yield.
but -night ignite fires over an area of about 18% of the area covered by
a 10-MT bomb. However, in some circumstances, as will be explained later
in Chapter IV, section 6, the scaling law for recovery works the other

way, i.e., a larger weapon is more efficient in terms of ultimate dis-
utility to the target area.

For the sake of symmetry we could also introduce a "shielding" inef-
ficiency ST. Thus, in the case of a 10-MT weapon burst at optimum alti-
tude in medium cloud, the ignition range (10 cal/cm2 ) may be reduced from
21 to 9 mi.--which happens to be the range at which a I-MT weapon would
cause ignition (6 cal/cm2 ) on an average clear day. Thus, in this case,
one might define the shielding inefficiency as

ST-a 10

since the shielding of the cloud, as compared to a clear day, reduced the
effectiveness of the 10-MT weapon to that of an "equivalent" I-MT weapon.
This method of comparison is somewhat artificial, however, since one must
choose burst and ignition criteria differently. Also, in general, one
would have tn perform scaling calculations which involve more than simply
reading from Figure 2.1 or Table 2-2. Hence we shall not in practice de-
pend heavily on the concept of a thermal shielding multiplier, except to
note that such a number can be defined, once the "equivalence" rules are
specified, and that in many inste.,ces the multiplier would be rather large.

3. Fire Spread

The problem of estimating fire spread criteria can be understood some-
what better--if not fully illumined--by focusing on the known conditions
for "no spread. "* These have bten summarized by Chandler, Storey and
Tangren 6 as follows:

All Fuels: over I inch of snow on the ground at the nearest
weather reporting stations.

Grass: relative humidity above 80 per cent.

*i.e., rate of spread less than .005 mph.
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Brush or Hardwoods: 0.1 inch of precipiti.tion or more within
the past 7 days and--

Wind 0-3 mph; rel-ative humidity 6.0 percent or higher, or
Wind 4-10 mph; relative humidity 75 percent or higher, or
Wind 11-25 moh; relative Miumidity 85 percent or higher.

CQn ifer Ti niber: (a3) I day or less since at least 0.25 inch of
prtcipitat;or and--

Wind 0-3 Frph; telative humidity 50 per'rent or higher, or
Wind 4-10 mph; rc!3tive huumidity 75 percent or higher, or
Wind !i-7" mph; relative humidity 85 percent or higher.

(b) Or, 2-3 days since at least 0.25 inch of
precipitation and--

Wind 0-3 mph; relative humidity 60 percent or higher, or
Wind 4-10 mph, r;Iative humidity 80 percent or higher, or
Wind 11-25 mph; relative humidity 90 percent or higher.

(c) Or, 4-5 Jays since at least 0.25 inch of
precipitation and--

Wind 0-3 mph; relative humidity 80 percent or higher.

(d) Or, 6-7 days since at least 0.25 inch of
"precipitation and--

Wind 0-3 mpt; relative humidity 90 percent or higher.

By testing against over 4,000 actual fireswhere detailed weather
conditions were known, it was determined that the criteria were quite
accurate in the sense that in virtually 100% of the cases where "no
spread" would have been predicted, there was in fact no spread. On the
other hand, about 60% of the fires,where the "no spread" criteria were
not full' met, also did not spread. This suggests that "will spread"
.-riteria are not simply complementary to "rl spread" criteria. Other
conditions besides, are required to ensure that a fire will burn.

Apart from humidity and recent rain, it is clear that some fuels
are much more easily ignitable than others. Highly combustible fuels
such as grass will dry out quickly and may be easily kindled by burning
embers. Conversely, heavy, damp logs must be heated for quite a long
time before they will dry out sufficiently to burn. These differences
affect rates of fire spread, as shown by the following graphs (see Figure
2.5) Taken froo Chandler, Storey and Tangren. 7 Taking mature timber and
grass as extremes, it will be noted that there is a difference of 7-8:1
in intrinsic rates of spread, other things being equal.

One factor (among several) worth mentioning is topography: it is an
empirical fact that forest fires spread more rapidly uphill than downhill,
by a factor of about two for each 15 degrees of slope. This would be extremely

dOr
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FIGUIat 2.5
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significant in areas of steeo slopes. Spread up.!ili would generally be
extremely rapid, but a steep downward slope is very close to being a fire-
break unless burning material is dislodged and rolls r!ownward, spreading
the flame front discontinucusly. Whether this would happen depends on the
roughness of the ground and the nature of the undergrowth. It is apparent-
ly a not infrequent mode c: fire progression in certain w:=stern forests.
However, it appears that the net effects of upslopes and downslopes tend to
cancel over large areas and cannot be detected in the best available data. 8

A reasonable degree of density and contiguity of fuels * is evidently
a prerequisite for any mass fire. The presence or absence of effective
firebreaks is especial!y critical. The width of firebreak necessary to
stop a fire depends on the size of the burning area (up to fires a mile
or so in diameter--discussed later) and on the wind velocity at the fire
front. A gap of a few inches or even less is likely to stc•p the spread
of fire from a primary ignition, e.g. a single match or burning ember.
A good-sized bonfire ;s capable of jumping a oap of several yards, and so
on. Fire spread depends--other things being equal--on the pattern of dis-
position of combustible and incombustible areas, i.e. fuel and firebreaks.
Averaging over all these factors, one typically gets a curve something
like Figure 2.6 (although the ones shown refer to urban fires). 9

The various considerations outlined above must all be involved in any
satisfactory theoretical model for predicting rates and extents of fire
spread following a given set.of initial conditions. Some efforts are un-
der way to develop and improve such models, but sophistication and accu-
racy of predictability are currently rather low.

One model for large-scale computer calculations (called FLA;ME I) has
been developed under contract to the National Resources Evaluation Center
of the Office of Emergency Planning. A detailed description of the assump-
tions and approximations used in it would be out of place. The designers

themselves point out that it is severely limited by the constraints imposed
by the allowable running time on the computer. Moreover, they remark,

"...it is not possible to get good information on fire behavior
and the factors affecting fire spread, hence any model which is
too sophisticated and attempts to take too much into considera-
tion would only fool the user into a false sense of security
with respect to the accuracy and meaning of his results."lO

The basic scheme of the model is an assignment of burning probabili-
ties to discrete areas, each one assume.1 to be homogeneous in terms of
fuel density, moisture, etc. Fire spread is allowed to occur in discrete
"quantum jumps" until the cumulative probabilities of burning the next
region falil below a preassigned number, e.g., .5. External weather con-
ditions are assumed to influence the probabilities, but non-linear effects--

In studies of city fireb this notion is expressed as degree of
"bui I t-upness "

I ;= 1 IM~I.
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PROBABILITY FIGURE 2.6
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as where the fire creates itQ own weather--do not occur in the model.
Since this is the fundamental distinction between firestorms and con-
flagrations, as we shall presently point out, the model essentially ap-
plies only to the la'.ter.

Other research on postattack firespread models pertinent to the
rural/wildland case has been done, notably by Phung and Willoughby (URS).II
The URS work examines the basic prerequisites for several "levels" of
models, e.g., purely empirical, semi-empirical, purely theoretical (i.e.,
analytical) and concludes Lhat neither the first nor the third is cur-
rently feasible. Several semi-empirical models are derived, of various
degrees of sophistication and utilizin9 both deterministic and stochastic
approaches. In most cases the data needed to fix the parameters of the
,odels is found to be inadequate or nonexistent. The two needed parame-
ters--which would be combined with other available data--are

a. the mean lifetime of a fire (as a function of fuel density,
type, weather conditions, etc.)

•Wl • ...... ............ S ., __7. - -• m l •
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Table 2-3

Violent and Residual Burning Times- by fyel-y.

Violent Burning Residual Burning

Fuel Type Total Energy Total -nergy
Time Release Time Release

min. 0/, min.

I I
Grass l½ >90 2 <10

Light brush
(12 tons/acre) 2 60 6 40

Medium brush
(25 tons/kcre) 6 50 24 50

Heavy brush
(40 tons/acre) 10 40 70 60

Timber 24 17 i57 83

FIGURE 2.7

TYPICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE
IN RELATION TO BURNING TIME
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b. the mean burning time of various types of fuels under known
conditions. The numbers shown in Table 2-3 and Figure 2.7
are considered by the authors insufficiently accurate for
predictive purposes, although the data could probably be up-

graded fairly readily.

Phung and Willoughby conclude that the best model available at pres-

ent is one (which they describe) based on the assumption that fires (once

ignited) either go out immediately or spread indefinitely until fuel or
weather conditions change. Such a model would be based on the "no spread"
conditions summarized previously, together with rates-of-spread data such
a3 given by Figure 2.5. An earlier version of the UR$ work (known as the
"Broadview Model") 12 was the basis of an attempt by the Forest Service to

estimate maimuw. fire spread in each of 421 acres of tml. U.S. as a func-
tion of weapon size and month of the year. 13 The calculations cannot be

evaluated adequately without a detailed critique ot the assumptions used.
However, we should point out that the USFS calculated fire spreads were
considerably greater than those suggested in Table 2-6.

A model which is somewhat akin to the one described above will be

used hereafter. It is difficuit to estimate probable firespread, even

crudely, because one cannot justifiably make the calculation on the basic

initial assumption of "average" conditions. In the first place, the sea-

sonal variation is such that actual conditions at a given time are likely

to differ appreciably frain the average. Data for various regions is shown

in Tables 2-4 and 2-5 and on the map, Figure 2.90.1 The probabilities ex-

hibited in the two tables are for two mutually exclusive situations. We

have not shown the corresponding data for the other two distinguish,10le

cases, i.e., such that fires will not ignite, and such that fires will ig-

nite but will go out without any action by fircfighters. 15 Moreover, the
"average': fire does not occur under "average" conditions: in fact, 75-90%
of total fire damage is caused by '-7% of the fires, which take place on

2-5% of the days of the year. "16

It is well known that the most destructive fires--corresponding to
large values of i (see Appendix F)--arc closely correlated with the occur-

rence of "fire weather" (low humidity, high wind, extended drought). Fires

ignited under such conditions are nearly impossible to control, but continzwe

to spread until the wrather changes or the fuel is used up. Average firz

spread under such conditions may he estimated crudely by (I) assuming a con-
stant ignition probability throughout the part of the ye.ar during which ig-
nition is physically possible, to account for the total number of catalogued

fires, and (2) assuming the number of fires ignited during extreme burning
ý,onditions i: proportional to Lhe ratio of "critical" days to "possible lg-
nitiori'days in the furested areas. To simplify matters further, we assume

*Such skew aistributions are actually fairly commonplace and occur in

a wide variety of contexts. Simon has demorstrated rather convincingly that

the similarity among diverse classes of such distributions arises because of

common underlying probability mechanisms, which ccn be descrlb'd by a sto-

chastic model. 1- The basic assumptions can be stated in t.!ems which make It

plaosible that the fire-damage d*stributioo should te of the same general

form. A s!..etchy outline of the 3rguiient is qiven in Appendix F.

__ - - ,• •. - • •
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that there are no significant forests in the Southern California (SL),
Southwest (SW), Central In- "rmountain (CI), * Southern Plains (SP), North-
eastern Plains (NEP), and Ncrthwestern Plains (NWP) areas, and that the
other areas contribute equally in terms of some appropriate measure of
value 't risk. See Table 2-4.

Covering the regions specifically not oinitted, we fiocd an annual
average probability 3f I.Y7 for critical fine weather conditions and 55,7/%
for possible igniiio,i cond tions; 18 which implies that roughly 3% of all
ignitions in forests occur during critical conditions.*'* As pointed out
earlier, these fires probably account for 3/4 or 4/5 of all acre3ge burned.
Thus, the "average" fire ignited during critical fire weather burned ap-
proximately 1,000 acres or 1.5 square miles. Of the remaining fires
roughly half would have occurred in "actionable but controllable" weather
conditions and half under conditions requiring no action of any kind. On
the basis of the assumed damage distribution function it is clear that
most of the remaining damagL. was done by "actionable" fires. On this ba-
sis, the averaqe fire ;rý the "actionable" class would have burned perhaps
12 or i3 a,ýres, while the remainder--half the total--accounted for a neg-
ligiole proportion, of the damage.

From the point of view of assessing prcbable fire damage from nuclear
attack, it is clear that there are three roughly distinguishable cases:

a. no spread: about 50"/, of the ignitions;
b. actionable--moderate spread: about 50% of the ignitions;
c. critical--wide spread: about 3% of the ignitions in forested

areas.

3ne can mmike a somewhat finer distinction with regard to seasonal
variation. The probability of critical and actionable conditions Is ex-
tremely low during the winter months (November-March) and highest in the
summer (June-Septenber). On the other hand, "no spread" conditions are
most likely at times wher critical fire weather is least likely.

Similarly, ignition radii will vary roughly in accordance with the
same rule: critical firespread conditions will correspond roughly to
maAimum visibility*ý *.'.ionable conditions are more likely to correspond
to intermediate vtsibillty and "no spread" conditions to low visibility.

*The weither conditions for the forested mountain areas of Colorado

are ý:rohsbby not vray typical of the area as P whoie; hence It seems better
to exc'tde this region.

"*The omitted regions have some korests, and a generally higher prcba-

bility ef critical conditions, as Table 2-4 shows. However. the included
reqions or-! not uniformly forested, nor hi'ogeneous as regards weather, an
the resulting temdency Is probably to overestimate the probability of criti-
cal conditions In the forested s,,ctions of these regions, vA;ch are typically
in the hillier areaiý where rainfall is greatcr than the regienel average.

***Maximum visibility will orccur far more often, however.
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TotalI area of spread can Le estimated crudely by assumiing everything
withirc the "standard" ignition range (!o cal/cm2) burns, contributing 1'TR2,
ar~d assuming ai downwind spread in a fan-sh.~ped pattern adding a term pro-
portional to the ignition perimeter, i.ý. ,7TAR. The pro;,ortionaflty fac-
tor ci, which we denote the "'coefficient of spread," depends on the pre-
v~ailz;i- Weather conditions. It can be estimated by means of the following
devi~ce: assume a point ignition arid -. "distance of spread" a' in the
downwind direction. From the argument presented previously, we can equate

the area of t .he fan-shaped region 1/4 TrR 2 with the average areas burned in

a. no spread: 0'
bh. "ac t ionablIe": 1 /4 TIR2  12 acres or .C19 m;2

whence (Y 0.15 mi.
C. ~critical": 1/4 7To'2  i,000 acres or 1.5 m;2

whence a' 1.4 in;.

The area of spread downwind from a circular fire front (with radius R) can
be approximated by the area of an annulus eXtending halfway around the
circle (see Figure 2.3), viz., dL'2 + (T1172' JR. Evidently the total area
burned would be

A fR2 + c2+ (TT/2) ]R.

FIGURE 2.8

FIRESPREAD FROM POINT SOURCE--

S WIND DIRECTION

90AREA OF WEDGE Lfy

FIRESPREAD FROM CIRCULAR LINE SOURCE

CY WIND DIRECTION

AREA OF SPREAi) = 1F+ 2oYR

led, 'Y lop = (2 + )(R

R

/0
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TILble 2-6

lanition and Eire SDread Under Altrnative CircuMstan" -

I MT IO MT

R(mi) ci(mi) A(mi 2 ) Sp read R(m i) a(mi) 'A(61ii 2 ) Sread

No Spread 3 0 28 0 7 .0 155 0
Actionable 8 0.15 207 2 18 0. l.5 1030 1
Critical 9 1.4 3GO 17' 21 1.4 1515 8.5

Our various conclusions and judgments to date are summar;zed in
Table 2-6. It can be readily seen that the fractional spread is gen-
erally rather small compared with the ttal area burned, according to
the model assumed. It may be argued, OT1-course, that spread from a line
source would tend to proceed slightly fur.'-r, on the average, than spread
from a point source, because of the large i.umber of possible "paths" for
the fire to take. However, at least in the "critical" case, this possi-
bility seems unlikely to make much difference, since the fire is assumed
to have no probability of going out by itself, and even a fire starting
from a point source converts itself into a "line" source after its ini-
tial period of sRread.

A more important caveat is that the average fire spread in the "ac-
tionable" case wa= calculated on the basis of current statistics, which
subsume an effective fire-spotting and fire-fighting capability. In the
event of nuclear war this capability miyht be either degraded or over-
whelmed, or both. Fractional spread could, therefore, be somewhat higher
than the 1-2% range indicated, although the author suspects that it should
remain well below the 7,5-15% range characteristic of fire spread during
critical conditions when control techniques are assumed to be ineffective.
This conclusion is controversial, however, and may be modified.

A conclusion worth reiterating is that ito matter what the source of
ignition--lightning, matches, or incendiary attack (whether napalm, phos-
phorous bombs or thermonuclear explosives)--small fires in forests are not
likely to coalesce into mass fires, and mass fires are not likely to spread
locally In the absence of those conditions which characterize the seasonal
periods of maximnA firs dangers. These periods naturally differ for the
different areas of the United States (see Figure 2.9). Of course, even
during the fire season, there are relatively few days of maximum danger,
and the extent of the average hazard mi/ vary considerably In a given area
from year to year according to weather conditions. For example, In a re-
cent three-year period several states of the Southwest suffered abnormal
dry spells, while during the same period large areas of Texas had exces-
sive rainfall. It is clear, therefore, thnt no appraisal can realistically
assume extreme fire conditions preveiling over large parts of the country
at any one time.

=
I

-,i••. .. Jt I• m m ••:. .
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4. Conflagrations and Firestorms,

A significant characteristic of mass fires is the presence of a large
convection column extendlng thousands of feet into the atmosphere. Conse-
quently, whereas small fires are influenced mostly by surface weather con-
ditions, the direction and spread of mass f-ires are 'more influenced by the
characteristics at higher altitudes.- (For example, embers which are car-
ried up into the column are then transported by :he prevailing w inds which
may be flowing in a dizfferent direction and speed from the surface winds.)
While it is known that under certain- conditions mass fi're spread is fairly
independent of surface wind sperd, t'ere- is not Vet sufficient empirical
evidence to fully justify the alteriAtive view that spread is-dependent
upon upper winds, except in the sense noted above in connection with the
spread of burning materials. 19

The formation of a convection column depends upon temperature and
wind speed, plus the efficiency of the fire as a heat source. Convectiorn
column characteristics and their influence upon fire spread provide some
foundation for the view that the characteristics of mass fires resulting
from nuclear attack might be similar to those of mass fires of the past,
assuming similar fuel, weather, and topographic conditions. A mass fire
of about a mile in diameter can produce a convection column utp to 25,000
feet in height. Since about 70% of the atmosphere lies below this alti-
tude, it has been urgued, the fire is thus "infinitely "' large and its be-
havior will be, in many ways, essentially the same as that of a fire a
thousand times larger.. 2 0

A conflagration is a ...ass fire which moves along the ground as a one-
dimensional front under the influence of natural w~nds, with a moving con-
vection column tilted to leeward ahead of the fire. The higher the ambient
wind velocity, the more the column "leans" and the more firebrands are
scattered upon fresh conbustible material. Since a conflagration tends to
spread until it reaches a firebreak or is affected by a change in wind or
humidity, the result is thit it can burn over a very large area. A special
category of conflagration is the so-called "catastrophic" fire, a term ap-
plied to firrs which burn over areas of 150 square miles or more. As we
will see from an analysis of historical examples, very extreme and unusual
weather conditions are associated with such fires. The method of original
ignition is probably not important in these cases.

The temporal burning pattern for conflagration-type fires is fairly
standard (see Figure 2.7)21 Typicaley the period of maximum burning is
fairly short, followed by a more or less extended cool;ng-off period. The
permanent damage done, e.g., to life forms beneath the soil surface such
as seeds, spores, eggs, grubs, etc., depends on the length of time a hiqh
surface temperature is maintained.

Clearly it makes some difference whether the peak temperature phaw,
is short, followed by a long, relatively cool, period of smouldcring, ,'t
whether ,most of the fue' is burnt in the active per;od, followed by a r.a-
pid cool-off, Table 213 shows how typical fuel type%. normally behave.

II I I I I I I I II li lil I I I I I I I I I III I I I I I I III I I I I " A
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Note that the heavier the fuel, the greater fraction of the total energy
is released under relatively cool conditions which would not result in
serious damage below the surface, so that damage does not increase quite
linearly with fuel weight.

A firestorm differs froin a conflagration in that a wassive vertical
and stationary convection column is formed which draws surrounding air
from all points of the compass into the fire area. The rate of burning
(i.e., removal of oxygen) combined with expulsion of hot air and gas up
the convection "chimney" is such as to cause inrushing winds of near-
hurricane intensity around the perimeter. The fire literally creates
its own weather. After the fire raid on Leipzig in World War 1i, a wind
velocity of 34 miles per hour was reported at a weather station two and
a half miles from the edge of the fire. This wind velocity apparently
increased rapidly as one neared the fire perimeter. 2 2 Since, except for

gusts, the winds tend to blow concentrically toward the center of the fire,
there is likely to be little fire spread beyond the area originally affected.
The World War II firestorms, Hiroshima, Hamburg, and Dresden, generally
burned less than the area originally ignited,

Several relatively special conditions are probably required for a fire-
storm to result from a nuclear attack: a large number of ignitions within
the area, relatively flat terrain, light winds, and a fairly uniform dense
distribution of combustible materials. There is probably no lower limit on
size, contrary to what might be expected. Forest service personcei claim
that small firestorms occur fairly regulariy in conjunction with forest
fires, i.e., in localized areas. The maximum size of a firestorm may (or
may not) be limited. To set a more quantitative set of criteria would re-
quire a deeper aialysis than any which has been done to date.* The theo-
retical difficulties may be inferred from the consideration that the first-
order interaction between ourning conditions and weather which is applicable
to conflagrations is clearly inadequate in the present case. As we have al-
ready remarked, the firestorm essentially creates its own weather, which im-
plies a higher order relationship of the form:

weather-> burning conditions -> weather.

In familiar terminology, such a relation is intrinsiczally non-linear. Ex-
cept for a few fortuitous mathenatical models which can be solved exactly,
non-linear problems are extremely intractable in general because one's us-
ual approximation methods either have an excessively narrow region of va-
lidity or fail altogether.

We would conjccturc--although it would be hard to find definite con-
firming evidence--that one difference between a firestorm and a conflagra-
tion is that the "forced draft," characteristic of the former, -.ould resuli
in more coapiete fuc l consumption during the violent phase of burning, and
consequently greater lung-term damage. This is one rpspect in wtich a fif,
storm produced 1,y a nuclear explosion might differ signif:car ty from, a k•,t"
flagration nr ¢:lastrophic fire trom natural causes. The possible biological
consequenc,'s of thi',, discussed later (Chapter IV. section 6), may be quite
i !iportant, how, ,ver.

`-T. Lvl',ason o(t Dikewood Corporation is currently attempting In de-
velop% sw(h a t•rca'dent. His rt.sults are, unfortunately, not yet available.

'4 .. .~-room
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5. ,Past Experience

Forest fire experience of the past provides the only relevant major
criterion we can apply to the proble,, of estimating the thermal effects
of nuclear war. Table 2-7 summarizes forest fire experience in the con-
tinenta' United States for the period 1926-59.23

Tab!e 2-7

Forest Area Burned Annuallv and Numbers
of Fires in Continental Jnijtd States

Average Maximum Minimum
Area Area Area Average* Maximum* Minimum*

Burned Burned Burned No. of No. of No. of
Period (sq.mi.) (sq.mi.) (sq.mi.) Fires Fires Fires

1926-36 65,000 81,000 38,000 161,420 226,285 91,793

1937-47 39,900 52,800 25,900 188,438 232,229 124,728
1948-58 16,000 25,900 5,125 157,268 208,400 83,391

1957-59 5,340 5,570 5,125 95,241 104,422 83,391

Organized cooperative ceforts by government, state and local authori-
ties and private organizations to prevent and fight wildland fires only be-
gan during the first decade of this century and did not reach a high degree
of effectiveness until the late '30's. By 1959, 94.7% of the forest land
in the continental United States had organized fire protection. The effect
of this is very apparent in the above table. During the period from 1926-
1936, organized fire protection was not so widespread: 65,000 square miles
of forest area burned annually on the average, while in the last period of
high protection this was reduced to 5,340 square miles per year. For the
period from 1926-1936, fire fiqhting had less influence on the annual burn
rate. The differences from year to year in any period are probably due
almost entirely to weather va. ldtions, es these affected burning conditions.
The lowest annual burn area, 38,000 square miles, was in 1926, while each
of the years 1930 and 1931 account for 81,000 square miles. Hill has sug-
gested that this two-year period is perhaps the most pertinent for esti-
mating the effects of weather conditions alone on the extent of fire caused
by nuclear attack, since no other variable changed significantly during the
decade. From this we arrive at the conclusion that the range of damage
from a nuclear attack of given size would vary by a factor of two or so
from the best to the worst years. 2 4  This is not quite germane, however,
since an attack would presumably occur on a particular day when the weather
pattern would not In fact be average, and the worst case for a single day
may he much more extreme than the worst seasonal average.

An even more significant index is the historical Incidence of "catas-
trophic" fires. It Is usual practice to reserve this term for fires whii.;
spread over areas of 150 square miles or more. Since 18?5 there have beo',,
12 o;,at catastrophic forest fires in the United States. In the period
frorr 1825-1910 there were eight qreat fires which burned areas varying

"*1ý recent years the nuinber has been pushed up by iproved reporting
of v! rV small fires which tends to make the fiqures for successive decades
hard to colpdare.
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Table 2-8

Historical Incidence of "Catastrophic" Fires
Combu st ion

Energy
Cause of Ignition Area Released

Area Dates and Spread Mi.2 (MT)

Eastern Wisc. Oct. 8, Merging of many small 5900 300
(Peshtigo) & 1871 logging fires; long
Central Mich. drought, high winds

Miramichi (New Oct. 7, " " " " " " " +700 240
Brunswick) & 1825
Ma i ne

Idaho Aug. 10- , , , " , , " 4700 240
21, 1910

Ft. Yukon, 1950 2500-3500 130-180
Alaska

Wisconsin & Aug.-Sept., , , , , , " ,
Hinkley, Minn. 1894 2000-3000 100-150

Sept. 1, "; but moderate
1894 winds

Yacoult-West. Sept. 12- "; but moderate tn 1500-2000 75-100
Washington & 13, I102 strong winds. Over
Oregon 11 3;eparate large

fires.

E. Michigan Sept. 1-5, "; but only r;moderate 1500 Y5
1881 winds. Some lightning

fires.

Adirondacks, Primarily Merging of fires from 1000 50
New York May 28- campers, incendiaries.

June 3, Dry spring; strong
1903 winds.

Tillamook, Aug. 14- 2 ignition points; 4862(420 24
Oregon 2F, 1933 long drouqht. Fire ';.2 in 20

burned slowly until hours)
hot gale force winds
on Aug. 24-25.

Maine (Mt. Oct. 1957 " " " " " " " 375 19
Desert Island)

Maine Oct. 21- Long drought, many 320 16
25, 1947 small f-res, low hu-

midity. high winds
(50 fires burning).

.. slo .

-a'•
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250 square miles to 5,900 square miles each. Since 1910 there have
been four fires which have burned over 156 square miles to 469 square
miles per fire. Table 2-8 gives pertinent detai',s on these fires. 2 5

The relative rarity of catastrophic fires is due to the fact that very
special conditions must occur in juxtaposition for them to be possible:
typically, extended drought, a hot dry spell with low humidity, followed
by high winds.

It is worth noting, by the way, that none of these fires was brought
under control in the first instance by human fire-fighting efforts, but by
natural barriers such as lakes, rivers, and deserts or by changes in the
winds. However, the average area burned in such fires has decreased over
the years. There are several reasons for this, including improvements in
silviculture and more firebreaks because of the clearing of large areas of
the forest for agricultural and other purposes as the country becomes
settled. These factors obviously have a bearing upon the probability of
the occurrence of catastrophic fires, the number of such fires, and the
degree of burned-over area in the event of nuclear war. As Hill also
points out, there must have been numerous fires in the period before the
European immigrants came to this country. If there had not been natural
barriers, weather changes, firebreaks, etc., to stop the spread of fire,
most of the country would have been burned over in the pre-civilized era.

In summary, the occurrence of catastrophic fires is not likely to be
a function of ignition sources, be they natural causes such as lightning
or events such as nuclear attack. '!ery extreme weather and fuel conditions
must exist and these, as noted, are rare.
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CHAPTER I II

AThOSPHERIC EFFECTS

A discussion of the atmospheric effects of a large nuclear attack
can logically be divided into (1) short-term interactions in the tropo-
sphere, (2) thp effects (possibly lasting for years) resulting from
disturbances in the stratosphere, and (3) indirect physical effects on
the micro-climate of tha surface (especially water economy and erosion)
and interactions between the micro- and macro-climate. The latter are

mostly reserved for Chapter IV.

I. Tropospheric Effects

Because of rapid mixing and scavenging by wind and rain, debris
from nuclear explosions has only a short residence time In the tropo-
sphere, measured in days, or weeks, at most. After the larger frag-
ments (local fallout) settle to the ground the only source of contam-

S;nation is the comparatively slow trickle of fine dust particles froil,
the stratosphere above. Hence, meteorological effects of aprueciable
magnitude are likely to be limited in duration and, therefore limited
in ternis of capability to cause long-term damage

The most obvious possibility is that changes in weather patterns might
arise simply because of the quantity of heat dissipated in tie atmosphere

by nuclear explosives. The amount of kinetic energy Involved at a given

moment in a typical great hurricane Is equivalent to roughly 170 iT's* (set
Appendix E), which suggests on a simplistic energy -,omparlson basis that a
nuclear war involving 3000 MT's, half of which is dissipated In the air,
might produce some meteorological consequences. On the other hand, single
airbursts of weapons in the range of 10-50 MT's have not, ir practice,
triggered any storms or other meteorological events. This negative result
was in accord with the expectations of meteorologists at the time, although
one could nt have ruled out all other possibilities a priori.

The major ways in which nuclear weapons doetonated In the atmosphere
might influence weather a:'e (1) by selectively Increasing vertical mix-
ing (convection), and (2) by modifilng the precipitation mechanism.

The first is suggested by the fact that the fireball of a nuclear
explosion heats and entrains a large cubic volume of air, whlch rises
until it expands and cools adiabatically to the temperattre of the
surroundlnq air. As the air mass rises, it eventually (depending vn
initial humidity) cools to the dew point and water vapor condenses to
form clouds, releasing a considerable amount of latent heat of conden-
sation in the process. Thus the process of cooling with altitude slows
down anu follows a much steeper curve (see Figure 3.1) until It inter-
sects the temperature profile curve of the suriounding atmosphere. At
this point the temperatures are equalized and the air mass ceases to rise.

*Total e,,ergy dissipated over the hurric.,t4 's--lifittimp may bh much

greater, but a reliable number is extreoely herd to estimate.

I I IWII l --
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The amount of air which can be raised by I MT from ground level to the
tropopause ij probabiy of the order of 5 x j013 cubic feet, or -- 500
cubic miles.

A nuclear war involving 3O00MT's of nuclear explosives might there-
fore result in lifting something like 1,500,000 cubic miles of air. This

would effect a substantial, if temporary, enhancement of the normal rate
of turbulent heat transfer between the surface of the earth and the
atmosphere. The results seem likely to be twofold. In the first place,
some of the c.,ndensed moisture might come down as rain, at least to the
extent that other essential preconditions for precipitation, e.g. freezing
nuclei, are present. Second, and more important, the temperature pro-
file of the toposphere might be altered for a time..

The characteristic pattern of thunderstorms is excess heating at the
surface of the ground, compared with aloft, wh;ch creates vert;cal insta-
biiitles (updrafts) and violent turbulence, often accompanied by heavy
rain. As long ago as 1839, James Espy suggested that brush could be burned
in periods of drought to stimulate convection and cloud formations. 2 The
idea has been tried and found promising in equatorial Africa in recent
years. 3 The Esso Research & Engineering Company has suggested that asphalt-
paved areas of sufficient size in selected tropical regions might stimulate
rainfall. Forest fires and firestorms have also occasionally been observed
to produce rain.

In addition, however, much of the heat produced by the nuclear ex-
plosions themselves, plus a large ccntribution of latent heat of con-

densation, plus the heat content of the lower air (previously in thermal

contact with the ground) would all be carried upward where they would
tend to increase the temperature at the top of the troposphere. In
some cases temperature invfersions might occur, but more generally the

result would probably be that thermal radiation from the atmosphere would

increase to counterbalance the rise in temperature. Much of this energy
would ultimately be lost to space, rather than returned to the lower
atmosphere. Moreover, the upper troposphere would presumably be cloudier

than usual, because of the above-mentioned condensation, resulting in

increased reflection of solar radiation and, at the same time, more

effective absorbtion and reflection of outgoing thermal radiation from

the earth. The balance of the latter two factors would probaoly depend

on latitude: in polar regions where solar radiation (per unit area) is
weak because of the nearly horizontal incidence, clouds would lead to
not warming of the lower atmosphere; in the tropics the reverse might be

true. On the average, however, clouds are more effective at preventing

thermal radiation from escaping than in excluding solar radiation (similar
to the "Greenhouse Effect"). This would mitigate the over-all heat loss.

Qualitative considerations suggest that, on balance, the lower
troposphere, and the surface of the ground, would be substantially cooler
and drier for some time (weeks) after the detonation of a large number

nuclear weapons, while the upper troposphere would be warmer and cloudier.

There would, in all likelihood, be some net loss of heat into space, the

amount depending on the detailed balancing of the various factors.

nnnnn
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Specialized instances of possible consequences of vertical in~sta-
bility such as the possibility of I"venting"I--punching a hole through a
semi-permanent inversion (e.g., over Los Angeles) are not of signifi-
:ant importance for our present considerations, since the requisite
conditions are not widespread. The possibility of producing heavy
rain as a result of -low thermconuclear bursts over water can be dismisse~d
also, since the qua~ ities of water evaporated are not impressive. For
example, I MT or 10 'calories is sufficient to evaporate 2 x 10~ kg. of
water--which would yield only 1/5 of an inch of rain over a 200-square-mile
area.4

It has also been suggested that cyclonic storms (e.g., hurri~arnes)
might be deliberately modified by using thermonuclear explosives: One
method would be to Ciarnqe the direction of the storm's path by !'-oodifying
the symmietry of the stori pattern. The second would be to remove a
portion of the warm air in the eye of the storm by induced upward con-
vection, thus "~cooling off" the storm both literally and figuratively.

The second technique appears slightly more pror-;ising. but both are
completely hypothetical. The relevance of either posi;ibility to a
Post-nuclear attack situation seems almost nil, in dny case.

Modification of the mechanisms responsible for precipitation is
another interesting possibility. It is thought, currertl'y, that two
diff~eren~t basic mejhanisms are operative. The first, SUg 9ested b,
T. Bergeron (19533) and confirmed by U). Findeisen (1938),' is essenti~lly
that in super':ooled regions of high clouds (e.q., cirrus) ice crystals.
are formed, -nd that these are "lhydrophillic,`. i.e., they tend to qr,-v at
the expense of water vapor in the surrounding region, which reduces the
ambient humidity and causes droplets of liquid water in 0the vicinity to
evaporate. In suitable ciicumstances theý.e ice crystala can grow iairl,
large and start to fall rapidly towarni tt~u earth. Usually, as th'e,' , en.'er
w~armer regions of the atmc-;,p~here, they melt ar-< arrive as rain. 't,-
of artificial rainrnakin~,; -i tiated 6K Lanqivu r, lichaetfi-r -rnd Vunvo-gcjt
of General Electric,8 depend on S' nul 'ted ice:rstV q.
silver iodide or dry iK-e, into sup~i-,:.oo'ed ClOLAlS. A thecosy ha5 VC,
advanced that d---t p1rt' lee, sift inc; lown through the piay~K t
a similar role in nature, Periods of mcsxirwu~ Precipitation have sýeen
found to be correlatea >:.rprisinovy oh vl ith me'teoritie
passages of the earth's orbit t:,rk'r~ h~u~. i nterp la'~~dust_
al low'Inq for a delay of 30-31 dav. -i~'at e of '%ieedinq'' ;ýt the
top o~f the atmosphere and the peak riinfall p.:riods. 9

Between 107 and 10 tons _%f rnetec'i:7 dUS! (Of all SiZeS) enter the
top of the atmosphere annua!1y. TH5i,,7, c~xip,-;b 1ýto t-he amount of
debris which woul1 0 be litttýd (or, the bat.is of .7,7- .oi~ -.f material per
ton of explosive) by 10-100 MIT's of thiermnonuclear exrpiovive, detonated
on tue earth's surface. Several types ot c-lay s-,i!, including kaolinite,
have been found to be oricleto si~vzCr !3.dide in ice-Pucleating
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effectiveness. The presence of too many potenitial nuclei may have an
adverse effect, however. as the optimum concentratiorn appears to be of the
order of 1-10 particles per liter. If more are present the resulting
ice crystals may not be abkE to grow large enough (i.e., fast enough)
to fall. On possible consequence of a larger nuclear war, e.g. 1000 MT's
and up, would be to reduce normal precipitation by "poisoning" the at-
mosphere with an excessive number of potential freezing nuclei.

.The other mechanism known to be involved in precipitation, especially
from warm clouds, is colloidal instability. For reasons not well under-
stood, droplets in warm clouds can undergo a relatively sudden process
of coalescence and aggregation, and fall as rain. This phenomenon can-
not be explained by condensation and random collisions of droplets alone:
the collision frequencies for reasonable water content and turbulence
are too low to account for the growth of raindrops in the observed time
of onset, unless one postulates extremely long trajectories within the
cloud, i.e., powerful updrafts. The main difficulty is to account for
the initiation of the process, which requires a certain number of large
droplets. One tentative explanation which has been advanced is that
hygroscopic water soluble crystals, particularly salt particles scooped
up from the surface of the ocean, tend to collect enough water in which
to dissolve themselves. As the salty droplets grow large enough they
begin to fall through the cloud, sweeping up other small droplets en route. 1 2

The larger the drop grows by accretion, the more droplets its path in-
tercepts and the faster it grows. Another suggestion is that the onset
of accretion is stimulated or even controlled by the presence of electric
fields. It has been shown that coalescence of water droplets is sub-
stantially increased in the presence of potential gradients of 209 volts/cm,
whereas the normal (fair weather potential) is 1 volt/cm or less.13 In
thundershowers, on the other hand, gradients of 1500 volts/cm have been
observed. Several current research p.'ograms are actively exploring the
role of electric fields in precipitation, notably Vonnegut, et a] (Arthur
D. Little), E. J. Workman and M. Brook (New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology). Workman has noted, for instance, that the presence of small
arnounts of certain trace contaminants (such as ammonia) in freezing nuclei
,:an strongly influence the dipole fields of thunderclouds or even reverse
their polarity. Further experiments are in progress.14

It is difficult to conjecture to what extent nuclear explosions
might influence colloidal instability of clouds, if at all. If the
coalescence mechanism is electrical, the presence of charged particles
($-particles) in the radioactive debris might be important. Ionization,
even from kiloton Lxplosions in Nevada, has been observed to increase
the cowluctiy~ty of the atmosphere significantly, as far away as the
Ea.stern U.S. The effect of higher atmospheric conductivity would be
to reduce potential grad.ents and charge separation. thereby (possibly)
adversely affecting precipitation probgbility and (very likely) lowering
lightning incidence in thunderstorms. 1 It is worth reri.embering that
7MI of all forest fires in the U.S. are kindled by lightning strikes,
expecially from "dry" tnunderstorms. The noticeable electrical con-
sequences of the radioactive debris from 1000 MT's of explosions might
last for a number of years, as lona as substantial 5-activity remained
in the stratosphere, from whence it could trickle down into the troposphere.*

"'Recall that Sr-90, one of the lung-lived isotopes which is prefer-
entially distributea among the smaller particles, is a s-emitter.
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If an effect exists at all, it is likely to be in the direction of re-
ducing over-all precipitation. However, there has apparently been no
measurable reduction in the rainfall which can be correlated with at-
mospheric tests of nuclear weapons ( >200 MT's in all), whence the
magnitude of such an effect seems unlikely to be catastrophically large.
The evidence is not all in, however: in fact, the northern hemisphere
does appear to be undergoing a prolonged drought at present (1965).

Chemical contaminants present in the atmosphere in comparatively
minute amounts (e.g., ozone, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, methane,
etc.) are known to play a role in the radiation bilance of the atmosphere.
Although many pertinent chemical processes are understood in some detail,
the over-all picture is extremely obscure. To the extent that a meteor-
ological problem exists today as a result of such contaminants, i.e., due
to atmospheric pollution, the principal cause is presumably large-sca'e
combustion of fossil fuels. Thz combustion processes themselves are
usually somewhat inefficient, so that unburned hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide are released into the atmosphere in substantial quantities, in
addition, most commercial fuels have a conriderable impurity-level" fnr
example, coal often contains 3% or more sulfur. When natural fuels such
as wood are burned, e.g., in forest fires, there will also be organic
constituents such as esters, oils and even amino acids in the combustion
products. If a nuclear attack should result in a large number of fires,
or if the explosions themselves should vaporize a substantial quantity
of organic material--which dod not occur in any of the nuclear tests--
very serious chemical pollution of the atmosphere could conceivably occur.
The problems involvcd w-•uld probably be qualitatively differenit from those
associated with peacetime atmospheric pollution: sulfur compounds and
unburned hydrocarbons would probably not be major contaminants. On the
other hand, nitrogen compounds, organics and various other possibilities
might be important. Any further comments on this score at present would
be sheer speculation, but somie further research might well be warranted.

2. The Stratospheric Effects

In general, stratospheric effects will depend on the quPntity of
material injected and the distribution of particle sizes. Since the
stratosphere can almost be defined as the region "above the weather,"
there is little vertical air movement and the length of time a particle
remains suspended depends on the rate of passage through a viscous
medium and is a Function of particle size and shape. Particles of a
few microns (p.) in diameter tend to remain in the upper atmosphere for
times of the order of years., the length of time being greater, th-ý
smaller the particles. The computation for an idealized model car, oe
made easily using Stokes' law.* (See Appendix B, Figure B.1) Actually
the altitude of the tropopause, which marks the top of the troposphere
arid the bottom of the stratosphere, increases toward the equator and
decreases near the poles. It may approach ground level during a polar
winter. Moreover, the isothermal stratosphere P se really only exists
between the latitude of the so-called jet stream (roughly the storm

*Which was originally put forward by Edward Stokes to treat this very

problem in connection with the Royal Society study of the Krakatoa erup~.ion
in 1888. 17
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track) and either pole. In the "tropics" (i.e. between the northern and
southern hemisphere storm belts) the tropopause is higher (P17 km) and
there is a rising temperature gradient above it. At high altitudes
warm tropical air circulates slowly from the equator toward the poles.
The jet streams mark regiorns where the polar stratosphere and troposphere
mix. Furthermore the jet streams move north and south roughly between
200 - 500 according to season, paralleling the polar "front at ground
level (See Figure 3.2).18 They are lower in altitude, stronger and
closer to the equator during the winter. Thus to some extent by moving
up and down and back and forth the jet stream "vacuum cleans" the lower
stratosphere in its seasonal progression; particulate debris caught up
by the jit stream is quickly brought to earth by wind and rain. 19

The most realistic estimates we can currently make would assujme
something like "Stokes' law" behavior above 35,000 feet and a much
faster scavenging rate below that altitude depending, however, on season
and latitude. Generally speaking, debris comes down faster, the nearer
to the north or south pole it is injected. This accounts, incidentally,
for the unexpectedly small percentage of stratospheric (world-wide)
fallout from the 1958 and 1962 Soviet nuclear tests carried out in
Novaya Zeilya (-- 750 N) as compared to the U.S. tests in the tropical
Pacific.

It is well krown that dust particles suspended in the stratosphere
may affect the radiation balance cf the earth. 2 1 Particles of the order
of 1 4 or less in radius are relatively efficient scatterers and diffra,'tors
of solar radiation, whereas the Ic' ger wave (infra-red) radiation from
the earth is transmitted efficiently. A layer of small particles
is therefore essentially equivalent to a filter which °pas~ses" thermil
radiation in the outward direction but interferes with and deflects
incoming solar radiation, thus reducing the over-all energy income
vis-a-vis outgo and cooling the surface of the earth. Since small
particles remain suspended for the longest times, this cooling effect
can be expected to result from any process which causes large quantities
of dust to be injected into the stratosphere. There .iave apparently
been some historical examples. The huge Tomboro volcanic eruption of
1814 which blew up enough dust to darken the sky 300 miles away for
three days22 was followed by the "year without a summer" in 1816 (New
England) during which temperatures in July averaged 70 C. below normal.
The three outstanding historic volcanic events, Asamayama in 1783 , Tomboro
in 1815 and Krakatoa in 1883, were all followed by years of perceptibly
cooler-than-average world-wide weather. 2 3

This mechanism is quantitatively important enough at first sight to
deserve closer attention. Typical volce'nic dust absorbs and re-radiates
the longer wavelength better than short (solar) one-, and a layer of
such particles with diameters greater than, say, 10 microns, would tend
to heat the surface of the earth slightly, rather than cool It, similar
to the influence of C02 ("Greenhouse EFfect"). However, very small vol-
canic dust particles on the order of I p radius tend to scatter the
short wavelengths more effectivwly. The wavelength corresponding to
maximum intensity of the sun's spectrum (on an energy scale) is about
X. = 1 (near infra-red) and thdt of the earth is about 12p. Since the
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earth's energy "income" from the sun and its energy "outgd' in the form
of radiation into space must always be equal (averaged over a period of
time) the surface temperature of the earth must adjust so the two are
in balance. This process is considered in more detail in Appendix C.
where it is shown that any mechanism such as dust in the stratosphere,
which reduced the average intensity of received solar radiation by 10%
would cause a lowering of the average surface temperature of the earth
in equilibrium by 2.5% or 7.5 C.

The connection between an assumed reduction of insolation and sur-
face climate depends on how long the change persists. The above calcu-
lation is valid for equilibrium, but the stirface of the earth takes quite
a long time to reach actual thermal equilibrium--it is difficult to say
exactly how long--due to the tremendous (virtually infinite) heat
storage capacity in the oceans and the slowness of circulation below the
top 600 feet of water. On the other hand, the surface of the land can
"relax" fairly quickly by radiating excess heat awly (or absorbing
radiation in turn), although the interior can only lose heat by con-
duction or vulcanism--resulting from internal convection--which is an
extremely slow process. Thus, rather paradoxically, it appears that a
kind of "quasi-equilibriunV' may be ochieved relatively quickly.

W. J. Humphreys has made a simplistic calculation of insolation
reduction based on the assumption that the particles are monodisperse
non-absorbing spheres of some glassy substance with an index of refrac-
tion m = 1.5 and radii equal to 0.92 p. The calculation is further based
on the fact that most of the sun's spectrum consists o.lly of wavelengths
short enough so that Fresnel scattering can be assumed. With tnese
assumptions the intensity of light passing through the dust layer is
found to fall off as exp(-y x) where x is the path length in centimeters
and y is an attenuation coefficient equal to

y 2Tra 2 pox 10-8 cm1

where a is the particle radius2_( = .9211 ) and Poi. the number of scat-
terers per cubic centimeter.

Using the above results it is possible to deduce that a 20% reduction
in insolation in the north temperate zone (where the angle of incidence
of the suni's rays is such that path length through the dusty layer Is
twice the vertical thickness of the layer) could be accounted for by about
1.7 x 1024 particles distributed uniformly around the earth. The thick-
ness of the dust layer is essentially irrelevant. Only 5.75 x 10-3 km
of material would be needed to produce this number of particles. in
terms of weight, assuming a density of 2 qm/cc., it anouits to 11.5 x 106i

metric tons.

The initial particle-size distrib Aion of fallout particles produced by
nuclear explosions is not well establis,,ed, but a brief discussion of the
current state of (unclassified) knowledge is given in the first section of
Chapter I. The distribution of particle sizes actually in the stratosphere
at a later time is quite another matter anyhow. The larger particles fall

• n m mm lll mm n u m | m lm~l m
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rapidly while the smallest may stay aloft for years. Assuming 3 polydis-
perse initial distribution, the distribution as a function of time will
therefore have a maximum which corresponds to smaller and smaller particles
as time goes on. The Bishop's rings (diffraction patterns around the sun)
whlich Humphreys cited to justify his assumption of r = .92p, might have
corresponded merely to the "peak" of the residual distribution at the time
of the observations. Time-dependent calculations using several log-normal
distributions are exhibited in Appendix B. The implications for the earth's
thermal balance arc explored in Appendix C.

A glance at the magnitudes involved makes it quite clear that the
critical uncertainty is the fraction of the mass of the debris of nuclear
explosions in the effective size range 0.3 ! r • 3p.. If the results of
Appendices B and C have any general validity, then less than .1 mi3 of
material,* spread over the above range of sizes, would suffice to produce
an average 20% decrease in isolation (i.e., el - .2) and a 5% decrease
in average absolute temperature.

For purposes of argument it can be assumed that 104 OT's groundburst
would lift (into the stratosphere) I cubic mile of debris with a specific
gravity of about 2 gm/cm3 into the stratosphere. If i% of this amount
remained for a year, it 4ould result in a 2% decrease in insolation at
the specific time. If oily .1% survived, it would take ten times as much
dust (105 MT's), and so forth. The "survival-rate" clearly depends, in
turn, on the original particle size distribution, which depends, in turn,
on the source or the mechanism by which the particles were produced.
The most critical case (from the environmental point of view) is pre-
sumably that of a monodisperse or strongly peaked particle size distribu-
tion clustering around r _ J3 to .5 microns radii and initially injected
very high in the stratosphere.

The eruption of Krakatoa (1883) oiffers some illuminating comparisons.
One year after the explosion the average of all pyrheliometric readings
(entirely in the northern hemisphere) reco,-ded a 13% reduction of insola-
tion. 2 5 Since IKrakatoa is 90 south of t~e equator, the b-ilk of the
ejecta must have stayed in the southern hemisphere. Hence a world-wide
average reduction closer to 20% probably occurred. On the basis of the
scattering analysis, it would appear that a volume of dust of the order
of 0.1 cubic mile must have remained in the stratosphere at least a year.
Even assuming the initial injection was extremely high (150-200 Kilofeet)ylr
allowing a longer time for settling, relatively few particles greater than
Ib in radius would have oeen lt.t at the end of a year (see Appendix B,
Figure B.I). Calculations from observations of q tical phenomena, e.g.,
"Bishop's rings." led to the 2stimate r -o..21i

*Depending on the exact distribution.
*e.The column nf ash during the main sequence of explosions I ,O pon.,

August 26th to 10:00 a•.m., August 27th, rose 26 ki lomneters or more. Alger
the final cataclysm the column was observed to be 80 kilometers high.
The accuracy of the observations is open to considerable question, of
course, and some meteorologists are inclined to dispute them very strongly.

- t
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The actual amount of material ejected from Krakatoa is, estimated by
vulcanologists to have been about 5 mi3,* which implies that somewhere in
the neighborhood of I part in 50 (by volume) consisted of particles < II
in radii, This is consistent with the notion that "new" volcanic ash may
be somewhat coarser than the finest ("oldest") weathered soils, i.e.,
clays. On the other hand, volcanic ash is presumably not too dissimilar
to fallout.

The feasibility of injecting a sufficient quantity of suitably fine
dispersoid into the stratosphere to cause perceptible change in the
weatiler is not in serious dispute. It has been discussed, even in
connection with possible deliberate weather ;nodification schemes. 28 The
question of what the ultimate consequences would be, if any, is more
uncertain.

The reduction of insolation would not be uniform, for various reasons.
Initial distribution would certainly not be uniform: the northern strato-
sphere would probably receive three times a5 heavy a lod of dust as the
,;outhern (based on the planetary distribution of Sr-90). Further, the
tropopause is higher in the tropics, whence stratospheric dust will tend
to be scavenged out more quickly. Finally, the further north one goes,
the more nearly horizontal, hence longer, would be the path of the sun's
rays through the dusty layer. Hence the incremental reduction 'r inso-
lation would be an increasing function of latitude, e.g., if solar income
were cut 2% at 450 N., it might be down only 1% at the equator and 5% at
the North Pole. The tenperature reduction at the sturface might or might
not be correspondingly greater in the far north. On balance, however,
tha temperature differential (i.e., gradient) between tropics and arctic
would probably be increaised.

To compensate for the temperature gradients which normally exist
between polar and equatorial regions, convection currents must flow both
in the ocean and in the air. One of the principal mechanisms for the
northward flow ,i' hcat i.-; evaporation and precipitation of water. Tropical
oceans give up heat by evaporation; northern air masses recover the latent
heat as the water vapor conderses in the storm belt. Hence a steeper
temperature gradient betwe'en the tropics and tCe poles would presumably
(other things being equal) result in gre!ater precipitation In norther,,
latitudes. Of course "other things" are not necessarily equal; as is
pointed out in Appendix C, thert may be an over-all drop in heat transfer
between the Carth and the atmosphere, which could be accompanied by lower
.torage humidity and lower evaporation rate. This factor would tend to
operate in the other direction. The net result of the kind of situation
we are discussing, namely a greater reduction in heat income In thz a•'ctic
regions than at the equator, would vary likely be increased turbulent
mixing in the temperate zone, but vith somewht less certainty of an in-
crease In precipitation,

- gain, the confidence-level attached to this figure is very low,
since there are serious disagreements as regards method of calcu!ation, etc.

JE o1Smir • i ll |I l i ll nn~li •1I 4
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Nonetheless, historical evidence, such as it is, seems to support
the theory that a drop in average temperature would be accompanied by
greater precipitation over the northern land masses. A splf-perpetuating
cycle could then he set In motion: greater snowfall in winter, followed
by cooler summers, would cause snow lines to creep tlwnward year by year. 2 9

It happens that snow and Ice are highly efficient .-flectors of solar fre-
quencies, but are quite transparent in the infra-red region of the spec-
trum.* Hence, a hinher percentage of the sun15 heat is reflected (in the
north), while the earth's thermal radiation is still transmitted through
the mantle of snow ond ice and continues to be (partially) lost into space
at almost the same rate as before. Thus a lower local equilibrium temper-
ture Is established which tends to increase the meridional temperature
gradient, resulting in still greater storminess, greater precipitation,
and an acceleration of the process. Of course, there must be . .;:'•ter-
vailing mechanism. A likely possibility is that, as more and more water
Is trapped as ice and snow so that sea 'wvels drop and evaporating surface
decreases, the over-all vertical temperature gradient decreases because of
the cooling of the earth, the rate of evaporation decreases. to the point
that ice and snow accumulation ceases, and the process begins to reverse
itself: each summer a little more melts than the year before, etc. It
has been suggested by H. Ewing and W. Donn 3 0 of the Lamont Geological
Observatory that the freeze-up of the land-locked Arctic Ocean, at the
lowest point of the glacial cycle, may account for a sufficient reduction
in evaporating water area to start the pendu~um back in the other di-
:ection. However, there is, at present., no theory of glaciation which
is sufficiently generally accepted to bi-se firm conclusions on. The most
that can be said-is that expert opinion does ra.) dismiss the notion than

,an artificially induced cold spel! coulc kic'% Dff a new ice age.

It has been estimated that the average world-wide tempera'ure during
the last glacial epoch was 3-4o C. lower than it is today. A 'o C. aver-
age annual temperature difference corresponds to roughly 200f meters in
altitude and 1.80 of latitude (.. 125 miles). (See Figure '.3)32 The
consequences to crops could be perceptible. Fc, example, winter wheat in
the Pacific Narthwost requires about 1900 day-c'egrees (measured in Fahren-
heit above 400)33 to ripen. A d..cline In average temperature of 10 C.
(.., 1.80 F.) would produce a defli~t of 220 day-dtgrees oy r.he time ripening
normally occurs--enough to delay the harvesi a full i0 d3ýs and allow time
for Insects, birds, 3n4 diseasu to take a he.JIy toll. The"'. are ma'iy un-
certainties in trs type of calculations (a4 in othlri we have made).
Fluctuation, .! th-'r ",=gnitude have probably o.curred In the past century
(for other reasont) ind the worst situation mlrht be tne in which ,i matlu.al
cold spell was mag, fied by the type of effez:t under d:sc:usion.

The inf'uencc of temperature on rate of plsnt growth atd evapoirans-
p:ratinn. has been smvaarized by Thornthwalte.A4 The cur,,. ;n F;gure 3.4
is based on an emplrical equation relating growth-rate ontl temperature,
in which the parameters are fitted to data for maite seedlings collectLd
by Lehenb~uer.35

. dater (in any form) is opaque to infra-red radiation betwvit about
5.5 and &A. and nearly opaque at wavelengths lInger than about 1):,. Re-
tween 8 and 19 there is a reasonably r;tur "windoi"; this :orre'•ponds to
tC•e pea' region of the IN spectrum.

- 41-
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FIGURE 3.4

CORN GROWTH AS A FUNCT ON OF TEMPERATURE
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Other pcssible biological consequences of climatic disturbances are
numerous. Insect activity is apparently particularly sensitive to both
extremes of temperature and average temperature, as well as humidity.
For example, it has been observed that grasshoppers remain relatively
inactive and do not fly at temperatures below 77-800 F. The Mo'rmon
cricket becomes active only on clear days with air temperatures above 65 0 F.
(and less than 95 0 F.) and soil temperatures simultaneously in the range
75-1250 F. Chinch bugs are relatively inert at temperatures below 70cF.
and on cloudy humid days. The Mediterranean fruit fly likes conditions
of fairly high humidity (65-75%) and temperatures between 600 F. and 990 F.
The Western Pine beetle requires temperatures above 50 0 F. The c talog
could be extended indefinitely. The damage done by insects to crops
depends strongly on their degree of activity.

Insect ,'eproduction is probably even more sensitive to temperature
and humidity variations, although specific data are scarce. It is known,
however, that the number of insects surviving a winter depends strongly
on how harsh the weather has been. The northern boundaries of territory
infested by some species of insects regularly coincides with a particular
isotherir,e.g. the grown tail moth extends to the -250 F. isotherm. Even
in sum•er, weather conditions oft;2n determine the fate of insect popula-
tions. A drop of 50 F. in average summer temperature is seemingly enough
to reduce the viability of second gencration Corn borer pupae from 50-80%
to 10% or so. Rather similar observations of temperature dependence have
been made on the cotton boll weevil. The Hessian fly, a wheat pest,
seems to thrive only ;n the unusually wet weather, as do sawflies of
Dolerus spp.

Plants and diseases thereof are similarly weather-sensitive. Many
bacterial plant 'diseases thrive in warm weather, while fungal diseases
typically prefer cool damp weather. However, the resistance of the plant-
hosts is also temperature- and hurridity-dependent. Crops grow best where
the climate is most nearly optimal for them and least encouraging to
pathogens. Thus corn is most resistant to blight at soil temperatures above
750 F, while wheat has maximum resistance at 540 F. A change in the
meso-climate, e.g. a shift of several hundred miles north or south in the
(seasonal-average) soil-temperature, isotherms, could result in drastic
increases in vulnerability of many crops to diseases.

The pandemic of potato late blight (a fungal disease) in Ireland in
1845 and 1856--the cause of a disastrous famine and subsequent depopulation--
resulted from unusual weather conditions. This disease can spread with
explosive speed when circumstances combine to produce a long period of
rainy or foggy coo; weather early in the grow~ng season. Temperatures of
less than 750 F. combined with humidity of 90% or more, maintained for 12
hours or longer, is the worst combination. In Aroostook County, Maine, the
largest potato growing area in the U.S., such conditions occur about one
year out of two. The appearance of weather favoring blight two years in
succession is especially dangerous since there are many overwintering spores
of the fungi at the beginning of the second season.
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An outbreak of the wheat stem ruist Is most likely tc follow extended
dump cool spells in the southern v'eait growing regions (moving gradiaily
north as the spores are spriead by the wind), followed by hot dry weather
at; the time when wheat kernels are forming on the blighted plants. This
saquence occurred in 1935 and resulted in the loss of 25% of the United
States' wheat crop, and 60% of the crop in North Dakota and Minnesota.

There is a great deal of scattered Infonation similar to the exam-
ples cited but It is far from sufficient to form any coherent pattern
which would permit predictions of specific consequences following from
specific climatic perturbatlons.. At does seem reasonable, however, to
conclude that the greater the nagrltueae of the oscillations, the fewer
species of either insects or plants will survive in a given location and
the more closely confined will eacF, species be co its optimum, climatic
zone. The greater the extremes of weather, then, tne simpler the eco-
logical relationships. Ecosystems involving very few interacting species
may also be more unstable, if experience is aný guide, Zhart more complex
communities. Arid plains, conifer forests and arctic tundra..-all simple
systems--are all too frequently beset by wild ecological gyrations such
as locust or beetle plagues, rat-quail outbreaks, lynx-rabbit cycles,
and the like, whereas tropical forests, at the other extreme, appear to
bt more stable. (The appearance may, however, be deceptive since (I)
simple ecosystems have been more intensively studied and (2) tropical
population dynamics are less closely tied to the seasonal cycle and may
theref,)re have longer periodicities).
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Chapter IV

SECONDARY "DAMAGE MECHANISM

I. Introduction

We have outlined at some length the three basic primary damagi
mechanisms to the environment: radiological effects, thermal effectF
and atmospheric phertomena. The scale considerations in these three
rases were complicaced enough, but the proper context, at least, seemed
to be fairly clear. That is, none of the types of direct damage seem
likely--in plausible nuclear wars--to outweigh the disutility of large
numbers of casualties and property loss. In none of the three cases did
there seem to be very compelling reasons for believing that the damage
to the envirorhnent would strongly tip the balance against survival and
recovery. Putting it another way, the kinds of damage discussed, how-
ever expensive they might prove to be in economic terms, would probably
not overwhelm man's capacity to respond to the challenge and eventually
to recover.

The above question is still open, however, for secondary effects--
where it is, in any case, harder to be confident about the answer be-
cause some of the chain-reactions which one can envision seem open-ended.
That is to say, it is difficult to identify upper bounds for many kinds
of things. Who can say 2 priori where an insect plague, o;r an epidemic,
is likely to stop? Some of the intellectual issues involved here were
discussed in some detail in the general introduction.

The specific classes of secondary effects which look potentially
menacing, singly or in combination, are listed roughly in order of time
scale as follows:*

2. Epidemics among humans, animals or crops
3. Pest outbreaks (e.g. insects, rodents)
4. Microclimate
5. Secondary fires
6. Problems of ecological succession
7. Floods, silting, erosion
8. "Balance of Nature"

There are historical exaviples o•f most of these kinds of environ-
mental disasters. However, thl coqent qft.stion is whether, or to what
extent, any of them is likely to follo4 a nuclear attack of realistic
oimensions (in tern, -) present or projected weapons, delivery capabili-
ties, target doctrine, defenses and political-strategic scenarios).

"'The Items are numbered in this list according to the corresponding
sections in this chapter.
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2. Egldemlcs of Humans. Etc.'

Diseases of man (an,i of animals) are caused by five types of orga-
nisms: bacterial (including rickettsial), protozcal, viral, fungal and
parasitic worms. The latter aIe not microorganisms, and their effects are
debilitating but seldom acute. They are long-!ived and general!y do not
complete their life cycles in a single host. Hencr-ý they do not multiply
to any great extent in *:e human body and propagitic, - bn controlled
easily by "cultural" meutods, e~g., inspection of food, sanitation, prop-
er disposal of garbage. Disenses due to wortms are deened unlikely to be-
come a serious menace as a direct consequence of thermonuclear attack.

Fungi are not a serious cause of diseases of animals or man. Less
than 50 of the thousands of known species are capable of invading animals
or man, and less than a dozen can cause fatal infctions. The most com-
mon of these is Actinomyces bovis (nevertheless very rare). Only one group,
the dermat)htes (which cause skin diseases such as ringworm), can. be
s;read froi;, animal to man or man to man. These infections, while persist-

ait and hard to get rid of, are not usually serious. Under hot, hunmid
shielter conditions fungus diseases of the skin could spread rapidly and
become a serious annoyance.

Tne remaining diseases, bacterial, protozoal and viral, may have epi-
demic possibilities which could be influenced by conditions following 3
nuclear attack. To the extent that these diseases are, or -nay be, acute,
they must be ce:;sidered carefully. Microorganism populations will not,
in general, be affected directly by Ivels of radiaiot, which would leave
any survivors among higher plants and animals."'I " Moreover, any fluctua-
tions arising from differential radiosensitivities would be so rapid, due
to the very short reproductive cy,:Ic of the organisms, that the effects
would be averaged out in the time 6cale of macroscopic ecological events.

The best guide to probable epidemic threats in a postattack world
Is past experience extrapolated to take account of likely conditions.
Some or all of the following factors may be relevant:

(i) General health. Bodily resistance may be affected by exposure
to radiation from fallout. Radiation sickness weakens the disease-
fighting capability of the body by destroying the cells which manufa,:-
tire white blood corpuscles. Other injuries such as burns a!so reduce
resistance to ancillary infection,. Inadequate diet ma, have similar con-
sequences, for example, if vitainn C is in short supply.

(ii) Medical help. Antiseptics, antibiotics, antitoxins and vaccines
supplement or increast the natural resistance of the body. Some or all
of these might themselves be unavailable or in short supply after an at-
tack, due to deszruction of inventories, manufacturing capacity or natu-
ral sources, and distribution capability--in conjunction with sharply
rising requirements.

.. ith s ose atrc .ef ece opons, e.og. , richinos.

**Critical doses are ý'f the ordor of ln6 rads.
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(i i i) Foci of infection. Although many serious diseases exist at pres-
ent in North America, generally they have a low incidence in the popula-
tion. This fortunate fact suggests that epidemics would take some time
to become. established in a postattack environment--during which period
precautionary measures could be taken and social organization, transpor-
tation and communication might be partially restored. However, there
are two caveats to be considered:

a) Hospitals-and first-aid centers would be overloaded with the
worst cases of radiption sickness, burns, etc. Hospitals also
are endemic rcr'ces of some infections (such as Staabxlo&1)
due to the c'rstant presence of sick patfents.. Food supplies,
bed linen, tablewa.'e, sanitation gear, "at,.., are diffikult to
keep sterile even in normal timeb. In a postattack ervliwnment
certain diseases might spread initial1y'within hospitdls, even-
tually infecting aitsiders (released patients, employees, visi-
tors) ond the general population.

b) Bioloqical warfare might be combine'J with a ruclear attack.
Foci of infectious diseases not normally present may be de-
liberately introduced by an enemy.*

(i0 Infectiousn . Epidemics, in the familiar sense of the word,
are normally caused by organisms capable of very rapid multiplication
and spread. Thus, diseases w-L'Sch eititr develop very slowly or affect
a small percentage of those exposed would probably not pose a major epi-
demic threat. In the latter ca.tgory might be included TB, sý,philis,
leprosy, meningitis, poliomyelitis and others.

(v) Mode of transmission. Direct transmission by personal contact or
infection via aerosols (droplets in the air) is most conducive to rapid
spread. In this category are the common cold and various forms of influ-
enza, scarlatina, smallpox, diphtheria, meningitis, whooping cough, measles,
mumps, some forms of pneumonia and cholera. The pneumonic form of plague
and anthrax can also spread this way. Transmission via food or water can
be very rapid in certain conditions but is conparatively easy to control,
at least in ?eacetime. In this category are most of the enteric diseases
such as infectious hepatitis, typhoid fever, paratyphoid and dyseitery
(both bacillic and amoebic). Such diseases need not be a serious problem,
given reasonable precautions. Transmission via insect bites is somewhat
less conducive to epidemics and offers opportunities for control both at
community level (e.g., large-scale use of insecticides) and by individuals
(e.g., mosquito netting, DOT powder, sanitary measures). Many serious
diseases are spread by insects, inc)L!linq plagut, typhus, tolaremia, Rocky
Mountain spotted fever, ye;low fever, dengue fever, malaria, encephalitis
and sometimes anthrax. The main danger here is that o:seases held in
check by controlling tKs.ir vectors could spread 'luring a period of p~st-
attack chaos. Diseases transmitted by animal bites ln.'ude rabies and
rat-bite fever, amonq others. Tetanus, anthrai, ance various forms of
gangrene can be ;ntroxluced int• open wounds. This mode of transmission
seems hardly likelyto oose an elidenlc threat however.

*'Tt'i po.-sibiit, ;s lrqelv d;stnunted as a rational tactic by mOSt
txper,., altht qh a winrit•r would arque stromlly for givin 9 greater at"
tention to Such everiluaiiitis.
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(vi) Mrtality. As a general rule diseases of common occurrence i•ve
a low mortality rate. Thus measles, chicken pox, mumps, and influenza
rno longer seem to pose sevore threats. Others such as malaria and amoe-
bic dysentery are more often chionic and debilitating than fatal.

Diseases having postattack 7pidemic possibilities, judged on the
basis of infectiousness, appropriate modes of :-x.-nsmission and high mor-
tality, seem to fall into three cat-qories:

(1) Diseases which might conceivably overwhelm all efforts to con-
trol then., given a favorable situation such as a population with low re-
sistance Wn4 overstrained medical facilities. The general requirements
would l. i 1iglh rate of infection, direct transmission (easy communica-
bility), Ultt-le or no immunity, and high mortality. The prime candidates
appear to be -smalloox, cholera, diphtheria or, conceivably, some virulent
new strain of influinza. Fortunately the firý.t two are almost unkno:,i
in North America an&,' diphtheria is extremely ;.are. Anthrax and psitua-

4 cosis are dark horses as far as natural outbreaes are concerned, bue
would be very plausible choic:s fovr bacteriological attack by a malevo-
lent enemy.

d(2) Disease:, which might erupt as a result of specific postattack
Sonditions such .breakdowns of sewage disposal systems, chlorination
Sof public. water 'ýjpplies, pasteurization of mi!.., general sanitary pre-

1 cautions in t" food processing industry, etc. Typhoid, paratyphoid,
Sdysentery and infectious hepatitis seem to be the most likely threats.
All a' t,,ese occt. occasionally throughout the North American continent.
Plague, which is transmitted by fleas from rats to man, is another possi-
bility, although cases among humans in the U.S. are extremely rare. In
very crowded quarters, such as fallout shelte,'s, with inadequate facili-
ties for personal hygiene, typhus outbreaks (transmitted by the body
louse) are a distinct possibility. Circumstances can also be imagined
leading to the re-establishment of reservoirsi of malaria, yellow fever,
dengue fever and encephalitis in the U.S. These diseases &re trans-
mitted by Anopheles, Aedes and Culex mosquitoes, which are widespread
in the South.

(3) Diseases of animals and crops raise a number of separate issues
which will be discussed separately later,

Past outbreaks and general characteristi:t. of some of th! above
diseases are summarized brefly in t' i followinc;.

a. Class W\ Discast•

At• h, prv-,n. timoe thtrt. -¢r, Lwo !trains ,;f the smallpox virus,
Va___i 0!& 4ii i, --p;demi c war i ty. apl ar io Ia tni ru-

Ss ti eif Uni 0 -xte and othcr covuntr i V Var;ola
• v.•.•a• i• •i• ArA: • .. ,tioný, throuqhOut E¢iro.ptu• ifter the

iqiouu% of all di a)d iý
sprt~a by por'ý* F r-4 i ,s i V Cevrtr'.- in Evrow4 oneJ ptr -~

inAvlieý 4ýErpa-
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survived into adulthood had had the disease. Although variola m.aor is
rare in the United States today, As late as 1959, 100 cases were report-
ed in Brazil and over 200,000 cases occurred In India anI East Pakistan.
Smallpox does not yield to antibiotics, although rehydratlon and thera-
peutic measures may help. Vaccination, the standard method of control,
often wears off after a few years. Zlnsser estimates that 74% of the
population would be relatively unprotected If ar. elFIdmlc sould occur.
Mortality among unvaccinated children Is usjally about 80%.

Date & Place Extent of
of Outbre,3k MorgidIty & Mortali.

Smallpox Pandenic - Europe 1614 Pandamic
(Variola
major) Epidemic - Englan.v 1666-1675 Epidemic

New England 17th Cer, .iry Scattered outbreaks

United States: 192, 89,357 cases with 481 deaths
192Le 45,255 " 814 "
I93M 9,877 " " 41 "
1945 345 " 12
1950 4 I " -0"

Minnesota 1924-1925 1,430 cases* death rate 25/100

(Variola Minnesota 1913-1923 35,000 cases; death rate 0.3/10C
minor)

Diphtheria, a bacterial Infection caused by Corynobacterium dlkhtherie,
;s spread by contaminated rasal discharges oý patients,, ;*;onYe4*nts or
heailthy carriers. The disease first appeared In epidemic proportions in
France in 1850 and w!ihin 25 years had spread to Boston and London. Vacc-
nation and use of ti;*e Schick test to identify susceptible Indlviduuls in
the population has helped in the decline of diphtheria. although in the
event of widespread Fmine foilowing a war It might be as big a prcA!im as
It was in parts of Europe during the Second World War. Use of antitoxin
as soon ,s the diseaoe is .oniracted is helpful; delay !n ,ti 4dministr.-
tion. hnwever, Incre-ases the -!sks of mortality from either diphtherio or
one of the possibt;i c,•xpl cations such as myoc-rditis or ",n'-hopn*UiOMi1.
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Date & Place Extent of
of Outbreak Morbidity & Mortality

Diphtheria 1880-1930 Epidemic waves Especially after wars and/or
throughout the world famines.
occurred every 5-10 years.

1920's U.S. 15uU00 cases a year with 15,000
deaths.

1943, 1946 Europe Outbreaks in countries surrounding
Germany (excluding Great Britain)
with rise in death rate, i.e.,
Holland: 1939 0.9/100,000

1946 46/100,000

1953-1962 U.S. 13,000 cases
1962 U.S. 432 cases--63% of which were

located in the South.

Cholera, caused by the bacteria Vibrio comma, is spread either by con-
taminated food and water or by direct contact. Use of antibiotics during
epidemics does not apprec¢ahly lower the mortality rate. Death is often due
to dehydration; the most important aspect of caring for persons with c:.olera
is to keep them constantly supplied with liquids, hence the high mortality
rate in epidemics where nursing is scanty. The disease is still endemic in
parts of India, Pakistan and surrounding regions but is now rare in the West.

Date & Place Extent f
of Outbreak Morbidity & _lortalitjj

Cholera Disease first identified in
India where it is sti',l
serious--1815-1816.

1832 New Orleans 5,000
Baltimore 853

1849 Ne'., York (May 16-Aug.) 5,017
St. Louis 1,000--10% of population
Rio Grande ValIt.! 2,000

Disease persisted in U.S.
until 1854.

18S5-56 After the Battle of Cases at the rate of 12,000
Alma, France per month.

!883 Pandemic Worldwide (except in North America)
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Date & Place Extent of
of Outbreak Morbidity & Mortality

Cholera 1892 Hamburg-Altona 17,000 cases and nearly 9,000
(Cont.) deaths in two months. Water

was pumped directly from Elbe
River into city water mains.
The water used by the suburb,
Altona, was filtered before
it was distributed, and as a
result only a few cases of
cholera developed.

1960 (Auguc.) West Pakistan

1963 (Nov.) East Pakistan &
India.

The infiuenzý, vii.,s is noteworthy for its tendency to mutate into
iirulent nev Astrairns to vhich the population has not previously been ex-
posed. For this rea-ror vwaccination is not altogether effective in con-
troliing this disease. A:itibiotics can only be used to prevent compli-
cations but, as with other viruses, have no effect on the disease itself.
Periodic pandemics of influenza began in Asia early in the 18th Century
•nd spread to Europe and the United States. Death during recent epidemics
is usuflly the result of complications such as pneumonia, especially in
older patients.

Date & Place Extent of
of Outbreak Morbidity & Mortality

Influenza 1500 Oiginated on Malta Worldwide
and rapidly spread
throughout Europe.

1647 Arrived in N. America
from Valencia, Spain

1918-19 Pandemic Worldwide! 21,600,000 deaths.
Twice as many died from flu as
from direct results of war.
In U.S. 20% of population infected,
with 400,000 deaths during October.
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Anthrax is a highly infectious .3rd rapidly fatal disease commonly
associated with animals. The causative organism, Bacillus anthracis,
is capable of forming spores which may remain virulent in the soil for
several years. Pasture infected with spores can remain a source of in-
fection for as long as 20-30 years. The spores may be spread by any
contact, direct or indirect, with infected carcasses. Outbreaks of the
disease in animals have been traced to contaminated bonemeal in hogfeed
(1952, Midwest) and in humans to shaving brushes made with contaminated,
unsterilized bristles. In hu,.ans the disease may be cutaneous (malignant
pustule), pulmonary (woolsorter's disease) or intestinal, depending upon
the mode of entry. The intestinal form is always fatal; the pulmonary
form is usually fatal; but the cutaneous form may be cured if penicillin
or antibiotics are given in the early stages. The mortality rate in her-
bivorous animals may be as high as 80%. Vaccination and the usf. cf anti-
serum once animals have been exposed helps to prevent epiden;c-., although
vaccination is not 100% effective. Animals suspected of having died from
anthrax have to be cremated or buried under a layer of quicklime so that
the spores cannot be picked up by the wind and carried to uncontaminated
regions. In the United States there were about 3,500 outbreaks in ani-
mals and 483 human cases from 1045-1955.

Psittacosis and ornithosis are so closely related they can be di5 -
cussed together as a single disease, usually associated with birds, par-
ticularly members of the parrot family. The organisms Miyagawanella
psittaci and M. ornithosis, usually classed as Rickettsiae or "large"
viruses, may be excreted in healthy carriers for several years. They
can enter the body on dust particles or aerosols inhaled through the
respiratory tract causing an influehiza-like disease. Turkeys contract
a highly virulent form of the disease which has caused several epidemics
among employees in turkey processing plants, e.g. Texas, 1963. The dis-
ease may also be spread by person-to-person contact, especially from pa-
tient to nurse, e.g. 26 such infections with 13 deaths in Buenos Aires
in 1945, and 19 infections with 8 deaths in Louisiana in 19/43. There
were 563 cases in 1954 and 568 cases in '956 among humans, but the nuin-

ber has declined since then. Tetracyclines are found to be an effective
antibiotic treatment which has reduced the mortality rate from about 20%
to 2%.

b. Class (2) Diseases

Epidemics of typhoid, paratyphoid and bacillary dysentery have oc-
curred in the past as the result of contaminated food or water. Eoidemics
have often been traced to hiealthy chronic carriers of Salmonella or Shigella
bacteria. Public health measures have suc-ceedccd in keeping the incidence
of these diseases low, but in a postattack environment, such measures may
be degraded or interrupted in various parts of the country. Vaccination
is possible against the Salmonella but not for the Shigella group. Chlor-
amphenicol is the usual antibiotic treatment for all three diseases.
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Date & Place Extent of
of Outbreak Morbidity & Mortal ty

Typhtlid and U.S. morbidity figures have decl;ned from 2,252 cases in
Paratyphoid 1953 to 608 cases in 1962 for typhoid fever. Salmonellosis
Fever (excluding typhoid fever) morbidity rates, however, have in-

creased from 3,946 cases in 1953 to 9,680 cases in 1959.

!897-98 Maidstone, England An, epidemic of an enteric
fever occurred in a •"i-
lation of 34,000 with
1,•°3 cases reported. At-
tributed to human pollu-
tion of the springs which
fed the water sun-)'y.

1936 (Aug. & Sept.) Poole & A chronic intermittent
Bournemouth. England typhoid carrier* was visit-

in9 in the area. ,/aste from
the house in which he was
stayitig contaminated a
stream which was used by
dairy cattle. The epidemic
of 518 cases scattered over
the area was milk-borne. 4

1946 Aberystwy•th, Wales Milk-borne paratyphoid
epideric.

1963 (Sprinq)-Zermatt: 300 cases attributed to

Switzerland a broken sewer line and
consequent poilution of
drinking water.

1964 Aberdeen, Scotland About 400 cases developed
within a month as a resuit
of an infected can of
corned beef.

*Epidemn;cs started by chronic typhoid carriers also include 7 e;,idemics
involving over 200 individuals all caused by "Typhoid Mary" who was a cook
for 8 different families over a period of ten years. In South Africa 5
localized epidemics since 1941 have been attributed to a native waiter, 3
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Date &; Place Extent of
of Outbreak Morbid:ty & Mortality

Dysentery Shigella group of bacteria have become primary cause of en-
teric infection in the U.S. since the decline of typhoid,
for ex~Lm'ple, 38,000 cases in 1944, 16,533 in 1953 and 12,443
in 1959 in the United Stat-s.

"During the American Civil War, the annual morbidity rate
in the Northern armies was 876 per thousand and the death
rate 10.37 per thousand, while in the Southern armies, the
situation was equally as bad or worse.

"Dysentery was a major problem in all of the armies during
World War I. The British were pinned down at GallipolP and
immobilized in Mesopotamia by dysentery.

"a-Durinn World War II the English troops in Burma suffered
severely from dysentery.

"Montgomery's victory at El Alamein is attributed in part
to a large number of dysentery cases among the German and
Italian armies."' 5

There are two strains of the -hepat'tis virus. The infectious hepa-
titis vrus is commonly transmitted through contaminated food or water,
while serum hepatitis is usually transmitted during blood transfusions.
The disease has been increasingly prevalent in recent years; for example,
there were over 50,000 new cases in the United States during 1960. The
usual preventive measures are to frve exposed individuals gamma globulin
before the disease has started and to allow blood plasma to sit six months
before being used in transFusions in order to kill the virus. Once the
disease has taken hold, the only treatment is rest and diet.

Date & Place Extent of
of Outbreak Morbidity & Mortality

Infectious A common occurrence during wars. For example, during three
Hepatciis months in 1943, 35%-40% of Air Corps personnel stationed in

Sicily contacted hepatitis.

Sporadic outbreaks are often the resIrlt of contaminated
oysters, milk or water, e.g. 1961 outbreak in Mississippi
and 1962 in New Jersey.

Serum Before hospitals began to store blood plasma prior to using
Hepatitis it in rransfusions, one Chicago hospital reported that over

2% of the patients who received blood transfusions contracted
serum hepatitis. The 2% rate is four times greater than 15
years ago despite added precautions.

During World War ii, many cuses developed after yellow fever
vaccinations: 28,585 cases with 62 deaths.

. . ...- ,I- - _ _
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Plague, caused by the oacterium Pasteurella pestis, is a disease
which is, transmitted from rats to man by way of fleas. "Sylvatic" plague
is a form endemic among wild animals in the rural United States, especial-
ly in the Southwest, but it rarely spreads to humans. The epidemic ver-
sion of plague (bubonic or pneumonic) is the classic "black death" that
ravaged Europe during the l'th Century. The pnetimonic form spreads rapid-
ly by direct contact and is highly lethal. Closely related to plague is
tularemia, or rabbit fever, which is endemic in areas with large rodent
populations. At the present there are about 2,000-3,000 human cases re-
ported each year. Streptomycin and the tetracyclines appear to be most
effective in the treatment of tularemia and both the bubonic and pneumonmc
forms of plague.

Date & Place Extent of
of Outbreak Morbidity & Mortality

Plague 14th Century Cycle known as Black Death--originated in
Central Asia and spread to Europe, India,
and China. 25,000,000 deaths. Fopulation
of Europe reduced by 25% or more, some
areas had 80% mortality.

1664-66 London 70,596 deaths

1900-04 San Francisco 117 cases

1907 San Francisco* 179 cases

1907 Seattle 5 cases

1914 New Orleans 30 cases

1919 New Orleans & Oakland 15 cases

1920 Galveston 18 cases
Beaumont 14 cases
Pensacola 10 cases

1924 Los Angeles 41 cases

(U.S. from 1900-1952: 523 cases of diagnosed plague;
65% fatal)

1910-1l Manchuria 60,000 deaths

1920-21 Manchuria 8,,5.03 deaths

"•Two historical plague epidemics have occurred in juxtaposition with
qreat iires--London, September 1666, and San Francisco, 1907. It is
possible that some correlation may be inferred, a1 though ther is probablyI
no simple cause/effect relationship.

- -. -
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Murine typhus, a Rickettsial disease, is endemic in rodent popula-
tions in the United States and is transmitted by fleas. The historic
scourge, however., is louse-borne typhus, which has a high (up to 70%)
mortality. Drugs do not help much against the Rickettsiae. The best
control yet r.ivlcied is delousing by means of 109,1 DDT powder (if avail-
able) and vaccination. Strains of lice resistant to DDT appeared during
the Korean war, but U.S. troops were protected somewvhat by vaccination.
In an epidemic among unvaccinated British trczip3 there was a 32% mortali-
ty rate. Rocky Mountain spotted fever, spread by ticks, is a very simi-
lar disease which is widespread in the western United States.

Date & Place Extent of

cf Outbreak Morbidity & Mortality

Typhus 1528-30 Naples 20,000 deaths

!812 Moscow (Napoleon's 300,000 death', Over 56%
7 Army) of the soldiers in the

army died of typhus
during the retreat.

1846-47 Ireland/Canada 75,540 Irish immigrated
to Canada

30,265 sick with typhus:
1) 5,293 died at sea
2) 8,012 died at Quebec
3) 7,000 died at Montreal

1914 Serbia* in less than 6 mornths
150,000 died

1917-23 European Russia 30,000,000 cases and

3,000,000 deaths

Korean War outbreaks among all troops

1959 (Spring) Et;-iopia 500 deaths

1959 (Summer) Mexico 74 deaths

*Typhus has often accompanied evacuations or military operations due to
the unwashed and unsanitary conditions which tend to accompany these movements.
Zlnsser 6 makes an excellent case for his contention that typhus has affected
the outcome of a number of crltical military campaigns in history, e.g.
Napoleon's disastrous retreat from Moscow in 1812, and the Austrian invasion of
Serbia in 1914.
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Malaria is caused by several species of the Plasmodiu,, protozoan
and is carried by rnosquitoes of the genus Anopheles, several species of
which occur in the United States. The disease was formerly endemic but
has been pushed south by swamp drainage, public health, and other control
measures. It could return if, for example, insecticides became scarce
and conditions chaozic. The yellow fever virus i• usually thought of as
a tropical disease, as is malaria, but its principal vector, the Aedes
aegypti mosquito, is common in the Southern stqtes. The same mosquito
also carries the virus of dengue (breakbone) fever. Culex IEp. mosquitoes
are responsible for the transmission of endemic S':. LnUis encephalitis
virus, another serious disease. Any of these diseaieo could flare up
given a focus of infection and a relaxation of mosquito controls. Pre-
ventive drugs are available for both Mnalaria antd yellow fever but not
for encephalitis. As is the usual case with viruses, there are no spe-
cific chemotherapeutic or antibiotic treatments available for either
yellow fever or encephalitis.

Date & Place Extent Qf
of Outbreak Morbidity & Mortaiity

Malaria 1935 U.S. 900,000 cases with
4,000 deaths

1934-35 Ceylon 66,000 deaths

1942 Egypt 125,000 deaths

1952 (July) California A returned Korean war
veteran with malaria
suffered a relapse
while camping in the
California Mountains.
Mosquitoes,which bit
him during the relapse,
transmitted malaria to

9 other persons, who
suffered attacks that
fall. The next spring,
25 more people came down
with the disease in var-
ious parts of the state.
All cases were traceable
to the original patient. 7

Since 1953 approximately 3,500 cases of malaria reported
;n U.S.

In the world, approximately 200,000,000 clinical cases
and 2,500,00C deaths each year, are a result of the disease
transmitted by the bite of 85 or more species of the A'opheles.
The disease is disLributed in the broad belt around the
globe in the tropics and subtropics.

1958 Ethiopia 3,000,000 cases
100,000 deaths
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Date & Place Extent of
of Outbreak Morbidity & Mortality

Yellow Fever 1802-04 Haiti (Santo Domingo) 22,000 out of the 25,000
French soldiers in Haiti
died of the fever (re-
sulting in the establish-
ment of the first Republic
Lof Haiti under Toussaint
LaOuverture and eventually
the sale of the Louisianaterritory by Napoleon to

the U.S.).

1880's Panama Yellow Fever also contri-
buted to the failure of
the French Panama Canal
Company under F. de Lesseps.
A prerequisite of ultimate
American success in this
venture was eradication of
the Aedes saeypti mosquito
from the Canal Zone.

1928-29 Rio de Janeiro 59 mortality

1937 Philadelphia, New Orleans
Memphis, New York City

Denque Fever 1922-23 Southern states over 1,000,000 cases
(centralized in reported
T-xas & Louisiana)

1927-28 6,eece over 1,000,000 cases reported

1936 Florida

Worid War 11 Japan aver 1,000,000 cases reported

1963 Puerto Rico 17,838 cases reported by mid-
November after epidemic
began In the summer.

Jamaica 978 cases reported
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Date & Place Extent of
of Outbreak Morbidity & Mortalitj

St. Louis 1933 St. Louis 1,000 cases. In 1932
encepha~it;s during the sumrmer many

caseg of encephalitis
occurred in Cincinnati,
Ohio and Paris,Il'inois.

Unusually dry sum-ier led
to stagnation of polluted
streams, etc., which in
turn provided increased
breeding ground for
CuIex mosquito.

1937 St. Louis

1938 Massachusetts 34 cases with 25 fatali-
ties. An epidemic of
encephalomylitis is also
occurred at this time
:;mong horses.

1941 Minnesota, North 3,000 cases
Dakota and Canada

1947 Louisiana Epidemic occurred among
horses and pheasants,
but not humans.

1952 San Joaquin Valley, Unusu31 snowfall, floods
California and wasteful irrigation

practices (mosquito breed-
ing spots).

1954 Hidalgo County, Texas 600 cases

1956 Massachusetts 13 cases with 10 fatali-
ties.

19G2 Florida hn epidemic that started
in Ju1y censisted of 160
cases in 5 weeks, Sy
September 14 there were
a total of 223 cases with
18 fatalities.

S...... ...... • ~~- wql•w . ' •.-~-- - .. _• ,
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c. Class (3) Diseases: Animals 8

There are only four groups of animals of substaihtial economic im-

portance in the United States; namely, cattle, swine, sheep, and poultry.
All ere soLrces of food and/or fiber. Horses and mules have been largely
replaced by motorized vehicles. Cats and 4igs are primarily kept as pets,
only a tiny percentage serving any other function.

WNid animals and fish interact with man in a more indirect way. The
ecological relationships involved are more compl,.x and probably an order
of magnitude less critical than are farm problems arising as a result of
nuclear attack. Hence we shall not discuss them.

With regard to domestic animal=., disease treatment and preventioni
methods are generally simflar to methods used for humans, e.g. clean food
and water, insect control, improved diet, etc. There are three major dif-
ferences:

(I) Contacts between aniaials and man or other animals can be de-
liberately controlled, as can diet and other Aspects of life (including
reproduction).

(2) Diseases, once recognized, san be "treated" by simple isola-
tion and destruction of sick animals. This was done and is being done
for a number of dise.ases, e.g. hoof-and-mouth disease, bovine TB, pleuro-
pneumonia (of cattle), dourine and glanders (of horses), hog cholera,
rabies, brucellosis, and others.

(3) Animals are unable to summon medical aid at the first onset of
the disease, but must wait until symptoms are obvious to an (often un-
trained) observer.

Items (1) and (2) clearly operate in favor of effective disease con-
trol. Item (3) is moot, since experienced, alert farmers are probably at
least as good at diagnosing trouble among their animals as Untrained ci-
vilians are at recogniziii; illness in themselves. Diseas.s may be trans-
mitted through a whole herd or barnya-d-(in a bad outbretak) as a result
of direct contacts bet%%-'en animals, b Lt transmission fron heýrd to herd or
farm to farm is inhibited by the relative i&olation of the various gr,)ups
of animals from one another. This does not totally inhibit diseases borne
by wind or moblle insects, hlowever.

A thermonuclear attackn might influence the spread of distaset amoo
animals .;ndirectly by causing lowered Clis.ase resistance, by inhibiting
tMreatment and control, and by affectin9 the several me'hanisms of rorop-
agation. As with humans. general health of animals will be affected by
radiationu, mainly external, The long-term hazards due to internal doses
of radiation are probably unimportant from the medical point of view.
Supplies of meJicines, antitoxins, 4accines, etc., would probtbly be
limited, and surviving inventories a4,d capacity 'vu~d also 1,e s•jbect. to
ýncreased d&m-lnd from humans. Th>,, problem eriqht be rather acute in s-r•e
i rcums tances.

a -
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Disposal of carcasstý of dis-sed o.- radidtion-kiflld animals could
be a problem of the firs, 1Qd91`nVtucie. To the extent that it ir, found to
be im',ossible (e.g. du'e to residciul radiwactivity) to bury or burn all
of them imm"ediately, breedinj gro-unds foo mary disease organisms and ;n-
sects (particularly W~es) w~ould be avaiJEable. Very large oopulations
of some pests could bf- biu,'t up. The~ consequences seem more likely to
be in the nature of a .cnie-al health hazard, however, rather t.;an a dan-
fler -)f breeding specific; epidevrc diseases, since the organisms c-ausing
disease in animals qenerafll, 1purish. witý, the host. This should be stud-
ied in rlore detail, hmtever. ror c-ample, tf'e spore-forming bacteria
BaciHlus anthracis, producieiq ýfthrax (one of the ioost tvide~ipread and
dancs:orous diseases both cif animials and mran), retain their, viabilit~y for
many yeers in soil, water. or eise4here, even under extreme conditions,
of temperature and hiznid~ty, al though they dio not multiply rapidly any-
where except in the bloC,4 stream' of e warm-bloode~d Animal.

As in the case of h.omans, diseases posing postattack epidemic
threats would probably hcve to be (1) highly Infectious, -apid!y de-
veloping and characteriZed by hiý-h mortalicy, and (2) spread by direct
contact between animals, inhalation of dust or aerosols (e.g. droplets
from. nasal discharges, +etc.), or ii.geStion via pasture contaminated
with urine or feces.

Diseases which require *nroýulat'on d:rec-ly into the blood stream
do not normally result in ep'denii,'s, -,nce wo-it-Js or abrasions are a
condition of entry. Howeve.-, if the .screwviorm fly should again be-.e ie
widespread north of the Rio Grand,--perhaps as a result of postattack
cha-.)s and the interruption or sispension of control po-ograms--conditibns
favoring this type of spread might be esv,4blished.

Diseases spread by imiisect bites could become uncontroll~ble and
epidemic. if a large enoug;, re~servoir of cases were permiitted to develop
unrecognized or -,,ithout ca'interniý.sures. However, this, threat seemi
more potential than actual, since the same potential threat exists in
normal times and scarcely ever material!iýes.

Descriptions of a f.jdiseases w.ith cpi'lemic possibiiities fol low.

Hoq cholera, also called swine fever, is a viral infection which
is spread by contamirndt~ul r"vt;d or water or throw~h abrasiotts in the sklti.
The virus moves through the body in the blood a-id is oresent in all bod&i
-iecretions, thereby providinq nc-w sources of Occasionally
r,ýc4ý.Wy~ vaccinaetd hogs are capable if tran-mi~ttinq Vie di'ýease. Tlhe
virus m'ay be carried to other ar4 on any ia4.octed -7aacrial such as
(e~wJ or fie-ls which :-!ranst.ociv cd out Of the --otaminn4tcU; yard. The
mnortality rate is ver,, high. Aii~iruls that rmc-,:or art, usually cairol.-II.
CaC% dependinq ui-,n *,h oi'Br f the viros ano the rcslstan-.o ot
the h~-j There Is a fo~r tjrev-'n6,vJ1 urtuosos but no Lncmin trici,t.
ou' n t 6q'caius tivrira is, .. fiieia c4f ahot five or 0% d~s Setmwen ex.",
1'o%urv. an d the f I rst -*. w ,he. ýýrst v . ~v t%, In fw h i1 i-iw 0-.S r anmt.al Is
con :onft ract t he vi rus, the' d svmzo i- -:ttý' t en*)vr( OV11:c 'rd the hord
than it oi'ar% to e
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Leptosoirosis is a disease caused by several srecies of the Lepto--
spira bacteria and in cattle produces effects ranging from milk loss and
abortion to death, with a mortality rate of 7-45%. Various rodents such
as rats and voles act as reservoirs of the baczaria. Foci exist in
California, the Midwest and the Gulf Coast. Man and other animals ae.
also susceptible. Carriers may excrete the bac-eria in urine for several
months. Animals usually contract the disease b-, :ngesting contaminated
food and water or by entr• through abrasions in the skin. The infection
is cpread most rapidly ir. large, close-i.ving herds in damp regions.
St.-i-ms may carry the bacteria for many miles into uncontaminated re-
gions. Antibiotic treatment is effective if given early enough, and
va,.cin4 tion is ave'iabla for cattle and dogs for certain species of the
bacteria.

Foot-and-mouth disease, a highly contagious %iral infection which
spreeds rapidly through the skin or intestinal lining into the blood
stream, effects almost all cloven-footed animals. The disease has not
occurred in the United States since 1929; however, outbreaks of the dis-
ease o.curr,.d in Mexicc from 1946-1952 and in Canada in 1952. Control
measures involve sla_ýghtering diseased animals Lad prohibition of im-
ports of hay, straw or meat from countries not free of the disease. Thz
virus ;s e/.creted in saliva, feces, urine 3nd milk and can be transmit-
ted mechanicallv by any article that comes in contact with the infected
animal. A vaccine is available for preventive purposes but has only a

Ssix-month effective period. Although the mortality rate is only about
5% in adults, it is higher in calves and may approach 50% ir severe
epidemics.

Rinderpest i- z highl, contagious viral disease of cattle which
proceeds rapiJly 3nd has a mortality rate of 15-75%. The mor;.lity rate
tends to be higher in areas in which the disease is ..-t endemic, as in
the United States. The vircs is discharged in all body ,ecretions 2nd
enters via ingestion of contaminated pasture or forage.

Pullorum, a bacteriai inf-!ction of chickens and other birds caLsed
by Salmonella pullorum, is a highly infectio-s disease which 'an be trans-
mit['ed through the egg to a new chick or may spread by way of dust par-
*icles or contaminated food or wate- into either the respiratory or di-

1gestive system. In young chicks the mortality rate may be as high as
80-90%, but the 2eath rate decreases with age. Chicks who recover usu-
all' remain lifetime car-riers ard sources of infection for new chicks.
Control of the d.:,ease requires breaking the egg transmission cycle b-,
testing a.,i',t ch;c*<ens and destroying infected ones in or-er to mak'e
sure that orly healthy chickens lay eggs.

Newcastle diseaise is a highly infectious virus disease of poultry
which has an aver-•e mortality rate of 30-40% but may run as high as
100%. The virus is excreted in the saliva, nasal secretions and drop-
pings of inricted iirds as well as healthy carriers--occasionally for
as long as two cr three months. A vaccine is available against New-
castle disease and infectious bronchitis, another viral disease of

I
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chickens which spreads by direct or indirect contact throughout poljltry
houses. Another highly lethal viral disease of poultry is fowl plague,
for which 'here is neithe-r• vaccine nor treatment at the present.

d. Class (3) Diseases: Crops 9

k),;e trpe of stres,7 with which organized agriculture must cope is
plant diseases caus-ed by pathogenic organisms including viruses, bac-
teria, fungi and n-matodes. Natural constraints on the spread of dis-
ease are of several sorts:

(1) The virulence of the organism

(2) Factors affecting resistance to infection

(3) Factors affecting modes of pathogen transmission

In regard to point (I), the most sal~ent question is whether the
lirgering effects of nuclear attack, principally radiation from f.l'out,
are likely to cause an increase in the rate oi mutation (or natur i evo-
lution) of pathoqens. The extent to which th;s "mutation" fact.r is im-
portant dei.ends on how much reliance is Dla-ed on cross-breeding to ob-
tair. i,!fiunity to disease. In the case of plants, particularly cereal
grains, the development of hybrid varieties of plants is sonmetic.;es said
to be in a neck-?-d-neck race with the natural evolution of dangerous
new strains of blights, rusts or viruses. It has been argued that thernio-
nuclear war could conceivably upset this equilibrium by increasing the rate
of mutation while inhibiting the production of new hybrid species. Hovewver,
this is mere conjecture at present, since the exact role of ionizing radi-
ation in producing mutations, or of mutations in evolution has not been
established. Indeed, recent evidence sugaests that likely levels of radiation
are likely to be ineffective at inducing mutations or increasing virulence.

Resistance to infection might be sensibly lowered by heavy but non-
lethal doses of radiation. This has not been directly demonstrated but it
is certainly plausible. The rate of insect defoliation has actually been
obseived to increase by as much as an order of magnitude on radiation-
weakened trees. That resistance to attacks by microorgarisms should drop
correspondingly is an easy conjecture. On the other hand, there is some data
which might be interpreted as evidence that at low levels of exposure re-
sistan.,e to disease may actually increase.* If this were shown to be a
general phenomenon, crops at the outer fringe of a faii'iut zone might actually
turn out to be unusually healthy--an important point, in view of the fact

"-Results consistent with this hypothesis are treated with great -au-
tion and skepticism by scientists, both because one simple theory predicts
that somatic and genetic damage should linearly increase with dose, and
because nobody wants to be accused of trying to prove that "radiation is
good for you."
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that for most attacks far more land area is likely to be in the 25-100 R
zone than within the 3000 R Isodose contour.

Pathogen ti-ansniission is a subject with complex ramifications.
Various agencies are responsible. Fungus spores and certain bacteria
are often transmitt-!d by wind. Some organisms remain in the soil from
one year to the next (providing one of the incentives; for crop rntation).
Other organisms are transmitted via infected seed. Still others are
carried by man, animals, bi-ds or insects. Insects, in particular, are
so closely involved with the transmission of plant diseases that spe-
cialized synergistic relationships have often evolved.

The simplest case is where the insects merely serve as a vehicle.
The :rsect picks up spores or pollen (on its feet or body) from a sick
plant ai d deposits thenm :n a healthy one, more or less at random. Hon-
eybees and other nectar-collectors are often involved this way (e.g. in
spreading fire blight of apples and pears).

Sometimes the insect is specifically attracted to the diseased
plant by characteristic odor, but otherwise the interaction is essen-
tially mechanical. Thus flies are attracted by a sugary substance pro-
duced by ergot (fungal) disease of rye. Bark beetles are thought to be
attracted to weakened or diseased trees by the smell of fermentatic-n
froc. the carabiui layer. In some instances wind-blown spores must find
openings, such as insect bites, to grcw -ii the new host. More often
insects are required simultaneously for both functions, transportation
and penetration of the outer skin of the plant. Many fungal diseases
of trees gain entrance with bark beetles; for example, the Dutch elm
disease and the blue stain disease of pine trees spread this way.

A still more intimate relationship exists, in some instances,
where the insect serves. as an alternate host (e.g. ft.,- overwintering:
bacteria Bacterium stewartii, .'hch causes wilt of sweet corp, winter
in the bodies of the cotn, f"ea beetle). The relation may be parasitic
c-- even symbioti: if, for example, the bacteria supply vitamin- or en-
zymes for the insect host.

Some funga' Jiseases involve mating between spores of opposite
sexes. One cas: is the black stem rust of wheat, Puccinia oraminis,
which winters on barberry leaves where a sexual mating must take place.
This is normally accomplished with tne help of insects feeding on the
leaves.

One mechanism whereby the afte.-nath of a nuclear attack miqht in-
fluence the spread of diseases (or insect pests themselves) has been
suggesteJ hý Stonier. 10 A number of diseases cnd pests move from south
to north as -the growing season progresses. The stem rusts of wheat,
mentioned above, are one exanmplc in which wind is the primary carrier.
Other diseases are carriej by insects which winter in the south and
gradually move north as the year advances. Fallout patterns follow-
ing a nuclear attack would tend to run east-west, especially across
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the Mississippi Valiey and the Great Plains. The northerly ,-ogress of
insects and wind-blown spores would therefore be interrupted al. :",er-
vals by swathes of Falioit-contaminated land. The consequences migh-
depend on the i-ime of year.

An attack before the c:rops had been planted woulJ deposit fallout
over fa)llow or ploughed fields. Farmers in contamirnated areas woulc
piobably not attempt to pi.nt. Hence the fields would priduce m3stly
weeds and grass froml stuay wind-blown seeds (or nothing at all, if the
fallout were heavy), wh'ch might not be suitable hosts for pests of
crops and -.ouid act as "aLtenuators" of the northbound vectors.

An attack after planting would find partly grown crops, which would
presumably be weakened by radiation from fallout. Lack of attention by
farmers would subsequently result in further loss of over-all ability
to resist infectiorn. The result might well be the reverse of the pre-
vious example, e.g., the radioactive strips of weakened crops might
"amplify" the disease vectors, paving the way for a disastrous outbre3k.

e. Overview

Nuclear attack would probably not cause epidemics, b~c would remove
some of the constraints which ordinarily inhibit them. That the incidence
of disease would rise in a postattack environment is hardly in dispute.
The questicn is: how much?

Conditions which permitted the devastating plague and typhus epidemics
of the Middle Ages would hardly recur today, regardless of the extent of
physical destruction caused by war, barring totally unforeseen circum-
stances. The differen'e betwecn 15th and 20th century is striking: once
men attributed disease to evil spirits, surplus blood, or miasmic airs.
Today the role of rats, fleas, flies, r.mosquitoes, lice, polluted drinking
water, etc., are very widely known. while seage treatment, sterilization,
chlorination, and antisepsis, are equally widely practiced by the public.
Not only is the level of sophistication of the lay public much higher than
in previous centuries, but there exists an effective medical and public
health profession and a number of institutions and agencies charged with
preventing outbreaks, diagnosing them early and taking active counter-
measures. In the circumstances, epidemics o-, the classical type seem very
unlikely, even if the efficiency of the aguncies responsible for health
matters are considerably reduced.

The possibility of some sort of pulmonary infection spread through
the air--similar to the 1918 influenza pandemic--and therefore not con-
trollable by normal means (except isolation) cannot be ruled out, but
neither is it easy to see how such a hypothetical disease woul', be brought
abuut by plausible postattack conditions.

A substantial temporary rise in the death rate from diseases of all
sort!, (perhaps by a factor of 3 or 5 but not 100), is the most likely con-
comitint of nuclear attack. The casualties seem likely to be small in
comparison with casualties from radiation, blast or fire.
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3. Pest Outbreaks

There are three classes of universally recognized pests (apart frcin
disease organisms), in:eýcs, rodents and rabbits, and "weeds." In various
local situations the word "pest" might have other connotations, e.g. some
kinds of birds, gjiant snails, marauding raccoons, etc. In the United States
(circa 1965) it is probably reasonable to concentrate main!y on the three
major groups, although some of our remarks will have more general applica-
bi I iity.

The fundamental question is whether the aftermath of a nuclear attack
is likely to produce conditions favoring such outbreaks. To treat it, we
must try to understand, at least in general terms, the population dynamics
of the major pest species.

Demographers and economists since Malthus have argued the notion that
human population is constrained basically by food supply. This idea has
become so axiomatic that many people tend to assume, without critical
examination, th-t other animal populations are controlled in the same way.
Even a simplist': critical examination reveals that the truth is not quite
so simple. A ,iightly more sophisticated approach is to recast the problem
in terms of death rate (e.g. resultino from predation or starvation) vs.
birth rate (e.g. fer':ility, breeding conditions). For example, it might
be argued that if 'nsects as a class find food easier to obtain, their num-
bers may increase and vice versa. Or, one might argue, if the vertebrate
predators of insects (birds, mammals, lizards, etc.) are dep!eted in num-
bers, then insects may prosper and, again, vice versa. Both propositC::2.s
may seem to be unnecessarily qualified, but neither is actually so. Thre
causal relation implied in the two statements would be invalid in any situ-
ation where productivity of the ecosystem (in terms of protoplasn, or bio-
mass) is limited by some factor other than food or predation. Water, sun-
light, temperature, humidity, mineral elements, shelter, favorable places
to build nests or lay eggs, may be limiting in various circunstances.
Increasing the supply of any element which is not being fully utilized
already will not lead to a radical change in the basic interrelationships."

In a number of biomes specific limiting factors are fairly easy to
identify (see Table 4-1), but in other cases a rather deep analysis would
be needed.

*"A more careful argument would have to take into account the fact
that these limiting factors are not all independent of each other. For
example, a very healthy organism can ',rvive greater extremes of temperature
than a sickly one, etc. There is no si,arp cutoff in most cases, such that
the system suddenly fails to operate beyond a well-defined point. Rather,
an ecosystem can be thought of as having certain income (production of pro-
toplasm) which can be spent either in consumption (maintenance) or in in-
vestment (new growth). Each necessary element (water, light, etc.) has an
associated "cost" which is low as long as utilization is small compared to
the amount available, but rises sharply ns utilization appruaches i00% of
total supply. Growth ceases when total production is required for main-
t,:,ance.

i I I I I I II I III
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Table 4-1

Limiting Factors For Selected Blomes and Populations

Ocean, upper layers phosphorus

Ocean, lower layers sunlight

Rivers, polluted oxygen--dissolved

Forest, floor and lower story sunlight (and water)

Forest, upper story (dominants) density

Birds in farm country nesting sites

Birds in Forests density

Carnivores, Insectivores food

Grami n i vores* predation/food

Fish p redat ion/food/oxygen

Fungi temperature and humidity

Agriculture usually one of: water/
nitrogen/phosphorus/cal ci urn/
length of growing season/
soil porosity and humus content.

Desert vegetation water

One of the most important animal communities from our point of view
is, of course, arthropoda (which includes insects). We are particularly
concerned with the question of whether and, if so, to what extent, insect
populations are food-limited or predator-limited.

As regards the first suggestion, one can assert with considerable con-
fidence that insect populations are not, as a rule, food-limited. This is
a corollary of the fact that seldom, if ever, do insects consume more than
a small fraction of the available food. The occasional plagues of locusts
and/or grasshoppers in semi-arid lands are exceptions warranting special
consideration, but there are almost no other examples on record. One reason
complete devastation is so unlikely is that most plant-eating insects are
specialists living off one or a few species and scorning the rest. Grass-
hoppers are one of the very few types of inaects which will eat. practically
anything green. Among the familiar pests, the only others with really broad
tastes are the Japanese beetle, the gypsy rmoth and the codling moth (the
latter two being pests of deciduous trees).

*Grass-eaters.

~NNMMMý
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There is more ?Ader:ce ;n favor of insects being predation-limited,
at le&tt on occasion. Birds have sometimes been credited with spectacular
interventions to control local epidemics of insects. A statue in Salt
Lake City was erected in honor of seagulls which allegedly suppressed, just
in time, a disastrous 19th Century outbreak of Mormon crickets. Other
cases have been cited along the same lines, but not with sufficiently high
frequency to suggest more than that. a local concentration of birds may
sometimes decimate an unusually large local population of insects.* There
are many more instances where large populations of insects proceeded along
their destructive way without serious interference. For example the Engel-
mann spruce bark beetle epidemic in Colorado (1940-1950) was substantially
unaffected by the efforts of woodpeckers which, in effect, merely nibbled
at the edges. One possible reason for this is that the woodpecker po~ula-
tion density could not increase enough--beir.j otherwi-e limited--to make
inroads on the overwhelming numbers of insects.

A quick survey o" the literature turned up the following instances:

Blackbirds have been responsible for notable triumphs against caterp liars
(California orchard near Hayward, 1901), Cankerworms (california orchards
near San Jose and Sonoma County, 1908) wireworms (irrigated fields near
Turlock and Modesto, California, 1919), fall army worm (peanut fields in
Florida, 1919), cotton bollworm ('southern plantation, 1919), alfalfa weevil
(Utah, 1920), yellow-striped army worm (asparagus fi.-ld in California, 1925;
vineyar in Eldorado County, 1929), and grasshoppers (berry patclf 'in California,
1937).
-- Birds of various species cleared a 320-acre tract on Salt Creek near
Lincoln, Nebraska of locusts during the outb••i:. -)f 1873. Again in 1877, in
one spot on Salt Creek 135 locusts per square foot were courted, but birds
flocked to the area ane dispatched them all within a m.rnth. 2

-- Western meadowlarks suppressed an outbreak of Mormon crickets rear
Adrian, Washington in the Tall of 1918.13

-- English sparrows were cre ited with ccntrolling the alfalfa weevil in

Salt Lake Valley, 1910-1911.1ý

-- Woodpeckers flocked to at, infestation cf Engelmann spruce bark beetles
In Kootenai National Forest, Idaho, in the winter of 1937-1938, apparently
destroying 75-80% of all the overwintering Itroods above the snow line. 15
Again, woodpeckers did good work in an Engelmann spruce bark beetle out-
break in the White River National Forest, during the summer of ,947.16-
This time the mortality of the brood approached 100% in some places.

-- English sparrows (Massachusetts) and hairy woodpeckers (Ohio) are
credited with exterminating tussock moth outbreaks by disposing of vir-
tually all egg-masses laid above the snow line (90%)'l7

-- Starlings controlled infestations of brown-ta led moth and gypsy moth
in Massachusetts by consuming 60% of the larvae. I h

L
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It is undoubtedly true Lhat the total numbers of certain types of
insects are held in check by bird predation in areas where nesting sites
are plentiful. Even though all the sites may be -.ccupied, the number of
eggs laid, the number hatched and the number fledgtd depend strongly on
the availability of food. Thus the more insects there are, the g-eater the
pressure of predation. The following season, however, the number of nest-
ing pairs can be no greater than the maximum afforded by the area, so that
the increased bird pred,4tion does not carry over except to the extent that
there may be some extra bachelors or spinsters around. (being weakest and
least aggressive, these tend to die off quickly.)

Although there is no certainty that insectivorotrs birds play a criti-
cal part in coirolling agricultural insect pests, tney undoubtedly do con-
sume vast numbers of insects. It is known that insects conprise two thirds
of the yearly diet of the common land birds in Northl America. The iriect
food preferred by each spccies of bird depends on the season and the range.
For example, robins are i,.,vn to eat insect larvae in the early spring and
caterpillars, grasshoppers, bugs, spiders and various beetles during the
rest of the year. Most othei common insect-eatinq birds show the same
fairly cosmopolitan tastes in their diets, with a few exceptions. As a
rule, swallows, flycatchers and swifts catch insects in the air; whereas,
members of the thrush family (robins, bluebirds and thrushes) and black-
birds consume ground-living insects. Woodpeckers generally pick insects
out of the bark of trees. Flickers, although members of the woodpecker
family, seem to prefer insects, especially ants, found on the surface of
the ground. Chickadees, crows, starlings, jays and others live partly on
insects and partly on seeds and fruit. Except for woodpeckers, most insect-
eating birds must migrate, due to inadequate winter food supply In the
higher latitudes.

As an indication of the quantities involved, Stonierl 9 quotes a study
of English sparrows in Salt Lake Valley which suggested that one brood of
birds, during the 10-day period before lezving the nests, would consume ap-
proximately 20,000 insects (alfalfa weevil larvae or others of equivalent
bul k).

There may also be some predation-limiting in the case of skunks, ba~s,
shrews, moles and other mammalian insectivores, which are themselves food-
or shelter-limited. Shrews, for example, normally consume their body weight
in insects and eggs every three hours or so. Shrew population is probably
limited by the availability of winter shelters affording sufficient food.
Faced with stnrvation, shrews will attack and eat mize or other animals
larger than themse!ves. Bats are probably shelter-limited, requiring pro-
tected cases or holes to sleep in by day and for hibernating in winter. A
certain minimum density of insect life is required to support a single
mammal, but the number of surviving young per litter and the number of
litters in; a summer season will increase sharply if greater food supply
warrants it. Skunks and bets are larger and, despite lower metahji;c rates,
require larger absolute quantities of insect food. To survive the fuodless
winters, they must hibernate. Mammalian predation can increase very rapidly
to take advantage of increased food supplies. Unfortunately, mammals zrr

limited la,'gely to grounid-level or underground supplies (or nocturnal `lying
insects in the c,-se of bats) and cannot easily cont,-ol the leaf-chew:ng in-
sects which normally do greatest damage,

A '.AO-
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It Is cle3r, however, that "predatiorl-timiting" is a misnomer. Pre-
atlon is only limiting in the indirect sense that progressive income tax

is limiting. As with Income tax, predation may increase on a rising scale,
but it probably seldom takes more than 100% of an incremental :ricrease in
insect population, as the notion of "limiting" implies. Actuaily other
factors eventually put the lid on (both on income and ca insect population).

For insects the relevant constraints Include food p r~edation, para-
sitism, disease, temperature, humidity, physical surroundings and human
intervention•. Table 4-2 lists 18 of the most destructive insect pests,
together with various constraints on their populations, which have been
Identified by a search of the available literature. It is probably reason-
able to assume that the pat*.ern which seems to emerge is typical of other
insect pests as well.

A nuclear war would presumably affect insect pest populations in two ways:

(1) by direct radiation damage, either external or internal--mainly
through sterilization due to 8-radiation;

(2) by altering critical constraints on populations. Unfoitunately
(from t~i point of view of the analyst) these constraints are exceedingly
complex and variable, as Table 4-2 shows.

The first mode of interaction has been discussed in the chapter on radio-
logical effects. Due to rapid S-decay, weathering, aad rapid turnover of in-
sect populations, the direct damage would probably be largely restricted to a
single season. The residual consequences would be selective temporary re-
ductions of certain species populations generally lasting only a year or two.

Ecological controls--predation, par;asiti-sm, disease, food supply--in-
volving other organisms with very short life-cycles would presumably also
return to preattack homeostatic equilibrium within a season or two.

The temperature-humidity factors are likely to change only if nuclear
weapons effects are capable of strongly influencing the weather. The various
mechanisms which might plausibly be involved were disc'issed earlier (Chap- -

ter 1ii). However, it should be noted that any change in weather conditions"
is likely to favor sýxne insects and hurt others, so that the net balance of
effects is hard to determir e. Moreover, extremes uf weather occur each year
as a matter of course 1n on: location or another without major effects on
insect life (with the possible exception of grasshoppers, discussed separately
later on). Forest pests such as the bark beetle, Dendroctonus engelmanni, t!he
villain of the 1940-1950 outbreak in Colorado, are also likely to profit by
the creation of favcrable b''eeding opportunities as in areas of fire or rZoj-
ation weakened trees--to the extent that availability of preferred food
supplies is otherwise limiting. A quantitative predicior, of the extent of
the likely damage due to this kind of synergistic interaction is one of &he
most difficult, yet fascinating, questions which arises. Some of the con-
siderations relevant to building appropriate mathematical models to hanale
the analysis are discussed in more detail in Appendix D. The crucial
point here is that trees are very long-lived, hence an imbalance of the
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relationship between trees and insects feýeding thereon could be correspond-
ingly persistent. Silting of irrigation channcls or dams due to erosion
(see Section 7 of this chapter) could lead to the creation of swampy areas
favorable to mnsquito breeding. This has happened historically in various
places such as the Pcntine marshes at the mouth of the Tigris-Euphrates in-
to the Persian Gulf and elsewhere.

Another potential threat is that heavy postattack emphasis on meat pro-

duction to minimize the dietary Sr-90 hazard (see Chapter I) could conceiv-

ably lead to overgrazing. This could result in conditions favoring outbreaks

of graminivorous insects such as grassIoppers and Mormon crickets. These

insects prefer to lay their eggs in bare patches of hot, dry soii amidst

patches of vegetation for food supply. A populatio,. density of 25 per square

meter may consume as much forage as 33 cows per 100 acres. Distribution of

grasshoppers in 1962 (a bad fire year, due to unusual dryness):

Grasshopper Population: 196249

320,000 mi 2 with 3-7 grasshoppers/yard 2 (average 4)
80,000 " " 8-14 " " ( " 10)
40,000 " " 15-27 " ( " 20)
10,000 , " 28+ , " ( " 30)

The above tabulation probably accounts for all grasshopper damage of a level
s,-fficient to be counted, although there were probably 500,000 square miles
with an average of 1-2 grasshoppers per square yard. On this basis the
areas with abundant or very abundant populations (15 or more) accounted for
over 30% of all assessed damage. Since insecticides were used against the
heaviest outbreaks, it can be safely assumed that in their absence the
damage would have been higher. Thus, conservatively it seems reasonable
to assign one third of the total destruction to epidemic outbreaks and
two thirds to endemic populations. The damage-frequency distribution is
qualitatively similar to the distribution proposed (Appendix F) for de-
structiveness of fires. Quantitatively, the annual loss to rangeland (ex-
cluding croplands) due to grasshoppers alone is estimated to be $90,000,00050
or 18% of the actual annual production from grazing land.

These figures apply, of course, to "normal" times without overgrazing
or extra stresses. It is difficult to hold down the losses because many
semi-arid lands vary widely in productivity from year to year (depending
on whether rainfall is above or below average), thus providing the basic
preconditions for violent fluctuations among local animal and insect pop-
ulations. (Two high rainfall years in a row are likely to produce a pop-
ulation "explosion" followed by a sudden collapse.) A greater sustained

human demand on the production of the land leaves less surplus for other

species and may conceivably intensify the oscillations causing higher

average percentage losses.

Past experience provides some indications of the nature and scale of

future threats. Table 4-3 summarizes a few case histories of some interest
in this regard.

t- A
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Table 4-3

Periodic Insect Outbreaks

species Date% r, Places of Clutbreaks Condit ion!, for Onsct Control Measure%

Chinch buy5' 1783- first -ccorded outfbreak Jr~uF. tervip. on soinny Heavy rainfall.
(Blissus leucopteru) in U.S. days. Invades ietin Sonijiny of ihc,3t

1850- 1900 U.S., $350,O000,000 (if -rnwllgrain harvest, on fertile so:'
damage (hu9j avoid-, shade f,

1914- 13 Illinois counties dampness).
(caused loss of $6,000,000 Winter burning in
worth of corn, wheat, anci hibernating quarters
Oats. in areas west of

1934- Illinois, $4 0,000,00r, Mississippi River.
worth of damage Trapping and spraying

1963- (Sept.) Louis-one barrier strips with
dieldrin or creosote.

The chinch bug has been found
throughout the U.S., in south-
ern Canada, in Mexico and in
Contral America. its areas of
greatent destructiveness are
In thc Mississippi, Ohio, and
Missouri River Valleys.

Engelinann Spruce 1898- White River National Trees blown down. Woodpeckers, ~old win-
Bark BeetleS2  Forest, Colorado Attracted by fermen- ters, sun cujringj,
(Dendroctonus 1909- Lincoln Naitir-niml Forest, tation in comb-ium ot logging damaged trees.
en9ImnniYiNopk Now Mexico unhealthy trees. Normally repelled by pitch

1939- 1950-S.W, Colorado flow of healthy trees

Fir Engrqver 1954- Cibola National Forest, Lowered resistance of Predators: clerid beetles
Beetlegi New MexirCo trees due to drought Parasites: bracorid i:asps
(Sco'ytus Ventralis) 1962- California (statewide) periods and a mite (Pediculoides

,sent r icosuas)
Oil spray & logging damaged
t reeS.

Spruce Budworm54  1909- Quebec Overm'ature trees Parasitic wasps and flies,y( Chori stoeura logging damaged trees
funiferana) 1910- 1925-forests of east- Dry, sunny simmers for

ern U.S. and Canada about 4 consecutive Birds
years. Storms

Almost continuous outbreaks
in Canada & U.S. h~ve sp-ead
into Oregnn, Minn. etc.
Epidemic proportions reached
in Ontario 1935--soite decline
since 1948.

1949- New Brunswick

1962- Warner Mountaims, Modoc
County, California

Douglas Fir Bark Beetle 1933- Tillamook Forest Windthrown tree, mist of 5/ DOT in fuel &i],
Beetle 55  1962- Shasta Count',, Black Fire-d~lacaed trces loqqiý- damaged trees

*(Dendroctonus Mouittains, Huriholat
pseudotsugae) County, and Hatchet

Mounta~ri, Califo'rnia

-.-4,0.
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,able 4-3

Periodic Insect Outbreaks (.oqnt.)

SeC-i es Dates &, Places. of Outbreaks Condtiertis for Onset Cont'of Measures

LodgePole Needle Miner 56 900~-Southern Sierra Nevada 0le-overrnature stands Dise~ase: granajlo~is virus

(Recurvaria Mil'eri.)
1945-'losemite National Park Elecvation5 between Aerial applications of

8.000 &. 0.000 ft-et rialathion or OUT
l955-Tuoturrne River Basin,

Merced R~ver headwaters, Logging timber
Cal ifornia

1962-Kings Canyon National
Park. California

Hemlock Sawfly 57  1933-Coastal forests of Old foliaoe Hynenopterous. parasites
(Neodiprion tsu~t) Oregon, Washington. (Delomererstai dllprion~s

British Columbia and Cush. and lioplectis
Alaska Montana Cusi

DOT and other chlorinated
hydrocarbon insecticides

Sawfly'j8  19A.O-first o,,served ir S. Polyhedral virus (destroys
(Neodipron taedse Arkansas larvae)
lnmearks)

1945-48 2ý mtillion acres in Aerial spraying DDT in fuel
that ;area attacked oil
(loblolty and shortleaf
pine)

Western Pine Beetle 59  1920-observed in the Pacific Logging damaged timber

(edotnsbeioi) 1921-19 .46-Pacific States-25 Spraying infested trees.

billion board feet of 5% DDT in fuel oil

timber killed.

1962-California (heav'y in Inactive in temperature
Southern portion of statel below 50 0F.

"Mother Lode: infestat ion--
estimate acreage: 21,400,000--
from El Dorado, south to Kern
County, California

Mostly attacks nonderosa and
Coulter pine

60ssope 1740-Massachusetts Colony Zeve~al years of insecticides: aidrin,

(Dissosteira longipennis) drought chlordane, heptachlor,

1805-M4ontana Subhumid and semi-zrid nrethoz/chlcr

1818-Minnesota regions Tillage and seeding program

1874-76-swept acro,,- western Mountain meadowvs, And
plains states." cutover land

1891-95-(1892 peak) samte area

1934-38-(1938) peak)

The invasior, caused over $200,000,000 da-lert and %,as terlied a national jiisa15ter !)v Coniqrces.

- ~ - --sp
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7 Table L.-3

Periodic Insect Outbreaks (Cont.)

species 6F Plaejs of OutLreak Condt•tions for Onset Conjtro! leasures

Differential grasshopper61 ljg9-observ~d in Mid-Western Above rormal precipi- Poison bait
{elannplus differential i) St.tes tation for an &tea,

1945-peak in Mid-West followed by lIsh
growth. High tem- Aerial spraying

1951lower Yellowstone River peratures (*00 F.)
195'5-McCone County. Montana stimu

t
ate flying and

and Sargent County, N.

Dakota, Eastern Kansas migration

6ormon Cricket2 188-Great Salt Lake Basin Migrations take place Poisoned bait

(Anabrus Simplex) 1937-Rocky Mountain Region on clear days with Oil and fence barriers
air te•perature

1939-Nevada 630
-95 0

F. & soil- Abnormally cold & wet
1937-1949-Nevada, Montana, surface temperature weather for about

Wyoming, and Idaho 75 -125 , -Aen wind a nonth
velocity <20-25 Predators & parasites

rnm.p.h.

* Replaced ini,.ratory grasshopper in predominance from 1939. Replacement associated with higher precipitation.
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In summary, the aftermath of a large-scale perturbation such a5 nuclear
war may well lead to certain imbalances or temporary changes in the role of
insects in the balance of nature as we know it. For reasons described,
grasshoppers and forest pests are a particular threat if more favorable
breeding conditio,., ftr them result from changed agricultural objectives
and practices. In marginal subhumid grasslands subjected to overgrazing,
or in ra'diation-damaged conifer forests, there would be considerable likeli-
hood of pest outbreaks on a large and perhaps unprecedented scale. Elsewhere
there is >,ttle reason to expect major long-term changes in the total amount
of insect life in most biomes.

a. Rodent and Bird Pests

Assuming that the direct (e.g. nediological) environmental pressure
on vertebrate populations was not overwheiming, postattack circumstances can
be envisioned where animals or birds surh as cotton rats, rabbits, hares,
prairie dogs, ground squirre-ls, gophers, field mice or quail (bobwhites)
erupt in enormous numbers, as they periodically do in normal times. In
such outbreaks local areas are sometimes devastated--nea-ly 100% of all
green forage produced can be consumed by starving rodert.,. Table 4-4 summar-
izes some cases of historical interest. As mentioned earlier, in connection
w'th grasshoppers, greater stress on sem -arid iands, e.g. overgrazing, might
possibly enhance this tendency by resulting in the creation of more favorable
breeding grounds. Elimination or reduction of predators might increase the
chances of such an outbreak also, although there is no obvious way this might
occur. The various interactions controllinc mammal populations ought to be
studied more carefully.

The reproductive capacities of rodentia* are legendary--and perhaps
somewhat exaggerated. Nevertheless, a population increase by a factor of
20 in a single season would be well within the realm of possibility, given
ample food and protection from enemies. They eat leaves, roots, bark, seeds
and fruit. Of all the animal species on earth, rats and rabbits are the
most persistently competitive with humans, being resourceful, almost im-
possible to radicate, and capable of adapting successfully to almost any
environment. %3 The proven capacity of rodents to learn by example to success-
tully avoid disguised dangers (such as poisons) might or might not also en-
able them to avoid the worst of the radiation hazards.

It is a moot point, in many cases, whether birds do more harm than good,
even when they feed largely on insects. Since birds are rather indiscriminate
in selecting insect food, they often consume beneficial insect predators, such
as dragonflies and lady beetles, proportionately as often as, or more often
than, insect pests. Predaceous insects are frequently larger, and therefore
more tempting to birds, than their prey. (On the other hand, parasitic in-
sects tend to be smaller and correspondingly less tempting to birds.) Un-
fortunately, little is known about these complex population interactions.
Fears which have been widely expressed regarding the ecological consequences

*For convenience we include rabbits in the rodent category, though modern

authorities class them separately.

'i • •-
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of widespread destruction of birds are apparently based on little more. than
sentiment or conjecture.

Tc the extent that birds eat s'!ýtds and fruit from cultivated fialds
o, orchard5, they are unquestionabl, pests; but, again, the same birds also
eat la-rge quantities of the seeds oi undesirahle plants such as ragweed.
Farmer- of the older generation often take an uoc~ompromisingly irrational
negative vicvl of thie activities of birds while Audubon groups tend to in-
cline the other .-'ay. The pro's and con's cannot be weighed with complete
objectivity, although the prevalent view 's fairly "soft" on birds.

The vulnerab'lity of mammals ?iid b'rds to fallout radiation~ will de-
pend on both radiosensitivity and exposure. These factors were discussed
in Chapter 1. One serious consequence oi ý-radiadonD to wild animals and
birds could be the losi of fur or feathers, or burns to nose, tongut., or
throat. Either might be fatal in a wild environii.ýnt where invalidls do
not survive long.

Vulnerabilit~es might change somewhat with the seasons. In winter,
most rodents live :argely underground in tur~nels or burrows where they wouli
be fairly well protected. Many birds migrate during winter, buta rei,4tively
few species actually leave the continental U.S.; m'any winter along the
Gulf Coast.

b. Plant Pests (Weedý,

"Weeds" are defined as persistent hern3ceoLs and broad-leaved plants of
no pos7.tive value, or growing in the wrong places. In most cases they are
transitory species, being followed in the succesion by grasses or shrubs and
finally trees, as the case msay be. At times certain vigorous species of
nuisance plants have shown themselves capable of invaditig new territory on
their own. For example, the prickly pear cactus, introduced into Australia
accidently, spreadi ov'ýr 'and ruined) 60 million acres of grazing land by 1930.
Similariy Klamath-weed or goatweed, imported from Europe (where it was called
St.-John's-wort) inv,-.r'd 2.5 million acres of rangeland in the Unitid States
by 1950. In each v;ase the weed was controlled by importing an insect from
the weed>i nati,,e ha..itat.*

There is -io urn #ersal set of chiaracte.ristics by which "weMeds" can be
distinguished from c--op plants, except khat of being unwaented. Hence one
cannot analyze tht effect of o thermonuclear war on weeds ker j1. except
for a simple remark: as aj result of laeck of cultivation weeds can be ex-~
P'-cted tký increase vis-a-vis crop plants. 'This is niot di,. to any special
charact~ristics of wei-ds, hevever. but due to w characteristic of the cui-
tlvat*-d aq;icultural ecosystcm; naey theC sytem is nfot in it-, natural
equiliLý,Aui, but in an artifical one nwintained ~y, thiv t.aemIr's effortt,

*An Arqentioian moth, Joý;tv~l4~tu;, &*torSrn, br'nu-qht to Avitrali.i
1930, cut the prickly pear infeitat ion'hy 95;ý in %even Years. Two beet
Chryslimna qeme. Illta and rij impurte~d from %outhern France ~i
1944 and 1948, hiad re~du~ed the~ 'reed*, by 994, in 19S9 %'o a iA#%e;e residual

~~- ~ op la ion . w----- - -
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Without human interference, the ecosystem returns to its natLral state, in
which weeds--as remarked above--have at least a transitorv role,

In a certain sense weeds have an advantage in a postattack environment-:
weeds are nature's generalists, whereas crop planLs are specialists. Gener-
alists, it can be argued, are-more adaptable to new situations than special-
-sts; ergo, weeds are likely to becorni a greater nuisance in a po-tattack e,.-

vironment than preattack. To the extent that this is true, it is because the
plants which profit as a result of eivironmentai changes are more likely to
"be "weeds" than not. Th;s is partly a consequence of the statistica! fact
that weeds incliude the vast majority of all specik.s of higher plants, and
partly because crop plants are highly bred to ac-cerituate certain useful
characterist'cs, but at the expense of the capacity to survive in a wild en-
vi ronment.

D. S. Grosch 6 8 has Pointed out that weeds may serve one useful puIpose
in a postattack environment, namely as a diqposable cover-crop. (Sod, which
could be stripped off easily, might be even more appropriate.) A substantial
percentage of the soluble radionuclides from failout might ýe trapped 'y the
foliage or root mat which could be "hharvested" as a means of deconZamination.

Another advantage of weeds (provided they are mixed) is that they ar-e
not likely to suppor._t epidemic level pcpulations of any single insect pest
or disease organism. Hence weed-grown fieids would probably be stabilizing
in at least one respect in the postattack world.

There is no apparent danger of a single obnoxious species, such as
Klamath weed, taking over the richer farmlands and re-establishing a base
where none previously existed. Actually, the likely weed species are all
well-established and widespread already; and there are hundreds of them, no
single one being dominan,.

SAS
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4. Microclimate

Long-term changes in the n'icrtocli.,'ate (i.e. the temperature, humidity
and wind velocity near the groind) may be among the most imnportant res,,lts
of a thermonuclear attack. General!y speaking, the immediate cause would
be destruction of vegetation by fire and/or radiation and/or insect disease
outbredks. Most likely, there would be multiple stresses acting -n concert,
a point strongly emphasized by Stonier. 6 9 Since forested watersheds undoubt-
edly have a very strong influence on the microclimate in a way in which farm-

lands, by and large, do not, most of the subsequent discussion will be con-
cerned primarily with forests, especially coniferous forests.

Assuming, for the moment, a catastrophe (radiation/disease/insects/
fire), resulting in the destruction or defoliation of our forests, one of
the first, effects on the microclimatL would be higher ground and soil tem-
peratures, and correspondingly lower '-imidity near the ground. Forests
have an important cooling effect on tht .-arth with ground temperature aver-
aging several degrees cooler than those :'1 the canopy level on a sunny day,
and as muýh as 800 F. cooler than peak ground temperature would be in the
absence of protective foliage. In the open, temperatures of soil, rocks
and litter often reaches 1600 F. when the air temperature is 85-900 F. See

Figure 4.1, 4.2. (Soil temperatures would remain still higher after burn-
ing, the probable ultimate fate of many dead forests which are not harvested
by man, since blackening and charring tend to increase heat absorption.)
Several mechanisms are involved:

(1) Heat energy from sunlight is converted by photosynthesis into
chemicai energy. Relatively little sunlight reaches the forest
floor, e.g. about 4% for a typical eastern deciduous climax
forest (the experl ental forest at Rutgers University).

(2) Little water is lost by runoff even durirng wet periods. Perhaps
1% of the rain strikes the floor of a dense forest directly.
Water soaks into organic material (e.g. the bark of trees, under-
brush and dead leaves, etc.) or is trapped by the roots in the
soil. Instead of escaping into rivers, lakes or ground wzter,
it is available for use in dry periods when it is evaporated
(transpired) from the surfaces of the leaves. This evaporation
is the principal cooling mechanism (similar to perspiration for
humans). Humidity at the forest floor may be three times as
hioh as it is above the canopy (on a dry, warm day) as a result
of evaporation.

The destruct!on of forested areas as a result of thermonuclear attack
would evidently cause (1) higher ground temperatures and (2) less evapora-
tion, over wide regions, since more Vf the water would run off on the sur-

face after rains. Oplnions vary as to whether this would In turn affect
the ,lir'1}c (macroclimate); som Ihave argued that It would, citing c•hanges
from wonsed to oesert country which have this occurred in North Africa and
elsewhere ;n historic times.. 0 On the other hand most meteorologists se•n to
believe the contrary, pointing out, for example, that only IM' of the rain
which falls on this continent originally evaporated from the land surface,.?
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Furthermore, in many regions transpiration is not pre3ently an importanit
factor; i.e., in Utah 90% of the precipitation re-evaporates before it
can be removed by runoff (95% in summer, 857, in winter), regardless o•
vegetative cover.

In the last century there have been some attempts to carry out c:on-
trolled experimnents to elucidate the question. One such exper~ment was
carried out in central India in connection with a reforestation project,
though the results we-e indeterminate because of coincidental climatic
changes. A careful series of observations in Germany (1937) indicated
that about 6% of the rainfall on the Letzlinger heath is traceable to the
effects of reforestation. 7 3 A less careful set of measurements was made
in the Congo (1934) which, however, gave more dramatic results: namely,
that in the virgin forest, rainfall was 30%/,, higher, humility averaged 15%
higher, and temperature 1.5% lower than in surrounding unforested areas. 7 4

Other measurements have been made over smaller areas (Tennessee Copper
Basin, Wagon Wheel Gap in Colorado) in the United States. 7 5

The fundamental questior seems to be whether a denuded area of wide
extent would produce the sort of updrafts which lift moisture-laden air
into regions of low pressure where adiabatic cooling (and condensation)
can take place. There is no consensus on this point at present, although
the weight of the evidence seems to point toward a modest, but real, drop
in total rainfall coupled with slightly higher atmospheric temperatures.

Without taking into account secondary fires and early melting of
snowpack, the situation as seen by W. Criddie, Utah State Water Engineer,
is as foilows:7 6

(1) Assuming pine-spruce-aspen forest.: 3t high elevations were
killed by radiation, fire, insects, etc., total runoff would
increase but the rate would not change significantly due to
protection of the ground by vegetative litter (pine needles,
etc.).

(2) Assuming piton-juniper on lower slopes were killed (but did not
burn), total runoff would again increase ane. the ground water
level would also be improved.

Of course, fire is a serious possibility if larye areas of forests
have been killed by radiation or beetle outbreaks facilitated by radia-
tion injuries (section 5). In densely forested areas such fires could be
extremely hot, destroying much of the organic ground litter and humus. In
less densely wooded regions, fires would proba liy be more similar to the
brush fires which occur regularly after drou'ihts. Criddle estimated that
runoff would .,.gain be increased in both cases and that serious erosion
might a!so rccur on the lower (pioo,-Iuniper) slope: (section 7).

Another s~qgificant consequerce of removing vegetation is that the:
ground surface and litter is more exposed to the drying an drodini etffr(v
of the wind. In a dense cl imax deciduous forest, ,wind ve~ccity on the
forest ftoor averages as little a- 3> ot thtt vwclo:itv above the canopy. In

-', ' . . _ ,. . .. . . - ' " J .. . . . .. . --- ., " -'" "..
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westeern conifer forests the figures average somewhat higher (10-20%) de-
pending on type, but still the windbreak effect is quite appreciable, as
Figure 4.3 illustrates.

It was pointed out above that loss of forests would certainly result
in less evaporation. A corollary of this is that water available for run-
off would be ccrrespondingly greater. While too much runoff causes erosion,
floods, and other undesirable consequences (see section 7), too little is
also awkward in country where water is scarce and must be utilized with
maximum effectiveness. In fact in Utah, Texas, New Mexico and California,
it is standard practice to poison, uproot or burn stands of native chap-
arral and other woody brush to facilitate the growth of range grasses.
It is foind by experience that the result is usually to increase the amount
of ground water available (the water table rises), presumably because the
shallow-rooted grasses prevent surface evaporation more effectively than
brush or trees but do not draw water up from deep below the surface in lry
periods. The well-known salt cedar, a brushy tree which grows along stream
beds and 'rrigation canals, is a particularly blatant water-waster. Where
the water table is already high, as in Alaska, the destruction of trees can
create swampy conditions, On the cther hand, after vegetation is removed
moisture retent;on is reduced in the upper layers of the soil in most
cases, because direct rainfall., uninterrupted by foliage, causes soil corn-
pection. Burra~ing species of soil fauna may also be substantially cut in
number. Reduction of humus content (see section 6 of this chapter)
can be correlated with lower water-holding capacity, sometimes for as long
as 50 years after a fire.

We have already noted two contradictory results of increased rur-nff:

(1) more water for irrigation (if storage capacity exists), less loss
by transpiration, higjher water table;

(2) less water soaking into the ground, lower water table, too much
water in r*vers (leading to erosion, floods, etc.).

The first result is typical of quite dry areas where loss by evapora-
tion is a greater proLlem then runoff; in fact the runoff itself often
evaporates. Fire is often used deliberately to increase ruroff, as re-
marked in the previous section. The second result is typical of areas
where the priorities are revezrsed: evaporation is not a problem but run-
off is. Class (I) areas include the watersheds of the Rio Grande; ti*e
Colorado and the interior drainage area of Nevada and Utah. Class (2)
areas include all the other watersheds of the U.S., notably the Missis-
sippi and the Columbia. Fiqure 4.4 shows the major regions on a forest
map.

1he "forests" of Class (1) jreas are not particularly attractive
targets to an enemy, for they are not important assets. From tte agri-
cultural point of viWw, a% noted above, we would certlinly !, better
with grass in place of yucce. juniper. chaparral, piiki,n, sail cedar.

".. . .- i-le
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creosote bush, sagebrush, mesquite, etc. More water would become potenti-
ally available for irrigation. As far as I.,mher is concerned, the areas
in question are too dry to be highly productive, and generally too remote
to be economically worth exploiting.

Lhanges in the microclimate would evidently have an influence on the
incidence of secondary fires, and on problems related to soil and water
conservation. With trees and undergrowth dead, in most cases organic
litter protecting the soil surface would either dry out and ;:urn or even-
tually be removed in many areas by the combination of wind, rain, and run-
off from surface water which does not soak into the yround because of
mechanical compaction of the unprotected soil. Secondary fires are dis-
cussed in section 5 and erosion in section 7 hereafter.
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5. Secondary Fires

In our terminology, secondary fires are ignited by natural causes
(e.g. lightning) in areas where there is much dead vegetation. The origi-
nal damage may be due to radiation or, more likely, radiation plus disease
or insect attack. The slash fires a;ound lumber camps which often got out
of control in the 19th century, and which initiated most of the so-called
"catastrophic" fires listed in Table 4-5, page 55, were essentially sec-
ondary fires in the sense that most of the fue-l was already dead.

The major difference between the potential forest fire hazard in
areas of dead vegetation and the normal situation is that the probability
of ignition and the probable degree of spread are greater. Where foliage
is removed, the material at ground level is exposed to the drying action
of sun and wind. Average temperature near the surface may rise far above
the ambient* temperature of the air. Average humidity iiear the surface
may drop from close to 100% to well below ambient levels (depending on
the area), and wind velocity at ground level may increase from as little
as 3% of ambient under a dense canopy to 50% or more when the foliage is
removed. This 4as discussed in section 4, above. See, particularly,
Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.

Not surprisingly, the drier fuel is ea3ier to ignite and burns faster.
The average state of affairs in an arca of dead vegetation approaches con-
ditions typical of extreme drought elsewhere. At least, extremely dry con-
ditions occur much more often, perhaps after a week or two without rain,
instead of the four to s5x weeks that it usually takes to produce an ex-
treme fire hazard in a preen forest.

The quantitaLive JifFerence in terms of expected damage by fire may
be estimated crudely from' Figure 2.3, wnich suggests that slash fires will
spread 6 times as fast as fires in mature timber under average California
conditions and 2.8 times as fast under Idaho-Montana conditions. Another
study found that under typical burning conditions (850 F. temperature,
15 mph wind velocity and Fuel moisture of 4%, measured In the open) a fire
starting on a moderate slope will burn 4.5 times as fast in the open as in
a closed stand. 7 ' Thi, comparison is probably a reasonable indicator of the
difference to b2 exi-e(- :n the two cases of green versus "dead" forests.

Inquiries put to several authorities In the field have tended to con-
firm these nu;nerical estimates. A fire spread ratio of "at least ten to
one" was predicted by one expert, who commented further that a green cut-
ting line is often used as a firebreak because of its natural resistance
to ignition. 7 9

There are, however, a number of caveats which must be mentioned. In
the first place, ignition in any forest--green or not--is likely to b'4 from
fire fuels such as dried grasses, leaves, needles, rotten "punk," or sliv-
ers of bark. While these are more abundant in a dead forest, they exist

*Ambient temperature, humidity and wind velocity can he conveniently

defined as the asymptotic values beyond the reach of surfac:e effects, e.g.
a few hundred feet above ground leve!.
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plertifully in a green one. Since these kindling fuels tend to carry the
fire as it spreads, the importance of the over-all prcportions may be mini-
mized in some cases. However, to the extent that the principal cause of
ignition is lightning--as in Montana--the proportion of dead snags to live
trees would strongly influence ignition probability. Many live trees do
not :gnite after being struck, bLt a snag would be most unlikely not to
burn. In this regard, also, defoliation can be a two-way street. Some
fires get started in rotten logs or debris and smoulder on the ground, pro-
tected for long periods from undue Nietting by the dense canopy overhead.
When conditions are ripe such "sleepers" may flare up and spread. On the
other hand without the umbrella of protective foilage the chances of the
embers remaining "alive" might have been substantially lessened.

Further, sorme types of conifer forests are more subject to crown fires,
spreading from treetop to treetop, tha- to ground fires. When such forests
are defoliated they may become less rather than more imflammable. They may
help to explain why fire damage in the Engelmann spruce forests of colorado
did not noticeably increase following the disastrous bark beetle epidemic
of 1938. On the other hand, in the more open ponderosa pine stands of Cali-
fo, nia the "expected" pattern was more nearly confirmed after an insect epi-
demic on the Modoc Plateau. Apparently, after the trees had been dead for
some time and had begun to shed their bark and develop rotten spots, fires
from any cause would run up the trunks. Burning embers arried by the wind
could ignite other trees up to a quarter of a mile away.

It must be noted, finally, that deciduous forests are normaliy defoli-
ated (although not necessarily dehydrated) for half the year. Fires in such
forests are known to be harder to control without the presence of foliage
than when the trees are in full leaf, although seasonal factors may be partly
responsible.

In conclusion, it is probably fair to say that the over-all fire hazard
(exclusive of primary ignitions) 7n damageJ areas would probably increase
several-fold over the current peacetime level. In 1962 (a bad year) approx-
imately 16,000 square miles burned in the United States. This was only one-
fifth of the 1930 and 1931 figures, also bad fire years. The difference is
partiolly attributable to relatively permanent changes (e.g., firebreaks,
better forestry practices) and partly to better fire spotting, fire control
and fire-fighting techniques. Some of the latter might be initiated by dis-
organization, demoralization or shortages of men and equipment in a post-
attack situation. The "potential', for a postattack year of extensive drought,
might be 40-50,000 square miles, without allowing for the effects discussed
previously in this section. If 20% of the total forested area were damaged
or killed by one mechanism or another and If the fire-spread potential in-
creased by a factor of 5 in such areas, we might expect as much as 100,000
square miles to burn later. The total seems more likely to be smaller than
greater, since we have made generally pessimistic assumptions. heveztheless,
the number is comparable with the 1930-1931 figures.

Of course', if 50% of the forests were defoliated by multiple Insults as
a result of a really massive nuclear attack, then on the same basis 150,000
square miles might conceivabiy burn in a year. This would represent about
151. of all forested land in the United States. It is difficult to imagine
circumstances unoer which the percentage might be much larger.
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6. Proble_.is of .Eculogical Succession

We have had some experiLnce of the ecological effects of lire, most of
our present ecosystems having been affected to a greater or lesser extent
by past fires. Succession following other types of extended damage--insofar
as we have any bisis for comparison--seems to follow similar patterns. Con-
sequently, to the extent that the effects of mass fires of the past are
similar to the effects which can be expected to result from fires caused by
thermonuclear attack, there is a fair amount of recorded experience upon
which to draw. The consensus of opinion, as we have noted elsewhere, is
that there will probably be relatively little difference, except in scale,
in the tw, cases. However, where both fire and fallout occur together or
sequentially, the effects on wildland ecosystems may be magnified.

Soil erosion i& the most serious long-term consequence, because all
terrestrial ecosystems are dominated by plantswhich provide the basic food
for animals and man, and these plants cannot exist where the soil is removed.
The extent and amount of erosion that will occur depends upon the terrain,
type of soil arid vegetation, and the rapidity with which the area is rein-
vaded by plant life. (See section 7 of this chapter.) In additioi to these
factors, which are a function of the area, mu:1 depends (at least in prin-
ciple) upon the extent of the area which is burned over and the intensity
of burning. The latter depends upon the nature of the fire, i.e. whether
it is a conflagration or firestorm. Insofar as mass fires are of the moving
front, conflaqration type, it would seem that peacetime fire experience
should provide a good guide to the probable aftereffects of fires caused
by thermonuclear attack. Even though such a fire may have triousands of
ignition points and will burn over a larger area, the duration of thk. a,R'ive
burning phase in any one area should be of about the same as in another.
However, if a firestorm should develop, the ecological effects may have no
direct parallel in past experience. The few firestorms which have b-en re-
corded were in urban areas, as a result of incendiary bombing or, in one
case, an atomic bomb (Hiroshima). Many forests do not provide ; dtin-s.-
of readily combustible material comparable to that of a city and apparently
required for a firestorn. However, there may be some forested areas with
sufficient fuel density to support 3 firestorm, given the proper weather
conditions an"' many simultaneous ignitions over a large area. The expected
result of a firestorm is not only substantially complete burning but also
the concomitant destruction of many life forms to a c:onsiderable depth be-
neath the surface. Porosity of the soil may be reduced by destruction of
insects, earthworms, and mlcroorgartisms which normally channel the

soil. Further compaction of the soil could occur as 3 result of b-ing more
completely exposed to the heat of the sun. Potential sources o-" rtegenera-
tion, e.g. seeds, spores and eggs, may be killed. Tho chancos of unburned
refugia remaining approaO. zero. In short, the cntire area may be sterilized
to a degree of which we have little or no previous exparience, thereby
greatly inhibiting repopulation.

The effects of the more faimiar type of fire vary widely 'r(n p'ace
to place and appear to be a function of nuiaerous factcr..: tol*1jraphy, soil,
type of vegetation and tree population, specses of insect and arnimal IUFe.

S- _~
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The very diversity of these factors and the resultant diýipa,'ity of ecological
effects make generalizations difficult. Comments with any degree of val dity
can be made only when considerable specific detail about a particular area
can be given. Some examples of the way in wvhich fire results in quite dif-
ferent effects on soil and living erganisms will serve to illustrate the
problem.

While it is often true that the consequences of fire are deleterious,
so great is the varience due to topography, soil, and type of vegetation that
in some cases burning either does riot cause much damage or is actually bene-
ficial. This is apt to be true under one or more of tie fIk'lwing conditionsi
if the land is flat or gently rrlling; if soil is exceptionally porous (e.g.,
sandy); or if the area has a ptcntial for quick reinvasion by the prefire
species or a more desirable one. The New Jersey or Southeastern pine barrens
and some brushy wooded grazing areas in California suffer relatively slightly.
In fact, fire is sometimes deliberately prescribed in these areas to reduce
duff and litter, prepare the seedbed, gnd reduce competition from less de-
sirable subordinate vegetable species.

Fires over Femi-ar;d grassland and range would almost -ertainly be more
beneficial than harmful, biologically soeakirng. The Indians of the South-
west formerly lurned the prairie regularly, and fire is increasingly being
used again as a deliberate method of controlling the ecological succession
of the range, Fire favors grasses against competing woody p'ants such as
mesquite br'ush. Indeed, during the long period since grass fi-es have been
more or lejs rigorously suppressed, mesquite has spread over 75,000,000 acres
of former grassland. This land would be partially returned to grass ;n the
event of widespread fires, since perennial grasses lose only a year's growth
in a fie and produce plenty of seed in the first or second year follcwing,
while 4oody shrubs require several years after germination to Produce seed.
Grass is economically valuable as forage, whereas relatively unpalatable
shrubs are virtually useless, besides more wa.Leful of grnund water.

In support and extension of the foregoing, we may remark that there is
"one very ,eieral respect in which reversion to an earlier stage of succession,
following fire or ot¼.er damage, is mr/ore beneficia! than not. It is an ob-
served fact, of such generality as to approach the staris of a law, that early
succession ecosysteir.• are more prouctive (of calories, edible protein or
"biomass") than Aiix tectsysteas. Thib, by th, wiy, K. N•y agriculture
depends upon early .jccession typcs--which would quickly b4 replaced by others
if nature were allowed to take its course. The revson is. of course, that
.arly succession type, are fast-qrowing anrd short-lived, whereas c:imax types
are slow-growing but long-llvtd.

*Similarly, young plant •o(.g. qrSc are more nutri.tous ano

palatable than old oixs.
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The texture of the soil ,may be unfavorably affected by heat. In some
cases Lurned soil (especially c!ay) becomes harder and less permeable to
water, due to partial baking ("cofloidal aggregation"). Sometimes reduction
of porosity is also ascribed to destruction (by heat) of insects, earthworms,
and microorganisms which normally channel the soil.

Temperatures measured in various fires are given in Table li-5. The
dramatic differences between the measurements in different cases are probably
mainly due to a difference in soil water content and in the length of the
burning time, which depends on the amount and type of fuel available. A
,joint to remember is that in most fires (but not necessarily in the case of a
"firestorm") there is insufficient time for a steady-state temaperature gradi-
ent to be reached. Therefore, a high temperature "pulse" is created as the
fire burns at the surface, which starts (very slowly) to penetrate the soi!.
If the fire passes w:thin a relative'y short time, befor,. the heat penetrates
far, the surface cools down quickly bý re-radiation. However, if a thick in-
sulating layer of ashes is formed on the gro-nd, the heat may be trapped.
The greater conductivity of porou-s sandy soilb is probably due to convection
or "percolation'" of hot air or water.

Soil temperatures stay higher 3fter burninll because of blackeni.g and
charinS, which greatly increases heat absorbtion. At the surface, temper-
atures run about 200 F. h;gher on a sunny day, though at ,.ight they tend
to be cooler lue to corresrindingly more efficient radiation. At a depth
of one inch, under burned grasslands, minimum (annual) temperatures aver-
age 20 F. higher an4 maxima average 120 F. higher. At three inches depth
(where the year-round temperature is more nearly uniform), both minimum
and maximum average 4-5 F. higher. Temperature increases -f a few degrees
ma-,' 6fffCL vegetation quite seriously, i.e. seedlings and N-fon.ing bacteria
may be kiW 4, spr;ng gerr" nation comes earlier, etc.

Chem`cai char .s ill-. to heati,t, do ,iot fit any simple nattern. in
some cases solmlP mY, c a:e reklascd from ash.es of organic materials,
thus temporarily inc n i nt I-rLlIty. In other cases growth-inhibiting
compounds are apparently foruet. Fairly general agreement exists to the
effect that sone heatlig (e.q. less than 2000 F.) tends to be beneficial,
at !east to grasses and erea! grains. Certain pathogenic organisms
(fungal spores, bactc, a •rc- more ea.%sily destroyec by heat than the
protected plant seeds. Sue plant seds, such a'. Rhus spR., germinate
17 Lo 60 times as w:ill aC:e hcatiog.. 2 Other pyrophilic species are
Cheonathus, Rhamnus c•lifornica, Abies magi-ifica, Pinus ponderosa,
Pseudotsuga taxfolia, and Are'.na.

Loss of humus is a normal concomitant cF 'ires. In old pine or 4pruce
forests -here may be a very thick 'ayer of needles, cones, etc., on the
ground. Fires have been knowr to burn as much as Zwo feet of this orqanic
layer. Some relevant data. have been collected by Daubenmire and by Anigren. 8 3

.dcteria are influenced by the reduced acidity (pH) of soil after
fires, due to thim (temporary) release of alkalis from ashes. In most cases
such effects seem to be very short-lived (of the order of one week), but in
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Table 4-5

Soil Temoeratures in Various Forest Fires*84

(in degrees Fahrenheit)

1. Heavy forest fuels (Douglas 1841 above the surface
f;r, cedar, hemlock) in 608 1 inch in soil
Western U.S.

2, Heavy forest fuels (same 850 above the surface
as above) 120 under 3/4 inch of duff

60 under Ii inches of duff
75 1 inch in soil--no duff cover

3. Long leaf pine 150-175 under 1/4 inch for only 2-4
(Southern U.S.) minutes, negligible rise in

temperature under 1 inch

4. Spruce and pine slash 500 1/4 inch in sandy soil (Heat
(Russia) penetrated deeper in sandy

soil than in heavy soils, in
this fire.)

5. Spruce and pine slash 178-415 1/4 inch in sandy soil
(Australia) 150 1 inch in sandy soil

6. Mixed chaparral of blue oak, 840 i inch in duff
dwarf interior live oak, 410 i inch in soil
wedgeleaf ceanothus, with 235 ]T inches in soil
scattered herbs (Calif.)

7. Common manzanita, scattered 960 ' inch in litter
grasses and weeds (Calif.) 215 li inches in soil

8. Light fuels, burning two 480 at surface
hours (Sandy soils in a 235 1 inch in soil
eucalyptus forest in 145 3 inches in soil
Australia) 95 6 inches in soil

59 9 inches in soil
54 12 inches in soil

*Variations and discrepancies in temperature figures in spite of
similar vegetation and soil are due to different •iethods of measuring,
seasons, weather conditiori,. type and quantity of dead plant material
on the ground. These conditions were not specified in the citations
mentioned above.
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the Douglas-fir rcgion slash burning with the subsequent release of cal-
cium favors the growth of nitrogen-fixing bacteria Azotobacter and
Clostridium.

In northern forests, Canada, Minnesota, mosses and lichens are de-

stroyed by fires and recover very slowly. On the other hand, in some areas

hand mosses and lichens are characteristic of post-fire successions. In
the New Jersey pine barrens the burning of trees stimulated both mosses
and lichens. In many cises plant diseases are checked by fives which de-
stroy insect vectors or spores of fungi without killing the trees. For
example, brown needle spot, Septoria acicu la, in a longleaf pine is dras-
tically reduced duxing the first and second years following a fire. On
the other hand, certain diseases are favored by post-fi.-e conditions. Fire
scars on aspen, jack, red and white pine allow entry to heart rot, Fomes
ignarius. Wood-boring insects which destroy the habitat of birds often
increase after fires. Fire-damaged stands may serve as breedin3 grounds
for insects or fungi, and disease resisLance of trees seems to be adversely
affected by heating soil above 250-3000 F. In the top two inches of burned
soil the population of invertebrates (insects and wc;iis) may drop to as
little as 10% of pre-fire numbcrs, depending on temp,;rature. Earthworms
are comparati',ely more susceptible than other sper;es.

Vertebrates react variously. Deer prefer subclimax (e.g., poet-fire)
vegetation, as do grouse. Other species such as Caibou (in Canada) dis-
appear following a fire. Small fires destroy relatively few indi.idua!s
directly, due to burrowing habits or mobility. Some birds, e.g. wrens,
quail, bluebirds, actually follow fires, nesting in fresh burns. Fes
which destroy popular nesting places such as s'arshes, and especial!y if
eggs and young are trapped, may lead to increases in insect activity.
Squirrels often disappear from burned areas for ten years, as do beavers
and other fur-bearing species. Mice, st.tch as Microtus, require at least
one year's mulch for runways. Controllea eras7Fihs in longleaf pine
woods help cut the rat populatior. Fish art often killed by the wash of
asV into streams and pcnds.

Plant species react very different: Species-by-species analysis
would be required. Definite patterns rnf po..t-flte succession exist, but
depend on the climate, soil, surrounding vegeLti:n, etc. Usually, herbs,
grasses, and shrubs invade the burnced area. Seeds may be windborne or
long-dorman, already underground (perhaps stimulated tc germinate by the
heat). Many brushy species sprout viyorcs',ly after fires Frotn surviving
roots. Seeds of other species are brought 7nto the site by animalb browsing
on the plants which grow at first after the fire. Accnss of sunlight and
removal of forest litter favors sezdling growth for conifers as compared
to deciduous species. The former are inherently faster growing but cannot
penetrate litter due to shaiio' root systems and increased need for water.
Hence deciduous species seldom follow burning.
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Jack pine (Pinus banksiana) follows fires in the North, but is only
moderately fire-rasistant itself; sevds in cones remain viable for many
years, cones being opentd oy heat. Jack pine prefers sandy soil.

Paper birch and white pine (PLnus strobus) often follow fires in
northern Minnesota. Paper birch i,; easily killed by fire, while white
pine is moderately resistant. These are normally succeeded by basswood,
fir and black ash. White oine invades clay-loam sites. Paper birch likes
mineral soil and plenty of sui,.

R d pine (Pinus resinosa) seems to follow fire sometimes on sandy soil.
Opinions differ on whether burning favors this tree. It is itself quite
resistant to fire, having ,noderately high crowns, deep roots and growing
in open stands.

Aspen (Populus spp.) is a well-known fire cover. Vegetative sprout-
ing occurs in the first year Folloiing fire, and germination of seeds is
very vigorous two or three years af'ter a fire. Aspen is easily killed,
due to thin bark. Stands are persistent, fairly dense, and hard to replace
by other trees.

Black spruce (Picep mariana) is also highly susceptible and sometimes
slow to return after fire. 'e.Cat destroys seed in the cones and reseeding
requires wind or other mechanisms. Spring and early summer fires are the
.orst; later fires seem to be less serious and reproduction may be fairly
rapid.

Longleaf pine (Pinus palustris) is exceptionally fire-resistant and
fire can be used deliberately to favor this species. It has thick bark,
very deep roots, high, open crowns and grows in very open stands. Other
generally resistant species are pitch pine (Pinus rigida), pond pine
(Pinus seroti.ia), slash pine (Pinus elliotti'i , shortleaf pine (Pinus
echin at•I• ob lolly pine (Pinus taeda) as well as red pine.

The least resistant eastern species are firs (Abies spp.), cedars
(Thu.j .pp. and Juniper sp2.), asperts, spruces, birches, sugar maple
(Acer saccharuw-), and scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea).

,mong western ,pecies, the redwood (Seauoi sempervirens) is extremely
resistant to fire, as is the Western larch (Larix occidentalis). Ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa) and Douglas fir (Pseudotsug. men'iessii) are also

highly resistant, All havc very thick bark and deep roots. The redwood
and larch have high crowns, while the ponderosa and larch grow in open,
or relatively open, stands.

At the other extreme, Alpine fir (Abies iasiocarp.-) has very thin
bar<, grows in dense stands and is highly susceptible. Only siightly
more resistant are western red cedar (Thuia plicata), western hemlock
(Tjsua heterophylla), Engelmann spruce (Picea eelmani), and Sitka
spruce (Picea sitchensis), due to relatively thin bark and dense growths.
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However, it appears that for all the abundance of past experience of
wildland fires it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to make many
meaningful statements about the over-all impact on a national scale of the
ecological effects which might result from mass fires resulting from thermo-
nuclear attack. Some reasonably plausible estimates of ecological effects

"• ~in many local areas can be made, but the problem on a national scale is

simply too complex to allow for any but the most general and well-qualified
state~ents in the present state of knowledge. To be more specific: while
it is not possible, at the present time, to asse.•3 the economic effects in
terms of dollar costs, one can say that it is improbable that ecological
aftereffects of fire would be a major consideration in comparison with other
disut Ii ties.

The long-term ecological recovery of fire or otherwise denuded forest
ecosystems would be determined to a large degree by the effectiveness of
postattack reforestation and other conservation and flood control operations.
Even without such efforts for control, ratural succession of plants would
presumably proceed qalilatively in most areas, as it has in the past,
after large forest: firc.•. There ;, however, certain significant differences,
mostly having to do wi ih - ;r-eatet s•x ,e 0,f daflage resulting from a (large)
nuclear war, Repopuiatior, and ieseecing begin, as a rule, at the periphery
of a devastated ar,ýa. As Wolfenbarger has pointed out,65 small organisms
tend to disperse from a point in a random fashion which results (after a
finite time T) in an exronential variation of density with dist3nce, i.e.

-Kx

where do is the initial d,-ity, x the distance and k a constant character-
istic of the disseminule, tihe weather, L.

This conclusion is an eiq)'rical one, which holds equally for motile
and wind-blown speci';s, i-_ser on z:o..nting sample catches of disseminules
at various distances 1romtjh- oricin and plotting the data oil semiloq
paper as a straight lieie." !f we accept it as given we can calculate the
density which will be found at the center of a circular area of radius R
(initia!"y empty) after a given time T, assuming every point outside the
circle acts a so'i'cc oi c,,persal i.. all directions. The result, obtained
by a simple inteOa',.ion is simply

d() ( do •.2 (I + kR)e-kR

As a first approximation, the total time for repopulation would be
inversely proportional to the density after a f;xcd time, i.e.

"•This may explain why Odum and otbprs have referred to the form of
the resultant curve as "logarithmic." 0'
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e kRT = T (so0) T. (k
d \2T/ I + kR

This is not quite correct, bt.cause after becoming established at new lo,.a-
tions, the repopulating species can begin the dispersal process over ag.)in
from a new set of sources. Instead of being a linearly increasing function
of time, d will, in fact, increase faster. Nevertheless d (Tr) is certairly
a rough measure of over-all recovery time T. The important consequencu of
the relation deduced above is that recovery time T at the center of the circle
inrreases exponentiall] (for large R) as the radius R of the denuded area
increases linearjy.

If the above model were an accurate description of the kind of damage
to be expected from a nuclear attack, the implications would be very stark
indeed. The model fails, of course, ;f refugia are left inside the hypo-
thetical cifcle of destru~tion from which repopulation and reseeding can
begin. In reality, one strongly expects the latter to happen. For one thing,
fires tend to burn at very different speeds, at different times, in different
directions, and on different kinds of terrain. (Recall the difference be-
tween speed of advance uphill versus downhill, discussed in the last section.)
Moreover, wind directions can and do change, so that it is quite usual for
a large fire to leave many unburnt islands in a sea of ashes. Ignitions
themselves tend to be distributed freakishly because of variations of local
topography, wind and weather conditions. The propensity of fallout for
coming dowri unevenly, after leaving intensely radioactive "hot spots" and
clear areas in close juxtaposition, is one of the most salient lessons of
our experience with atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons.

However, one must admit that beyond noting the existence of these
irritating (to the analyst), but fortunate, departures from theoretical
unifor-ity and regularity, the phenormenon has not received nearly as nmtch
attention as its potential importance would seem to warrant. A, far as
biological recovery is concerned, the deviations and fluctuations are
central and it would be helpful to know iore about their occurrence and
distribution. The one case where refugia would not be eApected to rema"i
undamaged would bc following a true firestorm. In this case the scalir9
law just enunciated is quite- likely to be apprrximately valid, and there-
fore large firestorms--if they should occup--may well be the worst of all
effe ts of nuclear war on the environment. As will be pointed out in
the next section, if biological recovery is long delayed the land may be
so damaged by erosion that restoration can never he more than partiai and
incomplete.

""For reasons just outlined, we emphatically disagree with fire experts
who have argued that the consecquences of "firestorms' and conflagrations
would be essentially indistinguishable. T'ie significant distinction, of
course, is not thermo-dynamic but biological. on the c-he,, hand, we find no
reason to dispute .he statement by other fire exper'ts LhaL firestorms are
extremely unlikely to occur in large sizes in wildlands--that, if they occur
at all, they will ýe local phenomena.
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7. Erosion. Floods and Silting

The fundamental cause of erosion is removal of the protective plant
cover from watersheds. Proximate causes of this removal may be plowing,
harvesting, overgrazing, logging, road-building, mining, fire, drought,
disease, or attack b:, Insects or rodents. Farming, grazing, strip mining
and indiscriminate logging have been tne chief offenders in the past; the
first two are the most 1;kely culprits for t:he future, since logging is
now carried out, for the most part, by corporations with a vested interest
in preserving the productiviLy or the timber-growing areas, while strip
mining is coming tinder increasing control and scrutiny by public aiencies.

The potential erosion hazard resultin•, From a nuclear attack may be
analyzed in part by examining the various ways in ,hich the above-mentioned
human activities may be checked or stepped up as a result of the conditions
obtaining in a postattack situation. We may conjecture that all of the
causes mentioned may be somewhat exaggerated to the Ext~nt that more atten-
tion is l'kely to be focused on immediate problems of production than on
long-term conservation measures. Insofar as this is true, it would seem
that farming and the grazing of livestock are the most likely to increase
in intensity and cause trouble.

As we shall argue elsewhere, food prices in general are quite likely
to go up as a consequence of decreased per-acre productivity generally and
a sharpiy increased emphasis on relatively inefficient meat and milk pro-
duction in particular--because these foods involve the least danger of Sr-90
contamination. Hence it would not be surprisinq, for example, if there
were some tendency to permit overgrazing of marctinal lands in areas of low
rainfall such as the eastern slopes of the Rockies,* This, in turn, could
result in rytore frequent outbreaks of grassho,)pers or Mormon crickets (see
section 3 of this chapter), causing a further catastrophic depletion of
the grounci cover. It is well known that this kind of cycle can get out of
control, as has happened in much of North Africa, Greece and the Middle
East--once fertile areas--where uninhibited grazi-ng by aoats and sheep
effectively prevent refcrestation of denuded hillsides. 8 7

Apart from continuing human activity, of course, plant cover may be
damagec by other factors attributable to the effects of the use of nuclear
weapon's. In this connection we have already discussed radiation, fires
(primary and secondary), and outbreaks of pests. It renmains to examine
the specific mechanisms leading to erosion p se : falling water (rain),
flowing water, and wind, and the damage which may be done as a result.

*It may be important to distinguish between the lower slopes and foot-

hill.;, and the upper slopes of the mountains, where grass does not grow
well and grazing is not a problei. In the Western U.S., 85% of the water
used for irrigation comes from runoff fronm the higher slopes where pine,
spruce and aspen are found, yet only I(A of the silt accumulated in reser-
voi,-s comes trom, these elevations. On the lower foothills (pin-on-juniper)
the principal cause of erosion seems to be overgrazing by livestock, which
reduces the ground covering of the grasses.

• lfl• '"III - .l i
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The initial effect of rain is splash erosion. The total kinetic
energy of raindrops falling on an acre of ground at the rate of 2 inches/
hour has been described as being sufficient to

"Lift the ?-inch topsoil layer to a height of 3 feet 86 times
during ar, hour's rain, equivalent to 518 million foot-pounds
of work," 8 8

This may be a thousandfold or more larger, for a given volume of water,
than the kinetic energy of the thin sheets of surface runoff water re-
suilting from the same size storm. Actual erosion rates vary for differ-
ent soil types. Fine sand is the most readily detachabie, while clay or
fine-textured soils resist detachment better because of a tendency to
aggregate into lumps. On slopes, the splashed soil moves both up and
down: the per cent moving downhill is roughly given by 50 plus the per
cent of slope and, of course, the soil particles goinq downhill move
farther on the average than particles moving uphill. 8 9

Compaction znd surface waterproofing of bare soil due to the pound-
ing of rain occurs quickly, typically within a few minutes, and as much
as 95-98% of the total 5torm water may run off on the surface instead of
soaking into the ground.9 0 In so doing, it carries away many of the de-
tached soil particles. Smooth laminar flow on the surface occurs at first,
but as the moving sheet of water increases in depth, turbulence sets in,
enhanced by continual splashing of raindrops. Subsequently, channeling
takes place, accompanied by increased water velocities, greater turbu-
lence and scour-erosion, whereby the energy of small moving particles is
transferred by collisions to cause larger particles to start to move.

As a general rule, erosion and runoff are more severe on burned tracts.
One set of figures for Oklahoma showed increases by multiples of 12 to 31;91
another set for the pine forests of the Sierras showed runoff up by a fac-
tor of from 31 to 463 and erosion up by factors of 2 to 239.92 Results
naturally vary with topography, soil and type of vegetation.

The rate of flow of a st ream of moving water confined to a particular
channel is proportional to the cross-sectional area times the integrated mean
ve1ocity. A model which probably fits actual behavior with reasonable accu-
racy might assume that a given change in rate of flow f can be assigned
equally to changes in depth, width and velocity, for a given channel slope
and resistance to flow. Thus, the scaling rules for cross-sectional area A
and veloc;ity v in terms of flow f would be:

A f 2/3

v "f 1/3

Kinetic energy associated with the stream flow would scale as Av2 , or

K.E., f '/3 , v4

'A"-
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The sediment-carrying capacity of a stream probably follows a rule some-
thing like this, although in reality the phenomenon is greatly complicated

by viscosity, turbulence and other effects.

As a matter of fact, sediment in river or channel bottoms does not
move at all until a finite threshold velocity is reached. Thus beds of
very slow-moving streams (< 5 inches/sec.) are likely to be muddy, while
torrents moving very rapidly (> 4 feet/sec.) will move sand and pebbles
up to good-sized stones. A correlation between velocity and minimum size
of bed material exists alsc, for intermediate values of both variables. 9 3

Moreover, even beyond the threshold, the amount of material set ir
motion is proportional to the "shear" forces due to the strength of the
current. In other words, for a given current velocity-there is a limit
to the amount of sediment which it will move--the stream cannot carry
more and more indefinitely or it would become a river of mud and unable to
flow. However, it is an observed fact that scouring action in channel
beds only o-.curs in floods and is a sharply increasing non-linear function
of flood magnitude and current velocity, consistent with the model above.

What happens to the eroded material which has not yet been carried out
into the ocean (-. 75% of the amount moved in a given year) is of critical
importance. As the Flood peak subsides, the rate of flow drops sharply,
and with it the iilt-carrying capacity of the stream (the previous process
in reverse). Sediment settles to the bottoni. As the water level drops,
some of it is left high and dry on the banks or the "flood plain"; the
rest remains in the strcam bed. As upstream erosion proceeds, the down-
stream channel bed builds up higher zind hiqher on successive layers of
silt. A time eveintually arrives when the bottom of the river is actually
higher than the surrounding land. An exceptional flood may cause it to
wash away its own bar;ks and carve out a new, lower channel. Only contin-
uing watchfulness and engineering skill can keep it confined, with the
help of dikes, catch basins and dams, weirs, levees and dredges, once
this stage is reached.*

Even a river in equilibrium with its bed, i.e. one whose channel has
not been seriously modified by silt deposition, is subject to occasional
floods at times of peak ilow when the water level rises above the height
of the banks. This is because the banks thermselves are products of the
river, being built up out of silt scoured from the bed of the channel and
torn down again as the material is washed away by eddies and currents to
be dropped somewhere else. The net result of all this is a kind of dyna-
mic compromise which adjusts the height of the banks so as to just contain
the "average" flood peak but is inadequate to hold the maximum peaks which
occur every few years. At such times the waters inundate the farmlands

*The lower reaches of the Tigris and Euphrates were some 25 feet above

the level of the flood plain at the time Tamerlane destroyed the reservoirs
and irrigation channels. This is probably one reason the irrigation system
was never rebuilt and much of the area is marshland today.
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and pastures in the valley.

... the river channel is large enough to accommodate all the
water coiing from the drainage area only in the relatively
frequent event. The flat area bordering most channels--the
flood plain--must flood to some extent every other year. _T2
overflow the f~lood plain is an inherent characteristi g

river..94 (Italics added.)

The statement quoted is based both on theory and observation. Fre-
quency of overbank flooding is very nearly constant for a great many rivers
having superficially different characteristics in terms of length, depth,
seasonýJI flow, etc.

Meteorological conditions necessary to produce floods on various
watersheds, as the Missouri River, are described by the Hydrometeorologi-
cal Studies of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Weather Bu-
reau. 5 The conbinations of circumstances for a maximum flood are generally:
a warm, humid iir mass which quickly melts the accumulated snow pack at
higher elevations, followed by a rainstorm at lower elevations. Runoff is
maximized when the sub-soli is still frozen, su that after- the top layer of
soit is saturated, the water has no place to go except into the streams. If
the moisture in the air condenses directly on the snow surface rather than
in the air, the latent heat required to yield 2=I inch of condensation (e.g.,
"dew") will produce seven inches of melted snow water. On the other hand, if
the water comes down as rain--even at 200 F. above freezing--the results are
reversed: one inch of rain provides enough heat for only o~e.-.venth. of an
inch of additional melted snow water.96 In a relatively constricted area such
as the Central Valley of California, such a sequence cannot occur, since con-
ditions which would produce a rainstorm in the lower valley would not maxi-
mize the melting at higher levels. Hence the "worst possible" flood is, in a
sense, not as bad in a small watershed as it might be in a large one. On the
other hand, in a large basin such as the Missouri or Columbia river systems,
the maximal flood conditions will occur less frequently, since a double co-
incidence is required. However, as a matter of probability, near maximal
floods (for the local area) do occur every few years in any river. Figure 4.5
shows a typical i curve relating ti.>od height to frequency of occur-
ren..e.* As was pointed out above, maximal floods do far more than their pro-
portional share of total flood damage.

Seasonal factors are also important. As F" ure 4.6 m. :es clear, mai.:-
mum destructive floods are most likely to occur ourini periods of peak run-
off (channel capacity will roughly correspond to the highest point of each
curve) when the top layer of soi! is satiirated with melting snow. Of course,
some of this water gradually percolates down to deeper layers. depending on
soil iorosit, and on the extent and type of g;'ound frost. Of the four recog-
nized types: concrete, honeycomb, stalactite and granular, only the first
is essentially imper',iable where frost is of the persistent "concrete" variety;
up to 100/ of storm water tends to rut, oft on the surface. It has bee-i found,

*Again. note the skew distri.)ution, qudlitetively similar to the one pro-
posed in Appendix F for fires. in ti;,s case the power law which best fits the
observed distribution is ti - i (ie., p 4 4).

V
i I II I II I i I I I I I I i I I I I4
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FIGURE 4.5
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FIGURE 4.6
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incidentally, that the likelihood of other more pen,., t ypes of frost
increases th-. more humus there is in the soil, the more litter above it,
and the denser the vegetation. Mature hardwood forests are the least
susceptible to congrete frost; bare fields viid bUrned patches are the
most susceptible.9

The surface vagetation also ha-. an effect on snow accumulation and
the rate of melting. The Wagon-Wheel Gap experiment in Colorado has at-
tempted to mueasure the effect quantitatively: two neighboring watersheds
were carefully compar.)d for eight years while in a virgin state, then
the timber was cu~- on one of them and observations were continued for an
add'tional severi %',-ars. In the absence of forest cover average stream-
flow from snow mex increased 16% while peak streamflow increased 50%.
Erosion also increaised, a!though damage in the experimental area was small
because local soils happeoi to be very porous allowing rapid penetration. 100

In reiatively small headwater streams the conditions for a maximal
flood are, more likely than not, simply a very heavy local thunderstorm.
Although individual upstream 'loods are less dramatic than the occasional
downstream floods., the Sc~l Conser'atiarn Service has estimated that up-
stream floods account for more than half of total dama'~es. Here the ef-
fect of vegetation is mrore direct: 1"egetation intercepts raindrops and
traps some witer whk!, is re-evaporated before %~ven reaching the ground.
Moreover, by dissipating the force of the fallinij water, soil compaction
and "water-pri.ofing" are prevented, wnence more water ac4.ually penetrates.
Finally, i- offers resistance to stiwrflce runoff by clogging channels with
organic lit!ver. Sheet and scour drosio-~ are prevented because running
warer never attains a great enough velo,,iy.

The effect of direct interception and trapping of water Dy vegeta-
tion is limited due Lo' saturation. On;.e all the foliage and litter are
thoroughly wet, additiýýnal rainfall must either soak in,ý the ground or
run off -1i the surface. Eventually the soil itself may become saturated,
which means any furt;,,i -iter income must be matchel by outflow-. How-
ever, the dariage doi;, 1,V Lhe watcr depends on rate, rather than volume
of flow. As has b~eer, noted previously, "scouring capability" varies as
something likv the 4i/3 powt~r of stream flow (in cubic feet/ýt.c.) and as
the 4th power of velocity.

That 1v-;e razte of runeu$f depends Hitimato2i on the condition of tile
v.atershed and, ii, particular, the plant cover, s hc..wn q: phicall',b
Figurf, 4.7, which illustrates some results of mc,7ur-ments taken o',er a
period of years at the Coweuta Hydrologic Laboratory, Ashville, Noi-th
Carolina. This compares rate's of runoff as norniali.-ed for equal volumes
of water actuafly measured at the wvie s. The difference in maximum rates,
in the case shown, betvpven the mour-tain form and the untouý.ned forftisted
hilltide arnouits to a fa,7tor of 2.5. However. a r.tore significant comi-
pirison would shov tip if we could Plot actual runoif for equdi amounts
of water deposited on the watershed by th~e stom.. Where ver~etative cover
is se~erely oci,'eteo, aNws ~ia' ointed out earl ier, tot to 981"' of the total
riinf.3l I ru&) -4f oin thr .urfic-' niice thq tare soil I urface is corn-vactet.
and stealed 6y pondirnq raii ,1rops. Thii ,, r' in only a few ninutes. In
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FIGURE 4.7 .OI
DISTRIBUriON OF SUMMER STORM RUNOFF FOR VARIOUS CONDITIONS
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the case of a thickly forested hillside, on the other hand, practically
all of the water is intercepted by foliage and eventually soaks into the
ground, reaching the streams indirectly and gradually. Thus, in ccompar-
ing equivalent storms, it is not inconceivable that the peak flow of run-
off could vary by a factor of 10 or more from one case to the other.

Taking this into account, the over-all runoff rate for the "mountain
farm" can be enormously greater than for virgin hillsides. In the partic-
ular case illustrated, the "before and after" difference was a factor of
8 (8oo%).

There is, therefore, little: doubt that upstream damage, i.e. erosion
in footh1l1s and watersheds,ý' would increase drastically if plant cover
should be depleted directly or indirectly as a result of nuclear attack.
By analogy (rioting the similarity of the curvw.s in Figure 4.6 with those
of Figure 4.7, despite the different time --cates) it might be argued that
downstream damage v'ould increase correspondingly due to the operation of
the same mechanisms That is, it rright seem reasonable to expect the
curves, under conditions of acce1L uted erosion, to have higher but nar-
rower peaks and to carry more runoff water (because less water soaks into
the ground). Should this occur, it is obvious that channel capacity could
be very greatly exceeded at peak runoff and that little water would flow
at other times, resulting in calamitous spring floods and water shortages
during the rest of the year. However, the above argument is flawed. It
is true that the peak flow and the rate of buildup and decline are rela-
ted: the faster the buildup, the higher the peak, for a given amount of
water. However in a small upstream watershed the rate of buildup of the
streamflow is directly related to the rate of percolatior of water through
the vegetation, and into and through the soil. The type and density of
vegetation is of parairiount importance. On the other hand, downstream the
rate of buildup and decline--which, for a given volume of water alone de-
termines the peak flow--de'ends mainly on details of topography and wea-
ther and only slightly on vegetation or its absence. The one plausible
mechanism for large downstream floods is simply the likelihood of an in-
creased total volume of water from the upstream tributaries, oue, per-
haps, to greater snowmelt runoff (as in the Wagon Wheel Gap experiment)
or to the prevalence of "concrete" frost under defoliated or burned-over
areas.

One would not, therefore, expec.L increases in peak downstream flow
by factors of 5 or- even 2. On the other hand ai average of 10-20% more
runoff is not at all inconceivable. If the slcw watershed recovery pe-
riod should coincide in a year with the appropriate meteorological con-
ditions fcr extreme flood conditions, an unprecedented flood disaster
might easily occur,•• since a 20% increase in maximum streamflow would
probably result in a far greater percentage increase in maximum damage.

"*"Upstrearn" and "downstream" are normally divided operationally as

being above or below major existing or proposed flo-d control structures
such as dams.

"rlIn this we differ with H. H. Mitchell,l 0 2 who argues, mainly from
the saturation phenomenon without considering any of the other points,
that downstream peak flow would not be appreciably increased by destruc-
tion of ground cover.
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Table 4-6

Lglsea Due to Erosion and Floodlng*

Damage due to erosion sedime:,tation and floods may be classified roughly
as indicated beiow:O( 4

Upstream Damage Downstream Damage
(millions) (millions)

ýrosion $ 750 --

Sedimentatior 132 $ 28
Flood Total: (exci.sediment)

Agriculture $392 $165
Misc. Property 1M

545 500
$1427 $528

Tota; Actual Annual Damage: $1955
Total Potential Annual Damage: $2338

UFstream damage and erosion (above flood control projects) is divided
geographically as follovjn:

",.'ld South" (9 states) 29%
Northern Great Plains

(Missouri River basin) 20%
North Central Uppe?

(Mississippi River basin) 19%
Southwest (4 states) !8%
Pacific Drainage Area

(5 states)
91%

All the rest
100%

Downstreami damage is conccncrated on a relatively few rivers:

MississZkdpi Basin:
Lower Stem (below S1. Louis) 24 #V
Upper Main Stein (above St. Lo'iis) 13 %
Jhio River 12.3%
Missouri River 6.9%
Other tributar!et,

(Red R,, Whit'- R., Ark. R.) . j
61,9%

C•lifornia (Sacramento, San Joaquin, Klamath) 11.7%
"; IAntic Coast 11.1%
Cj *,,j, ;l aa-Snake -ZWN

92.1%
All the rtst

t00.0%

*These figures are more JIqo three times as high as figures compiled by

White and quoted by Mitchell. We prefer our figures for three reasons:
(I) thty a,-t more recent (1955 vs. 194.5 and 1939), (2) they come from offi-
cial (USDA) publications and (3) it is likely that the earlier compilations
om,'tted certain categories of damage which the latter ones included.
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',ricultur-i damage (as the term is used in the above table) refers

to dzt.-:(ge to growing or stored crops resulting primarily from standing

or mo ing water, and sediment. Erosion damage results as fertile soil

is removed from its productive location; sedimentation damage occurs

when fertile valley soils are covered up or diluted by accretions of

sterile subsoil. Altogether, some four billion tons of soil are trans-

ported each year by water in the U.S. of which 25o reaches the oceans;

the rest is deposited in strean beds and alluvial plains mainly by floods. 10 5

The indirect economic damage done by accelerated erosion and conse-

quent flooding is probably greater than the above accounting suggests. For

one thing, large sums of money are spent on various flood control measures

such as dikes, dams, levees, dredges, etc. These are not permanent im-

provements to the landscape, for they wouild be unnecessary if constant up-

stream erosion were not taking place and, because of silting which ro-,. ses

the levels of river beds in the lower valleys, they must be increased yeor

by year as long as erosion continues. By the same token, the amount of

land under threat of flooding inicreases as the level of the river beds

rises. If we include both uIpstream and downstream areas, about 5% of the

land in the Uni!L.d '-;i•. (;. 5,000,000 acres) is estimated to be potentially

floodable.106 This figure tends to ircrease gradually with time as stream

beds rise due co crosior, asnd sedimentation which has already occurred.

The average .n~ual savings in terms o. annual damage not done because

of existing flood control measures--entirely (by definitionFin downstream

areas--is estimateC by the U.S. Army Co.rps of Engineers to be $383 million

(i.e. $91i million pote,'1ial ddmage less $528 million actual damage) which

mears that downstr.!am oreas ar,; curr'rently. about h42% protected. Savings of

potential erosion damage due t) existi,,g soil conservation measures have

not been estimated quantitatively as far as we know.

Destructioi of plan1 cover as a consequence of nuclear attack, whether

by radiation, fire, insect atLacks or by overgrazing" due to altered pat-

terns of agriculture, would also enhance wind erosion. It is clear, for

example, that forest trees act as windbreakers as well as soil and water

retainers. The importance of this for the microclimate near the ground was

discussed previously (section 4 of this chapter). Even a modest reduction
of ambient wind veloctis near the soil surface has a marked effect. A

study in Schleswig-Holstein in north Germany showed that hedgerows between

cultivated fields, by reducing air circulation, reduced evaporat!on from

the s%)4 surface to an extent equivalent to a 33% ire-.ase in annual rain-

fall. Of course, dehydration tends to prevent the cohesion of soil par-

ticles into clumps and reduces them effectively to powder. Physical bar-

riers also inhibit wind erosion in another way by trapping the heavier

particles and preventing the abrasive action which would otherwise occur

as the particles accelerate. Froin 60% to 95% of the moving soil mass never

"*Careful long-term experiments at the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory,

A:3heville, No. Carolina, have demonstrated Lh% i-oi.sequences of heqý grazing,

logging and mountain-farming on steep slones ini c.rms of erosion. Overgrazing

produced by far the worst effects, although seriLus erosion did not occur for

several years. In the first few years surface litter prevented rapid runoff;

not until channel blockages of organic detritus had been washed away did cro-

sion become rapid.
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rises more than one foot above the surface. Most of the m3terial moves by
,, process known as "saltation," which consists of shu,'t slid*ing or rolling
movements along the surface, follormeJ by bounces of jumps tlrough the air.
The heaviest grains "creep" as a result of impacts from particles in salta-
tion. The ratios of distance traveled to maximum rise of these forward
jumps range frotn . to 10, with the larger ratio for jumps over six )nC. s
in height. Thus the width and depth of furrows are important. The n'oer-
all rates of movement of eroding material increase with distance downwind
from a barrier to a maximum which is determined by drag forces. For cam-
pletely erodable soils (e.g. fine dune sand) maximum velocity Is reached
in 10 yards, but for most cultivated soil maximum wcuid not be reached for
500 yards or more Hence the efficacy of even rather widely spaced barriers
such as hedges. 10O

The eroding capabilities of unchecked wind were well illustrated by
the dust bowl of the 1930's which resu ted from an almost complete loss
of ground cover due to overcultivation and low rainfall. Fortunately the
situation was (at least temporarily) alleviated by sev6ral years of good
rains and some improvements in agrlcultural practice.

In su-mmary, there are oi number of ways in which a nuclear attack on
the United States might ciuse, directly or indirectly, depletion of plant
cover. The probability ot one or another of these mechanisms operating,
as a function of en(..y megatonnage, active-passive defense, etc
etc., is discussed in other chapters. Our concern in this chapter has
been with the later copsequences of loss of plant cover, particularly
erosion and flooding.

Of course erosion and floods, like fire, are not mortal problems.
Their consequences can only be discussed in economic terms. Howevek, the
long-term potentia' disutility of these consequences ought to be taken
very seriously. An atomic war in the 20th century might conceivably be
remembered in the 22nd century, chiefly because of damage done to the
landscape,--much of which would still be visible to people livitg then.

This risk is not due to any special eroding capabilities of nuclear
weapons, but simplý due to the fact that erosion and flooding are serious
menaces to the future economic heaith of the nation which are not under
contdl at the present time. The most optimistic view Is that the situa-
tion is getting worse at a slower rate than It was a qeneration ago. At
present rates of degradation, the land and soil resources of the United
States will be dangerously strained within a century. Worse, such tenuous
defenses against erosion as have been constructed to date have essentially
no it-drgln for safety. In other words, the situation Is not yet stabi!lzed.
it might be comparec to a forest fire whose breakneck pace has been labor-
inusly slowed down--but which still burns and still advances. A shift In
the wind cwuld stil, tring disaster. Because of the lack of margin, a nu-
clear attack tpoears likely to play iuch a role (i.e. as a shift in the
wind), triggering a nti cy.le of destruction •;~ch would be harde, than
ever to control. Thz quantitacive questions (how much?, hew expensiv?,
how long?) are too difficult to attempt tc answer on the basis of exist-
ing data and such few theories as have been devised to date.
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8. Balance of Nature

Several of the topics already discu:.sed--most especially insect/pest
outbreaks (section 3 of this chapter)--are relevant to the so-called bal-
ance of nature. However, it is worthwhile looking at the qcestion again
in the following terms:

Nature is commonly, and gcnerally correctly, perceived to be a com-
plex system with a vast number of components whose mutual interactions
act as a set of checks and balances on each other. Is it possible, or
likely, that if this balance is seriously disturbed the whole arrangement
may readjust itself in a new configuration which is (incidentally) less
favorable to man?

At first glance this proposition appears to be (1) perfectly plaus-
ible, and fZ) exceptionally difficult--if not-impossible--to test either
experimentally or against theoretical knowledge of acceptable universality.
However, not to be so easily daunted, let us examine the implications of
the proposition, and then look at the arguments which have been, or might
be, used on both si.es ,f the question. This, at least, is a reasonable
intellectual exercise, and it may prove to be unexpectedly revealing.

The proposi:ion (in its affirmative form) implies that the "balance"
of nature is both delicate and unstable, i.e. it is easily upset. The
kind of metaphors which are most often cited to make this position seem
plausible are typified by the following:

1. Only a few slow neutrons are sufficient to start a chain
reaction in an atomic pile tor bomb) releasing enormous
energy.

2. A few photons can trigger a laser in the same way with
analogous results.

3. A few micrograms of vitam;n B-12 can make the difference
between life and death for an organism.

4. "For wart of a nail the shoe was lost; for want of the
shoe the horse was lost .... "

5. If the average temperature on earth were a few degrees
(on the galactic scale) hotter or colder, life as we
know it could not exist ....

On the negative side, it seems almost unnecessary to point out that
the various analogies or metaphors are all only marginally relevant, at
best, to the actual question. Essential;y they all illustrate cases where
an entire ordered structure--or an important event--depends on a crucial
key element or trigger, and attention is entirely focused on this key ele-
ment. To revert to the atomic bomb as an example: unless all the right
steps are taken in exactly the right order, nothing drastic happens. An
unarmed bomb can be dropped, melted, exposed to intense radiation or vi-
bration, immersed in salt water or boiling acid, etc., without any serious
consequence.
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As regards the "balance of nature," then, one must ask first, whether
there exists any comparable "trigger'"-and second, whether the effects of
a nuclea~r attack would be tantamount to pulling the trigger. Much of this
study is, in a sense,-devoted to looking to see whether such a potentially
unbalancing sequence of events can be-identified. Whether due to lack of
irragination or insufficient objectivity, or for some other reason, the fact
remains that neither #-he author nor anybody else (so far as he is aware)
-has succeeded in findiwi-; a likely example.

In spite of this negative evidence, the abstract possibili-kv still
remains open. Granting that mechanical analogs are somewhat unisatisfac-
tory, it may be helpful to look back Into'history to see if there are any
examples, perhaps on a smaller scale, of ecological upsets which ultimately
resulted in stabilization in some radically differetnt pattern,

For purposes of analysis it is convenient to consider (1) consequeA-
ces (if any) of events of great magnitude which occurred suddenly, and
(?) changes which occurred slowly, as a result of continuous pressurts
over a long period of time . Some promising classes of examples iic'ic~
the

(1) SuJ~L ataA.tr22hes (2) Gradual Chanoes

Earthq~uakes &, tsunamis Glaciation
Volcanic eruptions Systematic agriculture anj
Meteorites exploitation of natural
Storms resources; population "explos ion"
Fires Establishmnent of new species
Freezes (mutation or importation)
Floods Chemical polution

Siice an exhaustive analysis is impossible, we must restrict ourselves
to picking some of the more dramatic irstances of each type,

a. Sud~eO CA grghsb

Appendix E contains Information about a number of cataclysmic natu-
ral events which have occurred suddenly. We shall omit discussion of the
details here because, although siowe catastrophas Involved extensiv~e de-
struc~tion1 of vegetation--notably volcanoes and fires--In no knowa. case has
there been any significant long-term lImbalance of the "chain reaction" type.
Ecologic~al suriesslon following fires '1as alreadiy been dealt with (section 6
of this t.hap~ter). Sgccession foliowinc volcanic eruptitns seems to br quali-
tatively :iiml iar, txcept to~ the extent that soil fertility may be increated
or decreised. The particular ca** of Krakatoa has been .tuwited in~ detail
by Ingersoll,)10

Same simplistic comnparisons be helpful at this stage. Clearly nne
(though not thr only) salIent measurýý of the "'size" tuf # distu.-bavice is the

of ener~y dissipa ted In the proce~ss. A, co~nvenient ý.nlz Is the nvge-
~ Thefoll'&n9 tabit exhibits som relevant magn~tuCee5. h!etod f

co1letmiion are destribod in Appendix E.)

'O-W mv.eato^ is equivalent i 3. aoi- or .186 W 101 eg
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Table 4-7

Magnitudes of Historical Disasters

rstimated Utcertai•ty

Event EDate njergy in MT's Factor'

Vredefort meteorite (S. Africa) prehistoric 2,500,000 >10

Ries Kessel meteorite (Germany) prehistoric 500,000 >10

Tomboro volcano 1815 112,000 3

Coseguina volcano 1835 44,000 3

Krakatoa volcano 1883 20,000

Wei-Ho earthquake 1556 6,500 3

Lisbon earthquake !775 j,500 3

Chile earthquake 1960 1,500 3

Tunguska meteorite 19)8 700 +50%

Forest fire, Parana, Brazil 1963 360 +50%

Forest fire, Peshtigo, Wisc. 107 300 +50%

Eastern seaboard hurricane 1961 170 .425%
(e.g., "Carla")-instantaneous
kinetic energy onlywec

Arizona meteori:• preh!storic 36 >10

Some of the events on the list were net only larger, but very much
larger in terms of energy, than any nuclear war which can presently be
envisioned. Probably the greatest convulsion in recent history was the
Tomboro eruption of 1815. Some world-wide meteorological effects--i.e.
"the year without a summer"--have been attributed to this (see Chapter Ill),
but nobody to the author's knowledge has associated any characteristic
ecological consequences with vulcanism.

Admittedly such comparisons are interesting and perhaps mildly sug-
gestive, but hardly conclusive. Most of the energy of the major catas-
trophes mentioned was kinetic energy, dissipated ultimately in the form
of heat, which reached the biosphere sloely or not at all. The "coupling
coefficient" with biological systems, for most of these cases, is rela-
tively small, especially beyora the immediate area of destruction. The
various forest fires, it may be noted, produced far more biological damage
over greater areas than earthquakes or volcanoes but involved far smaller
energies.

":Most of the numbers are fairly uncertain, but by no means equally so.
We have mainly given the geometrical mean of the likely limits. Thus, if
the given uncertainty factor is 10, the correct figure is presumabiy some-
where in the range between 10 times larger and 10 times smaller (i.e. 1/10).
For uncertainties less than a factor of 2 it is more convenient to express
the range in terms of per cent, hence the aiven number may be thought of

:s the arithmetical, rather than the geometrical, mean of the limits.

"-Total energy dissipated would be much larger.
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Th&? crucial point Is that nuclear weapons effects, especially radio-
activity, intt.ract more evficlently w~tl livinq organisms than energy spent
on shaking the earth or moving the atmcsphere. From this star'dpoint it is
'i6,.,y that chemical p~ollution, which will be discussed subsequently, 1s, a
bette'r analog for nuclear attack than massive natural convulsions such as
earthquakes, volcanoes or storms.

b. Glaciation

During the gidcial epochs a great sheet of ice covered m~ost ur north-
ern Europe, Canada, amnd Russia, accompanied by drastically lower tempera-,
tures (...IOOF. on the average), lower world-wide rainfall, and--over a period
of several hundred thousand years--major -;hanges in the dominant fau~na of
the temperate zone. Mastodons, saber-too~hect tigers an~d other forms dis-
appeared and humians emerged. On the other hand, the "supportin~g cast,, of
other phyla does not seem to have chiinged greatly. Most insects, for ex-
ample, date back much further. The only instability which reveals itse~f
to a superficial retrospective view f.?.ncerns the identity of the dominan~t
species. Moreover, a major factor in w~an's tr'u-,iih seems to have been his
lack of morpholoc'icr,4l specialization--i.e. his a'iiptability to .,ew circuni-
stances--which i.ý raither more suggestive of a tenavricy to (H,ýolojilcal)
stability, or homieosta~iis, than the rever-se.

c. f'stematic Aqriculture,, Utc.

A number or civilizations have -riser. ar~d fallen as they discovered,
used, and used up exploitable resources,112 mainly agriculturz!,]. Without
contributing to the argumnent as to w.hat the causal reiationr- might be.
it seems safe to say )niat these episodes have ofte-n resulted In major dis-
turbances to the local balence of nature. The most recent and most, lrap.r-
tant case has been the colonlzatlon of North Amertlca by the white Mon.
Amcog other things, ý.his process has Involved-cutting or burnIng about a
million square nfl !e! of forest (some of which has tince re-;Srown), plowlnS
up the Great Plains, elimination~ oi the bison one. the Red Indian, damiiirg
ard contamlntI~tng the rivers, swCti-ig andt preventln,, f-1ros, 4.d10's on.

The physical t!,4nges i"'v, evidintly betin oimense in "-vqitude. Forther-
more, the stresses imposso by huit~r- octivit,! have been highly sellictivu.
Livestock, wht~et and othfer u~sef~jl ari!m6ls,4ea- plants have bemi del Iboirately
introducet and cultival',* on a Iarge scale. Klamath weed, Japanese bottles,
gypsy moths, c~hestnut )i~lght and Dutch Elm disease were brtught in Inadverw.
ttintly *and did much damge. Oison, coyotes, wolvel and other tpecies have
been virtually elimln~ted-=Intentlonally, If not always Intelligently.
Again, the seiiz dominatrt iptcles has p~roved katst skableJ" The
chang~d balance may be equally apparent If 0e..i closely e~~reil~ny other

Bison dominated the plat"s. as thestfiut trees daminat.- thiiý oasteirn
0t'ests. The %4me Irvstabilkvt Can be ob~served among tte * d'-r -ý4t conifers
spruce. pine, fit and hemlock--as wite5si thvir sutceptb61*1 to Insect
epide-~it, tic.
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broad class. For example, pigeons, sparrows and starlings were certainly
not part of the bird population of North America before the white man ar-
rived, whereas eagles, owls and hawks were certainly more common. The in-
sect population mix has adjusted similarly to the human presence: cock-
roaches, houseflies, bedbugs, cotton boll weevils, potato bugs, corn borers,
tobacco hornworms and wheat stem sawflies would not have been present in
important r,nmbers in a random sample of insects collected three hundred
years ago on this continent.

It seems quite clear, however, that if mankind left the scene, the
landscape a hundred years hence would be almost indistinguishable to any-
one but a specialist from what it was when (white) man first arrived, except
that wild cattle would probably dominate the prairies in place of bison,
as the chestnut has already given way to the oak and hickory in eastern
forests. Otherwise it would be hard to see the difference. The forest
would again extend to the Mississippi and grass, to the mountains beyond.*
This is not mere conjecture or wishful thinking; every time man relaxes
his pressure, the process of reversion begins. The configuration of the
ultimaate "cli',.ax" ecosystem is implicit, like a controlling blueprint even
in an early transitional stage. The cyclic transition from cultivated
annuals to hardy annuals (weeds), to hardy perennials to shrubs, fast-
growing softwood saplings, and finally slow-growing log-livcd hardwood
giants (even the seeds of which may nct have been present in the field
when the process began) does not depend much apparently on the particular
species represented--although there will be local variations--but on gen-
eralized characteristics shared within fairly wide limits by a large num-
ber of species.

d. Estab'ishment of New Species

This phenomenon has also been touched on previously. Several examples
are listed anr discussed in the attached Table 4-8. They are roughly of
two sorts. One sort consists of cases where the invader competed directly
against--and replaced--an established species, e.g. as the brown rat re-
placed the black rat, or as Homo sapiens replaced Cro-Magnon man (who had
replaced Neanderthal man). It could be said that the new species took
over a pre-existing "niche" in the ecosystem without greatly disturbing
the occupants uf neighboring niches. It is clear that this replacement is
a characteristic of evolurionary development and must occur quite frequently.

In other cases it apoe3'-; .-mj niches had to be created or, in a manner
of speaking, unoccupied ones were occupied for the first time. Ripples of
successive adjustments and readjustments were felt by species (ecologically)
quite remote from the source of the disturbc.,ce. Several examples of this,
giant snail, water hyacinth, and rabbit have been described in detail by

"*As a point of interest, the mechanism which favors grasses ove;- trees
in drier areas is probably fire: woody plants require many more years to
get established than grasses. Rigorous and probably ill-advised fire sup-
pression in dry areas of Texas have already created millions of acres of
mesquite and chapparal on land which was formerly suited for grazing
(section 6).
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Ingersoll. In no case we have seen, however, did the chain of succes-
sive interspecies interactions result in a more violent adjustment at ths:
end of the chain than at the beginning i.e. the disturbance was not am-
plified. This is an observation which vill occasion little or no surprise
among biologists; yet it is just the opposite of what we think of as a
chain reaction (re the atomic bomb). In every case we have studied, bio-
logical perturbations--or ripples--caused by the appearance of new species
are rapidly smoothed out. The altered balance differs from the original
mainly in that the identity of the components is slightly changed. The
respecti\e rules of the larger functional groups--families, orders and
phyla--tend to remain strst'r-tially unchanged. The ecosphere is evidently
quite stable .ith respect to this kind of disturbance.

e. Chemical Pollution

Abstractly considered, as remarked previously, ecological imbalances
resultino from indiscriminate injection of various toxic chemicals into
the environment might be the best available ar,alogs for purpos•:s of poten-
tial consequences of nuclear war.

Effects of chemical pesticides on plant and animal communities have
been a prine topic of publ;c concern in ru'cnt years, eslecially since the
publication (1962) of Rachel Carson's book Silent Sering 9 32 and subse-
quent (1963) Hearings before the Senate Committee on Government Operations. 1 33
Numerous case hibaories have been cited, but among the most dramatic are
the large-scale spra.,ing episodes summarized in Table 4-9.

Probably the mo;t notable thing about the cited progra's--especially
in the fire ant "eradication" campaign--was that despite the comparatively
huge quantities of poison used, the insect targets were not in fact erad-
icated: two years later all the pests in question were back in large num-
bers. (Large-scale spraying projects have been largely discontinued since

1959, due tc the inconsiderable benefits, and considerable ancillary damage,
which they produced.) However, the insecticides in question decay verý
slowly, if at all (the analogy with Sr-90 or Cs-137 is curiously apt), and
continue to be present in sublethal quantities in pond waters, soil organ-
isms, earthworms, grubs and so forth. There is continuing stress uoz cer*2in
species of animals higher in the food chain, e.g. birds and fish, which _;•em

to accumulate unusual quantities of the chemicals in their bodies, partic-
ularly the fatty tissue around the liver. In addition to verified direct

bird and fish mortality above 90%4 In some cases,.13 4 the breeding rates of
s(xne spec!es of birds, e.g. woodcc.ck, Bobwhite quail and wild turkeys, dropped
drastically. Since the sprayed area is a winter breeding ground for wood-
cock (amcng others) from the whce of North America, the ecological effects
ate nck restricted to tho locality where the poison wa.ý used.

One apparent resulk '; ,he prp•rqm t'o el'nlnate the fire ant was a
st.rt'!;n!1 ncrelp In pest-. of sugat cane, although the ecologlcal mechan-
iM is obscure. "' Although this, as well as the other side effects men-
t~oned above, was presumably tempora.y. the most notable long-term conse-

quence of continued chemici; spraying is probably the disruption of nature!
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biological controls on pest species--particularly in the case of the gypsy
moth--coupled with an increasing immunity to the chemicals themselves. 136

Another notable example of chemical pollution of the environment oc-
curred as a result of the use of various lethal gases such as chlorine,
phosgene, diphenylchlorarsine and diphenylcyanarsine in World War I. The
areas involved in gas attacks were sometimes fairly extensive, e.g. 50
square miles. There was also a disastrous explosion at the German depot
on L'Uneberg Heath which resulted in considerable contamination of the su--
rounding area.1 3 7

Damage to plants in the above instances was relatively temporary. There
was some defoliation of trees, for example, but roots were not affected and
regrowth followed.

A study of the potential environnrntal hazards associated with chemical
weapons concluded that in the absence of experi rental evidence, expect•.d
damage would he analogous to that from a fire. 13' One important difference
is noted: whe'reas reseeding is often favored by fi.-es which consume under-
brush and litter, leavinc a mineral bed, this would not necessarily be ti'le,
for example, of forests destroyed by chemicals.* Reseeding might be delayed
until standing snags decayed and fell, providing good seedbeds for species
such as spruce (see section 6 of this chapter).

Ecological consequences of Rollution caused by industrial wastes have
also been studied extensively. 13 1 "Smog," the irritating brew of hydro-
carbons, sulfur dioxide, and atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen, created in
the atmosphe;re by the photochemical action of the. s.:n's rays, is known to
damage plants and other animals as well as humans. (The dvcline of the
California citrus industry is, in part, due to the effects of Los Angeles
smog.) The prime example of this kind of pollution is probably the 0o-

called Tennessee Copper Basin (of which carbon copies can be found In
Montana and elsewhere), whee sulfur-containing fumes from copper smelt-
ing have killed off all vegetation aad inhibited regrowLh in nearby areas
for a nuiber of decades. Ps a result the land has eroded so badly that
reforestation is now extremely difficult and expensive, if not impossible.
Ingersoll has discu-sed the Tennessee case in considerable detail./0

Ecological consequenzes beyond the area of direct damage, however, appear
to be minimal.

Chemical wastes injected into streams by sewage disposal plants, chem-
ical plants, paper mills and other industrial activities have det-imentally

affected marine I:fe. The presence of ,arge quantities of chemicLi wastes
tends tj cause de-oxygenation, whence aerobic forms of life cannot survivc?.
From progret.s made in isolated cises, however, it seemi. clear that once
the cause of the problem is eliminated the strars tend to revert quickly
to normal.

WA -re forc'ed to r',e conrluiion that even reiatively subtle and
insidious d'sturbances to trhe tn-rc.-ment, created by tVe presence ot

":Or by radiation, disea.se or insects.
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substantial quantities of a variety of toxidc chemfical substar'res which
are riot present in "nature," are seldoin, if ever, responsible for perma-
nent alterations in its balatice. In fact, once the eriv~ronmental irritantA or insult is removed, the original balance of nature (or one virtually in-
distinguishable from it) tends to be quickliy restored unless the physical
substrate has meanwhile been severely damaged asi was the case in the Ten-
nessef. Copper Basin.

It has been suggested recently, however,1+1 that widespread industriali-'
zation and combustion of fossil fuels (and, possibly the effects of a nu-
clear war) may be permanently altering the composition of the atmosphere in
an unfavorable way. The balance between free oxygen and C02 is normally de-,
termined by the metabolic processes of green plants, which utilize carbon
dioxide, and animals, whicn consume oxygen. If plant grm~th is inhibited on
g ',oioal scale, e.g., by widespread chemical c~r radiological polluticn or by

a~ceratjoi, of the energy balance of the earth (C~hapter III and Appendix C),
the ultimnate result could be a reduction in the amount of free oxygen in
the atmosphiere. Combustion processes further reduce the available oxygen.
supply. It is possible that such a perturbatiin would be self-compensating
if a chan~e in the C02 level should stimulate more rapid plant growth. It
is not unlikely th~;_,in the absence of contrary influences, such a homeosta~tic
mechanism actually exists. However, there are other factors affecting the
ratc of plant growth which could conceivably modify the operation of such a
mechanism~. For example, a decrease in world-wide average temperature cou d
con~ceivably reduce the over-all rate of plant growth and the associated rate
of free oxygen production. *

This discussion would be. incomplete without some mention of the ;;Moor-

tance of the co~ncept of "approach to stable equilibrium," or
in biology. The notion ha.; appearecd and reappeared throughout this volume,
and particularly in the present section. A statement of the principl.e of
equilibriation for biology qocs bac~v at least to Herbert Spencer (1864).
although its reirncarnations vw e always somewhat vaguely worded and un-
suited for predic~tive- purposes until Lotka's careful analysis of conditions
and scope of validity. 14?

As Lotka essentially showed, it is diffic-.slt tu state a biological
equilibrium principle which is, invar~ab'.y correct without being anbiguous.
or rigorous in the sense of being derivable from first, principles, w~thout
at the same time bein~g tauto'oglcal: sayinug, in effect, "A stable equilib-
rium i5 a stable equilibrium." However. many biologists have recogni',ed
that in a broader, less trlvtal foroiularion, suz-h a principle is sLJ~j.Ljt-
Gaily~ %,d i.e., that a deviation from e-.qtaiIlbrium almost invariably
gives r'se to a chain of cau~se and J,.fect which tends to counteract the
change, as an attack by microbv5 strln'ul.ntes anti.body production. This

*The como t. of th'ct-:l.i is it: ')y the tact thn ,. if
thib. heippened, the C02 lt~val wouli ori~'~ir id wdrir" up the atclos-
phere via the "Greenhouse Effec~t."
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phenomenon might be termed SuLsi-stabiiity. Closer analysis reveals,
mo'eover, that the rare exceptions to this rule (vicious cycles) often
have an evolutionary fu,-ctio,. Thus, a tiny percentage of spontaneous
mutations prove to have useful survival characteristics, although che
vast majority are deleterious and fail to reproduue or prnpagate. In
fact, the observed (quasi) stability of biological syscets (e.g., species)
may well be the obverse aspect of the "law of natural selection"--which
eliminates the unfit and, as a corollary, preserves the well-adapt.ed,

The connection between stability and evolution has been em~phasized
by W. Ross Ashby, who points out that "what survives in a vigorous world
must be homeostatic in its reactions; and the ability to beh ve homeostat-
ically enormously increases a system's chance of survival.'IL3

The same author has also emphasized the ral~tionship between homeo-
stasis, as a generalized characteristic of complex systems and the modern
theory of conrin,nication developed by Shannon and Weaver.It 4  The transmis-
sion of a signl, obscured by "noise," through a coiwnunication channel is
homologous to the concept of a !,elf-regulating system in the presence of
perturbing external influences, in the former cases, of course, the sig-
nal is highly structured and all-important, whereas in the latter cases
the "signal" is simply a cunstant value of some parameter (e.g. body tem-
perature in an organismi or relative abundance in an ecosystem). Nonethe-
less, the abi;ity of a self-regu'ating system to compensate for perturba-
tions is formally equivalent to the capacity of a channel to transinit a
signal through noise.l 4* 5 Ashby believes that in highly complex systems
such a•. the br'ain, the digital computer, and presumably the binsphere,
there will exist "all sorts of cnrnplex stabilities" and that these may
be of more interest than the "degenerate" stabilities of simple mechanisms.

The gist of the last several paragraphs has been that the general
applicability In biology of the concept of homeostasis is generally ac-
cepted today, whether the basis for it is taken to be thermodynamics,
mechanics, statistical communications theorf, or natural selection.
Thus to the specific case histories which we have actually examined,
can be added, in some sen.se, the whole literature of biology.
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APPENDIX A

DETERMINATION OF QR

The calculation of QR involves several subtleties: firstly, radio-
logical damage cannot, even approximately, be classified in a binary sys-
tell (all or nothing), but there is a "gray" region in which damage is a
function of dose; secondly, because the effects of fallout are persistent
and cumulative so that overlapping of fallout patterns fron adjacent
groundburst may produce radiation fields whose consequences are not a
simple sum of the consequences of either one separately. When multiple
overlaps are considered, the problem becomes very complex.

Let us make the follo'inc simplifying but not unrealistic assumption
that damage to a biome cautcd by H + 24 hour doses below some dose L is
proportional to the dose. Any 24-hour exposure above L is assumed to be
"overkill." The portion of total y activity which contributes to overkill
beyond L or to "underkill" below L is essentially wasted. We shall tenta-
tively consider two cases:

L =.500 R, L = 1000 R.

Since the contributions from overlapping patterns are crucial, it would be
misleading to try to estimate QR from discrete fallout patterns. The use
of a log-normal distribution function to approximate the probability of a
given point receiving a given dose X h3s been justified by Everett and
Pugh in the case of many weapons of equal size dropped at random into a
large area,, i.e.:

PaX) -2-ff. exp " ('-ZinX

where c and Xo depend on the weight of the attack D, expressed in KT/mi 2

(fission). These parameters were f;tted by comparing the theoretical lcig-
normal distribution with distributions for severnl large attacks, calcu-
lated by RAND Corporation, using an early fallout model." The Everett-Pugh
analysis yielded:

02 = in 1 + )
D

In X0 = 1.95 + In D - a2.

where 0 is the density of fission products, measured in KT/mi 2 .

Our verbal de`fnition of QR is equivalent to

QR = total y-activity
"effect ive" y-activity

"*It would probably be useful to repeat the procedure for other at-
tack patterns and other, more sophisticated fallout models such , the
Miller-OCD model.
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whe re co

12
total y activity = X X P(X)dX = 0X e2 j

0

L

effective y-activity = X F X P(X)dX + X P(X)dX]

0 L

where X is an unspecified constant of proportionality (which cancels out

in the result). On evaluating the integrals and simplifying the resulting
expression, one obtains:

QRFD (1 + D e1"95 e dý + 2 e 9 "

00

where I In

J 2 0xo

Figure 1.3 in the text (Chapter I) shows 0j plotted numerically over a
range of values D, both for L = 1000 and for L = 500. We would claim
that these approximations are probably good for most plausible attacks on
point targets whose iritial locations depended in any important way on ac-
cident or on long complicated causal chains involving chance factors such
as might determine the location of a city.* On the other hand, a delib-
erate optimization might reduce the QR values for small aitacks against
areas. It will be noted that the low•est values of QR for oigh values of
0, are in the neighborhood of 2, which implies that even a random pattern
of bursts can result in a fairly efficient overlapping. The potential
room for decreas;ng QR for large attacks by exploding the weapons in some
sort of regular "checkerboard" or grid pattern is clearly much less than
a factor of 2 (25% might be a reasonable guess).

In the case of smnall attacks, considerable improvement in OR could
be achieved by bunching the bursts close together, but of course this
would localize the damage. It is very hard to imagine an enemy using
1000 MT's, for example, just to attack the state of Kansas.

It should be real;zed that the calculated QR is sensitive to the
area covered by fallout up to a certain radiation intensity. Fellout
modeis differ considerably as regards their predictions in this regard
(see Section I, Chapter I). Hence one major uncertainty is still dif-
ficult to assess; it would not be surprising if other models led to
curves deviating substantially (perhaps by factors of 2) mainly at the
low end, from the examples given in Figure 1.3.

"*Topographical features, for example, are distributed in a kind of
random fashion.
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To adjust crudely for Zhe revised values of the conversion factor
R/hr at 1 hrKT/mi 2  , currently taken to be 3700, it is roughly correct to multiply

all doses given by Everett and Pugh by a factor of 3. Recall the discussion
in Section 1, Cnapter I. To adjust from a 24-hour cumulative dose to a 30-
day cumulative dose, assuming immediate entry into the field, a further mul-
tiplicative factor of about 6/5 may be assumed. 2 Thus a 1000 R (24-hour dose)
is translated to 3600 R (3,-ý'ay dose) for comparison with our system.

R-fe rences

I. H. Everett, G. Pugh, "Simpl] Formulas For Calculating the Distribution
and Effects of Fallout in Large Nuclear Weapons Campaigns,"
unpublished, 1958.

2. EMW (1964) p. 429.
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APPENDIX B

MODEL FOR THE OPrICAL TRANSMISSIVITY OF A POLYDISPERSE DUSTY
STRATOSPHERE, AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AND WAVE LENGTH

R.U. A,'res and I1J. Zucker""

The conceptual problem for which a modcl is needed is the following:
at some iitial time, to, a layer of dust particles with a known distri-
bution of sizes is injected (by means which need not be discussed here)
into the isothermal* stratosphere. As time goes on the particles drift
slowly dow." at different rate., depending on size, as governed (oni the
average) by the Stokes-Cunninghan, law, until they reach the tropopause
where they are quickly "scavenged' out by wind and rain. Hence the par-
ticle-size distribition adjusts itself with time in two ways: (1) tne

over-all density decreases and (2) the relative numbers c1 larger parti-
cles is aepleted. The optical transmissivity for a given wave length

0, depends, in ttrn, on the changing distribution.

The key assumption in the !r.,,.-d•c, is that at the starting point, t - tot
the density of particles in the dusty layer is everywhere constant between
the tr:popause (altitude hI) and the stratopause (altitude h2 ) and that the

particle-size distribution is independent of altitude h. Mathematically
this can be expressed as follows:

J(r,h,t=to) - T10 (r) G (h) (I)

where "1o0 (r) is a known function of particle radiaJs r and 8(h) is a

'step-function"1 of altitude

_.,(h)i= (h2 -hl) 1 ' h1 I h !ý h 2  (2)

0 h2 < h

The time evolution of thK distribution is assui;.d to be absolutely (rather

than statistially) deter-ined by the Stokes-Cunninghan equation1

""atterse-i College of Technolo.i. London.

'1ther assumptions abouet the thertmal structure of 0i, stratosphere

are frejejntly ,iade. but the analysis -mcre'y beccnes mnre ccmplwcated

wi:hrut beccrriing appreciaolt mnorte iluroinating.

~4

i

I. . .
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In this expression v is the drift velocity, g the gravitational constant,e
the density of particulate malerial , p is the viscosity of the medium,
p(h) the barometric pressure, and A is an empirl~cel constant.

Numerically, g is an absolute constant, equal to 981 cm/sec2; tic.
density ai can be taken to be about 2.3 gm/cm3 , pi is normally a function
of tenperature,2

p=1.5038 x 10-5 T1 gmc' -1 ()

where T is given in OC. However, assurnitig the stratosphere layer in
question is '15othermal, at a cc'-ipcrature of -550 C, which is a reason-
able approxim,,ion, osie. finds

11=1.4.16 x 10-4 'm cm-1 sec 1l

and

A=4.632 x 13-3

when p is measured in millimeters of -ter ,-,y and r is in centimeters.
The case of nor~-ibotherm--f laysib introduces further complexities w:hich
we shall not explore here. The barcrietric cressure is, of course, a
function of altitude (h). Assumino the ICAQ* "standard" atmrosphere,
the tropopause (hl) is az 36 kilofeet and the stratopause lh2) is at
about 80 kilofeet. In this region (36430 kilofeet) the prý.sure as a
function of altitude is very closeiy approximated by an exponential
function

p(h) =165 exp L-0,O.47(h-hl)] mm of Hg (5)

where p is in an of Hg and h and hl arc in kilofeet.

The process of dowow.ard drift, of the upper boundary and subsequent
removal of particles c.an be. represented mathenaticailly as follows. allow-
ing for the fact that che rate of movement iiffers )'or each class (i.e.,
size) of particles. Thvs

(6)

where
Uo < h t, (7)

*ASý t (h2 -h:P hk f-2

0 U (r t.) < h

Tne distai'- u(r,t) Ausir ý-.ow be rietvr-~nim1 franv (3) aM (i.The

S,~eqinntlhw can't thc~.ouht of es an eqt _ r the

l.e-. ~ oa -4,. I ~ Avajp -~~iai
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velocity of the. boundary, as described above, i.e., substituting appro-
priate numbers

v(r,h) = tr .d r22 I + 0.28 x I0" xpLO.047(D-u)] (8)

where u is in cm. and t in sec. This can be integrated in straightforward
fashion to obtain u(r,t)

u(t,r)
I* r9 + • x 10-4 expO.O47(D-u)]y"du

0

S1in + o2L8. x 0-4 exp(o.047D)= " .0 47' In Lr x I e p

Lexp(+0.047u) + 28 104 exp (0.047D) J

r ,t (9)
9

whence

u (r,t) 0.0471 In )I + 1.0- x 10-4 exp (0. 047D) ex 0.047? r2t

- 0.28 x l0"4 exp (0.047D))')
r W, C O )

where t is measured in seconds, r, u(r) ir. cm. Converting u(r) to
kilofeet, t to years, and r to microns one obtains, finally:

u(r,t) 1 In I + O exp(0.047D) exph 7r

0.047 r "71

r~ exp(O.0470), (11)

Clearly u(r,t) iust not exceed the thickness D of the dusty iayer
(e.g., 46 kilofeet), which puts constraints on the values, of r which are
physically ailowable after a given time t has elapsed. This conditior
Lu(r,f,) - D., takes the for!,,

Ixp(.0,1  1 re- 0. exp(O.Oz"/D)I _r ep.O7) xpl2r2/ r

• xp (+0.047D) (!2)

\r 0)"i)(-O.u4,*D) + 0.28:

-. :s.' , * ... , -D - h2 "W hi
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This equation describes the rate at which particlei with larger radii are
depleted from the dusty layer. The results are plotted in Figure B.I. Thus
ore can read off the curve the largest value of r still represented in the
distribution at time t.

Table B-i

REMOVAL TIME FOR PARTICLES OF VARMOUS SIZES

r cutoff (microns)

40 kilofoot 60 kilofoot 80 kilofoot
Time t Lyars) layer layer layer

1 .75 .85 .90
2 .46 .55 .57
3 .36 .4n .42
4 .29 .33 .34
5 .25 .28 .29
6 .22 .25 .26

9 .2-- .23

The intensity I of light reaching the lower boundary of the dusty layer
is 9;ven by

I = 10 cxp(-y Dsec*.) (05)

where 10 is the incident intensity (at the top of the atmosphere), y is
the so callec "extinction coefficient," in units of kilofeet"1 , and Dsec*
is the optical path length, in kWofeet, where * is the angle of incidence
(measured from, the normal).

The extinction coefficient y iK defined as the scattering cross
section per unit vclume: 3

TT-0 dr r Q,(r,)j dh P(rht)

ITP (rodr r2 Q(r,x) ) dh e (h,r,t) (16)
00

r cutoff

S1 (1 J

whete u(r,.) is given by ,.quation 12 and ip is rhe number density per
unit volume of part icle (or scattering centers) within the dusty layer.
A "unit volu;e'" in this case may be taken as a cyI;nder one kilofoot in
altitude and one micron square (or I0-8 cw2) in (ross section. The ap-
proximate scattering function Q(r,\1) fol nmon-absorhing spheres with anindex of refraction n h been derived by Mie 4

" 2 RA -2 R (7)

R " ( 18 )
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t

(YEA,,-)

D 40 kilofeet

I D =60 kilofeet

D 80kiI fe

I .8 r
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for the case Im-II•<l (although the approximation is quite useful for m
as large as 2). It is generally reasonable to assume m = 1.5, typical
of glassy substances. For purposc:s of this model we shall take 10(r) to
be a log-normal distribution function of the form

o10 (r) - (2TT) (or)" 1 ex[-.- 0 (in r/ro)2] (19)

where a In 2 Z 0.69 and r 0  1, 2, 5%, respectively. These choices are
arbitrary, but are not inconsistent with the ';scussion of particle-size
distribution in Chapter 1, Section 1. The calcii•ations for a 46-kilofoot
layer have been carried out numerically by one of the authors on a computer
at Battersea College of Technology in London. The results for times be-
tween 1-5 years are shown at 6-month intervals in Table B-2.
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Table B-2

Extiinction Coefficient y(,NL)

(D - 46 kf)
ro= I.OOP

Time in years

X._ Lo L. _.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4-. 4.S ._ 0

0.1 0.1438 0.0494 0.0208 0.0099 0.0051 0.0029 0.0017 0.0010 0.0006
0.2 0.1448 0.0500 0.0211 0.0103 0.0052 0.0028 0.0016 0.00o1 0.0007
0.3 0.1459 0.0511 0.0208 0.0105 0.0062 0.0038 0.0024 0.0015 0.0009
0.4 0.1497 0.0522 0.0254 0.0136 0.0074 0.0041 0.0023 0.0014 0.0008
0.5 0.1531 0.0625 0.0293 0.0141 0.0071 0.0057 0.0020 0.0011 0.0006
0.6 0.1731 0.0692 0.0292 0.0030 0.0061 0.0030 0.0016 0 .0009 0.0005
0.7 0.1922 0.0694 0.0269 0.0113 0.0051 0.0025 0.0013 0.0007, 0.0004
0.8 0.2005 0.0655 0.0239 0.0097 0.0043 0.0020 0.0010 0.0006 0.0003
0.9 0.1986 0.0599 0.0209 0.0083 0.0036 0.0017 0.0009 0.0005 0.0002
1.2 o.]S0o 0.0430 u.0140 0.0053 0.0022 0.0010 0.0005 0.0003 0.0001
1.5 0.1271 0.0308 0.0097 0.0036 0.0015 0.0007 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001
2.0 0.0827 0.0190 0.0G58 0.0021 0.0009 0.0004 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001
2.5 0.0566 0.0126 0.0038 0.0014 0.0006 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000
3.0 0.0408 0.0090 0.0027 0.0010 0.0004 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000

ro = 2.0011 ro = 5.OOp

Time in years Time in Years

x 1.0 . 5 2.0 - 2.5 3.0 L_.o 1.5 2.0

0.1 0.0341 0.0083 0.0027 0.0011 0.0005 0.0013 0.0002 0.0000
0.2 0.0343 o.o084 0.0027 7.0ohl 0,0005o 0.0013 o.C002 o.00oo
0.3 0.0343 0.0086 0.0026 0.0010 0.0005 3.0013 0.0002 0.0000
0.4 0.0352 0.0082 0.0031 0.0014 0.0007 0.0014 0,0002 0.0000
0.5 0.0337 0.0101 0.0038 0.1016 0.0007 0.0012 0.0002 0.0001
0.6 0.0384 0.0117 0.0040 o.uo15 0.0006 o.C013 0.0003 0.0001
0.7 0.0447 0.0122 0.0038 0.0013 0.0005 0.0016 0.0003 0.0001
0.8 0.0485 0o0118 0.0034 0.0011 0,0004 o.0o0S 0.0003 0.0001
0.9 0.0495 0.0110 0.0030 0.0010 0.0004 o.,C019 0.0003 0.0001
1.2 0.0432 0.0081 0.0020 0.0006 0.0002 0.0018 0.0002 0.0000
1.5 0.0340 0.0058 0.0014 0.0004 0.0001 0.0014 0.0002 0.0000
2.0 0.0225 0.0036 0.0008 0.0003 0.0001 0.0010 0.0001 0.0000
2.5 0.0155 0.0024 0.0006 0.0002 0.0001 0.0007 0.0001 0. ,,0%-
3.0 0.0112 0.00! 0.0004 0.0%,1 0.0000 0.0005 O.0000O 0.' 0
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APPENDIX C

EFFECTS OF STRATOSPHERIC ATTENUATION ON
THE HEAT BALANCE OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE

Table C-I, compiled by Kondrat'yev) and reproduced below, indicates the
relative importance of various major energy exchange processes affecting
the therial balance of the earth. Taking the estimates of Budyko, Yudin
and T.G. Berlyand (in the first column) as a basis for calculation, the
situation can be summarized briefly in terms of inputs and outputs.

Table C-i

Average Anual Thermal Baidnce of Earth

Components of the thermal balance (%) Ref. 2 3 4 5

Shortwave radiatiQa.
Received at the upper boundary of the atmosphere 100 100 100 100
Reflected from clouds into space 27 25 27 30

Reflected into space by atmospheric scattering 7 9 6" 8
Absorbed by clouds 12 10 II

Absorbed by the atmosphere 15

Solar radiation 61
Radiation reflected by 9 3J
the earch's surface 2

Rea,:hes earth's surface;
A! direct solar radiation 30 30
As diffuse radiation 18 17

Absorbed by the earth's surface;
Direct solar radiation 27 24 If 27
Diffuse radiation 16 23 34 16

Reflecved from earth'-- surface;
Direct solar radiation 3 3
Diffuse radiation 2 1

Thermal radiation

Total thermal radiatioi of the atmosphere 151 146
IncIuding:c

Radiation into space 55 66' 48 0
Atmospheric emission reaching the

earth's surface 96 105 96
Thermil emiiislon of the earth's surface 116 119 120
Including:

At-sorbed by the atmosphere 108 I12
Radiation into spacc 8 17 8

Net radiation uf the earth's surface 20 14 23 24

0 Other components of thermal b•iance
Turbulent heat transfer from the carth's surface

to atnonpherv 4 O -.4
Latent heat of cordensation (or evaporation) 19 23 23

":Including thermal radition from, the. earth's surface.

Von* -- - ERVO
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Table C-2

A.mgsh

Other Processes (OP):

Short-Wave Long-Wave Convection; Turbulent

(SW) (LW) Transfer; Evaporation;
Sn Rdai Condensation

Energy Income (units) 100 108 23

Energy Outgo (units) 80 151 0

Net (units) +20 -43 +23

Table C-3

Energy Income (units) 48 96 0

Energy Outgo (units) 5 116 23

Net (units) +43 -20 -23

The balance for the earth-atmosphere-space systcm as a whole can be deduced
from the above, i.e.,

Tahie C-4

Earth - Sopac-e.

sw -LW- _.PZ

Energy Income (units) 100 0 0

Energy Outgo (units) 37 63 0

Net (un; ts) +63 -63 0

The question ntwi arises: Suppose an ticremental change in the. earth's re-
flectivity of Cpjical wave Ienjths (albedo) is imposed. e.g. by creating a
layer of dust ii the stratosphere. Net SW income (Table C-3) would then be
reduced by some factor l-eI, and the entire system of energy flows would have
to adjust itself to maintain a net (LW) autgo equal to the reduced net (SW)
income. The vfriouS t'ansfer mechanisms wou!d not, presionably. scale exactly
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in proportion to el. Therefore, assume

e2 = fractional (negative) chanae in LW emission from
a tmosphe re

e 3 = fractional (negative) change :n LW emission from
earth's surface

e4 = fractional (nugative o~r positive) chanie in other
processes, especially evaporation/condensation

The conservation equations expressing the balance of income and outgo

for the atmosphere and the earth, separately, are

0 = 20(1-e1 ) - 151(1-e,) ý- 108 (1-e 3 ) + 23(1-e 4 ) (1)

= -20eI + 151e 2 - 108e 3 - 23e4

0 = 43(1-el) + 96(1-e 2 ) - 116(1-e 3 ) - 23(C +) (2)

= -43e 1 - 96e 2 + 116e 3 + 23e 4

Summing (1) and (2) gives the ..onnrvation equation for the entire system

0 = -63e, + 55e 2 + 8e 3  (3)

We have, in effect, two relations involving three unknown qt-antities. A
third equation ;nvolving e 2 , e 3 and e4 would be sufficient to determine
all the variables. Such an equation could be obtained, in principle, by
expressing all the emission and absorbtion rates as functions of a single
parameter, e.g. temperature, and then comparing the magnitudes of the
variations of each function. Thermal radiation from the ground is fairly
accurately approximated by the "black body" law

F =- CTG4 (4)

where TG is the absolute temperature of the ground. Other heat transfer
processes are more complicated, however. For example, the atmosphere is
not a "black body," due to selective absorbtion of sowe infra-red wave
!en1gths by CO2 and water vapor. The most comion version of the empirical
Angstrirn equation, describing radiation flu- from a clear sky, is equiva-
lent to 6

F , 0.95 aTA4 10.194 + 0.236 exD(-0.8W)' + c(rG - TA)

where TA is the air temperature two meters above the ground surface, and
W is the mass of water vapor in the atmosphere in a vertical cylinder of
I cm2 cross-section. The latter quantity is implicitly temperature de-
pendent in a complicated way. Actually (5) is unsatisfactory on grounds
quite apart from the fact that it does not take into account the influ-
ence of clouds.7 There is no siHplev but adequate empirical equation

- . ~ - - *v- ~ -N. ,-
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available. Much the same can be said of the r lations qovernin9 convec-
tive or turbulent heat transfer and evaporation/coni.,. sation phenomena.

In the absence of clearcut empirical (or theoretical) equations we
must resort to a rather inelegant heuristic argument, The average equi-
librium temperature of the atmosphere is somewhat lower than that of the
earth's surface, because (disregarding details) ihe SW energy income from.
the sun must be balanced h.' a net outward flow of heat. Thik in turn im-
plies a negative average temperature qradiewit whose magnitude var~es
smoothly and monotonically with absolute temperature (e.g. of the earth's
surface). Let

e2 ' X(e1 )e 3  (6)

where X is a proportionality factor which ii presumabt".' less than unity.
Solving for e 2 , e 3 and e4 one obtains:

e2 \8+ 55X)

e 6 (8)

" + 55X

e 4 =('355X - 3271) e Ie -8 + 55X / (9)

It can be seen that,if X(el) !; 0.92, e4 becomes negative implying
an actual increase in convection and evaporation. This ",ight seem some-
what surprising, at first glance, in view of the fact that convective
transfer is essentially proportional to temperature gradient--which one
tends to assume would be smaller if over-all radiati,- h Xl Isses were
cut. Evaporation rate is a function of the differencle ODtween ambient
temperature and the dew point. If ambient temperature is reduced, then
evaporation rate must also decrease unless the average hulmidity declines
still faster. But lo',,er average humidity viould be .associated either with
lower average evaporation rate, or with higher precipitation rate (i.e.
more rapid turnover of the water vapor in the atmospnc-e). To the extent
that precipitation probability depends on high (rathtr than low) average
humidity--which is certainly one fac.-or invoIved, though iot the only orie--
increased average evaior tion at !ower average an'bir.t te;-perature !,`.e,
negative e4 ) see-,,s co',tradictory. Oi the basis of zleneral heturistic •rqu-

ments, the,, it appiears likely thot X(e1 ) will be fournd iH" the rantq':

0.91 < X < !.0 (t0)

Sinc-" o,-tt'c~'re scee- to bte exc luded for ph~slk5a rv~w.f
seems reasonab e to. as•,'uue tait X tends to avoid t0-t- tequally. J6h0i

SuggeSts the valu'-

o a096 (in

*This is ii very gross -oproximation. ActoiI ly. tht.rr ire thrr, di-,tinct
reqions bWlo the ionosvl',erc; (G) ivp to the tropoptuisv 0l-16 kIn) the ' radient
is neqative, (b) between the tropopause arO lhe Ntrjlzpus, (5 51 -,) if is
positive, (c) between the stuatop:%jse and the oausc ( o. •0 0:=;) it is nega-
tive again. Hcx-eve:. 90' of the 4irosphei.- Is in tht trop-spficre.

vwwil
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Since the derivation is clearly far from rigorous, there may ý'ell bIe
some subtle flaw in the argument. In particular, precipitation may in-
crease due to an increased amount of meridional mixing of air masses,
arisin5 from increased N.S. temperature gradients. It would, therefore,
be dangerous to rely too strongly on (II).

As regards temperiture, above, the exact value of X is not very cr~ti-
cal. It is clear from (8) that e3 _- el provided only that X A I, whence

e3 el 4 6TG (12)

Thus a change of 107 in net SW radiation income (total incident radiation
less the fraction immediately scattered or reflected back into space) re-
sults in a 2.57. change in average absolute temperature on the ground.

The convection-evaporation picture obviously changes radically with
different assumed values of X, as is shown by Figure C.I. A value of X > '.11
results in a ratio e4 /eI > 1 while a value of X < 0.92 results in a negative
e4, as mentioned previously.

The quantum of energy asbhyxioted with a photon of frequency v is given
by Planck's law:

a = hv (3)

Hence the calculation of el (which is a measure of the change in energy
inout) is most conveniently carried out if the solar spectrum and the
attenuation factor are expressed in terms of frequency v, rather than
wave length X, e.g. at latitude 9 (N. or S.) and rotational phase angle cP
measured from the zeni,;E0

eI (t,Eaq) cos 9 cos cp F S(;) I(vt, 6) dv ktCal/cm2 ) (14)
0

The intf•iity I, allowing for enhanced scattering by a dusty layer itt
the striitnsphere, is given b-,1

0 exp,-,(vt) DsecO SeCti (15)0

where v(vt) is obtainrd frc* •'(.,t0 by w-w,5stituting the relation

"k v(16)

Since the processes of ab*orbtiomi and rA--emn:s;n of LW radistin. as
well ai evapniation an- ccnvect in. hotve already been taken into acco!jnt
:n deriving 02 . e. m4d q,. it s rtrasonable to asstwte t!, extraterrestfi'.,
1*or,, of S(), .: s~ h in rigui, c,.
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FIGURE C. I
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One should now average over the sunlit hemisphere of the earth, i.e.

1T/2 JdO cos 2 8[I-exp(-y)secesecm,)J

e,(t) Jo dvS(v)f dc cos. M o0. 2 22 (17)
0 0 Ioj' dvS (v) dycoscp T!d8 cos2 o

0 0 0

An exact analytic evaluation of the integrals over 8,y•, is difficult to
obtain, and a Taylor series expanson of the integrand in powers of yD
diverges. When both e and yp are near zero we have, to a first approxi-
mat ion

I - exp(-yDsecy secG) M yDseccp secO (8)

provided yD itself is fairly small. However, when either y or 0, or both,
approaches 1T/2 one can neglect the exponential, i.e.

I - exp(-yDsecqy sec9) ' 1 (19)

provided, this time, that yD is not too small. Hence, dividing the p,9
space into four regions,

0 < < 0 <, O e <V

0 <p<, < 8 < T2

0< p < TT/2, O<e<'U

<cp < T1/2, 8 < 8 < 11/2

The cross-over points clearly dcpend on the magnitude of yD.

OD

r dvS(v)y(v)
el -D 9 C dc d9 cos 8

fdvS(v) Cr d•S(C) 0

0( 1/2 T1/2 ITI,
+ j dT cos Td cO s + cosIT fdcodO cosOS8}

!dvS (u•)- (v)

" Sin 3 D o ÷vv) * 1 - 4I sin sirT s;n o CO: c (0)

dvS(v)

0
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It can be verified by inspection that the correction terms in all four re-
gions are negative, which means the above approximation is an upper bound
to the true result. Hence, the optimum choices for !, e will be such as
to minimize the above expression. Setting the appropriate partial deriva-
tives equal to zero in the usual way, one easily obtains the two relations:

Tr sin ;
cos -2os'M' (21)

d - sLn; M (22)

COS6 4 sin '(

where it is convenient to introduce the notation:

d' dvS(v)y(v) 1' - S (X)y (A)

o D 0 D -b (23)

0 0

M being, of course, a dimensionlecs quantity. These can he solved exp:icit-
ly ornce the indicated integrations are carried through (numerically). The
solutions of equations (20), (21), (22) for •, • and el are shown ;n Table C-5
and Figure C.4 for a range of values of M.

Table C-5

Values of N. §. c7. e,?..)

N 0.01 0.03 0,1 0.3

S1.559 I.535 1.455 1.255

S1 1.560 1.541 1.473 1.280

e(0,,M); 0.020 0.059 0,192 0.517

As the results indicate, ; is consisttletly airiost equal to _o and et i'
very nearly given oy

fe 2M (2

ex•:pt for a slight "tailing-off" for larger values of M1 (where the
aprox imation begins to be buspect).

---- NN
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The last step is to evaluate M. Values of -y/Po for three cases of in-
terest have already been colculated for various wavelengths (or frequen-
cies) and times (Appendix B). The numerical iitegration of (23) is
straightforward but tedious. FigureC. 3 shows M/p D as a function of time.
It remains to fix the parameter P0D in terms of wome measurable quantity.
Consider a value M a 0.1 at a time t 1 year. Reeding from Figure C.3,
it can be seen that this implies

POD 2 .63 in units of microns" 2

ru 6.3 x 107 in units of cm'2. (25)

At time t = 1 year for D - 46 the cutoff radius (Figure B.1, Appendix B)
is about O.75p,, whence the "average" radius will be

0.75
r46 u(r.tfl\ r dr (26)

Jo
0

and the average volume of the residual paJrticles must be

0.75
I(tI) )(I - r r dr (27)
3 -j'f0 46

0

It is probably reasonable te assume the residual distribution is fairly
strongly "peaked," whence close to the cutoff

r3 (r2) > (r)3 (28)

For purposes of illustration, suppose tr•at, for rcutoff = 0.75t,

r Z 0.6P

"r)1/2, z 1.65P(r9) 0.75 (29)

The total residuai volumne of material in the unit cylinder required to
produce an effect M - 0.1 at time t - I year will evidently be

V(t- ) ftII (;. )3 P 0D 6.4 x i0"5 cn3  (30)

The total initial volume of materia; needed to leave the above residue
will, of course, be

V(...) a --P0- D -- r3  dr (31)

T
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Assuming the log-normal distribution of particle sizes Tj0(r), one easily
obtains the volume of material needed to produce M = .1 in a vertical
tube of cross-section I cm2 , assuming r 0 = 1p and a = 0.69.

V (t-O) 4Tr 3 e!

V(t0) 3 expl 2 0 POD D 2.25 x Io03 cm of material (32)

The ratio of the two vol•mes for ro = ItA is:

v(t=)= 2.85 x 10"2 (33)V(t=0)
For the other two cases, ro = 211 and ro = 5p, the appropriate multiply-
ing factors for (32) are 8 and 125. Thus: if the initial polydisperseparticle-size distribution is as given, the mtodel predicts that roughly
3% volume of the original material would rema;n in the stratosphere at
the end of one year. The volume of the residual dust actually contributing
to the scattering loss (at time t == 1) is only 6.4 x 10"5 cm3 per cm ofarea, which amounts to only .36 kin.' or .087 mi 3 over the entire earth.
If the original dispersoid contained a substantial fraction (by volume)of very small particle sizes, it is possible that very noticeable climaticeffects might result from the injection of comparatively modest quantities
of dust.

To summarize: Figure C.4 shows el as a function of M, which can bedetermined from equation (23) in general, or read from Figure C.3 for the
specific case calculated in Appendix B Lnd a specific cnoice of poD. Theother components of the earth's thermal balance are given by equations (7,8, 9) in terms of the unknown proportionality constant X(el). A heuristic
argument was presented which suggested that X(el) might Ibe roughly constantand equal to about 0.96; however, the choice is critical if any conclusions
are to be drawn about the atmospheric water cycle (evaporasion/pr.cipitation)
and the subject deserves a deeper and more rigorous analysis.
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APPENDIX D

A MODEL FOR SYNERGISTIC INTERACTIONS

1. introducLLia

Consider a generalized population and two biologically active "agents"
A, B. If the net cffect on the population of the two agents acting together
is = a simple sum of their separate effects, then their joint action is
said to be synergistic. The case where the two agents Ai B mutually en-
hance each other, is called pot&ia.t.ign. The reverse case, mutual inhi-
bition, is called de-p2tentiation." Ir 'rder to make the above definition
ir-cise enough to use in a mathematical model, vie assume that all (rele-
vant) sy,,;ptomatic responses can be quantified on a scale of increasing
lethality, by means of a one-to-one corrrespondence with the real numbers
from cro to infinity. Zero night correspond to "no detectable response,"
while infinity might correspond to "instantaneous death." The correspond-
ences in between can be fixed by any convenient set of criter'a. We shall
return to this point later.

Of course, there are many possible effects of biologically active
agents which do not fit naturally into such a framework, Most drugs, for
instance, have very speciric purposes: e.g., motor depressants, analgesics,
narcotics, anesthetics, cardiac stimulants, analeptics, laxatives, antibio-
tics, etc. However, they can also be thought of secondarily as generalized
physioiogical "insults." Every drug is, to some extent, toxic.*'%r

Of course, the generalied agents A,b need not he chemical in nature.
For example, A might be ionizing radiation and B migit be a pathogen. Thus,
the effects of radiation or disease resistance could be described in terms
of synergistic A,B interactions. Or A may be one pathogen and B another. It
is of especia! interest to consider the consequences of multiple insults on
an ecosystem, e.g., radiation, fire, drought o,- windstorm followed by insect
outbreaks in a forest.

"This terminolegy is used in pharmacology in discussing the a-ctions
of ',,'xtures of drugs given together. 1

T'1he ratio of thu effective dose (as aspecific antidote) to the .A
Sis defined as the phjrceutica,, effectiveness. The higher this raflo,
th- better; however, the ratio is seldom, if ever, high enough to be abso-
lutely ,afe under all circumstances for every member ot the population.
Hence, when soire uruq B is adminlstered as an antidote for some other gen-
('raliied "insult," A--whether it be phvsical, chemical or b2ologIcal--the
situation can be described abstractly as a case of synergistlc de-oote1 rji-
jj1, fron the standpoint of over-all lethality to the pop'ulation.
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2. oft2,'; for Respons ilAad ,minjisteredj in Successio

2. ~~~fQ~~fl~on se to A and Bi. i nici.La

For a wide variety of possible agents "A," it is reasonable to assume
a log-normal distribution of responses:

XA) .J I X

,(-X; X,XA)dX a xp I- (.L in XiA din (

The variable X is, of ccjrse, an index of the physical resoonise 9, the
population to the ageoit; XA represents the centroid of the dist i,,ition
or responses (i.e., the value of X whert it peaks), while ', is a measure
of the "spread" of the distribution.

The assumption (1) is taken to be the fundamental one for present
purposes. However, it can be deriv(td in special cases frora another stort-
ing point. For example, suppose "A" is a substance, such as a drug or
toxin, which will not reproduce it.elf in the host. The concept of djp
is mean ingful in h;, case, If one assumes (a) that the distribution of
dosages among the population is log-normal and (b) that the di3tribution
of responses to a given fixed dose "s also log-normal, then it can be shoi,-,
ezsily that the over-all distributwon of response! will be of the form (1).

However, we wish to assume (;) even when A is a self-reproducing pathoqen
or pest, whence the "dosage'' concept: is irrelevant.

Suppose that some generalized insult A has been administered to the
population, with a resulting over-all distribution of symptomc;tc respQ¢'ses
as in equation (1), Suppose, further, that a second generalized insult B
is administered subsequently, such that the susceptibility of a ;,imber of
the population to B dcepends on its general state of health, whic 1` is in-
dexed by a characteristic value of X; i.e., the larger X, the sicker and
more susceptible to B the indiv•-Ju3i will be.

This assumption appears reasonable f-ir a number of likely Ar,-. omb,.
nations but it is admittedly not perfectsy general. It is particularly
applicable to cases where B is both ubiquitous and self-reproducing, e.y ,
an infectious diseaý.e or insect pest, whence the initial (infective) dose
of B is unimportar,' or even meaningless. It would also apply where 8 %s
not self-reproduciny. bu constant or nearly constant doses are a-din;.•tered
to the population.

The detail's of the "iechanis!,is whereby B causes da.lage ieed not be
specified furtheýr. It is sufficient to know the ,ortaiity (to "B") as a
function of previous state of health. Mortality curves are typ,ýally "S"
curves, which can be interpreted as integrated frequency distributions or
"susceptibility'" distributions. 2

If we assu•le a hy pothetica, ireqjency di-tributinn has the standIrd

log-norrm•'l form, e.g.,

• 0(X Ir X (2)
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the mortality due to B, MB(X; TXB) will be given by

X

MB(X; fl,XB) = $p(X',I,XB)dX'
0

= - erf In X<X8

I [ + erf(• In X) X XB (3)

Equation (3) will be taken as the "canonical" form for mortality where X
is a measure of previous health or resistance (rather than "dose," which
is the more familiar independent var:able). This is a more appropriate
interpretation for situations in which dose is irrelevant or undefinable,
as where an infectious disease or a pest is involved.

Example: Insect Attacks on Jeffrey-Pondero.a Pine

The "'states-of-health" of pine trees, defined in terms of observabie
symptoms, have been related to ? numerical scale by a system st,,gested
originaily by F.P. Keen 3 and since rfined and rz:vised by Salman and Song-
berg.4 By noting the .- ndition of needles, twigs, top crown and various
miscellaneout factors, a forester can place each tree into one of four
"risk classes" as follows:

iJ•.• • Penal tv Score

I 0

II 1-4
III 5-7
IV >8

where thL penaities are assessed according to the following scheme. 5

Table D-I

Penalty System for Rating Hinh-Risk Trees
(Eastside Ponderosa & Jeffrey Pirn)

A.
t. ____ •(o•len

a. Needle cjmplement normodl................... 0
b. Less tha. normal complement through crown. No con-

trast bvtween uoper aid lower crown ................ 2
c. Thin complement in upper crown, norrval In looer

crown. Contrast evident between upper and lower
c.rot-n .................. . .,.* ..*~..... 5

Ww vl - . .: -
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A. Needle Condition (Continued) Penalty
2. edCLaL

a. Needle lerigth normal.......... .......... 0
b. N-edies shorter thart normal throughout crown. No

contrast between upper and lower crown ........... 2
c. Needles short in top, normal below. Marked con-

trast ..................... .. .. ... ..... .. 5
3. idiV. CQQolo

a. Normial .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

b. Off color .......................................... 2
c. Fad ing .............................. . . ........... 8

B. J~ad.jCranch Conditions
1. No twigs or branc.;hes dead .......................... 0
2. A few scattered dead or dying twigs or branches in

crown........................................
3. Many scattered dead or dying twig- rr branches in crowr 2
4. Dead or dying twigs or branches ii rcwn forming a

definite weak spot or hole ir. crown, notably in top
'/3 of crowi ......................... ............. 3

5. Dead or dying twijs or, branches in crown forming more
than oný wcak spot or hole in crown, notably in top
1/3 of crc•.n ........................................... 5

C. Topi
1. No top kiiling ........................................ 0
2. Old too kill with no pr)gressive weakness or -.iMling in

green crown ..................... ... . 2
3. Old top kill with a progressive weakness or ,iiling ii

en crown below ................................ 5
4 ý,.urrent top kifii nr .............. ..................... .

5. Brokcn top--recent, less than 1/3 ..................... 5
6. Broken top-recent, more than l/3. .......... 8
7. Broken t'--cld. No progressive weakness .............. 2

D. Other Factor's

1. Lightning strikes--recently struck, no hegling ev.'dert. 8
--- healed strike ....................... 2

2. Qjrt. u • attacks in basi'--current successfn! 6
-- oid pitched out... 2

The fo;low;ng ta,:tors inavo- locai siqnificance and will vary
by area. We have little information on Lheir importance,
and th!- marker should weiqht these in I;,,ht of his local ob-
.ervatioi v-d exper ience.

3. Mistletoe
4. N.!edle scale (various spec;es)
5. Needle blight tEr LYt.od r,
6. Rust (&gALr. sp.)
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The penalty score above r,may be taken to correspond crudely with the
response variable X. The di'stribution of green trees in the various risk

groups h.as been deteriined for a sample of 18,056 trees in the Lasser, and
Modoc National Forests, as follows. 6

Table D-2

Tree Mortality by Risk Class

Number
Killed % of

Risk % of by Risk
Number Jajg Class

i 12,184 67.5 16 .13
II 3,865 21.4 27 .70
III 1,099 6.1 43 ý,.91
IV 908 5.0 178 19.71

18,056 264

One can work tackwards at this point and postulate a singie general-
ized imaginary toxic substance which produces the foregoing observed dis-
tribution o(X) of responses." Thus

I (X)dX -i ex - In d.2 .dX 0.675 (XA<I) (1'

Xr2T2X2\ A.

X2

y d(X)dX = . . . = 0.214 (5)
Xl

x3

1 cp(X)dX 0.061 (6)

X2

In addition to the abrve three independent conditions one can arbitrarily
specify any cic of the points X1, X2 , X3 (thereby eliminating multipllca-
tire scale factor2,. Hence, let Xi 1  1.

Making the usual chanqe of v3riables

- .'2) In (X/XA) (7)

"Alternative l y. the aq(ýr' A can be thought cf in this case as "the
stress of ordvi;iry life.
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The integral conditions become:

X 72 In XA
e r e'W2 dw- I-+ 2 erf-[ In XA]- 0.675 (8)

"- :-:2 (in X2 - In XA)

VrT e dw ler{1(in X2  In XAfl

I n XA
-• er1 - In X 0.214 (9)
2 1.x12

-(in X3 - In XA)

TTW 2 dw erJI (in X3 in XA)]

(in X2 - In XA)

-i ,er(-- (In X2 - In XA)]" 0.0,i (10)

These relations simplify to

. In XA = 0.321 (11)

I in X2 - 0.542 (12)

In Xn - 0.842 (13)

One more independent relation is needed to determine the unknowns.

We have thus (implicitly) determine( the parameters of the leg-
normal distribution p• of the (tree) population rtmong "states of health" X.
The r,•xt step is to find the mortality due to "B" as a function of the
samne variable. In the present case "B" represents attacks by insect
pests, although it might ,*e any of a variety of Insults. According to
our model, the mortality as a function of X nmust be of the form (3),
since "susceptiblilty" is assumed to be given by a log-normal function.
Hence joi:,t n;ortality due to "A" and "B" together is given by
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O0MAB cp(X; X,XA) M(X; TXB) dX

4 0 E- erf( 2- -ln •B]XA < (14

= + erfI2 In eAB X XB< XA
~L +erfJ2l~ <

where
VX =+1(15)

The data in Table D-2 imply

I 1I erfý I In 0 .016 (16)
AB \7 XA)_0J

which reduces to

in 5= 1.42 (17)

XA

which is analogous to (1-13). These four reWations can be thought of
as fixing four of the six parameters, for given values of" the other two.

In principle, one can alto extract two more equations from the data
in Tab!e D-2, thereby determining the parameters completely. In prac-
tice this procedure would certainly be unwarranted since (a) the data
is not as unambiguous as one might wish,* and (b) it would 'lead to *nn-
consistencies unless nature conforms exactly with the model. It is more
illuminating to under-utilize the available data and present some of the
resits in functional i'orm,

For instance, suppose the "dose" of agent A is increased such that
the median point XA is raised to XIA , but the dispersion X (which is
basically a characteristic of the population) remains unchanged. This
couid occur, for instance, if some new environmental isult, such as a
brought or radiatiL.n field, were added to the already existing haz.,rds
of e.istence. Once the scale of physiological responses is related by a
known one-to-one correspondence to a numerical scale, in a manner analo-
gous to the firegoing discussion of risk classes, the numerical value of
X'A can be determined by . simple census of the fraction of the perturoed
population in each class.

"*The-cla---ification procedtire depends on human judgment, whi-ch ot
course raises questions about thQ handling of borderl±, c cdses, e.g., by
different observers.
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Since X remains unchanged by assurnption, and so also does 'I, it
follows that C is un,%ltercd dnd can be determined in terms of the old
vaiues ot XB, XA. Hence, substituting (17) in (14) we obtain

MAB = El - erf 1.542 (1 - In XB/X , (18)
-! inX'A/XA

with the convention that erf(-u) - - erfu.The are,,me.-.t - Ini X'A/XA =Q
I n XB/XA

is plotted as a f'unction of X'A/XA for various values of X8/XA in
Figure D.2. The joint mortality MAB as a numerical function of Q is
shown in Figure D.3. The form of the curve is exactly what one would
expect on the basis of qualitative arguments. It is interesting to
analyze the curves in terms of the question: for a (given) value of
XB/XA vwhat must X'A/XA be to achieve a specified joint mortality?

.05 0.77

.J0 0.60

.20 0.39

.50 0.00

In the case of MAB = .50 we note ,mmediately thct the requirement is
X'A/XA = XB/XA. Other choices are ple'ted in Figure 0.4.

Re f c rences

1. S. E. DeJonge in "Quantitative Methods in Pharmacology," Proc. of
j.fmposium, Leyden, 1960.
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5. Based on Salman and Bongberc., revised by R, C. Hall, 1956.

6. Salman and 8'ngL'e .4, op. cit.
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FIGURE D.2

Q AS A FUNCTION OF XE AND X'A
jXA XA
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FIGURE D.3

MORTALITY AS A FUNCTION OF Q
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FIGURE 0.4

I VALUES OF X'A/XA RESULTING IN GIVEN DEGREES
OF MORTALITY FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF XB/XA.

4-.3

....... . . . . . . . . .
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APPEND IX E

NATURAL ANALOGS OF NUCLEAR ATTACK

The purpose of this section is to present in one place data on various
large-scale natural disturbances in order to make possible some meaningful
comparisons with thermonuclear weapons. The simplest parameter which can
be used for this purpose is total energy release. We shall supplement this
with a discussion of the partition of energy into different channels, e.g.
seismic waves, water waves, air w:ives, heat and convection, etc. Much of
the 4iscussion is incomplete, reflecting lack of data, trustworthy theory,
or both. However, the results should be of sufficient interest to outweigh
the obvious shortcomings.

For simplicity we shall measure energy in units of megatons, noting
that

i MT = 1015 calories = 4.186 x 1022 ergs.

No emphasis has been attached to casualties or damage done by the
catastrophes listed hereafter, since this is largely fortuitous. As a
matter of interest we might mention that the Chinese earthquake of 1556
was probably the most destructive single event, with b30,O00 estimated
dead. The Tokyo-Yokohama earthquake of 1923 probably cones second, with
311,564 persons killed (mostly by f;res) or missing. Ar, -ttwr Chinese
earthquake in Kansu province, December 16, 1920, killed about 200,000,
mostly due to landslides and floods. Many other earthquakes have taken
huge tolls including Lisbon (1955), Chile (1960), etc.

Volcanoes come next in destructiveness. Thlv eruption of Vesuvius 'n
79 A.D. which buried Ponpeii and Herculaneum was one well -known example.
Tha eruption of Asamayama (1783) in Japan probably killed the most people,
iolloled by Tomboro (1815) which took 56,000 lives, Krakatoa (36,000),
Mt. Pel~e (30,C-^^Z and others.

3torms also have occasionally taken many thousands of lives, espe-
cial y ;n Bengal and Assam (India) but this is exceptional. There are
no known fatalities attributable to m.!teorts.. Fnr'est fires have not
produced miany casualties as a rule except wtiere towns have been caught
in the path, as reshtigo, Wisconsin was in 1871. City ,iies have been
extrnumel destructive, ef course. The incendiary attack on Dresden cost
an estimated 135,000 lives, which was exceeded only by the Tokyo-Yokohama
fires of 1923.

S.. . .. .. . .
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Table E-1

Magni- Fault
tude Length Energy

Location Date (M) (kin) (MT) Tsunami (?)

Wei-Ho Valley, Chinal Feb. 2, 1556 9(?)*-- 6500 No
Colombia-Ecuador Jan. 31, 1906 8.9 -- 5000 Yes
Sanriku, Japan Mar. 3, 1933 8.9 -- 50C'0 Yes
Portugal-Morocco (Lisbon) Nov. I, 1775 8.75(?) 750(?) 3500 Yes
Assam, India Aug. 15, 1950 8.6 -- 2000 --

Assam, India June 12, 1897 8.6 -- 20CO --

Yakutat, Alaska Sept.10, 1899 8.6 150 2000 Yes
(6 fau]ls)**

Concepci6n, Chile hay 22, 1960 8.5 1200 1500 Yes
Mino-Owari, Japan Oct. 28, 1891 8.4 450 K00 --

(3 faults)
Kwanto (Tokyo-Yokohama),

Japan Sept. I, 1923 8.3 -- 800 Yes
San Francisco, California Apr. 18, 1906 8.25 420 700 --

New Madrid, Missouri Dec. 16, 1811 8.1(?) 250 400 No

These M values come mostly from Richter (1958).2 Magnitudes quoted in the
literature disagree considerably. We have chosen those propounded most fre-
quently or with most emphasis. Note that elsewhere 3 Sanriku has been given
a magnitude of 8.3 and Colombia-Ecuador as 8.6, even though the magnitude
(M1) is supposed to be a measured o.jantity which can be determined exactly
(in principle) from seismographic measurements. The difficulties of making
such measurements and the ambiguities inherent in normalizing them to a
common standard are probably more than sufficient to explain occasional dis-
crepancies c f + 10%. Unfortunately, the energy released by an earthquake is
usually assui.d to depend logarithmically on the magnitude, e.g.,

loglo E = oi + B M-C

Again, different authorities prefer widely varying choices for (Y and B,
based on different estimates of the amount of strain energy released by a
seismic event of magnitude 8. A brief search of the literature quickly un-
covered the following choices:

12 1.8(4)

11.8 1:56)
11.4 1 5(6)
13 1.5(7)

*Greatest loss of life from any earthquake (830,000 dead). Covered a

large area, most of 3 provinces: Shensi, Shansi, and Honan.

•Greatest vertical displacement (50 feet) ever recorded.

2= 109/ (4.186 x 1022)= 22.62. This factor arises frtvi convert-
ing ergs to MT s.

.21R k
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It is obvioui that the range of errors for the energy values given
are rather large--probably at least an order of magnitude. One diffi-
culty is that earthquake energy is almost certainly a linear function of
fault length L since there is a lini;t to the amount of strain-energy
which can be contained in a given volume of rock. For example, the a'-
proximate relation

E - .78L

was obtained vy a least-squares fit of magnitude vs. fault length data
in which there was a lot of scatter. 8 Magnitide, on the other hand, de-
pends not only on L but on focal depth D, on the elastic propeutes of
the strata, and the "coupling" between neighboring blocks of the earth's
crust. The latter could very well be the big uncertaInty. Rather than
measuring the amplitude of the first ground-wave received by the seismo-
graph, it might be better to integrate the intensity of all signals re-
ceived over a finite time interval. This wold seem to be a mc> accurate
measure of the "perceived magnitude" of the shock and might ie a inore re-
liable guide to the energy involved.

The above remarks may illumine a difficulty which seems to arise .then
earthquakes are compared to underground nuclear explctions. For such det.-
nations, only about half the energy yield takes th \-orm of blast and ahock:
the remainder is heat and radiation, both of which remain confined near the
ground zero. Peak acceleration of the ground seems to scale as

.00014 g9 3 14 d-2

where g is the normal acceleration of graviy y, E is the yield in MT's, and
d is thc distance in km from the epicenter.a Even an energy yield of 104
would produce only about 1/700 g peak acceleration at a distance of 10 km.
According to one Nevada experiment (RAINIER), 1.7 KT underground burst
ý.ith 5C% of its energy going into blast and shock waves is equivalent :c An
earthquake of magnitude 4.07 which would be consistent with an assumed
strain energy release of 1019 ergs or about .25 KT. On the other hand.
a seismic disturbance of magnitude 4 .hould be perceptible to ohservers
at a distance of about 100 kin, whereas RAINIER itself was detected by only
a few people at A distance of about 4 km where the measured peak accelera-
tion 4as .02 g. Thu; there is evidence that either nuclear explusoons pro-
duce ground shocks of an altogether different pattern from earthquakes, or
else that the a-tual energy released by earthquakes has hitherto been under-
estimated. In .,ew of the apparent difficulties of distinguishing seismic
waves from the two sources (ergo Project VELA), the latter seems not un-
likely. To bring the energy figures Into rough colr.cldence for magnitude 4.
one ,must multiply the earthquake figure by about 3.5. Even so, it is dif-
ficult to reconcile the apparent difterencesi in percepoibilty. which are
hard to exptain unless uneergrouna bursts dump proportionately muJch less
energy into long-waves and more into the initial pulse.

Tsunamis are water waves occurring in conjunction with earthquakt-s
,and probably arising f.ram ,.m-den displacements awig fault lines, or as*
stwiated -tudslidet underwater.

- - - - - - •ar - * m r •I .jl • -
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Tsunamis are classified m = -1, 0, I, --.4 where m = 4, corresponds
to a wave about 100 feet (30M.) high. In terms of magnitudes lidal0 finds
the e:nmprical relation

m = 2.61 M - 18.44

whereas Wilson]) prefers

m - 2M - 13.5.

The proportion of seismic energy converted into tsunami energy is
the subject of considerable disagreement. lida estimates 10%, but others
believe the figure is much smaller. Wilson's preferred estimate is

E .0063 E

which implies a rather small coupling (or a rather considerable phase "mis-
match") between the earth movements and the water. The height of the tsunami
wave (at the shore line) seems to vary logarithmically with m, 12

logio H = 0.375 m

Some large tsunamis are listed befow.

Table E-2

T-sunrar, i s

Location Source Date -M H(Meters)

Kanchatako* Kurile trench? Oct. 6, 1737 65
Merak, Java Krakatoa )883 42
Sanriku Tuscorora deep June 15, 1896 -- 30
Sanriku Tuscorora deep Mar. 3, 1933 8.9 23
Lisbon Offshore mudslides? Nov. 1, 1775 8.750) 16
Chile Offshore mudslides May 22, 194;0 8.5 --

Kamchataka Kurile trench Nov. 4, 1952 6.4 --

Kaui Aleutians Apr. 1, 1946 -- 16

Since observations of wave height are ",ade cn shore at varying distances
from the for',l point of the disturbance, along coasts of vcrying config-
urations, the observed heights Are nit accurate measures of the energy of
the initial disturbance.

*

I *~Thi, seems to ,, ~ been, h highest on .....r
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VOLCAI'OES

Volcanic eruptions occur with varying degrees of explosiveness. The
1,tast explosive variety, typified by Mauna Loa on Hawaii, has almost
i-othing in commonr with thermonuclear explosions. Large quantities of
lava simply pour out of the mountain from time to time and gradually
solidify on the slopes.

The most explosive type, as Illustrated by Krakatoa, produces blast
e~fficts and fallout analogous to nuclear weapons. Insofar as the mecha-
ni.,,m leading to an eruption is currently understood, the difference be-
%,eer the twe. types seems to originate in Lh'-~ composition of the nagmatic

material. As the liqvid magma rises toward the surface it begins to coo;,
and crystallization begins. Some of the more volatile components (CO,, C02 9
H2, H20, H;.S, etc.) hitherto held in solut*,,n may be trapped .i. the crystal
structure. However, the excess iV forced out of solution and the magma be-
comes charged with gas under hikh pressure which provides the motive force
for the eruption. If the excess volatile component is small the lava will
simply flow, but with a higher percentage of compressed gas present, the
cohesieve forces of the magma will be overcome and th'e result is an explo-
sive release of pressure. It is-noteworthy that the index of "explosive-
ness" te~ids to be simiilar for a given voicano at different times and also
for evffarent volcanoes in the same region. This is consistent with the
tr-or~,' since nearby volcanoes may be tapping common underground sources
0, magma. The most explosive volcanoes are those in Indonesia (Krakatoa,
Tomboro; , Japan (As~,mqyima, Sakuraj ima) ' and Central Amer ica (Cosegu na,
Santa Maria, etc.). 4

The total heat enercy releasfd by an eruption depends only on the
cul~ic volume of matter expe'led and its original tempeorature and heat
capac;ty. However, the WLjgjjy.j component depends cr. the fr.'-,-tion of
volatoie substances originally held in solution. There ii almist no way
to obtain this for a given case, although laboratory experiments suggest
that 4-5% of volatile substances is ý)out the dividing line and some
kinds of magma -nay hoid up to 10-15% volatile components in solution
until crystaillizatim. begins.15 The remainder of the explosive impulse
arises from heat given up by finely divided ajerosols or droplets of magma
which coo) suddenly znd adiabatically. This Is the source of volcanic
"ash ."

The explosive energy, not tnie totai hea*t tnergy, in each of the eases
in Table E-3 could probat';y t-v very crwdoly estim~ated from either the
heigo, of the columni of smoke or the distoince at which the detonat ions
were heard iý the enerqy release werc lnitantaneous. They wm ld then be
c~ompred wfth, Krbkatoa ýIhe *-Zexplosive case). AccorJlng to a detailed
calculation. due to Wd. Brcw"7n thed total hoot energy released was prob-
ably it, the- rftnge il-32 kilonw2.t~n1, while the explosive contribution was
protaby 1, the ran.?e ol 30-501 or 5-15 K14T~s. Tho re-mainijer dissipates
trwite slowly. If the efficiency oi transfering energy to the at-norphere is
ý,milari~ to that. of a m'eteorite, tl~n intleed Krakatoa appears to have beens
5 to 15 tAimes mor powerfl-I (ban rkw great Siberian meteorite of 19W8 (%*e
M~ETEORITES), co&se it iJ the observation% oi~ Whiplej17 and AstapowitscIh.18
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Table E-3

Est. Area Covered Max. Alt.
Length Vol. by Ashes of Smoke Max. Dist.

Volcano, Date of Time Cu.Mi. Sq. Mi. Column, Mi. Heard, Mi.

Tomboro, Soembawa 2 days 28a -depth of 2' at
Apr. 11-12, 1815 850 ,ii. dist.

-72 hrs. dark-
ness at 700 mi.

Krakatoa, Sunda 2 days 5 ;-b50 n'. >2,900
Straits
Aug. 26, 1883

Agung, Bali 33 mi.c
Mar. 17, 1963

Asawnayama, Japan - 48 vi.iages
1763 tu r i ed

Sakurajima, Japan 2 days 6 mi.
Jan. 12, 1914 (oblique)

Katmai, Alaska Apparent- 5 -depth of Pat > 750
Juno 6, 1912 ly instan- 100 mi, dist.

taneous -60 hrs. dark-
ness at 100
mi. dist.

Coseguina, 3 day, 13 d -sev. in. at 500 >1,100
Nicaragua mi. dist.
Jan. 20, 1835 -43 hrs. darkness

Santa Maria, -.1 125,000 18 mi. > 500
Guatemala
Oct. 24, 1902

Skaptar J6kull, 3 days of -- -all of Iceland ....
Icel6nde gas & ash, & surroonding
June 8, 1783 then lava sea.

-*>-100,000 crop
acres affected
in Norway.. ........ ..... ; wZ "; 7 ' .... ..... ; ; ;,,....... ...................

E iate froin Roy. Soc. Rept, (n Krsekote. Another e qives the
figure as 50 cu. mii. 2 0 rcriboro ws probably the 9rteatest eruptioot of historic
t ite s.

bThe m.,ain firn ,us!. c loud seems t(l have peakt-d at 2) ,ii Ies. hut the column
of ssoke and as~h tol lowi'no the mtost violcnt ,xplos-or, wtias apparently niqher.

A AI t i t u de ''eas U ree' VO 1# !d to nor t he rrn hoit i sp h it e ( Coia I d Q)hser v ai tot v
Tt, xas) . 2 1

, ' J(N i!ates rt•fl0 rt-' 4 cu. " . to 60 ,iu. . The i,:t [t • ou s
;:.adI , by RX cu5 (1891 ) jt'jd us%.( b% S.1pp 22f jj Ili$ studjvcl jcaj 'km Is. ~p(ios, Nt.

" G. .- I vs t, la l IIW I o . v*tiýit k I -e tft o I .i
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Actually the ctmparison is not easy to make since Krakatoa (like
most volcanoes) did not blow up all at once. Explosions were seemingly
more or less continuous, punctuated by a few louder bangs. Sound waves
from successive detonations interfered so that no well-defirned pulse
could be identified and analyzed (e.g., by Scorer's technique24 ). Com-
parisons with nuctear explosions are also considerably complicated by
the fact that ý,' snic eruptions are typically spread out in time, al-
though Katmal i..1' nave been exceptional in this regard. It Is difficult
to estimate how much of the total energy released can be attributed to
the two or three s;ngle greatest blasts. If Indeed, the largest Indi-
vidual explosion comprised as little as 10% of the total energy (500-
1500 MT's) for Krakatoa, then it is just barely possible to reconcile
its apparent magnitude as compared to that of the Siberian meteorite.
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METEOR ITES

There is no doubt but that the impact of a large meteorite comes
closest or all natural events to simulating the blast effects of a thermo-
nuclear explosion, although there are many important differences. If the
metaor;tic material could be collected and weighed, and the trajectory de-
termined, it would be possible to calculate the exact energy of the origi-
nal object. In practice, matters are not so simple, since the composition
of the original body is unknown, and its trajectory cati only be inferred
by the angle of collision with the ground. Frozen methane, C02 , ice and
other volatile materials such as might be associated with conets, for ex-
ample, would, of course, leave no trace of their existence. Velocity of
passage through the atmosphere could only be known accurately if observed
by radar or astronomical telescopes. Hence, for the vast majority of me-
teoric events, including all the large ones of interest, it is only pos-
sible to give a range, namely from about 7 to 4t5 miles per second, depend-
ing on whether the meteorite moving at roughly 26 miles per second relative
to the sun, overtakes the earth (moving at 18.5 miles per second in its or-
bit), or collides frontally with it. The average velocity of observed me-
teorites is 10 miles per second, reflecting the fact that most of the swarms
are moving around the sun in the same direction as the earth, hence most
collisions are of the overtaking variety.

The best evidence for inferring total energy release is, in most cases,
the crater. This evidence is indirect, of course, and estimates depend
upon theoretical considerations which involve the entire complex process,
including the collision, vaporizat'ori and recondensation of meteoric mate-
rial, production and dissipation of shock waves, plastic deformation of the
surrounding rock strata, shatter-cone and coesite formation, etc.*" It is
felt that these processes are now at least qualitatively understood and
most of the pecuiiar desiderata of high velocity impacts can be reproduced
on a small scale in the laboratory. One of the most important points on
which our inferences will rest is the fact that at extremely h;.jh veloci-
ties, the resulting crater formation is quite independent of i:-e structure
of the target. Actually, the material near the impact point behaves very
much as though it were a fluid or a pile of loose dust. This is because
the instantaneous pressures generated by the shock waves (frori tens of
thousands to milllons of atmospheres) simply overwhelm all macroscopic
cohesive forces and each particle moves independently.

Erosion and sedimentation soon fill in mo0t meteorite craters so the
only reliable evidence which remains visible after the passage of long
times is the crater diameter, which can be determined by observation of

:',Shatter-cones are unique structures in limestone, sandstone or
other conglomierates formed by strong shock deformations originating at
a point. Coesite is a crystalline form of silicon (analogous to the
diamond formt of carbon) formed only by pressures exceeding 20,000 atmos-
pht'res--whi,-h would normaally occur only at depths exceeding 40 miles.25
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the deformed strata. In recent years many craters of meteoric origin
have been identified first from aerial photographs and satbsequently con-
firmed in other ways by the presence of shatter-cones, doesite, or nickel-
iron fragments.

At least 39 large fossil craters have now been identified in one or
more of these ways, and a number of others are in the "possible" category.
In the following table, diameters are "apparent" diameters, disregardirg
the "lip" of the crater. Energies are extrapolat,' from the nomogram in
Effegts of Nuclear VeaDons,2 6 which relates yield to crater diameter as-
suming that the semi-empirical relation

E = R10/3

holds true, where E is the energy yield and R is the crater radius.

Table E-4

1_j.eorite Craters

Apparent Crater
Crater Location Diameter (feet) Probable Energy--MT

Vredefort,Transvaal, S. Aftica 160,000 2,500,000*
Ries Kessel, Germany 90,000 540,000
New Quebec, Canada 11,500 1,200
Podkamennaya-Tunguska, Siberia (see next page) 1,000
Jalemzane, Algeria* 5,800 120
Canyon Diablo, Arizona 4,000 36***
Wolf Creek, Australia 2,800 12
Boxhole, Australia 575 0.12
Odessa, Texas 560 0.1
Numerous smaller craters

*Dletz 2 7 estimates 1,500,000 MT but gives no theoretical basis for

the estimate. Howf_,er, in view of the uncertainties, his estimate and
ours are extr'smely close,

*Not a confirmee. meteor crater.

***Dietz estimates 5 MT. Moulton,2 8 and subsequently Wylie, 2 9 esti-
mated a velocity of Impact between 7-14 mps. Nininger 3O estimated a mass
of 106 tons. Assuming 10 mps, the energy releasod would have been about
3 X 1022 ergs or less than I h•. It must b4 remi."bered that the evidence
is extremely tenuous at best and other estimaies of the mass of the Canyon
Diablo meteorst,! rnn from 12,00031 to 4. O00,Oc tcns!3 2 At 50 Mps, a
4,000,000-ton mas3 wouid yield about 3.000 MT. whereas a 12.000-ton body
at 7 raps would yield only 200 KT. Our 36%t estimate is close to the g-
metrical mean of these two extremes.
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Several other interesting meteoric events have taken placc which do
not fit into the above scheme, since no single crater defines the impact.
For example, one might include the famous "Carolina Bays," Campo jel Cie.o
(Argentina), Henbury (Australia), and the rr) famous Siberian meteors
(Tunquska, 1908, 6nd Sikhote-Alin, 1947) arne. Mt. Kenya (Kenya, E. Africa,19461....

The Tunguska meteor of June 30, 1908, has aroused great interest be-
cause it does not seem to fit the expected pattern. In particular, no
large craters were found when the site was investigated (the largest was
about 150 feet in diameter, although trees were knockeJ ;A'.n ii+ large num-
brprs at a diLtance of 300,000 feet from the iripact point. The sound was
heard at a distance of 2,000 miles. Extrapolating from CNW this kind of
damage would be expected to accom.pany a 1000-MT su t'ace burst.* The most
detailed anaixsis made to date, 36 using data collected by Whipple 37 and
Astapowitsch 3O from about a dozen ;ndepenident microbarographic measure-
ments, nd comparing with detailed calculations, led to an estimate of
4 x 102'• ergs, or 100 MT as the erfergy communicated to the atmosphere.
Scorer's calculation is consistent with the 1000-MT estimate assuming
10% of the total energy went into atmospheric waves. The above is also
consistent with Astapuwitscl's comparisons if we replace his crude esti-
mate of the energy of the Krakatoa expiosion by our own (see VOLCANOES).

*The range of error here is large, unfortunately. The data wosvd

not be violently incon$istf.nt with an esti;tate of only 100 ..'1's. However,
wyatt33 also accepts the 1000-MT femure, and Rrg;.es that the Wbet hypithe-
sis covering all known aspects of the Tunwuska evert is th*t the 'k'•eteor"
was actually a %moll lump of anti-matter. If this %*re phe coat. then t
txplosion would hove been .L L li of thermonucleor orin S'• -oe wry

slight confirmation eO.Sts in thv form 0f recent cootradictory rvsortt of
the exiit'nce ot o abnorme, amount of boIkgrownd rodiation i.n the- are4.;Y
A rý,cornt article by Cowmn, Libby and Atlurl hý rtopened thN ,is¢uSsioW.3.
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STORMS

Storms release their energy so slowly in comparison with nuclear ex-
plosions that their effects are quite dissimilmr. The-greatest storms are
of the hurricane type.* Although there- is reason to believe that stcrms
in the western Pacific occasionally reach greater magnitudes, Table k-5,
adapted from a list compiled by the Hydrorneteorologlcal Section of the
U.S. Weather Bureau, 3 9 indicates the orders of magnitudes involved. Years
covered are 1900-1950.

The energy fiqures were calculated by fitting the storm isobars at
sea level to both visually drawn and exponential pressure profiles, and
taking up the mean, The deviations between the two types of calculations
range up to about 25% in sane cases, but the means are probably accurate
to about 10% or so. See Figure E.I. For simplicity, the storm is assumed
to extend vertically to the top of the atmosphere, the kinetic energy in
each layer being simply proportional to the atmospheric density.

During its lifetime a hurricane will, of course, dissipate much more
energy than is present in the cyclostropic ;Ainds at any given moment. The
source of energy is, of course, originally heat fram the sun which has
warmed large expanses of weter to the point that "nort-.!1." transport pro-
ces.es cannot get rid of the excess energy as fast as it i* being accmu-
lated in the tropical oceans. Hence some turbulent heat transfer ,,-.chanism
is naeded to speed up the process and maintain over-all equilibrium between
the tropics and the arctic regions. The mechanism is, roughly, that a
large heated air mass rises, creatinq a low-pressure region. Neighboring
air ru,;hes in to fill the "vacuum," but, because of the Coriolis effect
produced by the earth's rotation, a circular wind pattern is set up bal-
ancing a pressure gradient against centrifugal forces. The moving air
transports energy very rapidly hy creating waves and tides, and by evap-
orating and lifting large quantities of water vaFor, much of which Is
carried away to condense and release its latent iheat elsewhere, thus
rapidly equalizing the imbalance by cooling the tropical oceans and wrm-
ing the temperate latitudes.

Total energy dissipated is hard to e~tlnmate; it depends on the dissi-

pation I (prportIoona l to instantaneous kinetic energy and tc some ef-
fective "viscosity" which would require a sep'arate and highly uncertain
caicul•tion) and on the Niurricar'e lifetime, which Is typically a *eek or
ttn days.

'Knoom 43!0 As Cyclotes (India), WIIly-wlly's (Philippinas) sed
Typhnns(J*pan).



Table E-5

Ki net '.L
Energy ir Kinet ic
a Cylinder Lnergy
50 M;- in in
Radius to Cylinder

Radius Velcicty Min. the Top of 100 mi.
of I~ax. of Max. Central the in
Winds Winds Pressure Atmosphere Radius

Place Date Mi. mph. Inches MT MIT

Santa Ger- Aug. 18, 35 116 28.00 65.02 117.92
trudis, Tex. 1916

Hatter.,%s, N.C. Sept. 14, 49 113 27.88 56.312 188.16
1944

Key West, Fla. Oct. 20, 21 iI 27.52 54.08 15?.32
1926

Brownsville, Sept. 5, 30 105 28.02 53.25 164.48
Tex. 1933

Miami, Fla. Sept. 18, 24 110 2/.59 52.80 151.04
1926

Savannah, Ga. Aug. 1), 26 77 28.1-8 48-70 --

1940

Now Orleans, Sept. 29, 29 106 k7.87 47.36 154.88
La. 1915

Hillsboro, Sept. 17, -19 102 21.76 44.86 --

Fla. 1947

West Palm Aug. 26. 22 99 28.16 43-5~2
Beach, Fla. 1949

Long K~ey, Sept. 2. 6 137 26.35 43.39 -

Fla.* 1935

Long Key, Sept. 28, 28 98 28.18 43.07
Fla. 192)

""t~. Sept. ill. !2 n98.0" 41.22 -

Fla. 1 '45

Galveston. Slept. M, 1 4 264 19,14? ~ -

Tex. 1900

~I~oeeb ~n~"aI pi'~4 .jqiiet wind speed *vvr eecordt4 in U.S.
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FIRES

Large historic fires provide some useful background for making corm-
parisons with fires ignited by nuclear weapons. Also, the smoke produced
by large fires is in some ways analogous to fallout.

The energy released into the atmosphere by fires is small compared to
other natural events--about 4 x 109 calories per ton of fuel per acre. As-

Al suming an average fuel density of 20 tons per acre, thiF amounts to 8 x 1010
calories (per acre or about 50 KT/mi 2 ). Thus the total energy released by
the greatest forest fire in the history of the U.S, (Michigan-Wisconsin,
October 1871) was about 300 MT.

The energy calculations are made on the basis of 20 tons/acre. This
is extremely crude,and :ommon sense imnmediately suggests that the Tilla-

mook fire (virgin Douglas Fir) probably burned much more fuel than typica!
fires in logged areas. However, the complexities are such that better es-
timate: do not seem to be available at present.

There have probably been some larger fires in other parts of the
world. In par~icular, there have been some tremendous forest fires in
Siberia for which, however, P have little information.

The smoke accompanying forest fires does not seem to have attracted
much attention to date, except insofar as it helps or hinders detection
of forest fires. However, most people wi'l recali days with very hazy
s,;!ýies attributabie to distant fires. Stonier 4 0 cites a case ir. point:
on September 25-26, 1950, the insolation (sunlight reaching the earth)
in Washiigton, D.C., was only 52% of n armal althL.qh the dayF -re
cloudless, as a conscquence of forest fires in Westerii Canada. The
smoke pall covered the eastern seaboard of the U.S. and stretchee as
far as Europe. Evidently fires are rather efficient at producing wide-
spread h6ze in comparison with other mechanisms (e.g., volcanoes). How-
ever, little is known about the details.

A list is given on the following page as Table E-6.

i1

,!I '
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Table E-6

FiLrs 4 1

Energy
Cause of Ign~tioi Area ReleasedArea Dates and Spread Mi. 2  MT

Eastern Wisc. Oct. 8, 187i Merg-ng of many 5900 300(Peshtigo) & small logging
Central Mich. fires; long

drought, high
winds

Miramichi (New Oct. 7, 1825 Merging of many 4700 240
Brunswick) & small logging
Maine fires; long

drought, high
w i nrds

Idaho Aug. 10-21, 1910 Merging of many 4700 240
small logging
fires; lonrs
drought, high
winds

Ft. Yukon, 1950 2500-3500 130-lI60
Alaska

Wisconsin & Aug.-Sept., 1894 Merging of many 2000-3000 100-150Hinckley, Minn. Sept. 1, 1894 small logging

fires; Iona
drought, moder-
ate winds

Yacoult-West. Sept. 12-13, 1902 Merging of many 1500-2000 75-100Washington & snivi ogging
Oregon fires; long

drought, moder-
ate to strong
winds. Over 110
separate large
fires.

E. Michigan Sept. 1-5, 1881 Merging of many 1500 75
viiall logging
fires; long
draught, modter-
ate winds. Some
liqJtning fires.

Adimrodacks. N.Y. Prlrnirily mey 28- Merging of firfs 1000 so
June 3. 1903 from coppers. in-

cendiaries. Dry
spring, strong

windi.
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Table E-6

Fires (Continued)
Energy

Cause of Ignition Area Released
Area Dates and Spread Mi. 2  MT

Tillamook. Oie. Aug. 14-25, 1933 2 ignition points; 486 (420 24
long drought. Fire mi. in 20
burned slowly until ho-.irs)
hct gale fo~rce winds
on Aug. 24-25.

Maine (Mt. Oct. 1957 2 ig;nition points; 375 19
Desert Is].) long drought.

Maine Oct. 21-25, 1947 Long drought, many 320 16
small fires,, low
humidity, high
winds (50 fires
burn ing),

City fires of great extent have occur ed throughout history. For ex-
ample, one might include the following:

Table E-7
City Fires

on Qit t, te O r7in of F;re Extent of Damage

London 4 2  Sept. 2-4, Possibly originated with fires 2 mi. 2 area
1666 Jeliberately started to burn 13,000 houses

"lowr. p!a(jut houses. Dry sum- destroyed (807
mer. stronr NE wind. of city)

Moscow4 3 Sept. 4- Russians set fires to deny the 30,800 houses de-
19, 1112 city to Napoleon. stroyed (907, of

city

Hamhur94.4 Mav 5-7. City we'ý *r !t.'e of anirchv 4,219 buildinqs
1842 during the fire which asteJ destroyed (20V

100 hours, of city)

Chicago4 5  Oct. 8-1C, oroni urought; hot dry winds. 3.3 mi. 2 area
1871 (Sam. da-, ;.. P sht i t io, 4iAc. burned. 17,1,50

forest, fire.) i Id rigs 6,'!5troyed
Honoluvu:4, Jan. 15, Fireý deliberate*y stared to

1900 bur'n plague ,reos ii, China-
town: got out of :ontrol

San Fran- Apr. I•, Aftermath of earthquikt. 'i .,i,? ar.a Sutned
c9scoL7 I,5 (95n f o v-Z II

da~niye wais Out- to
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Table E-7

Location Date Or ioJn of.Ei re_ Extgnt of.iX=

Yokohamp• Sept. 1, Aftermath of earthquake. 447,128 houses de-
Tokyo" 1923 stroyed (95% of

Yokohama, 7!% of
Tokyo)

Hamburg 4 9  July 24- Incendiary attack by Royal Air 5 mi. 2 area burned
28, 1943 Force. 214,000 houses and

4,300 factories
des•cr( ;,td

Dresden 5 0  Feb. 13- Incendiary attack ty Royal Air 6.7 m;, 2 (>25% de-
14, 1945 Force. Prototype 'fire storm." struction) 28,000

bu i idings damaged
or destroyed* (80Y
of city)

Tokyo$I Mar. 9, !ncendiary attack by U.S. Air 17 mi. 2 burned
1945 Force.
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APPENDIX F

DESTRUCTIVENESS VS. FREQUENCY OF FIRES

Assume there are k "ignition points" resulting in discrete
fires at a given time, and let f(i,k) be the number of such fires
which destroy precisely i "cells" (e.g., acres). Then the proba-
bility that the next cell will be destroyed by a fire which has
already destroyed i cells is taken to he

i f(ik)

Swhile the probability that the next cell will be destroyed by a
fire which has thus far destroyed no cells (i.e., a new ignition
point is created) is taken to be a constant ot. Since the total
number of ignition points, k, is assumed to remain constant, each
time a new one is created anothe." is dropped from consideration.
The probability that the fire thus removed from the distribution
is one waich has burned i cells (or acres) is proportional to the
number of such fires, viz.,

f(i K).

These assumptions determine thc form of the f(i,k) completely
"f o r large v&lmes of k, namely

1-i. f(i k) = f( A(i)

p(+ i)

where f(z) is the well-known factorial function.1 In the "tail"
of the distribution, i.e., for large values of i, this function
is approximately given by

lim vi 2-a i i
""=i+ iP

where p , 2"/i-c;.

A distribution of this form os first derived from pr-.b-
abi IL, model by G.U. Yule (1924)2 to ixplaln the distribution
of species among biological genera, 'f one were t-phot f(l) vs.
i in the rnormal way, the distribution, would decreAse, from, a maxi-
mum at tile origi;.", asymptotically tcosords zerto. Of course, for
finite k, there is one largest firt which 6urns an prea Inx &nJ
f(i) must be zero identical'y for I > ;max. This is, of course,
the interesting region of the curvt, slnce it was pointed out pre-
viously that most of the daiage is done b-1 a vory 'nial1 fractlon
of the fires. Hetice it is tore us(fuI to plot i v%. f(I) or--fcr

II

a 00
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convenience--log i vs. log f(i), as in Figure F.1, since the re-
sult will theoretically be a straight line with (negative) slope
I/p. The two parameters p,A are easily determined in principle
by means of an empirical plot of log i vs. log f(l), assuming the
data come reasonably close to fitting the theoretical curve.

Total number of fires:

imax
k = f(i,k) 0'Ar(-ý) C(P)

i-I

where C(p) ;s the Reimair. C-function. 3

FIGURE F.I

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF FIRES
AS A FUNCTION OF DAMAGE INDEX

log imax

slope: - p 2.08
log i

l og Ar (p)J

-otP l number of e•lls (acres' destroyed by fire:

Si.,I i f (i, .6 A r,"(p ) ý (p- I

Le t iri w.•hi 0, excetc', a giverP

stwit • ' . p-I ; t •.

i immml im mEI!
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and iet 11 be the fraction of all damage done by fires greater
than it

I r' iax

'nr, )_ i f(i,k) 1 Rp-2 jtp '
i~it

We shall not reproduce the remainder of the analy~is, which
is •ssertiaily a pro7cess of manipulating numbers. The results,
which can be verified directiy, are that

p - 2.07

almost regardless o. the exact values of 71. .- and it, provided
the average number of acres per fire (Ti/K) Is Fixed. We have
tentatively taken this number to be 34, as derived from Table
2-7 for the average of the years 1957-1959. The results are
not sensitive to the other parameters. within reasonabie limits,
but it is obvious that Il will be a large fraction, since

0.08 C(0.08) ito-08

while K will be a small fraction, since

1.08 C(2.08) it'.08

These conclusions are consistent with the known facts (i.e., 75-
90% of the d.vage is due to 3-7% of the fires).
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Thiw-mal Ignition iimJ prob~bilitits of fire sprea4 .,ndor various cnditiors
ar4I discussed In Chaiter 11. Chapter III is concernr~d with 0otential ms.-tore
olItmlcal an~j climatic problev-s. 0~apter IV discusscos a v ret of "sertkd-
orc~or" problems. such as !pIdemi~cs, pust outbreaks, floods, oosio" atid t~co-

VoliP.t It Is dovotevt to an anulyulz of ihe 1r'*eaction% of the** WfAtts
with postattack racoveryV probleues; particularly In connection witth agrl-
culture. 'the potc.itial conflicti.: tetw~e short-terml and lIgn-torvi objectivoi,
arr wtess~a. A mro of tft(c~ntort1.aasur*- art listed cmil diic',sied.

Yol-p I9I~ I I s, a short $unvey of th3 JL'~hoe _03r bowxl stp~arateIy
for convenierta.
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